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Abstract
_e highly successful Belle experiment was located at the KEKB accelerator in Tsukuba, Japan.
KEKB was an electron-positron ring accelerator running at the asymmetric energies of 8GeV
(e−) and 3.5GeV (e+). _e Belle experiment took data from 1999 to 2010, but was shut down in
June 2010 in order to begin amajor upgrade of the accelerator and the detector. Belle played a
crucial role in the award of the 2008 Nobel Prize for Physics to M. Kobayashi and T. Maskawa.
_emain physics goal of Belle was themeasurement of CP-violation in the B-meson system.
_is mission, as well as the search for physics beyond the StandardModel, has been passed to
the Belle II experiment located at the SuperKEKB accelerator, the direct successors of the Belle
experiment and KEKB respectively. _e precise measurement of CP-violation and the search
for rare or “forbidden” decays of the B-meson and the tau-lepton as signals for New Physics
relies heavily on a large number of recorded events and the precision with which B-meson and
lepton decay vertices can be reconstructed. _us, the accelerator upgrade aims for an increase of
the luminosity by a factor of 40, resulting in a peak luminosity of 8 × 1035 cm−2 s−1. _is upgrade
is scheduled to be ûnished by 2017 and will result in asymmetric beam energies of 7 GeV (e−)
and 4 GeV (e+), provided by beams with a vertical size of only 48 nm (“nano-beam optics”), a
size that has never been reached at any particle collider before.
_e accelerator upgradewill result in the desired increase of the collision rate of particles,while
it will also inevitably lead to an increase in the background for all sub-detectors. _e Belle
detector would not have been able to handle the new background conditions expected at Su-
perKEKB, hence an upgrade of the Belle detector to the Belle II detector was necessary. Addi-
tionally the upgrade aims to increase the physics performance of the detector, making it more
sensitive to the eòects of New Physics. _e detector upgrade will see improvements and re-
designs of almost all subsystems as well as the inclusion of a whole new sub-detector, the PiXel
vertex Detector (PXD). _e introduction of the PXD will ensure that decay vertices are recon-
structedwith an extremely high precision in the harsh background conditions expected at Belle
II._e PXD is a semi-conductor based particle tracking detector andwill be the innermost sub-
detector of Belle II. It oòers excellent track and vertex reconstruction capabilities, while having
a thickness of only 75 µm in order to minimisemultiple scattering eòects.
Due to the innovative concept of a high-luminosity nano-beam accelerator, the scale of back-
ground being produced at the future SuperKEKB cannot be derived from a traditional electron-
positron collider and has, therefore, to be simulated using ûrst-principle Monte Carlo tech-
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niques. _is thesis focuses on a detailed study of the expected background for the pixel vertex
detector at the upcoming Belle II experiment. It starts with a comprehensive summary of the
key components of the SuperKEKB accelerator and the Belle II detector before delving into the
details of the Belle II simulation and reconstruction framework basf2. Itwas decided to develop
the basf2 framework from scratch, rather than adapting the soware framework used at Belle.
_e changes made in the upgrade from the Belle to the Belle II detector, would have required
major modiûcations of nearly all existing libraries.
_is thesis continues by explaining, in detail, the measurement and analysis of an experiment
conducted at Belle in 2010, shortly before theKEKB accelerator and the Belle detectorwere shut
down. _e experiment aimed at establishing the validity of a major background for the PXD,
namely the two-photon process into an electron-positron pair, described by the Monte-Carlo
generators KoralW and BDK, which have never been tested in the kinematical region relevant
for the PXD. From a comparison based on Monte Carlo data it is found that the diòerence
betweenKoralW andBDK in thehigh cross-section, low pt region (smaller than 20MeV) for the
produced electron and positron is very small, and that bothMonte-Carlo generators agreewith
the experiment in this important low momentum regime. However, the question arises as to
whether the delivered cross-section of theMonte Carlo generators is correct over awider phase
space, but still below the centre-of-mass energies where these generators have been veriûed
experimentally (e.g. at the e+e− colliders PETRA and LEP). In order to answer this question,
a comparison between recorded detector data andMonte Carlo data is performed, an analysis
that has never been done for centre-of-mass energies of the order of those of the Belle and Belle
II experiments. From the results the conclusion is drawn that both Monte Carlo generators,
KoralW and BDK, agree very nicely for low values of pt but diòer signiûcantly for intermediate
values where the total cross-sections are already very small. _e recorded data proved that for
intermediate pt ranges the behaviour of BDK is correct, while KoralW overshoots the data.
Since, however, the cross-section peaks strongly for low values of pt both generators can be
used for further background studies.
Furthermore, this thesis includes a detailed basf2 simulation study of themajor beam andQED
backgrounds that are expected at Belle II and their impact on the PXD.Various ûgures ofmerit
are estimated, such as particle ux, radiation dose and occupancy. On average the inner layer
experiences a particle ux of 6.1MHz cm−2 and the outer layer of 2.5MHz cm−2. _e distribu-
tion of the particle ux along the global z-axis is fairly at meaning that the radiation damage is
evenly distributed along the PXD ladders. _e simulation shows that the inner layer of the PXD
is exposed to a radiation dose of 19.9 kGy/smy1 and the outer layer to a dose of 4.9 kGy/smy. Ir-
radiation tests of DEPFET sensorswith 10MeV electrons showed that the sensorswork reliably
for a dose of at least 100 kGy. It is believed that they can even cope with up to 200 kGy. Us-
ing the radiation dose values obtained from the simulation, the numbers translate to a lifetime
of roughly 10 years for the PXD sensors, the typical operation time of a high energy physics
11 smy = 1 snowmass year = 107s
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detector. _e study shows that the expected PXD occupancy, summing over all background
sources, is given by
inner layer ∶ 1.28 ± 0.03% outer layer ∶ 0.45 ± 0.01%
_e upper limit for the PXD, imposed by the data acquisition and the track reconstruction, is
3%. _e estimated values are well below this limit and, thus, the PXD will withstand the harsh
background conditions that are expected at Belle II.
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Zusammenfassung
Das sehr erfolgreiche Belle Experiment war am KEKB Beschleuniger in Tsukuba, Japan be-
heimatet. KEKB war ein Elektron-Positron Ringbeschleuniger mit den asymmetrischen Ener-
gien 8 GeV (e−) und 3.5 GeV (e+). Das Belle Experiment sammelte von 1999 bis 2010 Daten,
wurde aber im Juni 2010 abgeschaltet, damit einem umfassenden Upgrade des Beschleunigers
und desDetektors begonnenwerden sollte. Belle spielte einewesentliche Rolle für die Arbeiten
von M. Kobayashi und T. Maskawa, welchen hierfür im Jahre 2008 der Nobelpreis verliehen
wurde. Das vorrangige Ziel der Physik an Belle war die Messung der CP-Verletzung im B-
Mesonen System.
Diese Aufgabe, wie auch die Suche nach Physik jenseits des Standard Modells, wurde an das
Belle IIExperiment, dasnun am SuperKEKBBeschleuniger angesiedelt ist,weitergereicht. Belle
IIund SuperKEKB sinddie direktenNachfolgerdesBelle Experimentes unddesKEKBBeschleuni-
gers. Die Genauigkeit, mit der CP-Verletzung gemessen werden kann, wie auch die Durch-
führungder Suchenach seltenenoder “verbotenen”ZerfällenderB-MesonenundTau-Leptonen
als Signale von Neuer Physik, hängt stark von der Anzahl an aufgezeichneten Ereignissen und
der Rekonstruktionspräzision von B-Meson und Lepton Zerfallsvertices ab. Daher ist es das
Ziel des Beschleuniger Upgrades, die Luminosität um einen Faktor 40 auf die Instantane Lu-
minosität von 8 × 1035 cm−2 s−1 zu erhöhen. Das Upgrade, das bis 2017 abgeschlossen sein soll,
wird Strahlenmit den asymmetrischen Energien 7 GeV (e−) und 4 GeV (e+) erzeugen. Die ver-
tikale Breitewird nur 48 nm (“nano-beam optics”) betragen, eine Breite, die noch nie zuvor bei
einem Teilchenbeschleuniger erreicht wurde.
Das Beschleuniger Upgradewird nicht nur, wie erwünscht, die Teilchenkollisionsrate erhöhen,
sondern zwangsläuûg auch zu einer Erhöhung des Untergrunds in allen Subdetektoren führen.
Da der Belle Detektor den zu erwartenden Untergrundbedingungen bei SuperKEKB nicht ge-
wachsenwäre,wurde einUpgrade desBelleDetektors zumBelle IIDetektornotwendig. Ebenso
hat das Upgrade eine Verbesserung der Physik Performance des Detektors zum Ziel, um ihn
sensitiver auf Eòekte Neuer Physik zu machen. Während des Upgrades werden fast alle Sub-
systeme verbessert und überarbeitet. Zusätzlichwird ein komplett neuer Subdetektor, der PiXel
vertex Detector (PXD), eingebaut. Durch den PXD wird sichergestellt, dass Zerfallsvertices
auch unter den rauen Untergrundbedingungen von Belle II mit einer extrem hohen Präzision
rekonstruiert werden können. Der PXD ist ein halbleiter-basierter Spurdetektor und wird der
innerste Subdetektor von Belle II sein. Er bietet exzellente Spur- und Vertex - Rekonstruk-
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tionsfähigkeiten und ist dabei nur 75 µm dünn, um Mehrfachstreuungseòekte zu minimieren.
Da das neuartige Beschleunigerkonzept mit sehr hoher Luminosität und Strahlen im Nano-
meterbereich arbeitet, ist dieGrössenordnung des vom zukünigen SuperKEKB Beschleuniger
erzeugtenUntergrundes unbekannt und kannnicht von einem traditionellenElektron-Positron
Beschleunigers abgeleitet werden. Daher kann der Untergrund nur mit Hilfe von Monte Carlo
Techniken simuliert werden. Diese Arbeit befasst sich mit der detaillierten Studie des zu er-
wartenden Untergrundes des Pixel Vertex Detektors an dem zukünigen Belle II Experiment.
Sie beginnt mit einer umfassenden Zusammenfassung der Kernkomponenten des SuperKEKB
Beschleunigers und des Belle II Detektors, bevor sie mit den Details zum Belle II Simulations
undRekonstruktions Framework basf2 fortfährt. Anstatt das bestehende Belle Soware Frame-
work anzupassen,wurde die Entscheidung getroòen, das basf2 Soware Framework vonGrund
auf neu zu entwickeln, denn das Upgrade des Belle Detektors zum Belle II Detektor hätte um-
fangreiche Anpassungen in fast allen bestehenden Soware Bibliotheken notwendig gemacht.
Die vorliegende Arbeit fährt mit einer detaillierten Beschreibung der Messung und Analyse
eines Experimentes fort, welches im Jahr 2010 bei Belle durchgeführt wurde, kurz bevor der
KEKB Beschleuniger und das Belle Experiment abgeschaltet wurden. Das Experiment hatte
zum Ziel, die Korrektheit des Hauptuntergrundes des PXDs festzustellen, den zwei-Photon
Prozess in einElektron-Positron Paar, beschrieben durch dieMonte Carlo GeneratorenKoralW
und BDK,welche noch nie zuvor in der kinematischenRegion getestetwurden die für den PXD
relevant ist. Durch einen Vergleich der Monte Carlo Daten ist bekannt, dass der Unterschied
zwischen KoralW und BDK für die Region mit hohem Wirkungsquerschnitt und kleinem pt
(kleiner als 20MeV) für das erzeugte Elektron und Positron sehr klein ist. In dieser Region
stimmen die beiden Monte-Carlo Generatoren mit dem Experiment überein. Allerdings stellt
sich die Frage, ob der erzeugte Wirkungsquerschnitt der Monte Carlo Generatoren für einen
erweiterten Phasenraum korrekt ist. Um diese Frage zu beantworten wurden die aufgezeich-
neten Detektordaten mit Monte Carlo Daten verglichen. Diese Analyse wurde noch nie zuvor
bei Schwerpunktsenergien wie derer von Belle und Belle II durchgeführt. Aus den Ergebnissen
wird die Schlussfolgerung gezogen, dass beide Monte Carlo Generatoren sehr gut für kleine
Werte von pt übereinstimmen, aber für grössere Werte bei denen der totale Wirkungsquer-
schnitt bereits sehr klein ist erheblich voneinander abweichen. Die aufgezeichneten Daten be-
weisen dass, das Verhalten von BDK für grössere Werte von pt korrekt ist, während KoralW
weit oberhalb derDaten liegt. Da derWirkungsquerschnitt sein Extremum bei kleinenWerten
von pt hat, können beide Generatoren für weitere Untergrundstudien benutzt werden.
Darüber hinaus enthält die Doktorarbeit eine detaillierte basf2 Simulationsstudie des bei Belle
II zu erwartenden Beschleuniger und QED Untergrundes und dessen Einuss auf den PXD.
Verschiedene Bewertungskriterien werden herangezogen, unter anderem der Teilchenuss,
Strahlungsdosis undOkkupanz. ImMittel istdie innereLage einemTeilchenuss von 6.1MHz cm−2
und die äussere Lage einer Teilchenuss von 2.5MHz cm−2 ausgesetzt. Die Verteilung entlang
der globalen z-Achse ist relativ ach, was bedeutet, dass Strahlungsschäden gleichmässig über
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denPXD ladder verteilt sind. Die Simulation zeigt, dassdie innereLage desPXDs eine Strahlungs-
dosis von 19.9 kGy/smy2 und die äussere Lage eine Dosis von 4.9 kGy/smy erhält. Bestrahlung-
stests eines DEPFET Sensors mit 10MeV Elektronen haben gezeigt, dass die Sensoren bis zu
einer Dosis von mindestens 100 kGy zuverlässig funktionieren. Es wird angenommen, dass
sie sogar einerDosis von bis zu 200 kGy standhalten können. Nimmt man den vorhergesagten
Wertder Strahlungsdosis ausder Simulation, bedeuted dies, dassdiePXD Sensoren eineLebens-
dauer von etwa 10 Jahren besitzen, was der typischen Laufzeit eines Detektors in der Hochen-
ergiephysik entspricht. Die Studie zeigt folgendeWerte für die zu erwartendeOkkupanz, sum-
miert über alle Untergrundquellen
innere Lage ∶ 1.28 ± 0.03% äussere Lage ∶ 0.45 ± 0.01%
Die obereGrenze der Okkupanz des PXDs, die von derDatennahme und der Spurrekonstruk-
tion festgelegt wird, beträgt 3%. Der vorhergesagteWert liegt unterhalb dieser Grenze. Es ist
daher davon auszugehen, dass der PXD den rauen Untergrundbedingungen bei Belle II stand-
halten wird.
21 smy = 1 snowmass year = 107s
xii Zusammenfassung
1 Introduction
It started with the Big Bang 13.8 billion years ago [1, 2]. _e Universe was born from an in-
credibly high temperature and high energy density where all elementary particles (quarks and
leptons) and their anti-particles were created at equal rates. Aer about 10−37 seconds an era
of exponential growth, known as cosmic ination, began which increased the volume of the
Universe by a factor of at least 1078. What followed is still amystery today and themotivation for
the construction of the Belle II experiment. A process called baryogenesis violated the conser-
vation of the baryon number and created an imbalance between baryons and anti-baryons. In
the following time, theUniverse continued to cool down and the fundamental forces of physics
came into action. Aer 10−6 seconds the quarks formed baryons such as protons and neutrons.
Eventually, the temperature became too low to create new particle/antiparticle pairs. _e ex-
isting pairs annihilated and le the Universe with matter but no antimatter. Finally, aer a few
minutes, neutrons combined with protons to form deuterium and helium nuclei. Aer about
4 ⋅ 105 years, electrons and nuclei combined into atoms.
While the timeline of the Big Bang starting with the formation of the baryons can be repro-
duced at particle colliders today, themystery of themissing antimatter in the Universe has not
been solved yet. In 1967 Andrei Sakharov1 formulated three necessary conditions that must be
fulûlled to producematter and antimatter at diòerent rates [3]:
• Violation of the Baryon number
• Violation of C-symmetry and CP-symmetry
• Deviation from the thermal equilibrium
Of particular interest for the Belle II experiment, and the motivation for its existence, is the
violation of the CP-symmetry. _is violation ensures that the number of produced le-handed
baryons (le-handed anti-baryons) is not equal to the number of right-handed anti-baryons
(right-handed baryons), thus creating an excess ofmatter during the baryogenesis. It has been
found that the known sources for the violation of theCP-symmetry, as formulated in the Stand-
ardModel, are not nearly enough to account for thematter/anti-matter asymmetry observed in
theUniverse today [4, 5]. Additional sources have to be found. _ese sources could come from
new, not yet discovered physics.
1A. Sakahrov, 1921-1989, father of the hydrogen bomb in theUSSR and winner of theNobel peace price 1975 (for
later eòorts unrelated to the bomb).
2 Introduction
_ere are two approaches to search for New Physics; increasing the centre-of-mass energy of
the collision (“high energy frontier”) or improving themeasurement precision (“intensity fron-
tier”). While the ûrst approach is taken by the LHC2, SuperKEKB (Belle II) aims for high lumin-
osity and high precision experiments. _e LHCwith its high centre-of-mass energy is designed
to produce andmeasure new particles directly. On the other hand, SuperKEKB will search for
indirect eòects ofNew Physics, bymeasuring small deviations from the StandardModel expect-
ations. _is requires a highmeasurement precision but allows one to test, bymeans of quantum
loop corrections to the Standard Model, for new particle masses that are beyond the reach of
the LHC.
_e key to the high precision measurements at SuperKEKB lies in the capability of an e+e− col-
lider to produce an extremely large number of “clean” events . While the available energy at the
LHC is distributed among the various constituents taking part in the collision, the initial state
at an e+e− collider is very well deûned as the electron annihilates with the positron in order
to create new particles. In addition, e+e− colliders do not suòer from pileup from additional
collisions during the bunch crossing, providing a better control over the background and en-
abling the measurement of cross-section normalisations. _ese advantages allow very precise
measurements especially of events where particles, such as neutrinos, escape undetected. For
example, by setting the centre-of-mass energy of SuperKEKB to themass of the Υ (4S) reson-
ance, exactly one B-meson and one B̄-meson is produced (see section 2.3). _e decay products
of one of the B-mesons can then be fully reconstructed and thus the remaining particles, includ-
ing any undetected particles, are known to belong to the other B-meson. _is allows the recon-
struction of B-mesons with “invisible” decay products. Examples for applications using this
technique are themeasurement of the CKM element ∣Vub∣ via the semi-leptonic decay b → ul ν̄
and the measurement of the processes B → Kνν̄ and B → τν. But not only do the measure-
ments of ûnal states containing neutrinos beneût from the clean environment at SuperKEKB,
it is also essential for the precisemeasurement of ûnal states that involve γ, π0 and K0L particles.
It should be noted that SuperKEKB (Belle II) is not a competitor to the LHC experiments, but
rather a complementary experiment. While SuperKEKB oòers a very clean environment, the
LHC strength lies in a very large production cross-section for b quarks in the hadron envir-
onment allowing it to perform measurements such as Bs → µµ with a higher accuracy. It can,
however, only reconstruct B-mesons having charged particles as the ûnal decay products.
_e high measurement precision at Belle II is achieved in two ways: a very large number of
collisions is recorded in order to provide a high statistics sample for analyses and, secondly,
an excellent reconstruction of the particle trajectories, especially of their decay vertices, is per-
formed. SuperKEKB aims for an unprecedented instantaneous luminosity of 8 × 1035 cm−2 s−1.
_ephysicsprogram and theprospects fordiscoveringNewPhysics atBelle II rely on theprecise
reconstruction of the decay vertices of particles, in particular of B-mesons, as will be explained
2LargeHadronCollider: a proton-proton and heavy ion collider located atCERN._e largest andmost powerful
particle collider in the world, as at the time of writing.
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in more detail in the next chapter. In order to reach a very good decay vertex measurement
precision, the Belle II detector is equippedwith a PiXel vertexDetector (PXD) very close to the
beampipe. _e PXD will be the innermost sub-detector of Belle II and record the passage of
particles with a minimal amount of disturbance to their trajectory. An optimal vertex recon-
struction is achieved by placing the PXD as closely as possible to the interaction point of the
collider. _e innermost layer of the PXD is only 14mm away from the interaction point.
_e SuperKEKB accelerator will produce particle beams with a vertical size of only 48 nm; a
size that has never been reached at any collider before. Such a high particle density3 leads to a
largenumber of intra-beam scattering (“Touschek”) events that contribute as beam-background
events to the overall background in the PXD. In addition, the large luminosity at SuperKEKB
will not only produce physics events but also QED background events at a very high rate. _us,
the small beam size and large luminosity will result in a high background level at Belle II, es-
pecially in the vicinity of the interaction point. _is is the reason that a pixel detector and not
a strip detector was chosen as the innermost sub-detector for Belle II. Since there exists no ex-
perience with the type and amount of background created by such a small beam at such a high
luminosity, the background and its impact on the PXD has to be carefully simulated in detail,
using state-of-the-art Monte Carlo techniques. _e amount of background in the PXD has a
direct impact on the particle trajectory ûnding and ûtting precision. _is, in turn, deûnes the
precision with which a decay vertex can be reconstructed and heavily inuences the perform-
ance of the physics analyses at Belle II.
_e goal of this thesis is the evaluation of all possible background sources at Belle II. It was
suspected from the beginning that an irreducible background from the QED reaction γγ →
e+e− might dominate the background for the PXD. However, the very low energy (tens ofMeV)
of the e+e− pairs made it impossible to study this background (no possibility to trigger) and to
validate the Monte Carlo generators in this new phase space. _erefore a special experiment
was performed at the KEKB collider in order to study this background for the ûrst time. Two
background Monte Carlo generators are compared with the recorded data and the expected
background for the Belle II Pixel Vertex Detector is estimated on the basis of these studies. In
the following the chapters in this thesis are summarised:
Chapter 1 introduces the ûeld of particle physics and motivates the studies presented in this
thesis.
Chapter 2 explains, in more detail, the Standard Model of particle physics including CP-
violation, the primarymotivation for the construction of B-factories in general and Belle
II in particular. It illustrates the limitations of the StandardModel and briey describes
a few extensions that are able to ûll the gaps.
3about 1011 particles are squeezed into a “bunch”
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Chapter 3 provides an in-depth introduction to the SuperKEKB accelerator and the basics of
accelerator physics. It lays the ground work for the background simulation chapters and
explains themost important design parameters of SuperKEKB.
Chapter 4 focuses then on the measurement device; the Belle II detector. Each part of the
detector isdescribed indetail,withparticular emphasis on thePXD._e section about the
PXD covers its mechanical design, themeasurement principle of a DEPFET, the readout
scheme and radiation damage eòects. In addition to the various sub-detectors, the data
acquisition and trigger systems are explained as well.
Chapter 5 is dedicated to the Belle II soware framework, a newly developed reconstruc-
tion and analysis framework for the Belle II experiment. As the soware is crucial for
the estimation of the background in the PXD, it is covered in great detail, including the
framework core; geometry and simulation tools; digitisation and clustering algorithms in
the PXD; and the event model. _e chapter closes with themeasurement of the expected
track impact parameters, highlighting the importance of the PXD at Belle II.
Chapter 6presents the validation of the two-photonMonteCarlo generatorsBDK andKoralW
with a special data sample taken at the Belle experiment. It starts with the theory of two-
photon events and explains why the process e+e− → e+e−γγ → e+e−e+e− is the main
background for the PXD, followed by a discussion of the experimental setup of the special
background runs taken for this validation at Belle in the year 2010, just before KEKB was
shut down. _e full reconstruction and analysis chain is explained in detail. _e chapter
ûnishes with studies to possible backgrounds and the ûnal analysis results.
Chapter 7 fully covers the main backgrounds that are expected at Belle II and their impact
on the PXD. Each background is theoreticallymotivated and theMonte Carlo generation
process is explained. _e impact on thePXD is quantiûed by diòerent ûgures ofmerit and
a simple characterisation of each background type is provided. At the end of the chapter
the estimated amount of background is compared to the limits of the PXD.
Chapter 8 summarises the studies presented in this thesis and lists its most important out-
comes. Both the impact of the results as well as an outlook are given.
2 Physics at Belle II
_is chapter introduces the StandardModel of particle physics and presents the basic concepts
of CP-violation, the primary motivation of the Belle and, in turn, of the Belle II experiment.
It also motivates the physics case for Belle II and possible physics models beyond the Standard
Model (“New Physics”, NP).
2.1 The StandardModel of particle physics
At the end of the nineteenth century many physicists thought that all the basic laws of physics
were discovered, and what was le to be done is just to reûne their details. It was assumed
that the laws of Newton [6] andMaxwell’s equations [7] were suõcient to describe all present
and future physics phenomena. However, physicists such as Planck, Lorentz, Einstein, Bohr, de
Broglie, Schrödinger, Heisenberg, Dirac, and others showed that this assumption was wrong.
_ey introduced revolutionary new concepts and theories, themost important of which being
special relativity and quantum mechanics.
Figure 2.1: Plaque outside the Cavendish laboratory in Cambridge commemorating Sir Joseph
_omson’s discovery of the electron.
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In terms of particle physics, important experimental milestones that mark the beginning of
this ûeld include the discovery of the electron in 1897 by J.J. _omson [8] (see ûgure 2.1) and
the discovery of the atomic nucleus from an experiment that involved the scattering of alpha-
particles by a thin gold foil, investigated by Geiger,Marsden and Rutherford [9] in 1911. About
100 years and a number of experimental results later, it is believed that the constituents ofmatter
are elementary particles carrying spin 12 . _ere are two types: quarks and leptons. Quarks
can only exist combined into a composite particle, called a hadron. Examples of hadrons are
protons and neutrons, the constituents of atomic nuclei. _ere are, in total, six types of quarks
(and their anti-quarks): u(up), d(down), c(charm), s(strange), t(top) and b(bottom or beauty).
_e diòerent types of quarks are also called the quark avours. Leptons, on the other hand, can
exist on their own. _emost famous example being the electron. Amore detailed overview of
the elementary particles is given in section 2.1.4.
In classical mechanics, the forces, such as the electric attraction, acting between particles are
mediated by ûelds. In quantum mechanics, however, the interactions between particles are
mediated by the exchange of virtual particles having spin 1. _ose force carrying particles are
called gauge bosons. _e four fundamental forces of physics, ordered in increasing value of
their strength, are listed in table 2.1.
Force Acts on Particles Relative Range [m] Particle
experiencing strength mediating
Gravity Mass All massive 10−38 ∞ Graviton
particles
Weak Weak isospin Most elementary 10−6 10−18 W+,W−, Z0
particles
Electromagnetic Electric Electrically 1/137 ∞ Photon
charge charged
Strong Colour Quarks, 1 10−15 Gluon
charge Gluons
Table 2.1:_e fundamental forces [10]. _ey are ordered in ascending order of their strength. _e
strength values are normalised to the strength of the strong force.
_e ûrst force, the gravitational force, is very small in all known atomic and subatomic processes
and therefore its eòect is negligible in particle physics. Only the weak, electromagnetic and
strong force play an important role in this ûeld of physics.
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2.1.1 The electromagnetic interaction
Classical electromagnetism deûnes the electric ûeld and the magnetic ûeld which obey Max-
well’s equations [7]. With theirwork on the spectrumof black-body radiation, the photoelectric
eòect and the scattering of photons by electrons, Planck [11], Einstein [12] and Compton[13]
showed that the electromagnetic ûeld is quantised, with the quantum of the ûeld being the
photon. It was Dirac who proposed in 1928 [14] a ûrst-order linear diòerential equation which
describes the quantummechanics of point-like, spin 12 particles, completely consistentwith spe-
cial relativity. Applying this equation to electrons, he predicted an electrically positive version of
the electron, now known as the positron,whichwas discovered 3 years later in cosmic radiation
[15]. _e combined theory, describing the interaction of the charged Dirac ûeldwith the quant-
ised electromagnetic ûeld, is calledQuantum ElectroDynamics (QED). Itwas ûnished in 1950
by Feynman [16], Schwinger [17] and Tomonaga [18] who received the Nobel Prize for Physics
for their work on QED in 1965. _e associated mathematical symmetry group is constructed
by applying a simple local gauge invariance. _is leads to a ûeld that has all the properties of
the electromagnetic ûeld, with the strength of the interaction being gem determined by a con-
stant of the gauge transformation. _e strength gem is identiûed as the charge of the particle.
_is symmetry group is called U(1) and predicts onemassless gauge boson associated with the
ûeld. _is gauge boson,mediating the interaction between electrically charged particles, is the
well-known photon.
2.1.2 The strong interaction
_e quarks and anti-quarks are bound by the strong force, which has a strength that is approx-
imately 1038 times higher than the one of the gravitational force (determined by the values of
the corresponding coupling constants). _e strong force is mediated by virtual particles called
gluons. Apart from electrical charge, quarks and gluons carry a special charge, the colour charge
or, in short, colour [19]. _ere are three kinds of colours (and their anti-colours): red, green
and blue. Every quark can possess any of the three colours. Unlike the photon in QED, the
gluon carries the interaction charge (colour and a diòerent anti-colour) and can therefore in-
teract with other gluons. Quarks and gluons are not directly observable; they always form col-
ourless composite particles, called hadrons. By separating two coloured objects, for example a
quark/anti-quark pair, a ux tube of self-interacting gluons is formed; the colour ûeld. Due to
the gluon force being almost constantwith increasing distance, itwould take an inûnite amount
of energy to separate both objects. _is property is called colour conûnement. _ere are two
ways to combine coloured quarks to form a colourless hadron. Either a red, a green and a blue
quark form a three-quark hadron (a baryon), or a quark-antiquark pair, where the ûrst car-
ries any colour and the second the respective anti-colour, form a quark-antiquark hadron (a
meson). Two well-known examples for baryons are the proton and the neutron. _e proton
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consists of two up and one down quark (uud) and the neutron of one up and two down quarks
(udd). Examples for typical mesons are the pions π+, π− (ud̄ , ūd), the kaons K+,K− (us̄, ūs),
the D-mesons D+,D−,D0, D̄0 (cd̄ , c̄d , cū, c̄u) and the B-mesons B0, B̄0 (d̄b, db̄). _e theory
of the quark-gluon interaction is described by Quantum ChromoDynamics (QCD) and the
associated symmetry group is the SU(3).
2.1.3 Theweak interaction and electroweak unication
_e weak interaction is very diòerent from the electromagnetic and strong interactions dis-
cussed above. _is interaction is mediated by the massive gauge bosons called W+, W− and
couples to all quark and lepton doublets. Additionally, theW± boson can change the avour of
particles and is therefore responsible for themajority of particle decays. Awell-known example
for themanifestation of the weak interaction is the β− decay
d → u + e− + ν̄e
It describes the conversion of a bound neutron into a bound proton, emitting an electron and a
neutrino. _e weak interaction is called weak because its strength is comparatively quite small
(see table 2.1). It is characterised by long lifetimes (compared to hadronic processes) and small
cross-sections. From a mathematical point of view, the weak interaction is governed by the
symmetry group SU(2).
_e electromagnetic and weak interactions can be uniûed in the framework of
SU(2)⊗U(1)
gauge interaction. _e uniûed interaction is called electroweak interaction. _e work on for-
mulating a single, locally gauge invariant electroweak theory was done by Glashow,Weinberg
and Salam [20, 21, 22, 23] who received the Nobel Prize in 1979. _e symmetry group of this
theory requires four massless spin-1 bosons as carriers of the interaction: One triplet, consist-
ing of W+, W−, W0 (W iµ , i = 1, 2, 3) and a neutral singlet called B0 (Bµ). From experimental
observations [24], it is known that the three gauge bosons mediating the weak interaction are
W+,W−, Z0 where the Z0 is predicted by the electroweak uniûcation. _e gauge boson medi-
ating the electromagnetic interaction is the photon (γ). In the electroweak theory, Z0 and γ are
therefore created as a linear combination of the two electrically neutral components W0 and
B0. Written in terms of the neutral ûelds W3µ , Bµ, the photon ûeld Aµ and the Z-boson ûeld Zµ
become
Aµ = Bµ cos θw +W3µ sin θw
Zµ = −Bµ sin θw +W3µ cos θw
_e angle θw is called Weinberg angle and parametrises this mixing. In experiments the bo-
sons W+, W− and Z0 are found to have mass. But any naive way to introduce masses would
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violate the underlying gauge symmetry. _us, a mechanism is required that gives mass to the
bosons W+,W− and Z0 and leaves the photon massless. By introducing a new ûeld, the Higgs
ûeld [25], and one accompanying massive spin 0 boson, theHiggs boson, such amechanism is
created. _eHiggs ûeld has a non-zero vacuum expectation value. _is property is responsible
for spontaneously breaking the electroweak gauge symmetry into the electromagnetic and the
weak one. _is is referred to as the Higgs mechanism [25] and is named aer P.W. Higgs who
proposed it in 1964. _e Higgs mechanism is responsible for giving mass to the gauge bosons
W+,W− and Z0 and, at the same time, leaving the photonmassless. _emasses of fermions can
also be explained by theHiggs theory. While the gauge bosons get theirmasses via spontaneous
symmetry breaking, the fermions acquiremass by coupling to theHiggs boson.
2.1.4 The StandardModel
Grouping together QCD and the electroweak theory leads to the StandardModel of particle
physics. It describes the currently known elementary particles and their interactions.
Figure 2.2: _e Standard Model of particle physics consists of elementary particles divided into
three generations of leptons, quarks and gauge bosons as force carriers and the Higgs boson [26].
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From a mathematical point of view, the Standard Model is a gauge theory with the combined
symmetry group
SU(3)⊗ SU(2)⊗U(1)
Figure 2.2 shows a summary of the fermions, gauge bosons and theHiggs boson of the Standard
Model. _e elementary particles are grouped into three generations of spin 12 fermions, the
quarks (up, down), (charm, strange) and (top, bottom) and the leptons (e, νe), (µ, νµ) and (τ,
ντ). _e ûrst generation alone suõces to build all visible matter. _e heavier particles from
the second and third generation are unstable and decay into the lighter particles of the ûrst
generation. _e Standard Model describes three interactions, mediated by spin 1 bosons. _e
electromagnetic interaction,mediated by themassless photon, theweak forcemediated by three
massive bosons W+,W− and Z0 and the strong interaction mediated by eight coloured gluons.
Due to colour conûnement, quarks and gluons are not directly observable. But the existence
of quarks was shown in hadron spectroscopy, deep inelastic lepton scattering by nucleons [27],
production of hadrons in e+ e− annihilation and other experiments. All leptons have been
observed directly, by observation of the freeparticle itself (e− and µ−) [28, 29], itsdecayproducts
(τ−) [30] and by observation of collisions caused by the particle (νe , νµ and ντ) [31]. _e last
lepton to be discovered was the τ neutrino. It was announced on 21st July 2000 that the τ
neutrino was observed at the DONuT experiment [32] at Fermilab. As the existence of the
anti-fermions is certain and conûrmed in all cases, it is the Higgs boson that remained to be
found. _is missing particle was found by the ATLAS and CMS collaborations with data from
the LHC in the year 2012 [33, 34]. All measured decay properties of the discoveredHiggs boson
are consistent with the Standard Model at present. However, more precise measurements in
future running will show whether the observed “Higgs” is really the “SM Higgs”.
2.2 CP-Violation in the StandardModel
Symmetries play an important role in physics as they give rise to conservation laws[35] and
help to understand the dynamics of a given system. If the laws of physics are invariant un-
der certain transformations, a system exhibits the property of symmetry. _ere are two types
of transformations: continuous transformations (such as rotations or translations) and discrete
transformations (such as reections or charge conjugations). Of particular interest for the phys-
ics at Belle II are the two discrete transformations that change the sign of the space coordinates
and convert a particle into its anti-particle.
_e ûrst of the two transformations is called parity-transformation and changes the handed-
ness of a system by ipping the sign of its axes (x , y, z) → (−x ,−y,−z). _us, a right-handed
system becomes le-handed and vice-versa. If the physics is invariant under this transforma-
tion, it preserves the parity symmetry, referred to as P.
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_e eòect of the parity transformation on the diòerent types of ûelds can be summarised as
follows:
scalar ûeld ϕ (x⃗ , t) → ϕ (−x⃗ , t)
pseudoscalar ûeld P (x⃗ , t) → −P (−x⃗ , t)
Dirac spinor ψ (x⃗ , t) → γ0ψ (−x⃗ , t)
vector ûeld Vµ (x⃗ , t) → −V µ (−x⃗ , t)
pseudovector ûeld Aµ (x⃗ , t) → Aµ (−x⃗ , t)
_e second transformation converts a particle into its anti-particle
C ∣p⟩ = ∣p̄⟩
_is transformation is called charge-conjugation and is responsible for the associated sym-
metry, referred to as C. It should be noted that not only does the charge ip sign under charge-
conjugation but also the other additive internal quantumnumbers, such as the baryon or lepton
number, change sign.
For a long time it was assumed that all elementary processes are invariant under the applica-
tion of each of the two operations P and C separately. In 1956, Lee and Yang realised that while
there was evidence for parity invariance in strong and electromagnetic processes, there was a
conundrum in particle decays (the famous “theta-tau puzzle”[36]) apparently violating the P
symmetry. _ey proposed a further experiment that was carried out in the same year [37] and
proved that parity symmetry is indeed violated in weak interactions. In addition, it turns out
that C is violated in weak interactions as well. For years it seemed that the combined sym-
metry, the CP symmetry, was preserved in weak processes. In 1964 however, Cronin and Fitch
discovered the violation of CP [38, 39, 40] in the Kaon-system.
Due to their non-zero strangeness two neutral Kaons K0 and K̄0 exist. _e decay of K0 and K̄0
into two pions had been observed experimentally,meaning that they can mix via
K0 → π+π− → K̄0
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From theHamilton operator1, governing the time evolution of the system, themass eigenstates
of the system are
∣K1⟩ =
1√
2
(∣K0⟩ + ∣K̄0⟩) (2.1)
∣K2⟩ =
1√
2
(∣K0⟩ − ∣K̄0⟩) (2.2)
Applying CP to the Kaon mass eigenstates and the two and three-pion states2 results in
CP ∣K1⟩ = + ∣K1⟩ (2.3)
CP ∣K2⟩ = − ∣K2⟩ (2.4)
CP ∣ππ⟩ = + ∣ππ⟩ (2.5)
CP ∣πππ⟩ = − ∣πππ⟩ (2.6)
_is means the ππ state is fed by K1 decays only, while the leading non-leptonic channel for
K2 is the three-pion decay [41]. Due to the mass of three pions being 420MeV and the mass
of K2 being 500MeV the phase space for K2 → πππ is very restricted, resulting in a very long
lifetime of K2 (8.9 × 10−11 s) compared to K1 (5.1 × 10−8 s). _is diòerence is denoted by using
the subscripts L(long) and S(short) so that K1 ≡ KS and K2 ≡ KL.
In 1964 Cronin and Fitch conducted an experiment [38] in which K0 and K̄0 were created and
sent down a long collimator. Due to the collimator’s length and the short lifetime of KS , an
almost pure KL beam le the collimator and entered a Helium bag. Detectors attached to the
bag measured the three-momenta of the decay products [41]. _ey expected to see the decay
KL → πππ (branching ratio (32.06 ± 0.13)% [42]), but to their surprise found in addition the
decay KL → ππ (branching ratio (2.83 ± 0.01) × 10−3 [42]). _ey hadmeasured CP-violation!
_is means that this process provides, for the ûrst time, an absolute distinction between matter
and anti-matter and, hence, CP-violation plays an important role in explaining the dominance
ofmatter over anti-matter in theUniverse. Kobayashi andMaskawawere the ûrst to realise that
three quark families are required in order to incorporate CP-violation into the StandardModel
[43]. Before Kobayashi and Maskawa’s work, only three quarks were assumed to exist: u, d, s.
_eir prediction of three quark families in the Standard Model was conûrmed and they were
awarded with the Nobel prize in 2008.
1including weak interactions
2because of JPC (π) = 0−+
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_e idea is that the weak force does not couple to the physical quark pairs
(ud) (
c
s) (
t
b)
but instead to a new set of quark pairs (with the same u, c and t quark)
(ud′) (
c
s′) (
t
b′)
that contain linear combinations d′, s′ and b′ of the physical quarks. _e physical quark states
are called mass eigenstates and the “rotated” states avour eigenstates. _ey are related by a
3x3 matrix called the Cabbibo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix
⎛
⎜⎜
⎝
d′
s′
b′
⎞
⎟⎟
⎠
±
avour eigenstates
=
⎛
⎜⎜
⎝
Vud Vus Vub
Vcd Vcs Vcb
Vtd Vts Vtb
⎞
⎟⎟
⎠
´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶
VCKM
⋅
⎛
⎜⎜
⎝
d
s
b
⎞
⎟⎟
⎠
±
mass eigenstates
(2.7)
_e CKM matrix contains four real, independent parameters, where three represent the Euler-
angles (si j = sin θ i j, ci j = cos θ i j) needed for the three-dimensional rotation and one is a irredu-
cible complex phase δ [42]
VCKM =
⎛
⎜⎜
⎝
c12c13 s12c13 s13e−iδ
−s12c23 − c12s23s13e iδ c12c23 − s12s23s13e iδ s23c13
s12s23 − c12c23s13e iδ −c12s23 − s12c23s13e iδ c23c13
⎞
⎟⎟
⎠
(2.8)
It is this complex phase which gives rise to CP-violation in the Standard Model. _e CKM
matrix VCKM can be written as an approximation using theWolfenstein parametrisation [44]
VCKM ≃
⎛
⎜⎜
⎝
1 − λ2/2 λ Aλ3 (ρ − iη)
−λ 1 − λ2/2 Aλ2
Aλ3 (1 − ρ − iη) −Aλ2 1
⎞
⎟⎟
⎠
+O (λ4) (2.9)
using the Cabibbo angle λ = sin θc ≈ 0.22.
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_ematrix is unitary and thus allows to write twelve equations given by
∑
k
VkiV∗k j = δi j
Six of these equations with i ≠ j can be geometrically represented as triangles in a complex
plane, called unitary triangles. _e size of the angles in the unitary triangle are a measure
for the size of the CP-violation. For the Kaon-system the ûrst and second column are used
to generate the triangle. Of particular interest for Belle II are the relations for the B-meson
system. Carter and Sanda suggested in 1981 [45] that CP-violation can also occur in the decay
of neutral B-mesons. By comparing the orders of magnitude for λ in the B-meson and the
Kaon-system going into the unitary relation, it is apparent that the angles of the triangle and
thus the CP-violation in B-decays is much larger than in Kaon-decays and that the sides of
the unitary triangle are about the same size in the B-meson system. In fact, it is three orders
of magnitude larger. _is was one of the main motivations leading to the construction of the
two experiments Belle and BABAR, that focused on exploring the physics of B-meson decays
at the so-called B-factories SLAC andKEK. In summer 2001, CP-violationwas observed in the
B-meson system by the Belle [46] and the BABAR [47] experiments with the measurement of
sin 2ϕ1 ≠ 0 in B0 → J/ψK0s decays.
(ρ̄, η̄)
α = Φ2
γ = Φ3 β = Φ1
(0, 0) (1, 0)
∣VudV
∗
ub
VcdV∗cb
∣
∣ VtdV
∗
tb
VcdV∗cb
∣
Figure 2.3:_e normalised unitary triangle in the B-meson system.
Figure 2.3 shows an illustration of the unitary triangle for the B-meson system. Its angles are
given by
ϕ1 ≡ arg [−
VcdV∗cb
VtdV∗tb
] , ϕ2 ≡ arg [−
VtdV∗tb
VudV∗ub
] , ϕ3 ≡ arg [−
VudV∗ub
VcdV∗cb
] (2.10)
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and the length of its sides by
Rb ≡ ∣
VudV∗ub
VcdV∗cb
∣ = (1 − λ
2
2
) 1
λ
∣Vub
Vcb
∣ (2.11)
Rt ≡ ∣
VtdV∗tb
VcdV∗cb
∣ = 1
λ
∣Vtd
Vcb
∣ (2.12)
_e triangle provides ûve observables that can be measured. However, only two observables
are required in order to check whether the triangle closes or not (“overconstrained”), as the
Standard Model predicts the triangle to be closed. Any inconsistency in the measurement of
angles or sides is a clear hint for deviations from the StandardModel. CP-violation manifests
itself as a non-zero area of the triangle [48]. Figure 2.4 summarises the status of the unitary
trianglemeasurements for the B-meson system as of 2013.
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Figure 2.4: Summary of the measurements for the unitary triangle as of 2013. Compiled by the
CKMûtter group [49]. _e yellow area around the top tip of the triangle depicts the one sigma
range of the average of all individual measurements.
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2.3 CP-Violationmeasurement
At Belle II, B-mesons will be produced mainly via the decay of the Υ (4S) resonance. By col-
liding electrons with positrons at a centre-of-mass energy equal to themass of the Υ (4S) res-
onance (which is 10.58GeV and thus only 20MeV larger than the mass of a BB̄ pair) Belle II
produces almost exclusively (∼96%) BB̄ pairs,where the two B-mesons are the only initial state
particles that are produced in the collision. _is lead to the term “B-factory” for colliders oper-
ating at the Υ (4S) resonance. _eir advantage lies in the fact that they produce B-mesons in a
clean environment where all subsequent decay particles can be attributed to either the B or the
B̄-meson. Half of the BB̄ pairs are neutral B0B̄0 pairs. _e Υ (4S) resonance is a bound state
of bb̄ quarks with the quantum numbers JPC = 1−−. _e decay of the Υ (4S) into a B0B̄0 pair is
a strong interaction process and thus conserves the quantum numbers. Neutral B-mesons are
pseudo-scalar particles with JPC = 0−−. _e B0B̄0 state is produced in a p-wave conûguration,
resulting in an orbital angular momentum of the system of L = 1 and parity P = (−1)L = −1.
A free B-meson can oscillate between its matter (B) and its anti-matter (B̄) form. _is means
the spatial part of the B0B̄0 state’swave function is antisymmetric. However, Bose-Einstein stat-
istics requires the overall wave function to be symmetric. _erefore, the avour part of the
wave function has to be antisymmetric too. _e fact that the strong interaction produces the
B-mesons as a pure avour eigenstate means that the B0B̄0 mesons are in an entangled state
and evolve coherently. Consequently, the decay of one of the B-mesons determines the avour
of the other B-meson to be opposite at the time of the decay. It should be noted that this is
the practical realisation of the Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen paradox [50]. Since the mass and the
avour eigenstate are diòerent for the B0-meson, the meson can oscillate between a B0 and a
B̄0. _is process is called B0B̄0 mixing and is mainlymediated by a second order process where
the b and d quarks couple to W bosons and t quarks. _e Feynman diagrams for this process
are drawn in ûgure 2.5.
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u,c,t
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Vtd
b
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W
_
d
Vtb*
Vtb*
B0 B0
b
Vtb*
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d
bd
W W
u,c,t
B0 B0
u,c,t
Figure 2.5:_e leading order box diagrams involved in avour mixing.
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Mixing is governed by themass eigenstates of the B-mesons. _emass eigenstates are derived
from the Schrödinger equation
i d
dt
(∣B(t)⟩∣B̄(t)⟩) = H (
∣B(t)⟩
∣B̄(t)⟩) (2.13)
where
H = ( m M12M∗12 m
) + i
2
( Γ Γ12
Γ∗12 Γ
)
is theHamiltonian consisting of themass and decaymatrices. _e oò-diagonal elements repres-
ent the avour changing transitions B0 ↔ B̄0 and, when not zero, imply that mass and avour
eigenstates are not the same. Diagonalising theHamiltonian yields the twomass eigenstates BH
and BL with the associated masses mH and mL. _e mass eigenstates are a linear combination
of ∣B⟩ and ∣B̄⟩
∣BL⟩ = p ∣B⟩ + q ∣B̄⟩ (2.14)
∣BH⟩ = p ∣B⟩ − q ∣B̄⟩ (2.15)
where
∣p∣2 + ∣q∣2 = 1 and q
p
=
¿
ÁÁÀM∗12 −
i
2Γ
∗
12
M12 − i2Γ12
In weak decays of charged and neutral B-mesons CP-violation can occur in three ways: CP-
violation in decay, in mixing, and in the interference between mixing and decay. CP-violation
in decay, also called direct CP-violation, is observed when the decay rate of a B-meson to a
ûnal state, f , diòers from the decay rate of an anti-B-meson to the CP-conjugated ûnal state,
f̄ . Since charged mesons do not undergo mixing, this is the only type of CP-violation that
can occur in charged B-meson decays. CP-violation in mixing on the other hand implies that
the oscillation from B to B̄ is diòerent from the oscillation from B̄ to B. Experimentally semi-
leptonic decays of both the B and the B̄ are studied. If an event with two leptons carrying equal
charge in the ûnal state is found, it means that one of the B-mesons has oscillated (see ûgure 2.6
for an example).
_e third way CP-violation can occur is in the interference between mixing and decay, also
called mixing-induced CP-violation. Also this form of CP-violation only exists for neutral
B-mesons and is observed in decays to a common ûnal state for the B0 and the B̄0-meson,
preferably a pure CP-eigenstate f = f̄ = fCP. Using a pure CP-eigenstate means that there are
two amplitudes that contribute to the transition amplitude from the initial state of the B0 to
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Figure 2.6: Semi-leptonic B decays,where the charge of the lepton is used in order to tag the event.
If an e+ is found it must have originated from a B0, if an e− is found it must have originated from
a B̄0.
fCP: A(B0 → fCP) and A(B0 → B̄0 → fCP). Since the mixing between the B0 and B̄0 is time-
dependent, as the time dependent decay rates illustrate
Γ (B0 → fCP) = ∣⟨ fCP ∣B0(t)⟩∣
2
= e
−Γt
2
∣ACP ∣2 [ (∣λCP ∣2 + 1) − (∣λCP ∣2 − 1) cos (∆mt) − 2Im (λCP) sin (∆mt) ]
Γ (B0 → fCP) = ∣⟨ fCP ∣B0(t)⟩∣
2
= e
−Γt
2
∣ACP ∣2 [(∣λCP ∣2 + 1) − (∣λCP ∣2 − 1) cos(∆mt) + 2Im(
1
λCP
) sin(∆mt)]
(2.16)
a time-dependent asymmetry between the decay rates is measured [41]
aCP(t) =
Γ (B̄0 (t)→ fCP) − Γ (B0 (t)→ fCP)
Γ (B̄0 (t)→ fCP) + Γ (B0 (t)→ fCP)
(2.17)
this asymmetry can be written using two CP parameters as
aCP(t) = ACP sin (∆m t) + SCP cos (∆m t) (2.18)
where ∆m = mH − mL is the mass diòerence of the mass eigenstates of the B-mesons, ACP
represents direct CP-violation and SCP mixing-induced CP-violation.
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_ey are deûned in the B-meson system as
ACP =
∣λCP ∣2 − 1
∣λCP ∣2 + 1
SCP =
2Im (λCP)
∣λCP ∣2 + 1
∣λCP ∣2 =
∣ĀCP∣
2
∣ACP ∣2
(2.19)
where ACP and ĀCP are the amplitudes of the decays B0 → fCP and B̄0 → fCP respectively.
_e measurement of the asymmetry in equation 2.17 requires the measurement of the decay
time diòerence between the B0-meson and the B̄0-meson. However, the lifetime of the neut-
ral B-meson is about 1.5 ps and thus too short to be measured directly. _erefore, B-factories
such as PEP II, KEKB and, of course, SuperKEKB apply a boost to the Υ (4S) system, such
that the B-mesons travel a small distance in the laboratory system before they decay, thereby
translating the decay time diòerence measurement into a spatial distance measurement. _is
distance measurement can be performed very precisely. _e boost is created by having asym-
metric beam energies for the electron and the positron beam (see section 3.1), resulting in a
boost mainly along the z-direction of the Belle II detector (see section 4.1 for the deûnition of
the coordinate system). By measuring the distance ∆z between the decay vertices, the decay
time diòerence can then be calculated by
∆t = ∆z⟨βγ⟩ c (2.20)
_e boost at SuperKEKB is βγ = 0.287 (see section 3.1), resulting in a travel distance of the
B-meson of about 130 µm.
e−
e+Υ (4S)
B0tag
B̄0CP
t1
t2
∆z
Boost
Figure 2.7: Production of two entangled B-mesons from the Υ (4S) resonance.
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_emeasurement principle at Belle II is illustrated in ûgure 2.7. Starting with the decay of the
Υ (4S), the B0-mesons are boosted and travel a certain distance before they decay. At time t1 the
ûrst B-meson decays (a B0 in the example illustrated in ûgure 2.7). Due to the entanglement
of the B-mesons, the avour of the second B-meson is known at t1 to be the opposite of the
decayed B-meson (a B̄0 in the drawing). As soon as the ûrst B0 has decayed, the second is free
to oscillate until it decays at time t2. _e time diòerence is then ∆t = ∣t2 − t1∣. So far, only the
time diòerence is measured but the asymmetry in equation 2.17 also requires the avour of the
B0-meson at the time of its decay. In the case of a pure CP-eigenstate, however, both B0 and
B̄0 decay into the same ûnal state. In order to diòerentiate between a B0 and B̄0, events are
selected in which the avour of one of the B-mesons is determined by a avour-speciûc decay,
the so-called tag side. _e other B-meson decays into the CP-eigenstate, the CP side. From
the exact avour and time evolution of the second B-meson and due to the entanglement of the
B-mesons the avour of the CP side B-meson can be determined. A precisemeasurement of the
decay time diòerence requires a very precisemeasurement of the spatial separation of the decay
vertices and, in turn, an extremely precisemeasurement of the location of each decay vertex. But
it was only aer the development of semi-conductor based detectors recording the position of
the passage of particles, that experiments could be conducted that measured the decay vertices
of B-mesons with the required precision. At Belle II this precision is achieved using a series of
tracking detectors, in particular the pixel vertex detector (PXD), a detector speciûcally built for
this task. _is makes the PXD one of the crucial sub-detectors for the precisemeasurement of
CP-violation and the search for New Physics at Belle II, and therefore the main topic of this
thesis.
2.4 Beyond the StandardModel
_ere is no doubt that the StandardModel has been an enormous success in the past 30 years.
It predicted new particles and allowed the calculation of quantities that have been conûrmed
by experiments. Despite its success, however, it cannot be the end of the story. _ere are simply
too many unanswered questions that the Standard Model does not cover. For example, the
StandardModel does not provide away to calculatemany of its parameters, such as the coupling
constants, the CKM matrix and the quark and lepton masses. _ose numbers have to be taken
from experimental results and plugged into the Standard Model. A mature theory, though,
should be able to explain them. In total, there are about 20 parameters in the StandardModel,
and none of their values is given by the StandardModel itself [51]. As has been explained in the
previous sections, CP-violation occurs in weak interactions of quarks and is nicely integrated
into the Standard Model by a complex phase in the CKM matrix. It turns out, however, that
this source of CP-violation is not even nearly enough to account for the matter/anti-matter
asymmetry found in the Universe [4, 5]. Additional sources are necessary. A potential source
for additional CP-violation could come from neutrinos. As neutrinos havemass, in contrast to
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the StandardModel where they aremassless, they are subject to avour oscillation, very much
like themixing for B0B̄0.
In general,New Physics is expected to be found atmuch higher particlemasses than the current
accelerators are able to provide. _is means that, as the ûrst chapter points out, there are two
approaches to search for New Physics: either by increasing the available centre-of-mass energy
or by improving themeasurement precision. While, at ûrst glance, a high precision experiment
seems not to be able to reach into the realm of an high energy experiment, it can throughmeas-
uring processes involving internal loops. _ey allow one to gain access to high mass scales that
accelerators, including the LHC, cannot reach. New particles, for example, could reveal them-
selves through their virtual eòects in processes involving only thewell-known particles from the
StandardModel. _is approach has already been successful in the past [23]. Since themasses of
new particles are expected to be very large, the eòects measured at a next generation B-factory,
such as SuperKEKB, will be small. _is explains the demand for a high precision, high lumin-
osity machine. Of particular interest are Flavour Changing Neutral Currents, FCNC, that only
exists beyond the tree level in the Standard Model. _e B-meson system is the ideal place to
study FCNC processes, because the b quark belongs to the third generation of fermions and
thus processes with b quarks involve all existing generations of quarks. Examples are the radi-
ative decay b → sγ, the semileptonic decay b → sl+ l−, and the hadronic decay b → sqq̄. Since
the loop diagrams can contain new, heavy virtual particles, these processes are sensitive to New
Physics eòects that can occur in extensions to the StandardModel (see ûgure 2.8).
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Figure 2.8:_e le diagram shows the lowest order Feynman diagram for the transition b → s in
the StandardModel. _e right drawing shows possible physics beyond the StandardModel, which
changes the prediction for observables such as the branching ratios or the angles in the unitary
triangle.
Belle II will also resolve currently standing tensions between measurements. Examples can
be found in the measurement of the ϕ1 angle of the CKM triangle. _e measured value in the
penguin process b → sqq̄ diòers by up to 3σ from the valuemeasured in B → J/ψK0S [52, 53] and
leads to speculations about the existence of a new CP phase in the penguin process. Another
example is the forward/backward asymmetry of the leptons in B → K∗ l+ l−. _e asymmetry
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is about 2σ higher than the prediction from the Standard Model [54]. As a ûnal example, the
discrepancy of the direct CP-violation asymmetries in B → K+π− and B → K+π0 should be
mentioned. Both values diòer signiûcantly even if, according to [55], they should be the same.
A detailed coverage of the physics program at Belle II can be found in [56].
It should be noted that there is a large variety of concepts and models trying to answer the
open questions of the StandardModel. _ey will only bementioned briey here. From the four
existing forces, the StandardModel only incorporates three. Gravity is not part of the Standard
Model and only a couple of theories exist,most notably the superstring theory, that are able to
combine quantum ûeld theory with general relativity. A problem arises from the fact that the
coupling constants (such as gem,gs,) are not constant. _ey vary with the momentum transfer
and, therefore according to the StandardModel prediction, the gauge couplings do not meet in
a single point as is shown in ûgure 2.9(a).
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Figure 2.9:_e three coupling constants within the StandardModel a) and theMSSM b).
It is found that an extension to the StandardModel called Supersymmetry proposes a solution
to this “problem”. It introduces a bosonic partner to each fermion and a fermionic partner to
each boson, thereby doubling the number of particles. Figure 2.9(b) shows the gauge couplings
in the so-called Minimal Supersymmetric Model (MSSM) [57, 58]. However, recent results
from the LHC restrict the possible parameter space for supersymmetry signiûcantly, leading to
doubts as to whether the supersymmetry models at hand are still feasible [59, 60].
If one goes up in energy, the four interactions start to merge, until they become one single
force (see ûgure 2.10). A theory describing this uniûcation of interactions is the ultimate goal
of physics.
Data from astrophysical experiments [1] show that only about 4.9% of the total energy in the
Universe is of baryonic origin (mostly protons), 26.8% accounts for the not yet discovered dark
matter and themissing 68.3% are assigned to the so-called dark energy. _ismeans the Stand-
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Figure 2.10: Uniûcation of all four forces in a Grand Uniûcation _eory [61].
ardModel is not able to account for over 95%of the total energy in theUniverse. Observational
evidence for the existence of dark matter comes from galaxy rotation curves [62, 63], velocity
dispersions of elliptical galaxies [64], gravitational lensing [65, 66] and angular uctuations
in the cosmic microwave background [67]. While the structure and origin of dark energy re-
mains mostly unknown, several candidates for a dark matter particle exist. Among them are
the lightest supersymmetric particle, provided by supersymmetry, the axion [68, 69] a hypo-
thetical particle postulated in 1977 to explain CP conservation in the strong interaction [70]
andWIMPs (Weakly Interacting Massive Particles). However, experimental measurement of a
dark matter particle is very diõcult due to its weakly interacting nature. _e biggest challenge
inDarkMatter experiments is the suppression of background coming from cosmic rays. _ere-
fore dark matter experiments are performed in underground laboratories located in salt mines
or next to road tunnels under mountains. As of 2013, no experiment has detected a dark matter
signal [71, 72], even though some claim to have seen anomalies in the DAMA experiment [73].
_e deûcits in the StandardModel together with the recent ûndings at LHC and the prospects
for Belle II will almost certainly lead to an exciting future. Particle physics may stand at the
border of a fundamental revolution, as it was 40 years ago with the introduction of the quark
model and over a century ago with Rutherford’s atomicmodel and_omson’s discovery of the
electron.
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3 The SuperKEKB e+ e− collider
SuperKEKB is an electron-positron accelerator and collider located in Tsukuba, Ibaraki, Ja-
pan. It is the successor of the KEKB collider [74], which was shut down on June, 30th, 2010
aer more than 10 years of successful operation. SuperKEKB accelerates and collides electrons
with positrons at diòerent energies (“asymmetric collider”), which are counter-rotating in a
double-ring structure, with a “high energy” ring (HER) for the electrons and a “low energy”
ring (LER) for the positrons. _e electrons and positrons are generated and accelerated in a
linear accelerator and then injected into the main storage ring. Figure 3.1 shows a schematic
overview of themain storage ring.
Figure 3.1:_e SuperKEKB double-ring structure. Shown are the HER and LER for the electrons
and positrons, respectively. _e particles collide at the IP, which is surrounded by the Belle II de-
tector. _e wigglers in the straight sections are drawn as brown rectangles, the ARES cavities as
red rectangles and the SCC cavities as green rectangles (see sections 3.3 and 3.8).
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_is chapter presents the SuperKEKB storage ring and provides an introduction to the basic
principles of its operation. _e theory of the transport and the focusing of a particle beam is
briey explained, followed by sections about the creation and acceleration of the electrons and
positrons at SuperKEKB. _e chapter closes with a discussion of the novel nano-beam scheme,
an introduction to the diòerent mechanisms of particle loss in the machine, and a table sum-
marising themost important parameters of SuperKEKB.
3.1 The SuperKEKB storage ring
_e SuperKEKB accelerator complex consists of two independent rings: theHigh Energy Ring
(HER),whichhosts the electronbeam, and theLowEnergyRing (LER),whichhosts thepositron
beam. _e storage ring consists of four arc sections (D3,D6,D9,D12) and four straight sections
(Tsukuba, Oho, Fuji, Nikko). Its total circumference is 3016m, comprised of 1861m for the four
arc sections and 1155m for the four straight sections. Like in any circular accelerator, there is
exactly one trajectory, the design or nominal orbit, on which all particles should travel along
the ring. In order to achieve this the arc sections are equipped with bending magnets, guiding
the beams around the arcs. Additionally, both the arc and the straight sections contain focus-
ing magnets and collimators in order to counteract the expansion of the beam. _e evolution
of the beam particle trajectories under the inuence of bending and focusing magnets is called
beam dynamics or beamoptics. _e collection of bending and focusingmagnets is themagnet
lattice of the ring and the complete system is called the beam transport system. As has been
pointed out in chapter 1, the measurement of the B-meson ight time requires a boost in the
laboratory system. _is is accomplished with asymmetric beam energies, with the following
energies chosen for SuperKEKB
EHER(e−) = 7GeV ELER(e+) = 4GeV
_e circulating electron and positron beams are brought to collision at the interaction point
(IP), located at the centre of the Tsukuba straight section. Surrounding the IP, the Belle II
detector records the outcome of the particle collisions. It is described in detail in chapter 4.
_e beams do not collide head-on, but at a rather large (compared to the KEKB case) crossing
angle of 83mrad. _is ensures that the beams are kept separate before and aer the collision.
_e value of the crossing angle is mainly driven by the design of the interaction region optics
andmagnets.
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_e beam energies are chosen such that the centre-of-mass (CMS) 1 is
ECM = 2 ⋅
√
EHER ⋅ ELER = 10.58GeV (3.1)
which is exactly themass of the Υ(4S) resonance (see ûgure 3.2), themost important “running
mode” of SuperKEKB._emass of the Υ(4S) resonance is about 20MeV above themass of two
charged or neutral B-mesons, allowing it to decay exclusively into a BBmeson pair (decayswith
more than 96% probability [42] to B+B− and B0B̄0 pairs). _e boost with which the Υ(4S) is
produced, is (see chapter 5)
βγ = 0.287 (3.2)
In addition, SuperKEKB is designed to cover the full CMS range from the Υ(1S) to the Υ(6S)
resonance and can even reach a CMS energy of 12GeV.
(1 S)Υ
Υ(2S)
Υ(3S)
Υ(4S)
Figure 3.2: Total hadronic cross-section in nb for e+ e− collisions as a function of the e+ e− centre-
of-mass energy [75].
1_e centre-of-mass system (CMS) is the system that moveswith the centre-of-mass of the colliding particles. In
the CMS the vector sum of all momenta is zero. _roughout the collision this sum is preserved, as is the total
energy.
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3.2 The coordinate system
_e coordinate system used to describe themotion of the beam particles, as it is employed in
the subsequent chapters, is shown inûgure 3.3. _eorthogonal, right-handed coordinate system
moves with the beam particles along the nominal orbit of the LER and HER. _e coordinate
vector x is perpendicular to the direction ofmotion of the particle and points into the “outward”
direction of the ring. _e y vector represents the vertical component of themotion and points
downwards to the “ground”. While the s vector is parallel to the ight direction of the positrons,
it is anti-parallel to the ight direction of the electrons. _e coordinate system is mainly used
for the simulation of the beam transport and the description of the beam optics. It should be
noted that it diòers from the coordinate system used for the Belle II detector,which is described
in chapter 4.
Figure 3.3:_e coordinate system used to describe the motion of particles in the accelerator. _e
le drawing shows the deûnition for the LER (positrons), with the s vector being parallel to the
particle’s ight direction. _e right drawing shows the deûnition for the HER (electrons), with the
s vector being anti-parallel to the particle’s ight direction.
3.3 Beam Transport System
Circular accelerators make use of electric ûelds to accelerate the beam particles and of mag-
netic ûelds to guide them along the design orbit. _e beam particles are grouped into so-called
buncheswhere each bunch contains about 1011 particles. At SuperKEKB, the beamparticles are
delivered with their nominal energy to the main storage ring (see section 3.7). During their
journey through the ring, the circulating beam particles lose energy due to synchrotron radi-
ation [76]. _e storage ring recovers the energy loss with amixture of normal conducting and
superconducting RF acceleration structures. Two types of RF cavities have been successfully
tried and tested at KEKB and thus will be re-used at SuperKEKB: the ARES (Accelerator Res-
onantly coupledwith Energy Storage) [77] and the Single-Cell superconductingCavities (SCC)
[78]. _e main advantage of these over other types of RF cavities is their ability to avoid un-
controllable beam instabilities [79, 80], amain concern for SuperKEKB. _e HER is equipped
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with 8 ARES cavities along theOho straight section and 8 SCC cavities along theNikko straight
section, while the LER has 6ARES cavities along theOho straight section and 16ARES cavities
along the Fuji straight section. Figure 3.1 gives a rough idea of their location.
In order to guide the beam particles along the design orbit, magnets generating a homogen-
eous magnetic ûeld, which is perpendicular to the particles’ ight direction, are installed. _e
particles experience the Lorentz force, induced by themagnetic ûeld, and follow a curved tra-
jectory. SuperKEKB uses normal-conducting dipole magnets for bending the beam, which
create a transversemagnetic ûeld that is constant and homogeneous in the vicinity of the nom-
inal orbit. _emagnetic ûeld is generated by an electrical current owing through a coil which
surrounds the magnetic poles. _e magnetic ux is returned by a ferromagnetic yoke. Figure
3.4 shows a schematic drawing of the SuperKEKB dipolemagnet.
Y
X
Ferromagnetic
Yoke
Pole Coils
Figure 3.4: A schematic drawing of the SuperKEKB dipolemagnet.
3.4 Beam focusing
In an ideal world where the beam particles weren’t interacting with each other and could be
injected exactly onto the design orbit, the bending magnetswould be suõcient to keep themon
their design orbit and guide them around the accelerator. However, during their journey most
of the particles will deviate slightly from the design orbit. If they are not bent back, they might
collide with the beampipe, collimators or other structures and be lost. _e bending magnets
themselves can provide a correction mechanism if their magnetic ûeld is not homogeneous
along the x direction. as a result the magnet exhibits a small gradient in its proûle, such that
∂By/∂x ≠ 0. _is is illustrated in ûgure 3.5.
_e force restoring the particles along the x-axis, is given by [82]
Fx = −
γmv2
R
x
R
(1 − n) (3.3)
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Figure 3.5:Weak focusing magnetic ûeld of a bending magnet [81]. _e beam particle enters the
plane.
where x is the horizontal deviation of the particle from the design orbit, R the radius of the
orbit, v the velocity of the particle and n the ûeld index
n = − R
By (R)
∂By
∂x
(3.4)
_e equation ofmotion, using Fx = γmẍ, is
ẍ + ω2xx = 0 (3.5)
_is equation describes an harmonic oscillator, with the frequency
ωx = ω0
√
1 − n (3.6)
where ω0 is the revolution frequency of the particles. Equation 3.6 describes a beam particle
oscillating around the design orbit with a frequency ωx . _e oscillation is called betatron os-
cillation, as it was discovered during the development of the betatron. A stable particle beam
is maintained as long as the amplitude of the betatron oscillation does not grow exponentially.
_e stability of the beam along the y direction is accomplished if the bending magnets are de-
signed in such a way that their magnetic ûeld contains a radial component Bx . _is is shown in
ûgure 3.5. _e vertical betatron oscillation frequency is
ωy = ω0
√
n (3.7)
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_e stability of the particle beam due to betatron oscillation is summarised by Steenbeck’s sta-
bility criterion [83]
0 < n < 1 (3.8)
As it can be seen from equations 3.6 and 3.7, the betatron oscillation wavelength is larger than
the circumference of the accelerator ring. _ismeans that large deviations from the design orbit
are possible [81] and large magnet apertures [84] are required. Hence, this type of focusing is
called weak focusing (n < 1). _is problem can be solved by applying the strong focusing
powers of higher order magnets (n >> 1). _e design of those can be obtained by solving the
Laplace equation by means of a multipole expansion [85]. _is yields a solution that can be
decomposed into independent multipole terms. _e terms that are interesting for accelerator
physics are dipole, quadrupole and sextupole terms. Higher order multipole terms are very
rarely useful and are not used at SuperKEKB._e dipole termmotivates the design of the dipole
magnetwhose usage as a bendingmagnetwas introduced above. Another type ofmagnet arises
from the quadrupole term. _emagnetic quadrupole potential V2 is given as[85]
e
cp
V2 = −
1
2
k∗ (x2 − y2)
´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶
Im
+ kxy
°
Re
(3.9)
where the ûrst part on the le side is the imaginary part and the right side the real part of
the complex potential. _e magnet strength is given by k, the multipole strength parameter.
_e imaginary part describes a quadrupole ûeld, which is rotated by 45° with respect to the
quadrupole ûeld described by the real part. However, for the design of the quadrupolemagnets
at SuperKEKB only the real part of the potential is used. _e quadrupolemagnetic ûeld of the
real part is then
e
cp
Bx = ky
e
cp
By = kx (3.10)
It should be noted that the vertical(horizontal) component of the Lorentz force depends only
on the vertical(horizontal) position of the particle. _e consequence is that the horizontal and
vertical betatron oscillations are decoupled and the at beam at SuperKEKB remains at. _e
magnetic ûeld pattern is drawn on the le side of ûgure 3.6.
In comparison to theweak focusing capabilities of dipolemagnets, quadrupolemagnets provide
a strong focusing eòect on the beam. _e strong focusing scheme was independently invented
by Christoûlos [86] and Courant et al. [87]. _emagnet pole shape for a quadrupolemagnet is
deûned by the equipotential surface kxy = const. _is equation describes a hyperbola,which is
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Figure 3.6: Le:Magnetic ûeld of a quadrupolemagnet [85]; Right:_e technical realisation of a
quadrupolemagnet [81]. _e strength of themagnetic ûeld scales linearly with the deviation from
the axis: Bx ∝ y, By ∝ x. _e shown magnet is horizontally focusing and vertically defocusing.
the pole shoe contour for the quadrupolemagnet. _e drawing on the right side of ûgure 3.6 il-
lustrates the technical realisation of a quadrupolemagnet. At SuperKEKB quadrupolemagnets
are used throughout the whole ring and for the ûnal beam focusing in the interaction region
(see section 4.2). In the quadrupole conûguration shown in ûgure 3.6, a beam particlemoving
at a distance ∣x∣ > 0 from the s-axis is deected towards the centre. But particlesmoving at a dis-
tance ∣y∣ > 0 from the s-axis are deected outwards. _us, this quadrupolemagnet focuses the
beam in the x-plane but defocuses it in the y-plane. _is eòect is the realisation of Earnshaw’s
theorem [88], which states that simultaneous focusing in both planes is impossible. Neverthe-
less, it turns out that focusing of the beam in both planes can be achieved, if two quadrupole
magnets are placed next to each other. _ey just require a gap of a certain length between them,
and the secondmagnet to be rotated by 90° compared to the ûrst one. _is arrangement is called
a FODO lattice, where F is a horizontally focusing but vertically defocusing quadrupole, D a
vertically focusing but horizontally defocusing quadrupole andO the gap between themagnets.
_e FODO describes the most simple strong focusing lattice. It exhibits a strong similarity to
an optical system of focusing and defocusing lenses, giving the system of magnets the name
“beamoptics”. In general, various properties of lenses can also be deûned for focusing magnets,
such as the focal length and point to point imaging. Assuming that the length of a quadrupole
magnet is small compared to its focal length, the thin lens approximation [89] can be used to
formulate the well known expression for the focal length of a system of two magnets (lenses),
being separated by a distance L
1
f
= 1
f1
+ 1
f2
− L
f1 f2
(3.11)
By setting the strengths of themagnets such that, for example, f1 = − f2 = f12, one gets a system
of F and D quadrupole magnets focusing the beam in both planes with a total focal length
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of f −1 = L/ f 212. So far, it was silently assumed that all particles within a bunch have the same
energy. But, in reality, the energies of the particles are distributed statistically (e.g. from energy
loss due to synchrotron radiation in the bending magnets) with the eòect that particles with
higher energies are bent less by a quadrupole magnet than those with lower energies. _is
means that the focal point of higher energetic particles is further away and the bunch gets spread
out or defocused in the longitudinal direction. _is eòect is called chromatic aberration and
can be corrected by sextupole magnets, the technical realisation of the sextupole term of the
multipole expansion. _e sextupole design is similar to the quadrupole design, but with six
magnets instead of four magnets. _ey are arranged in an alternating order of north and south
magnetic poles. However, unlike the quadrupole, themagnetic ûeld varies like∝ x2, rather than
∝ x for the quadrupole case. _is leads to a larger focusing eòect for particles that are displaced
further from the design orbit. At SuperKEKB the quadrupole magnets are always followed by
sextupolemagnets, in order to correct for the chromatic aberration that was introduced by the
quadrupolemagnets.
3.5 Beam dynamics
_e previous sections described the eòects of bending and focusing magnets on individual
particle trajectories. However, as speciûed in table 3.1, about 1011 particles are grouped into
a single particle bunch. It is impractical to describe the trajectory for each particle in a bunch
separately. Instead, it is more convenient to represent the bunch by its boundaries and position
(the “centre-of-mass” of the bunch). _e particles within a bunch oscillate independently from
each other around the origin of the bunch. In the following themathematical description of a
bunch and its properties is motivated.
Each particle is represented by a point in the six-dimensional phase space, deûned by
(x , x′, y, y′, s, E)
where x′ = dx/dt, s is the position along the trajectory and E the energy of the particle. Under
the assumption that the coupling between the horizontal and the vertical plane can safely be
ignored in ûrst order and can be added later as a perturbation, the six-dimensional phase space
can be split into three independent two-dimensional phase planes. _e description of a particle
bunch in a two-dimensional phase plane is derived from equation 3.5 by generalising it to an
s-dependent restoring force. _is yields Hill’s equation [84]
d2x
ds2
+ K(s)x = 0 (3.12)
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Solving this equation leads to expressions for x and x′
x(s) =
√
єβ(s) cosϕ(s) x′ = −α(s)
√
є/β(s) cosϕ(s) −
√
є/β(s) sinϕ(s) (3.13)
where є is a constant and depends on the initial conditions. However, the parameters α, β and
the phase ϕ depend on the position s. Plotting x′ versus x for ϕ going from 0 to 2π results in
the so-called phase space ellipse shown in ûgure 3.7.
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Figure 3.7: _e beam phase space ellipse [85]. Shown is the (x, x′) slice through the six-
dimensional phase space.
_e equation of the ellipse is
γ(s) x2(s) + 2 α(s) x(s) x′(s) + β(s) x′2(s) = є (3.14)
with γ = (1 + α2) /β. _e ellipse parameters α(s), β(s) and γ(s) are called Twiss parameters
[90] and determine the shape and the orientation of the ellipse. Since they depend on s and
equation 3.12 describes an oscillatory motion of a particle along the ring, they are also called
betatron functions. Of particular interest is β, as the other parameters depend on it. It is called
the beta function and evaluated for the whole accelerator ring. _e constant є in equation 3.14
is the beam emittance and remains constant as long as Liouville’s theorem holds. Under the
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assumption that the particles in the beam follow aGaussian distribution the beam size is given
as
σ (s) =
√
є ⋅ β (s) (3.15)
As the ellipse moves along the SuperKEKB ring, its shape changes under the inuence of the
bending and focusing magnets, but its area єπ remains the same. Convergent beams are char-
acterized by a rotated phase space ellipse spreading from the upper le corner to the lower right
corner. Whereas divergent beams extend from the lower le corner to the upper right corner.
If a dri section of the accelerator is long enough the beam transforms eventually into a diver-
gent beam. Without any counter measures a divergent beam ûlls aer some distance the whole
beam aperture. Figure 3.8 shows what happens to the phase space ellipse aer it got deected
by a quadrupolemagnet focusing in the x-direction.
Figure 3.8: Before entering the quadrupole magnet focusing in the x-direction, the ellipse repres-
ents a diverging beam. Aer the magnet, the ellipse is rotated and the beam is converging. _e
dri section leads to a distortion of the beam such that it becomes divergent again. _e beam
waist is the location of the beam at which it reaches its minimum size in the dri section. In order
to prevent the diverging beam from growing beyond the vacuum chamber aperture and being lost
as a result another focusing magnet follows each dri section.
According to equation 3.13, a particle at point (x,x′) moves around the ellipse as the ellipse
travels along the accelerator ring. _is leads to the betatron oscillations of the beam particles,
which is illustrated in ûgure 3.9.
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Figure 3.9: Inuence of the bending and focusing magnets on the ellipse. A point on the ellipse
moves around the ellipse as it travels along the accelerator ring.
_enumberof betatronoscillationsper turnof theparticle around the ring is called thebetatron
tune νx ,y. Equations 3.13 are in general not periodic and thus allow for non-integer values for
the betatron tune (see ûgure 3.10). It should be noted that an integer number for the betatron
tune should absolutely be avoided, because otherwise a small perturbation at a certain location
is experienced by the particle at every passage with the same betatron phase angle. _is results
in a resonance-like increase in the betatron amplitude and will inevitably lead to the loss of the
particle.
X
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Figure 3.10:A FODO lattice of focusing and defocusing magnets where each peak originates from
a F and each valley from a D. Shown is a single particle with a non-integer betatron tunemaking
multiple turns around the ring. Each turn has a diòerent colour. _e dashed line represents the
beam envelope.
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3.6 Luminosity and nano-beam scheme
_e instantaneous Luminosity is deûned as the collision rate per unit area per unit time and
is a measure for the performance of an accelerator. _e luminosity is a proportionality factor
between the number of events per second dN/dt and the cross-section σ of a particular process
dN
dt
= L ⋅ σ (3.16)
For two charged beams colliding in a storage ring and under the assumption that both beams
are Gaussian distributed, the luminosity can be written as [91]
L = N+ N− fc
2π
√
σ2x ,+ + σ2x ,−
√
σ2y,+ + σ 2y,−
⋅ RL (3.17)
where N is the number of particles per bunch, fc the bunch crossing frequency, σx , σy the
horizontal, vertical beam size at the collision point and the signs depict the electron (−) or
positron (+) beam. _e factor RL is a luminosity reduction factor [79], which is mainly driven
by the beam-beam eòect and the ûnite crossing angle. _e beam-beam eòect is the result of the
electro-magnetic interaction between two beams. A moving bunch generates an electric ûeld
as well as amagnetic ûeld. _ose ûelds do not only exert a force on the ûeld-generating bunch
itself, called space charge force, but also aòect the opposite bunch during a collision, leading to
a reduction of the luminosity. If the beam sizes of the two charged beams are the same, equation
3.17 simpliûes to
L = N+ N− fc
4π σxσy
⋅ RL (3.18)
_e instantaneous luminosity is oen expressed using a diòerent set of parameters. Among
those parameters is the vertical beam-beam parameter ξy,±, which is deûned as [92]
ξy,± =
reN∓βy,±
2πγ±σy,∓ (σx ,∓ + σy,∓)
Rξy (3.19)
where γ± is the Lorentz factor, re the classical electron radius, Rξy the beam-beam parameter
reduction factor [79] and βy,± the vertical beta function from equation 3.14. All parameters are
evaluated at the IP. For the sake of simplicity, the derivation of the luminosity formula is shown
for the positron beam only.
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Dividing the luminosity from equation 3.18 by the beam-beam parameter ξy,+ (equation 3.19)
yields
L
ξy,+
=
N+γ+ fc (σx + σy)
2reσxβy,+
RL
Rξy
with N+ fc = I+ /e [91], the luminosity can then be written as
L = γ+
2 e re
(
I+ξy,+
βy,+
)(1 +
σy
σx
) RL
Rξ
(3.20)
where RL/Rξ ≈ 1 at SuperKEKB. _e accelerator is designed to reach an instantaneous lumin-
osity of
L = 8 ⋅ 1035cm−2s−1
In order to reach this value, SuperKEKB employs the so-called nano-beam scheme, which has
been proposed by P. Raimondi for the defunct SuperB collider [93]. In this scheme, the vertical
beta function βy,± of the beam is squeezed at the IP, leading to a very small beam size of only
48 nm and hence a high particle density. In comparison with the previous collider KEKB [74],
the vertical beta function is 20 times smaller and the total beam current I± is two times larger
at SuperKEKB. _is means that the luminosity at SuperKEKB is 40 times larger than that at
KEKB, as it can be seen from equation 3.20. Table 3.1 summarises the SuperKEKB storage ring
parameters used to achieve the design luminosity with the nano-beam scheme.
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LER HER unit
Beam energy E 4.000 7.007 GeV
Beam current I 3.6 2.6 A
Particles/bunch nb 9.04 6.53 1010
Number of bunches N 2500
Bunch spacing sb 1.2 m
tb 2 ns
Bunch crossing frequency fb 508 MHz
Circumference C 3016.315 m
Crossing angle θx 83 mrad
Horizontal emittance єx 3.2 4.6 nm
Vertical emittance єy 8.64 12.9 pm
Coupling parameter κ 0.27 0.28
Horizontal beta function at IP β∗x 32 25 mm
Vertical beta function at IP β∗y 0.27 0.30 mm
Horizontal bunch size σx 10 11 µm
Vertical bunch size σy 48 62 nm
Bunch length σz 6 5 mm
Radiation loss U0 1.87 2.43 MeV/turn
Synchrotron tune νs -0.0247 -0.0280
Horizontal betatron tune νx 44.53 45.53
Vertical betatron tune νy 44.57 43.57
Horizontal beam-beam ξx 0.0028 0.0012
Vertical beam-beam ξy 0.0881 0.0807
Momentum compaction αp 3.25 4.55 10−4
Momentum spread σδ 8.08 6.37 10−4
RF voltage VC 9.4 15.0 MV
Luminosity L 8 ⋅ 1035 cm−2 s−1
Table 3.1:_e SuperKEKB storage ring parameters.
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3.7 Particle generation and acceleration
A “particle gun” and a linear accelerator, the injector linac, are responsible for producing, ac-
celerating and delivering the electrons and positrons for the SuperKEKB storage ring. In order
to reach the design luminosity of 8 × 1035 cm−2 s−1 [80], the SuperKEKB accelerator requires a
small emittance (see equation 3.17), high intensity electron beam. A standard thermionic elec-
tron gun, which uses thermionic emission [94] to create bunches of electrons, is not able to
deliver the required electron beam properties. _us, a photocathode RF gun [95] is used, de-
livering a low-emittance electron beam. A Nd:YAG solid state laser [96] generates 30 ps short
photon pulseswith awavelength of 226 nm. _e photons hit a 6mm diameter LaB6 photocath-
ode [97] and create a cloud of electrons by photo emission [98]. Due to the low work function
of ∼ 2.7 eV [99] and a high electron emissivity (quantum eõciency ∼ 10−4) of the photocath-
ode at room temperature, the RF gun is able to produce high density electron bunches with
a bunch charge of 5 nC. _e whole structure is inserted directly into an accelerating RF ûeld
that accelerates the generated electrons to 1.7GeV. _e electrons leave the RF gun in groups of
two bunches and are accelerated further to 3.5GeV before they enter the linac straight section
where they are accelerated to their ûnal energy of 7 GeV. A schematic drawing of the linac is
shown in ûgure 3.11.
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Figure 3.11:_e J-shaped linear accelerator delivers the electrons and positrons for SuperKEKB.
Its total length is 600m and the circumference of the damping ring is 136m.
_epositrons, on theotherhand, are created as secondaryparticles. For the creation ofpositrons
an electron beamwith a high current is required,which cannot be producedwith the aforemen-
tioned RF gun. _erefore, a thermionic electron gun, calledDC gun, together with an RF ûeld
is used to generate bunches of electrons. _ey are accelerated to 3.5GeV, using the same accel-
eration structures as those used for the RF gun electrons. _e electrons then hit a 14mm thick
amorphous tungsten target, where they undergo bremsstrahlung. _e produced photons con-
vert inside the target to electron-positron pairs and the positrons are separated from the elec-
trons by means of a 6 T magnetic ûeld. But the emittance of the positrons leaving the capture
section is larger than SuperKEKB requires. _erefore, the positrons are sent to a damping ring,
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where they lose their transversemomentum dispersion and large beam divergence through the
emission of synchrotron radiation. _is process is called radiative cooling [100] and results in a
reduction of the emittance by a factor of 130. _e electrons/positrons enter the linac in groups
of two bunches, where each bunch carries a bunch charge of 4 nC.
_e ûnal acceleration for both electrons and positrons takes place in the last sections of the linac.
Since electrons and positrons make use of the same acceleration structures, they are generated
in an alternating way with a frequency of 50Hz. _e positron target contains a little hole such
that the electrons can pass the target unaòected. _e electrons leave the linac with an energy of
7.0GeV, while the positrons have an energy of 4.0GeV.
3.8 Injection scheme
SuperKEKB follows a continuous injection scheme, with the alternating injection of electron
and positron bunches every 20ms. _is means that two new electron/positron bunches are in-
jected into the SuperKEKB storage ring every 40ms. According to Liouville’s theorem [101, 91],
which states that for a system of non-interacting particles the density in phase space along the
trajectory is constant, new bunches cannot be injected directly onto the ideal orbit where the
main bunches are located. Instead they are injected by a septum magnet [102] next to themain
bunches such that they perform Betatron-oscillation around the ideal orbit. By using mech-
anisms that “violates” Liouville’s theorem, such as synchrotron radiation, the transversal mo-
mentumof thenewly injected bunches is reduced until they become onewith themain bunches.
_is process is called beam cooling [103]. At SuperKEKB the electron and positron bunches
are sent through awiggler [104, 105], an arrangement of a row of alternately deecting bending
magnets which do not introduce a net deection to the bunch. During their journey through
the wiggler, the particles inside the bunch emit synchrotron radiation and thus cool down. _e
wigglers are placed in the Oho and Nikko straight section, as ûgure 3.1 illustrates. While the
newly injected bunches “cool” down into their main bunches an increased background level in
the Belle II detector is the result, requiring special treatment of the sub-detectors. _e counter-
measure of the Pixel Vertex Detector to such a noisy bunch is explained in chapter 4.
3.9 Beam and particle loss
_e loss of the full beam or parts of it can be divided into two categories: irregular and reg-
ular losses. _e ûrst category comprises the loss due to misaligned beams, operation failure,
broken magnet power supplies etc. _ese losses can occur at any point in the accelerator and
are not bound, for example, to collimation systems. _ey oen result in the complete loss of the
beam and their eòect ranges from an increased background level in the Belle II detector to the
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destruction of the beam pipe or the collimators. Examples for irregular losses are discussed in
[106, 107, 108]. In comparison to the irregular losses, the regular losses are localised on collim-
ator systems or on other aperture limits and are usually not avoidable. _ey occur continuously
during the operation of the accelerator and result in the loss of beamparticles, thus limiting the
beam-lifetime. Table 3.2 summarises the expected beam-lifetime at SuperKEKB due to diòerent
types of regular loss eòects.
LER HER
Touschek 586 650
Beam-Gas 1470 2760
Radiative Bhabha 1680 1200
Total 335 366
Loss rate 10mA/s 7.2mA/s
Table 3.2:_e expected beam-lifetime at SuperKEKB. All values are given in seconds.
Typical processes leading to a continuous loss of particles are the Touschek eòect and the Cou-
lomb scattering on residual gas nuclei (Beam-Gas). More information can be found in chapter
7 where various loss eòects are discussed in more detail. Particles which undergo such a pro-
cess leave their nominal beam orbit and are subject to betatron oscillations with increased
amplitudes. _is allows scattered particles to travel along the ring until they collide with the
beampipe or a collimator and can produce showers of secondary particles. If the beamparticles
collide with material of the vacuum system or components of the magnet system within a few
meters from the IP, they result in an increased background level in the Belle II detector. In or-
der to shield the Belle II detector from those particles, collimators are installed along the LER
and HER. _ey remove particles that are too far away from the nominal beam orbit. However,
removing particles also means a shortened beam-lifetime. _erefore, SuperKEKB uses collim-
ators with an adjustable aperture, called movable masks [109]. _ey allow the adaptation of
the collimator aperture to the background level, while keeping the lifetime of the beam high.
Figure 3.12 illustrates the design of the SuperKEKBmovablemask.
3.10 Simulation of the beam transport
_e design and optimisation of the SuperKEKB magnet lattice requires a detailed study and
understanding of the beam dynamics in the vicinity ofmagnets and collimators. However, it is
not possible to calculate the trajectory of the beam particles analytically. Under the assumption
that themagnet strength parameters are constant within each magnet, amatrixmethod can be
applied [110]. For each element of the beam transport system, such as bending, quadrupole and
sextupolemagnets, collimators and dri spaces, a transformationmatrix is deûned. _e beam
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Water
cooling
Movable mask
s
Beampipe
Figure 3.12: _e SuperKEKB movable mask. _e collimator is cooled with water and has an
adjustable aperture.
transport through the ring is then accomplished bymultiplying the transformationmatrices for
all elements the particles pass. _e total matrix is then applied to the betatron functions, hence
allowing to describe the beam at any point in the lattice. _is scheme can be implemented quite
eòectively in soware, such asTURTLE [111] and SAD (Strategic AcceleratorDesign) [112]. _e
latter is of particular interest, because it has been developed at KEK by the accelerator theory
group and is used for the magnet lattice design and optimisation for SuperKEKB. SAD also
incorporates higher order eòects and corrections to the transformationmatrices, such as fringe
ûelds. A fringe ûeld is the part of amagnetic ûeld that extends beyond the edges of themagnet.
In chapter 7, SAD plays an important role for the estimation of the beam background for the
Belle II detector.
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4 The Belle II Detector
_e Belle II detector is a general-purpose particle physics detector [113] designed primarily
for precision B-physics at energies around the Υ(4S) threshold. _e detector surrounds the
interaction point (IP) of SuperKEKB and is located inside Tsukuba hall at theKEK high energy
research centre in Japan. An artistic rendering of the Belle II detector is shown in ûgure 4.1.
_e detector is 7.4m long and has a diameter of approximately 7m. It covers a large angular
acceptance of 17° < θ < 150° in order to provide an excellent hermeticity for the observation of
particle collisions.
Figure 4.1: An artistic rendering of the Belle II detector [114].
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_e boost of the centre-of-mass frame of the collision and the ight direction of the produced
B-mesons towards the forward part of Belle II requires an asymmetric detector along the z-axis.
_us, the angular acceptance of the detector can be split into three distinct polar angle ranges:
a Forward, a Barrel and a Backward region. _e Forward region covers 17° < θ < 30°, the
Barrel region 30° < θ < 125° and the Backward region 125° < θ < 150°. Apart from the out-
ermost sub-detector, all components of Belle II are within a constant and solenoidal magnetic
ûeld of 1.5T, which is parallel to themain detector axis. A single particle collision, producing
on average 12 tracks for a typical e+e− → Υ(4S) → BB̄ reaction, is called an event once it
has been recorded. In such an event the ûnal particles that are detected are mainly electrons,
positrons, photons, muons, π± mesons and K± mesons. Particle measurement takes place in
the various sub-detectors of Belle II, optimised for the detection of diòerent particle species.
Among them are the tracking sub-detectors that measure the momentum of the particles and
the position of their decay vertices, the particle identiûcation sub-detectors that determine the
particle type and the calorimeter that allows the reconstruction of the energy of photons and
electrons. Table 4.1 shows the required transverse momentum for a charged particle to reach
a speciûc sub-detector. A short summary of all sub-detectors, ordered in increasing distance
from the interaction point, is given below.
• _e Interaction Region (IR)
_e Interaction Region surrounds the interaction point and extends to about 4m along
the HER and LER into the forward and backward direction. It consists of the beampipe
and the ûnal focusing magnets. While the IR does not actively participate in the obser-
vation of events, its design plays a signiûcant role for the amount and distribution of the
background that is expected at Belle II.
• Pixel VertexDetector (PXD)
_e Pixel Vertex Detector is the innermost detector of Belle II. Its two layers with about
8million pixels measure the position of traversing charged particles.
• Silicon VertexDetector (SVD)
Like the PXD, the Silicon Vertex Detector is a semi-conductor based detector, which
measures the passage of particles in four layers. However, unlike the PXD, it uses strips
instead of pixels for the detection of traversing particles.
• CentralDri Chamber (CDC)
_e CentralDriChamber consists of a volume ûlledwith gas that contains 14336 electric
wires,which providemore than 50 three-dimensional space points on a charged particle’s
trajectory.
• _e Time of Propagation Counter (TOP)
_eTime of PropagationCounter is part of the particle identiûcation system in the barrel
region of Belle II. Its main purpose is to provide an eõcient separation of K± from π± by
measuring the velocity of the particles.
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• _e Aerogel RichDetector (ARICH)
_e Aerogel Rich Detector provides particle identiûcation of K± and π± for the forward
region of Belle II by measuring the velocity of the particles.
• _e Electromagnetic calorimeter (ECL)
_emain purpose of the Electromagnetic calorimeter is the detection andmeasurement
of the energy and angular coordinates of electrons and neutral particles,mainly photons.
• Solenoid
_e whole detector, apart from the KLM, is surrounded by a superconducting solenoid
producing a longitudinal magnetic ûeld of 1.5T.
• _e KLM
_e KLM is a detector which has been speciûcally designed to identify KL and muons
with a momentum above ∼ 0.6GeV. An iron return yoke returns the magnetic ux and
serves as a an absorber for the KLM at the same time.
Detector inner radius [mm] minimal pt [MeV]
PXD 14 3.15
SVD 38 8.55
CDC 168 37.8
TOP 1190 267.75
ECL 1250 281.25
KLM 2019 454.27
Table 4.1: Required minimal transverse momentum in order to reach a speciûc sub-detector. _e
values are calculated using the well-known formula for relativistic electrons: pt[GeV] = 0.3 ⋅
B[Tesla] ⋅ R[m]
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4.1 The coordinate system
_e Belle II detector is described using a Cartesian, right-handed coordinate system. _e ori-
gin of the coordinate system is located at the nominal interaction point,with the axes described
as follows: the z-axis pointing along the direction of the magnetic ûeld of the solenoid; the y-
axis pointing upwards, in the direction of the detector hall roof; and the x-axis pointing along
the radial direction towards the outside of the accelerator ring. _is deûnition is shown in ûgure
4.2.
Figure 4.2:_e Belle II coordinate system.
_e coordinate system’s positive z-axis points towards the forward direction and the negative z-
axis towards the backward direction. If not otherwise speciûed, all xy projections showing any
part of the Belle II detector are drawn such that the projected detector is seen from the forward
to the backward direction. _is means that the z-axis points out of the page, the x-axis to the
right and the y-axis upwards.
4.2 The Interaction Region
_e interaction region is responsible for guiding the beams to and from the interaction point
and for maintaining the vacuum inside the beampipe. _e beams meet within an area, re-
ferred to as the beamspot, that can be described by a three-dimensional Gaussian with the
following values for its spread (standard deviations) at Belle II [115]: σx = 6.18µm, σy = 59nm,
σz = 154µm. _e interaction region extends to about 4m into the forward and backward region,
as shown in ûgure 4.3. Various quadrupolemagnets (section 3.4) focus the beam,whereQC1RP
and QC1LP are responsible for the ûnal focusing of the LER beam and QC1LE and QC1RE for
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the ûnal focusing for HER beam. As described in section 3.1, the particles collide with a cross-
ing angle of 83mrad. _us, the quadrupole magnets are inclined by 41.5mrad with respect to
the Belle II detector solenoid axis. Focusing magnets are realized as super conducting magnets
and contain an iron yoke, except for the twomagnets closest to the IP. Table 4.2 lists all focusing
magnets, together with their most important speciûcations. Two solenoid compensating mag-
nets, one for the forward and one for the backward direction, protect the inner magnets from
the Belle II detector solenoid ûeld.
Name Ring Focusing Field gradient Length Current Position Iron yoke
[T/m] [m] [A] [mm]
QC2LE HER horiz 20.2 0.7 724.1 -2700 Yes
QC2LP LER horiz 27.15 0.41 817.3 -1925 Yes
QC1LE HER vert 70.68 0.38 1558.5 -1410 Yes
QC1LP LER vert 67.94 0.34 1609.3 -935 No
QC1RP LER vert 66.52 0.34 1575.6 935 No
QC1RE HER vert 66.22 0.38 1460.3 1410 Yes
QC2RP LER horiz 27.17 0.41 817.9 1925 Yes
QC2RE HER horiz 34.9 0.37 1044.9 2925 Yes
Table 4.2:_e ûnal focusing magnets of Belle II as illustrated in ûgure 4.3. _e position of each
magnet is measured from the IP.
_e beampipe surrounding the IP is illustrated in ûgure 4.4. It consists of amiddle sectionmade
from Beryllium followed by a Titanium part. _e Beryllium section is constructed from two
layers,with paraõn owing between the layers as a coolant. Beryllium is used for the beampipe
as it oòers a large stiòness at a low atomic number and a good thermal stability. Its diamagnetic
nature does not lead to interferences with the ûeld from the ûnal focusing magnets. _e outer
parts, connecting the beampipe with the ûnal focusing magnets are made from Tantalum and
cooled with water. Tantalum is used because it provides an eòective shielding against back-
grounds from particle showers. _e inside of the beampipe is coated with gold [116] in order to
suppress photons originating from synchrotron radiation. In order to stop direct synchrotron
radiation, the inner diameter of the incoming beampipe is gradually reduced from 20mm to
8.4mm for QC1RP and QC1LP and from 30mm to 9.8mm for QC1RE and QC1LE. Aer this
reduction, the incoming beampipe widens again to 20mm, the inner diameter of the middle
beampipe section. Due to space constraints around the IP, the vacuum pumps are located out-
side of the IR. _is leads to a pressure at the IP of ∼ 10−5 Pa which is worse than the vacuum
level at Belle as the pumps could be installed closer to the IP at KEKB.
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4.3 The Pixel VertexDetector
_ePixelVertexDetector (PXD) is the innermost sub-detector of Belle II. It is a semi-conductor
device, based on theDEPFET (DEPleted Field Eòect Transistor) technology [119, 120, 121]. _e
PXD measures the position of traversing particles originating from a particle collision. _e
main purpose of the PXD is the precise reconstruction of decay vertices. In order to achieve the
required precision the PXD is placed very closely to the interaction point. _e PXD covers the
full polar angle range 17° < θ < 150° of Belle II and only contributes with 0.21 % of a radiation
length for each layer to the total amount of material in the detector. Figure 4.5 provides an
overview of the PXD layout.
Air and CO2 cooling
Stainless steel support and
cooling structure
Ladder (outer layer)
Kapton cables
Reinforced glueing
Ladder (inner layer)
Figure 4.5:_e layout of the Belle II Pixel Vertex Detector [122].
4.3.1 The DEPFET pixel sensor
_e DEPFET (DEPleted Field Eòect Transistor) is a semi-conductor sensor that combines the
detection of the passage of charged particles and the ampliûcation of their deposited energy
within one device. _e DEPFET principle has been proposed by Kemmer and Lutz in 1987
[119] and was experimentally conûrmed three years later [120]. A DEPFET pixel [121] is a p-
channel MOSFET [123, 124], integrated onto a high-resistivity silicon detector substrate, called
bulk. _e bulk is fully depleted [125] from movable charge carriers by applying a suõciently
large negative voltage to a p+ contact at its backside. For the PXD DEPFET pixel, the p+ back
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contact is initially set to −30V but might require voltages as low as −60V to compensate for
radiation damage. A potential minimum for electrons is created by an additional n-implant
underneath the transistor channel at a depth of about 1 µm. Negative charges, collected in the
potential minimum, create image charges in the transistor channel. _ose image charges in-
crease the channel conductance therefore acting in a similar way as the external MOSFET gate.
_e implanted potential minimum is called internal gate. _e charges inside the internal gate
modulate a currentowing from the source to the drain of theDEPFET, thus allowing to amplify
andmeasure the deposited charge. Figure 4.6 shows a schematic drawing of the PXDDEPFET
pixel.
Figure 4.6: Schematic drawing of the operating mode of a DEPFET [121]. An internal gate mod-
ulates the channel current that ows from the Source to the Drain. _e external gate is used to
switch the DEPFET on and oò. In order to remove the collected charges in the internal gate, the
Clear contact is used.
A charged particle traversing the DEPFET pixel generates electron-hole pairs in the fully de-
pleted bulk. A MIP, for example, generates ∼6000 electron-hole pairs along its track through
the 75 µm thick silicon bulk. While the holes dri to the p+ back contact, almost all electrons
dri to the potential minimum and are collected in the internal gate. _e required dri ûeld
has been designed and optimised using simulation tools [126]. _e internal gate is able to store
∼40000 electronswithout degrading the linear behaviour of the channel currentmodulation. A
saturation due to charge overow is reached at ∼60000 electrons. _e numerical value for the
collected charge in the pixel is determined bymeasuring the channel current diòerence between
the empty internal gate before, and the occupied internal gate aer the collection of electrons. In
order to prepare the sensor for a newmeasurement, the electrons have to be removed from the
internal gate. _is is accomplished with a neighbouring n+ contact, the Clear contact, which is
pulsed at a positive voltage providing a punch-through into the internal gate.
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4.3.2 Sensitive area layout
_e sensitive area of the PXD is assembled from 40 modules, where each module consists of
a 250 × 768 pixel matrix of DEPFET pixel sensors. _e size of each pixel is deûned by phys-
ics requirements, design and space limitations and readout speed. _e ûnal pixel size and the
thickness of the sensors has been optimised through MonteCarlo studies [127]. In particular,
the eòect of diòerent pixel layouts, sizes and thicknesses on the impact parameter resolution
of charged tracks and on the reconstruction resolution of decay vertices was studied. In order
to improve the resolution around the interaction point and to decrease the readout time, each
PXD sensor is split into two segments. _e pixels of the segment closer to the IP are arranged
in a matrix of 250 × 256 pixels, while the outer segment hosts 250 × 512 pixels. Figure 4.7 il-
lustrates the sensor layout. _e sensor data is read in the so-called rolling shutter mode (see
section 4.3.3). _is mode requires a certain region of the sensitive area to be selected at a given
time,which is accomplished by a row of 6 chips, the switchers, bump-bonded on a balcony-like
area on the longer edge of themodule. _e 6 switcher chips are arranged such that two of them
address the pixel rows of the smaller segment and the remaining four the rows of the larger
segment. A list of the pixels sizes and the active area can be found in table 4.3.
512 pixel
250 pixel
256 pixel
768 pixel
Outer segment Inner segment
Figure 4.7:_e layout and number of pixels for the two sensors. _e red rectangles represent the
6 switchers.
Inner segment Outer segment Active area
Layer 1 50 µm × 55 µm 50 µm × 60 µm 12.5mm × 44.8mm
Layer 2 50 µm × 70 µm 50 µm × 85 µm 12.5mm × 61.44mm
Table 4.3:_e pixel size and the active area for the PXD sensors. _e pixel size is given as width
× length.
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4.3.3 Readout cycle
_e rolling shutter readout mode of the PXD works by selecting pixel rows consecutively and
reading out all columns of a single row. In order to speed up the readout, 4 pixel rows are selec-
ted and read out in parallel. It takes 104.17 ns to readout each row. For 768 rows and a parallel
readout of four rows this results in a total readout time of 20 µs for a single sensor, which is
twice the time a bunch takes to travel through the accelerator (see section 3.8). _e selection
of a pixel row is performed by the switcher chip. It turns the pixels on by sending an appro-
priate voltage to their external gates. _e current, owing from the Source to the Drain in the
DEPFET, is then received by Drain Current Digitizer (DCD)[128] chips. In order to minimise
the spread between the base current (pedestal) of diòerent pixels, a pre-deûned current value
is subtracted from each pixel using a 2 bitDAC (DigitalAnalogConverter) inside the DCD.An
8 bit ADC digitises the remaining current and sends an 8 bit ADC value to a Digital Handling
Processor (DHP)[129]. _e DHP extracts the signal for each pixel by subtracting each pixel’s
pedestal value. _e pedestal values for all pixels are stored in a table inside the DHP. In order
to minimize the pick-up noise created during the digitisation, the average of all pixels below a
certain threshold (common mode) is subtracted from all ADC values. Finally, a zero suppres-
sion is applied by storing only pixelswith values above a pre-deûned noise level in a ring-buòer.
_ere, the pixelswait for an external trigger to initiate the full sensor readout. Aer having read
a pixel row, the pixels are reset by removing the charge inside their internal gates. _e switcher
chips generate the required voltage for the pixels’ clear contacts and the punch-through into the
internal gate.
4.3.4 Gatedmode
In addition to its primary task, the clear contact is also used for another purpose. _e PXD
experiences a highly increased background level for 4ms every 20ms due to noisy bunches
originating from the continuous injection at SuperKEKB (see section 3.8). Because a bunch
takes about 10 µs around the accelerator ring and the readout time of the PXD is 20 µs, the PXD
would accumulate the signal generated by a noisy bunch for 4ms, leading to a dead time of 20%
for the PXD. In order to shield the PXD sensors from collecting noise signal, the DEPFET is
operated in the so-called gatedmode[130] during the passage of a noisy bunch. While being in
the gated mode, the clear contact is temporarily set to a positive voltage, which oòers a much
more attractive target for newly generated electrons than the internal gate. _is mode makes
the DEPFET pixel blind for the charge deposited during the injection. By applying a small gate
voltage it is made sure that the electrons inside the internal gate are not aòected. _us, the
charge that has already been collected in the internal gate is preserved during the gated mode
phase. _is countermeasure avoids the 20% dead time for the PXD.
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4.3.5 Mechanical layout
_e PXD consists of two layers of pixel modules positioned at the radii of 14mm and 22mm,
respectively. _e inner layer combines 16 modules into 8 planar ladders by glueing together
two modules to form a single ladder. _e join of the two modules is reinforced by very small
ceramic (ZnO2) inserts. _e ladders are arranged in awindmill-like structure (see ûgure 4.8). A
single ladder of the inner layer has awidth of 15.4mm and contains a sensitive area of 12.5mm
× 90.45mm. _e outer layer is composed from 12 ladders (24 modules), where each ladder has
awidth of 15.4mm and a sensitive area of 12.5mm× 123.73mm. Due tomechanical constraints,
the ladders of the inner layer are ipped andmounted up-side-down, compared to the ladders
of the outer layer, as can be seen in ûgure 4.8.
Figure 4.8:_e windmill-like arrangement of the PXD ladders, with the inner layer being ipped
[122].
_e sensitive area for all ladders is split into two areas due to the join of the two modules.
_e join results in a small, non-sensitive gap of 0.05mm in the centre of the sensitive area. _e
sensitive area is thinned down to a thickness of 75 µm,while the surrounding parts of the ladder
have a thickness of 525 µm. _is allows for a very low material budget in the sensitive area and
a self-supporting frame around it. A simpliûed overview of the thinning and production steps,
involved in producing a sensor, is shown in ûgure 4.9. At both ends of each ladder 8 ASIC chips
are bump-bonded to the ladder: 4DCDs and 4DHPs. _ey read and pre-process the data from
each sensor and send it over a 10mm wide, multi-layer Kapton cable to a patch panel which
is connected by a 15mm wide InûniBand cable with the Data Handling Hybrid (DHH)[131].
_e DHH sends the data via optical ûbre to the data acquisition system. _e chips and the
Kapton cables are placed such that only the sensitive area and the switcher chips are inside
the detector acceptance. Everything else is located outside and does not disturb the passage of
particles through the PXD. _e mechanical design of the ladders for the inner and outer layer
is illustrated in ûgure 4.10. Table 4.4 provides a summary of themost important values for the
PXD ladder design.
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Radius number overlap overlap thickness thickness ladder ladder
ladders balconies sensor length width
[mm] [pixel] [%] [µm] [µm] [mm] [mm]
Layer 1 14.0 8 11 4.43 525 75 136 15.4
Layer 2 22.0 12 11 4.41 525 75 170 15.4
Table 4.4: Summary of the numerical values for the PXD mechanical layout. In the case that
the tolerances add up unfavourably, the overlap can become as small as 3-5 pixels. _e overlap is
measured for a single edge and not the full sensor.
Figure4.9: (a) Implant the p+ contact onto the backside of the topwafer. (b)Bond thehandlewafer
from the bottom onto the top wafer. _e handle wafer allows to thin the top wafer down to the
required 75 µm by standard wafer grinding and polishing techniques, without taking any special
precautions for the protection of the p+ backside contact. (c) Implant the DEPFET structures on
the topwafer (d) Etch the handlewafer partially back, leaving a support frame that is large enough
to providemechanical stability.
4.3.6 Radiation damage
Every particle traversing the PXD can contribute to the sensor damage. _e PXD suòers from
two types of the damage eòects: surface damage and bulk damage. Surface damage aòects
the pixel’s signal over noise ratio by increasing the leakage current and consequently also the
pedestal. _e damage originates from defect sites located in the silicon dioxide very close to
the silicon bulk. _ey might trap holes from theMOSFET channel and thus shi the pedestal
value. Alternatively they degrade the mobility of the charge carrier in the channel, leading
to a reduction of the internal ampliûcation of the DEPFET. On the other hand, bulk damage
arises from crystal displacement of the bulk’s silicon atoms. _e displacement is caused by
traversing particles that collide with the silicon atoms in the crystal lattice [132]. _e collision
leads to a silicon atom being displaced from its original crystal position. _is displaced atom
might further displace other atoms, giving rise to several crystal defects such as vacancies and
interstitials. _ose defects create energy states in the middle of the forbidden band gap of the
depleted silicon, leading to an enhanced thermal creation of electron-hole pairs. _e electrons
dri to the internal gate, degrading the signal overnoise ratio. In addition, the defectsmight also
trap or de-trap charge carriers in the bulk. _is results in a uctuation of the voltage required
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Figure 4.10:Mechanical layout of the PXD ladder for the inner and outer layer. _e sizes of the
chips are: DCD 3240 µm × 4969 µm, DHP 3280 µm × 4200 µm, Switcher 2030 µm × 3600 µm
to fully deplete the bulk [133]. Defects can also create a local change in the eòective doping of
the bulk, creating a local transition from the n-doped bulk to a p-doped region. _emaximum
radiation dose and neutron uence the PXD is able to handle, before it suòers from the damage
eòects listed above, is 10Mrad per snowmass year 1 and 1013 1MeVNeutron equivalent / cm2 per
snowmass year, respectively [80]. _e expected values for the PXD are derived and explained
in chapter 7.
4.3.7 Power consumption and Cooling
A DEPFET sensor only consumes power during the readout process. _us, for a single sensor,
the power consumption only depends on the number of readout columns Ncol and the number
of rows Nread that are read out simultaneously. Assuming an average pedestal current of 100 µA
and the 4-fold readout, the total power consumption of a single sensor is
Psensor = I ⋅ V ⋅ Ncol ⋅ Nread = 100µA ⋅ 5V ⋅ 250 ⋅ 4 = 0.5W
Each DCD or DHP chip dissipates about 1W. _e switcher chips are turned oò most of the
time, thus they only contribute about 1W in average. _e total power consumption of a single
ladder is then 18W and, for the whole PXD, 360W. Since integrated circuits are very sensitive
to temperature changes [134], the temperature of the DEPFET sensors and the chips has to
be kept under control. For example, the noise in the DEPFET pixels depend on the sensor’s
temperature, especially if radiation damage is present. _us, the temperature of the sensors
should be kept stable around 30 ○C. For the chips, the temperature should be kept below 60 ○C
to prevent electromigration [135]. In order to meet these goals, the PXD is actively cooled with
11 snowmass year = 107 s
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CO2 and N2. _e PXD CO2 cooling makes use of evaporative cooling [136] in order to achieve
a high heat dissipation with a small CO2 ux.
Figure 4.11: PXD support and cooling structure [122]. Fabricated with a 3D laser sintering tech-
nology. _e blue channels contain the CO2, while the green and yellow channels blow nitrogen
between the two PXD layers.
_e PXD ladders aremounted on an integrated support and cooling structuremade from stain-
less steel and are held by screws. _e structure is cooledwithCO2 in order to dissipate the power
that is produced by theASICs on both ends of the ladders. Figure 4.11 illustrates the design of the
support structure with the integrated cooling channels and capillaries. In addition to the CO2
cooling, nitrogen is blown between the two PXD layers in order to generate a forced convection.
_e switchers of the inner layer are cooled by 1mm thin carbon ûbre tubes that connect to the
cooling structure and span the whole ladder. Small 0.3mm diameter holes in the tubes guide
the cold gas to the switchers to prevent potential hot spots inside the small volume between
the two layers. In order to electrically isolate the PXD ladders from the support, the support
structure is covered with a 15 µm thick layer of Parylene [137]. _e support structure itself is
mounted on the beampipe, with the forward side being able to slide on the beampipe. _is
allows the structure to compensate for thermal expansion of the beampipe.
4.3.8 Naming convention
In order to address the constituents of the PXD unambiguously, the following naming conven-
tion has been introduced. It is based upon the PXD’s geometric hierarchy, which is given as
follows: the detector is subdivided into two layers; each layer consists of several ladders; each
ladder hosts two sensors. _e inner layer is given the ID 1 and the outer layer the ID 2. With
an xy projection of the PXD in mind, the numbering of the ladders starts at the right side of
the detector (+x). _e innermost ladder intersecting the positive x axis is speciûed to carry
the ID 1. _e ladder ID is increased by one, following the ladders in mathematically positive
(counter-clockwise) direction. Figure 4.12 shows the ladder numbering for the PXD.
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Each ladder hosts two sensors, labelled in the following way: the ûrst sensor starting from the
forward part of a ladder (the part which is most positive in the z axis) is given the ID 1. _e
second sensor, located on the backward part of the ladder, is represented by ID 2. Figure 4.13
shows the sensor numbering for the PXD. Addressing a given sensor requires the three IDs for
layer, ladder and sensor. _e notation agreed upon is for the IDs to be listed in the order of
layer, ladder and sensor using a point character (“ . ”) as the delimiter. For example: “1.4.2”
speciûes the ûrst layer, fourth ladder and second sensor. In this example this would be the
backward sensor, which is located on the fourth ladder of the ûrst (innermost) layer of the
PXD. An asterisk can be used to address all layers, ladders or sensors. For example: “1.*.2”
speciûes all backward sensors of the ûrst layer. To keep the notation short, trailing asterisks can
be omitted: the notation “1.*.*” is equivalent to “1” and describes all ladders and sensors of the
ûrst layer. Figure 4.13 shows an example of the use of this notation.
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4.4 The Silicon VertexDetector
_e Silicon Vertex Detector (SVD) surrounds the Pixel Vertex Detector and forms, together
with the PXD, the silicon tracking system of Belle II. _e silicon tracking system is comple-
mented by the central dri chamber (see section 4.5) in order to provide an eõcient full track
reconstruction system. However, the silicon tracking system itself oòers some unique features:
It allows a stand-alone reconstruction of low-pt tracks down to O(30MeV). _is capability
increases, for example, the avour tagging eõciency for B-mesons from daughters which ori-
ginate from D∗ decays, such as low momentum pions from D∗ → Dπ. In addition, the SVD is
able to reconstruct the secondary vertices of long living particles that decay outside of the PXD,
such as KS mesons. Figure 4.14 shows an artistic rendering of the SVD detector, seen from the
backward side.
Figure 4.14: An artistic rendering of the SVD [138]. _e picture shows the outermost layer of the
SVD and the support structure.
4.4.1 Layout
_e SVD consists of 4 layers of double-sided silicon strip detectors (DSSD) [139] and covers the
full Belle II acceptance range of 17° < θ < 150°. Each layer consists of several ladders, arranged
in a windmill-like structure, very similar to the PXD. However, due to the way the strips of the
DSSDs are arranged (see 4.4.2), the orientation of the SVD’swindmill structure is reversedwith
respect to the structure at the PXD. A listing of the layer radii and the number of ladders per
layer is given in table 4.5.
_e ladders are equipped with two diòerent shapes of sensors. _e innermost layer and the
barrel part of the outer layers host rectangular sensors,while the sensors in the forward region
of layer 4 to 6 are slanted (see ûgure 4.15) and host trapezoidal sensors. _is decreases the
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Layer Radius [mm] Number ladders Windmill angle [○] Overlap [%]
3 38 7 7.0 7.1
4 80 10 9.0 15.4
5 104 12 7.0 3.8
6 135 16 9.0 9.0
Table 4.5: Listing of the layer radii, number of ladders and the windmill angles for the SVD.
amount ofmaterial a forward-travelling particle has to cross. _e averagematerial budget per
ladder is 0.57% of radiation length.
Figure 4.15:_e mechanical design for the SVD layers [140]. _e forward direction is on the le
hand side of the picture. Following the naming convention (section 4.3.8), the innermost layer of
the SVD is given the ID 3, as it follows layers 1 and 2 of the PXD.
_e SVD is attached to the CDC structure, while the PXD is mounted on the beampipe. As a
result, the PXD and SVD detectors move independently from each other. _erefore, the rel-
ative position of both detectors has to be determined frequently with an automated alignment
procedure.
4.4.2 Sensors
ADSSD [139] is a semiconductor device that measures two coordinates of a traversing, charged
particle at the same time. A depleted silicon bulk is sandwiched by a p-type and a n-type doped
layer, which is segmented into strips. _e strips are implanted into the bulk and oriented or-
thogonal to each other. A voltage is applied between the two strip layers in order to deplete
the silicon. _e sensors used for the Belle II SVD apply a voltage of ∼ 120V for the rectangu-
lar sensors and ∼ 40V for the trapezoidal sensors. Figure 4.16 illustrates the design and the
measuring principle of a DSSD.
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Figure 4.16: _e measuring principle of a DSSD. A charged particle creates electron-hole pairs
that dri to the appropriate strips: electrons to the strips on the n-side and holes to the strips on
the p-side.
If a charged particle traverses the sensor, it creates electron-hole pairs in the bulk. Due to the
applied voltage, the electrons dri to the n-type strips and the holes to the p-type strips. In
order to avoid excess noise on the pre-ampliûers, the strips are capacitively coupled to metal
strips and the signal is read from those. From the signals on the individual strips the position of
the particle is deduced. AMIP generates about 24000 electron-hole pairs in 300 µm silicon and
the average dri time is about 10 ns. However, if two or more particles traverse a DSSD within
one readout period, a strip detector is not able to assign the hit positions unambiguously. In
addition to the true hits, so-called ghost hits are created. _is eòect is illustrated in ûgure 4.17.
As long as the number of hits is reasonable low, this is not a problem. But if the number of
hits per readout period gets too large, a strip detector is not the optimal solution any more.
_is is themain reason why the two innermost layers of the Belle II silicon tracking system are
equipped with pixel sensors.
Figure 4.17: Le: True hits and ghost hits in a double sided strip detector in case of two particles
traversing the detector. Right: Measured hits in a pixel detector in case of two particles traversing
the detector.
_e rectangular DSSD sensors used for the SVD at Belle II have the long strips on the p-side,
parallel to the detector’s z-axis. _e short n-side strips along r − ϕ face towards the outside of
the SVD, as it can be seen in ûgure 4.16. _e slanted sensors are similar, with the long strips
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pointing to the z-axis. Table 4.6 lists the types of sensors per ladder together with their strip
pitches. It should be noted that the forward sensors have a variable strip pitch on the p-side,
giving them a wedge-like shape. _e strips on the n-side, though, are parallel with a constant
strip pitch. _ey are arranged such that they are perpendicular to the central strip of the p-side.
Layer Rectangular sensor Wedge sensor
number pitch [µm] pitch [µm] number pitch [µm] pitch [µm]
per ladder n-side p-side per ladder n-side p-side
3 2 160 50 0
4 2 240 75 1 240 75 to 50
5 3 240 75 1 240 75 to 50
6 4 240 75 1 240 75 to 50
Table 4.6:_e pitch sizes for the rectangular and trapezoidal sensors.
_ere are two types of rectangular sensors. While layer 3 consists of smaller sensors, layer 4 to
6 are equipped with larger sensors. Both types have a thickness of 320 µm and 768 strips on the
p-side. However, the smaller sensor has 768 strips and the larger sensor 512 strips on the n-side.
_e forward sensors are 300 µm thick and host 768 strips on the p-side and 512 strips on the
n-side.
4.4.3 Readout
_e DSSDs are read out with the APV25 chip [141], a radiation hard readout chip providing
features such as low-noise ampliûcation and fast waveform shaping. _e chip was developed
for the CMS silicon tracker. _is results in a sensitive time window for the SVD of ∼ 20ns. In
order to keep the noise level low, the APV25 chips is placed on top of the sensor. In the scheme
developed for the SVD, called theOrigami scheme, the APV25 are placed on a exible circuit,
mounted on the n-side of the sensor. _e p-side strips are connected by a double layer ex
cable which is wrapped around the sensor and connected to APV25 chips which are located on
the same side as the chips for the n-side, hence the name of the scheme. _e APV25 chips are
cooled by CO2, supplied by the same system as the PXD.
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4.5 The Central Drift Chamber
_e central dri chamber (CDC) is a cylindrical wire chamber [113] that covers the full Belle II
detector acceptance of 17° < θ < 150°. Its main tasks are the reconstruction and measurement
of themomenta of charged tracks, the identiûcation of particle types bymeasuring their energy
loss (dE/dx) [142] and the supply of a trigger signal for charged particle tracks. _e CDC is
equipped with 14336, 30 µm thick, gold plated tungsten sensewires, surrounded by a dri gas.
Each sense wire is surrounded by 8 aluminium ûeld wires, forming a dri cell. If a charged
particle travels through the gas volume, it ionizes the gas by kicking out electrons from the gas
atoms. _ese free electrons dri to the sense wires, ionizing more gas atoms on their way. _e
electrons are then collected by the sensewires and the generated pulse is read by the electronics.
_e sense wires are arranged in 56 layers with a radial cell size of 10mm for the innermost 8
layers and a cell size of ∼ 18.2mm for the outer layers. _e smaller cell size for the inner layers
allows them to keep their occupancy low, even under the harsh background conditions at Belle
II._e layers of sensewires are grouped into so-called superlayers. _e 8 innermost layers form
an axial superlayer (A).An axial superlayer consists of sensewires that run parallel to the Belle
II solenoid and thus provide transversemomentum(pt) information. _e next 6 layers are tilted
by ∼ 45mradwith respect to the solenoid axis, providing pt and, in addition, information on the
helix pitch (z). Depending on the sign of the tilt angle, this type of superlayer is either called an
U or a V stereo superlayer. In total, the CDC consists of 9 superlayers, forming the superlayer
conûguration AUAVAUAVA, as can be seen in ûgure 4.18. A summary for all superlayers is
given in table 4.7.
Figure 4.18:_e sense wire conûguration of the CDC. Axial superlayers are drawn in blue, stereo
superlayers in red.
Since the majority of particles crossing the CDC have momenta lower than 1GeV, multiple
scattering is an important concern. _us a low-Z gas mixture has been chosen. _e mixture
employed for the CDC ismade from 50% He and 50% C2H6. _ismixture has a long radiation
length of 640m and the dri velocity saturates at 4 cm/µs [143]. _e energy a particle looses
while travelling through the gas can be used to determine the type of the particle: since the
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electric pulse measured at a sense wire is proportional to the energy a particle deposited in
the gas, a dE/dx measurement can be performed. By applying the Bethe-Bloch formula [144,
145], which mainly depends on β, particles with equal momentum but diòerent masses can be
distinguished within in a certain βγ range.
Type Layers Dri cells per layer Radius [mm] Stereo angle [mrad]
1 Axial 8 160 168.0 to 238.0 0.0
2 Stereo U 6 160 257.0 to 348.0 45.4 to 45.8
3 Axial 6 192 365.2 to 455.7 0.0
4 Stereo V 6 224 476.9 to 566.9 -55.3 to -64.3
5 Axial 6 256 584.1 to 674.1 0.0
6 Stereo U 6 288 695.3 to 785.3 63.1 to 70.0
7 Axial 6 320 802.5 to 892.5 0.0
8 Stereo V 6 352 913.7 to 1003.7 -68.5 to -74.0
9 Axial 6 384 1020.9 to 1111.4 0.0
Table 4.7:_e numerical values for the CDC wire conûguration. _e innermost superlayer has
two additional layers with active guard wires.
4.6 The Time of Propagation Counter
_e Time of Propagation Counter (TOP) [146] is part of the particle identiûcation system in
the barrel region of Belle II. In particular, it helps with the separation of K± from π±. _e TOP
covers the polar angle range of 32.5° < θ < 123° and consists of 16 rectangular-shapedmodules.
_e modules are radially arranged at a distance of 119 cm from the IP, thus surrounding the
outer wall of the CDC. Each module consists of a 2.5m long and 2 cm thick quartz radiator,
as shown in ûgure 4.19.
_e operation mode of the TOP detector is based on the Cherenkov principle. If the velocity of
a charged particle travelling through the quartz radiator is faster than the speed of light in the
quartzmedium, the particlewill emitCherenkov light [147]. _e light is emittedwithin a cone,
the Cherenkov cone. _e opening angle θC of the Cherenkov cone depends on the velocity of
the particle and thematerial’s refraction index
cos θC =
1
β n(λ) (4.1)
where β is the particle’s velocity and n(λ) the index of refraction of the quartz radiator for a
given wavelength λ. A typical refraction index value for the synthetic fused silica quartz ma-
terial used for the TOP is n(λ = 390nm) = 1.47. _e emitted Cherenkov photons are conûned
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Figure 4.19:A single TOPmodule [80]. _emodule ismade from two synthetic fused silica blocks
which are glued together (0.5mm glue thickness). _e radius of the spherical mirror is 700 cm. All
values in the drawing are given in [mm].
within the radiator by total internal reection and are repeatedly reected oò the walls until
they reach the photo sensors located at the end of themodule (PMT in ûgure 4.19). _e photo
sensors are an array of 2 × 16 square shapedmicro channel plate (MCP) photomultiplier tubes
(PMT), developed in collaboration with Hamamatsu [148]. In order to achieve a better spatial
distribution of the electrons and to allow for two rows of photo sensors, aquartzwedge is placed
in front of the PMTs. Each PMT consists of 4 × 4 pixels. A photocathode in each pixel con-
verts incident photons into electrons, which are then accelerated by an electric ûeld. _is ûeld
is generated by 2 MCP plates in the PMT, where the second plate is covered by an aluminium
layer to prevent ion feedback. _e accelerated electrons are guided by the ûeld through 10 µm
holes in each plate. Inside the hole, the electrons knock oò additional electrons from the walls,
thus amplifying the signal.
Figure 4.20:_e K±/π± separation principle of the TOP [80].
_e separation of π± fromK±makes use of the fact that, according to equation 4.1 and the π±/K±
mass diòerence, a π± creates a wider Cherenkov cone than a K± carrying the samemomentum
(see ûgure 4.20). _is leads to a smaller number of reections and, in turn, a shorter ight
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path for the Cherenkov photons created by pions compared to those coming from kaons. By
measuring the time it takes the Cherenkov photons to travel from the charged particle’s incident
location to the photo sensors and their spatial location on the photo sensors, a separation of π±
from K± is achieved. _e travel time is also called the Time of Propagation. A typical value
for the Cherenkov photon path is 5m and a typical number of internal reections is 100. _e
measurement requires a precise determination of the incident angle and the impact position
of the charged particle, which is delivered by the tracking detectors. Additionally, the arrival
time of the Cherenkov photons at the photo sensors is measured relative to the event start time
(time of e+e− collision), allowing for a further separation of the photons in time. _e speed of
propagation of the Cherenkov light inside the quartz radiator depends on thewavelength of the
light (chromatic dispersion), limiting the time resolution that can be achieved. A signiûcant
improvement is made by introducing a concave mirror [149] at the end of the quartz radiator
and reading both dimensions from the photo sensor array. _e mirror focuses parallel rays of
photons into a single channel of the photon sensor, leading to the detection of chromatically
dispersed rays by separate channels instead of a single channel. From the y-coordinate of the
photon’s arrival position, the λ dependence can be estimated and corrected for. _e expected
performance is then a ∼ 4 σ separation for 4GeV π± from K± and a time resolution of ∼ 40ps.
4.7 The Aerogel Rich Detector
_e particle identiûcation system in the barrel region of the Belle II detector is complemented
by the forward endcap systemARICH, a proximity-focusingAerogelRing-ImagingCherenkov
detector [150]. _e ARICH covers the polar angle range of 14.78° < θ < 33.71° and is located
1670mm from the IP at the forward side of Belle II. Although the design of the ARICH is dif-
ferent from the one employed for the TOP detector, it uses the same Cherenkov principle in
order to eõciently separate π± from K± up to 4GeV. Additionally, the ARICH detector is able
to discriminate between pions, muons and electrons below 1 GeV. _e radiator material for
the production of Cherenkov photons is aerogel [151] 2, a synthetic, jelly-likematerial. For the
ARICH a highly transparent silica aerogel is used. When charged particles with a velocity ex-
ceeding the speed of light in aerogel travel through the aerogel radiator, they emit Cheronkev
light. _e emission angle θC depends on the refraction index of the aerogel material and on
the particle’s velocity as it can be seen from equation 4.1. In the thin radiator employed for the
ARICH, the Cherenkov light is emitted as a cone. _e Cherenkov cone then forms a ring image
when it is projected onto the photon detector plane. Figure 4.21 illustrates this principle.
_e ARICH particle identiûcation system makes use of the ring’s radius dependence on the
particle type. Diòerent particle types carrying the same momentum have diòerent velocities
and thus emit photons under diòerent Cherenkov angles. _is leads to rings with diòerent
2More information can be found at: www.aerogel.org
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Figure 4.21:_e π±/K± separation principle of the ARICH detector [152]. _e red solid line rep-
resents a pion, the blue dashed line a kaon.
radii, as it is illustrated in ûgure 4.21. _e typical Cherenkov angle diòerence between pions
and kaons, achieved with the ARICH detector, is θπ − θK = 30mrad for 3.5GeV particles. An
eõcient and reliable π±/K± separation requires an excellent resolution of the Cherenkov angle
for each track. It is given as [153]
σr ing =
σC√
Nphotons
(4.2)
where σC is the resolution of the Cherenkov angle for a single photon andNphotons the number of
photons seen in the photon detectors. In the proximity focusingARICH detector, the radius of
the ring depends on the Cherenkov emission angle and the distance between the point atwhich
the Cherenkov light was emitted and the photon detector surface. _is is amajor disadvantage
compared to a normal focusing scheme at which a spherical mirror focuses the photons, such
that the radiusof the ring is independentof the emission point. However, theproximity focusing
scheme has the advantage that it can be realized as a very compact detector. Due to the tight
space constraints found at Belle II, this scheme is adapted for the ARICH detector. According
to equation 4.2, the Cherenkov angle resolution can be improved by increasing the number of
detected photons (Nphotons). _is can be achieved by using a thicker aerogel radiator. However,
a thicker radiator degrades the resolution of the single photon angle σC due to the increased
uncertainty of the emission point. _is problem is solved by splitting a thick radiator into two
layers with diòerent refraction indices [154]. For the Belle II ARICH each layer has a thickness
of 20mm and the refraction indices are n1 = 1.047 for the ûrst layer and n2 = 1.057 for the second
layer. By choosing n1 < n2, the Cherenkov cones, emerging from the same relative positionwith
respect to each layer’s boundary, are overlapping. _is is shown in ûgure 4.22.
_e detection of the Cherenkov photons is accomplished with an array of hybrid avalanche
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Figure 4.22: _e resolution is improved by splitting the aerogel radiator [80]. _e dashed, blue
line represents a Cherenkov cone starting in the ûrst layer. _e solid, red line second a cone starting
in the second layer.
photo detectors (HAPD) [155], developed in cooperation with Hamamatsu. A single HAPD is
a 72mm × 72mm vacuum tube that encloses a bi-alkali photocathode and an array of 12 × 12
solid state avalanche photo diodes. Each HAPD achieves a total gain of ∼ 104 to 105. _e full
ARICH detector consists of 420HAPDs and 124 wedge-shaped aerogel radiator tiles, arranged
in a 235mm thick ring with an inner radius of 441mm and an outer radius of 1115mm. Each
aerogel radiator tile has a length of ∼ 175mm. _e expected performance of the ARICH detector
is ∼ 4 σ for the π±/K± separation for themomentum range 0.7GeV < p < 4.5GeV.
4.8 The Electromagnetic calorimeter
_e electromagnetic calorimeter (ECL) [156] surrounds the TOP and the ARICH detectors. It
consists of 8736CsI(Tl) crystals,where each crystal has a size of about 6 cm×6 cm and a depth of
30 cm corresponding to 16.1 X0. All crystals are oriented such that they point towards a narrow
region around the IP as illustrated in ûgure 4.23. _e ECL is subdivided into a forward, a barrel
and a backward region. _e 1152 crystals of the forward region are located at z≈1.96m and cover
the polar angle range of 12.4° < θ < 31.4°. _e barrel region is 3m long with an inner radius
of 1.25m and is made from 6624 crystals. Its polar angle range deûnes the barrel region of the
Belle II detector and is 32.2° < θ < 128.7°. In the backward direction, 960 crystals, located at
z≈−1.02m, cover the polar angle 130.7° < θ < 155.1°. In summary, the ECL covers the full Belle
II acceptance, apart from the 1° gaps between the barrel and the forward/backward regions.
_emain purpose of the ECL is the detection andmeasurement of the energy and angular co-
ordinates of photons. Photons at Belle II either originate from e+e− annihilation directly or
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Figure 4.23: Schematic drawing of the CDC. Shown are the Forward, Barrel and Backward re-
gions, together with their angles.
are the end product of decay chains. _us, they cover a wide energy range from about 20MeV
up to 4GeV. _e ECL is built to work eõciently in this range. Additionally, it also provides
an electron identiûcation through the comparison of the deposited energy in the crystal and
the momentum of the particle that hit the crystal. If a photon hits a crystal, it interacts with
the material and converts into an electron-positron pair. High energetic electrons/positrons
lose energy by emitting photons through the bremsstrahlung process. _ose photons can then,
in turn, interact with matter and convert into electron-positron pairs, giving rise to a particle
shower. Low energetic electrons/positrons though dissipate their energy by ionization and ex-
citation rather than by the generation of photons. _e energy loss through ionization then
produces scintillation light in the CsI(Tl) material, which is collected on each crystal’s end by
a pair of 10mm × 20mm Hamamatsu S2744-08 photodiodes. _e intrinsic energy resolution
that is achieved by the ECL is [157]
σe
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where E is the energy inGeV. Showers that cannot bematched to a track in the trackingdetectors
are classiûed as a neutral shower. By measuring the lateral extent of the shower, it is possible
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to identify showers that were caused by photons. In particular, the lateral extent of hadronic
showers caused by neutrons for example is broader than those of electromagnetic showers. _e
ECL can therefore be used to assist the particle identiûcation.
4.9 The Solenoid
_e Belle II detector is surrounded by a superconducting solenoid in a cylindrical volumemeas-
uring 3.4m in diameter and 4.4m in length. It provides a constantmagnetic ûeld of 1.5Twhich
is parallel to themain detector axis. _ismagnetic ûeld forces charged particles on a curved tra-
jectory fromwhich the particle’smomentum is reconstructedwithin the tracking sub-detectors
[113].
4.10 The KLM
_eCDC,TOP, ARICH andECLhelp todiòerentiate betweendiòerent typesof chargedparticles,
such as π±, K± or e±. However, these sub-detectors are not sensitive enough to provide an ef-
ûcient particle identiûcation for neutral KL or muons: apart from the ECL, their interaction
length is too small for KL particles to interact with them andmuons penetrate through the in-
ner sub-detectorswithout leaving signal that could eõciently be used for particle identiûcation.
For this reason, the Belle II detector is equipped with theKLM, a detector speciûcally designed
to identify KL and muons with a momentum above ∼ 0.6GeV. _e KLM can be divided into
three regions: the barrel, the forward endcap and the backward endcap. _e octagonal barrel
covers the polar angle range of 45° < θ < 125°,while the forward endcap extends the range down
to 20° and the backward endcap up to 155°. Each region consists of a sandwich of alternating
layers of 4.7 cm thick iron plates and active detector elements. _e iron plates are also used to
return themagnetic ux of the Belle II solenoid. _e iron plates provide an interaction length
of 3.9 λI , allowing the KL to shower hadronically. It should be noted that the ECL provides an
additional 0.8 λI , thus contributing to the hadronic shower development. _e charged particles
that are generated in the hadronic showers are seen as hits in the active detector layers of the
KLM.
_emuon identiûcation [158]makes use of the tracking data of the PXD, SVD and CDC. Each
charged track is extrapolated from the tracking detectors to the last layer that the track reaches
in theKLM.During the extrapolation through theKLM, a hit from each active layer in theKLM
is associated to the track. _e muon particle identiûcation is then given by a likelihood ratio
for a particle being a muon rather than a charged hadron. Two variables enter this likelihood
ratio: the diòerence between the predicted and themeasured last layer the particle hit and the
goodness of a Kalman ût of the track to the hits under a muon hypothesis. _is results in a
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muon detection eõciency of about 89% for muons above 1 GeV. For the KL identiûcation, hits
that arewithin an opening angle of 5°measured from the IP are grouped into clusters. Perform-
ing a track extrapolation from the tracking detectors, the clusters created by charged tracks are
identiûed and excluded as KL cluster candidates. Aer a cluster size cut, the remaining, isol-
ated clusters are considered to be KL clusters and their direction is determined by drawing a
line between each cluster’s centroid and the IP. _e large uctuations in the hadronic shower
development (size, depth etc.) do not allow a useful measurement of the KL energy from the
cluster hits, hence only the direction of the KL is measured. _e KL detection eõciency reaches
a plateau of 80% at 3GeV.
4.10.1 Barrel KLM
_e barrel has an inner radius of 2.019m and a length of 4.44m. It consists of 15 active layers
sandwiched by 14 iron plates. _e 13 outer layers are equipped with glass resistive plate cham-
bers (RPC)[159]. _e two innermost layers use strip scintillator detectors instead of RPCs.
_e reason is the high neutron background that would produce an estimated charge deposit
rate of 10Hz/cm2 if those layers were to be equipped with RPCs. On the other hand, resistive
plate chambers have the advantage of being much cheaper than scintillators and they require
only simple read-out electronics. An RPC[159] is constructed by two parallel plate electrodes
of high bulk resistivity (∼ 5 ⋅ 1012 Ω cm) and a gas volume between them. For the KLM RPCs,
2.4mm thick glass (73% silicon dioxide, 14% sodium oxide, 9% calcium oxide and 4% other
compounds) is used for the electrodes,which is coveredwith a thin layer of carbon-doped paint
to distribute the high voltage. _e gas layer is 2mm thick and contains a gas mixture of 62%
HFC-134a, 30% argon and 8% butane-silver (70% n-butane and 30% isobutane). If a charged
particle travels through the RPC, it creates a trail of electron-ion pairs in the gas volume by
ionization (mainly of the argon). _e constant and uniform electric ûeld that is generated by
the electrodes (4.3 kV/mm) accelerates the charge carriers. _e accelerated particles in turn
ionize the gas, which leads to an avalanche of charge carriers, causing a discharge on the elec-
trodes. Using highly resistive materials (such as glass) as electrodes limits the discharge to an
area around the primary avalanche. Because the high voltage drops only locally, the remaining
RPC area is still sensitive to the passage of other charged particles. In addition, the voltage drop
quenches the avalanche. During the avalanche process, photons are generated by recombina-
tion, which contribute to the spread of free charge carriers. By using isobutane as an organic
gas with high ultra violet absorption capability, the charge diòusion is prevented. _is allows
to keep the actual area of the detector that suòers from the voltage drop localized around the
primary ionization region.
_e electric pulses generated by the charge displacement in the gas layer are picked up on 5 cm
widemetallic strips. _is coupling is possible because the high resistivity of the carbon-doped
paint renders it transparent to the electric pulses. Two RPCs, a layer of 48 strips to measure z
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Figure 4.24:_e constituents of a RPC superlayer of the BKLM [80].
and an orthogonal layer of 36 (48) strips in the ûrst 5 layers (last 10 layers) to measure ϕ are
combined into a superlayer, as illustrated in ûgure 4.24. _e spatial resolution achieved for a
superlayer is about 1.1 cm.
_e two innermost superlayers are equipped with strip scintillators instead of RPCs. Each su-
perlayer is built from two orthogonal planes of 40mmwide and 10.6mmhigh polystyrene scin-
tillators. _e inner scintillator superlayer consists of 54 z-strips and 38 ϕ-strips and the outer of
54 z-strips and 42 ϕ-strips. If a charged particle crosses the KLM scintillator, it emits blue scin-
tillation lightwhich is then transported to a SiPM (HamamatsuMPPC S10362) photon detector.
A wavelength-shiing ûbre is embedded into each scintillator strip and takes care of collecting
and transporting the light to the SiPM. Figure 4.25 shows the design of a single scintillator strip.
Another advantage of the scintillator superlayers over the RPC design, apart from their better
performance under the high Belle II background, is that the scintillator z-strips and ϕ-strips are
independent. _is reduces the combinatorial background.
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Figure 4.25:_e operation mode of the BKLM scintillator. _e polystyrene is covered with TiO2
reective coating and delivers blue light to an embedded WLS ûbre (Kuraray Y11 MC, 1.2mm
diameter).
4.10.2 Endcap KLM
As for the innermost layers in the barrel region, the endcaps are subject to a high background
ux, in particular from neutrons. _is means that the long dead time of the RPCs during the
recovery of the electric ûeld aer a dischargewould render RPCs in the endcaps very ineõcient.
_erefore the endcaps are equippedwith the same type of scintillator detectors as the innermost
barrel layers. Each endcap consists of a sandwich of 14 scintillator superlayers and 14 iron plates
composed into modules. A single scintillator superlayer contains 75 z-strips and 75 ϕ-strips.
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4.11 Trigger
_e Belle II trigger is responsible for starting the data readout of the whole detector for inter-
esting events. _e trigger bases its decision to start the readout on information that it receives
from the sub-detectors. _e trigger scheme is arranged in an hierarchical order where various
sub-trigger systems send the trigger information from their speciûc sub-detector to a central
trigger logic, the Global Decision Logic (GDL). _e GDL is responsible for making the ûnal
decision of whether the event should be recorded. Aer a beam collision took place, the GDL
makes a decision within 4.5 µs, the ûxed latency time of the GDL. _e decision then starts the
readout as described in the following section 4.12. Since the GDL is the ûrst system to make
this decision and is dead time free, it is also called a Level 1 trigger. Each sub-trigger logic
is realized in an FPGA (Field-Programmable Gate Array) in order to maintain the speed of a
hardware implementation while still being able to change the logic conûguration at any time.
_e following sub-triggers are available:
• CDC
_e CDC trigger performs a 2D track ûnding based on a conformal and a Hough trans-
formation. It sends information from reconstructed tracks, such as a ûrst estimate of the
momentum, position, charge and track multiplicity to the GDL. In addition, a full 3D
and a neural network based trigger are being developed which estimate the z-position of
the primary vertex in order to reject background events that do not originate from the
interaction point.
• ECL
_e ECL measures the deposited energy of particles from their showers. _e GDL is fed
with information about clusters that exceed a certain energy threshold andwith the num-
ber of isolated clusters. _e information from the ECL is particularly used for identifying
Bhabha and vetoing cosmic events.
• TOP
_e TOP delivers precise timing and hit topology information to the GDL.
• ARICH
Like the TOP, the ARICH sends precise timing information to the GDL.
• KLM
_e KLM is responsible for providing muon track information to the GDL.
_eGDLmakes the decision according to pre-deûned selection conûgurations,which represent
certain event signatures. _ose conûgurations consist of diòerent sub-trigger combinations.
Table 4.8 gives a summary of the trigger conûgurations available at Belle II [160], together with
their trigger rates.
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Trigger Process (e+e− →) Cross-section [nb] Rate [Hz] (at full lumi)
Physics Υ(4S)→ BB̄ 1.1 880
Hadrons from continuum 3.4 2720
τ+τ− 0.9 720
Calibration Bhabha 44 352
γγ 2.4 19
µ+µ− 1.1 880
Random
Table 4.8:_e Belle II trigger channels [160]. _e rates of Bhabha and γγ are pre-scaled by factor
100. _emaximum average trigger rate for Belle II is 30 kHz.
_e random trigger listed in table 4.8 starts the recording of data independently from the event
signature. _is is mainly used for recording background data. In particular, there are three
types of random triggers: a periodical random trigger that is synchronized to the SuperKEKB
bunch crossing signal, a pseudo-random trigger using an independent local clock and a delayed
Bhabha trigger with a delay of ∼ 50µs ûred at the passage of a speciûc bunch.
4.12 Data Acquisition
As soon as the Level 1 trigger sends the signal for reading out the Belle detector signals, the
data acquisition system (DAQ) takes over. Its main purpose is to read the data from the vari-
ous sub-detectors, process and write it to the storage system. A schematic overview is shown
in ûgure 4.26. Apart from the PXD, all sub-detectors are read out through a uniûed data link
system, the Belle2Link [80]. An important part of the Belle2Link is the COPPER board, an
electronic board that already existed at Belle and transforms the data format of each individual
sub-detector into a common data format. _e output of eachCOPPER board is sent to theEvent
Builder,whichmerges the data that belongs to the same collision into an event. Having the data
from all detectors except the PXD collected and transformed into a common format, the full
reconstruction of each event is performed. _is is accomplishedwith the help of theHigh Level
Trigger (HLT), a computing farm running basf2 [161], the same reconstruction soware as is
used for physics analyses (see chapter 5). Based on the information from fully reconstructed
events, the HLT is then able to make the ûnal decision as to whether the event is kept or dis-
carded. If the event is kept, the associated PXDdata ismergedwith the existing data in a second
Event Builder.
Due to the high data rate of 20.6GB/s for the PXD, which is about 10 times the combined data
rate of all the other sub-detectors, the PXD readout is treated separately from the other detect-
ors. Additionally, a data reduction scheme is put in place in order to be able to handle this very
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Figure 4.26: Schematic overview of the Belle II DAQ. About 300 COPPER boards take the data
and transfer it to ∼30 R/O PCs. _e data is then merged in the Event Builder and the events are
reconstructed in theHLT,which consists ofO(10) unitswith ∼400 cores per unit. _e reconstructed
data is merged with the PXD data and stored in ∼10 storage units.
large data rate by stripping out all unnecessary PXD data originating from internal noise and
machine/detector background. As soon as the PXD receives a trigger signal, its readout pro-
cedure, as discussed in section 4.3.3, is started. _e data is read into theOnline Selector Nodes
(ONSEN), located in an ATCA crate [162]. _e ONSEN stores the PXD data for up to 5 s, the
maximum latency of the HLT. _e HLT, in the meantime, performs the reconstruction of the
events. _e charged tracks that were reconstructed in the HLT with the information from the
SVD and CDC are then propagated back to the PXD sensors, deûning regions of interest (ROI).
Figure 4.27 illustrates this principle.
Only the pixels of the PXD that are contained within a ROI are kept and sent to the second
Event Builder. In addition to the HLT, another system, the Data Concentrator (DATCON),
searches for ROIs. As can be seen in ûgure 4.26, the DATCON receives a copy of the SVD data.
Using this data, the DATCON performs track ûnding on an FPGA, propagates the tracks back
to the PXD sensors and deûnes a second set of ROIs. Both systems work complementary. _e
DATCON is optimised for low momentum tracks, while the HLT catches all high momentum
particles. Both systems togetherwith theONSEN achieve a reduction of the PXD data rate by a
factor 10. In order for both systems towork, a charged particle has to pass at least all layers of the
SVD. But particles, such as slow pions from D∗+ → D0π+ decays, might not meet this criteria
and would be lost. For those particles the ONSEN is equipped with a so-called hit recovery
scheme, which makes use of the fact that low momentum particles have a large dE/dx due to
the Bethe-Bloch formula [144] and requires only data from the PXD itself. By means of this
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Figure4.27:Acharged track that has been identiûed and ûttedwith SVDandCDC information, is
propagated back to the PXD.All pixelswithin an area (ROI) around the intersection point between
the propagated track and a PXD sensor are kept. _e size of the area depends mainly on the
uncertainty of the track ût.
scheme, the hits and, in turn, clusters created by the large energy deposit of slow pions can be
“rescued” and thus participate in the pattern recognition and particle tracking algorithms.
5 The Belle II Software Framework
_e Belle II soware framework comprises all soware tools that are required to record, store
and process the data taken by the Belle II detector. It is a crucial element of the Belle II experi-
ment as it will be used for the whole of the data processing. Its application starts with theHLT,
where the data taken by the various sub-detectors is used to decide whether the event contains
interesting physics and should therefore be stored on disk (section 4.12). _is decision process
requires an analysis of the data in real-time and is performed by using the Belle II soware
framework. _e same soware framework is then used to read the stored data and reconstruct
the events. Furthermore it is employed by the user to perform the ûnal physics analysis. Its
application as a real-time tool is oen referred to as the online use of the soware framework,
while the oøine use describes all processing steps that happen aer the HLT has made its de-
cision and the DAQ has written the data to disk.
Belle II adopts the successful soware scheme of its predecessor experiment Belle [156], which
used the same reconstruction and data handling tools for online as well as oøine purposes.
_e soware framework used successfully for over 10 years at Belle is called BASF [163] (Belle
AnalysiS Framework). In order to reect the changes made in the Belle II detector upgrade in
the existing soware framework BASF, major modiûcations of nearly all parts of the soware
would have been necessary. _e vast amount of required modiûcations and the lack of object
oriented persistency (BASF uses Fortran based Panther tables to store data) led to the decision
to completely rewrite the soware framework. _is decision was initiated by the author of this
thesis. _e new soware framework, called basf2 [161], incorporates concepts from other HEP
experiments, such as ILC [164], LHCb [165], CDF [166] and ALICE [167], into its design, but
primarily follows concepts proven in BASF. In addition, the reuse of well-written algorithms of
BASF is encouraged in order tomaintain the excellentwork done in the past 10 years atBelle. To
facilitate and accelerate the development, established third-party libraries such as ROOT [168],
boost [169], CLHEP [170] and libxml [171] are used throughout the entire soware.
All physics analyses at Belle II require the generation and analysis ofMonte Carlo events in ad-
dition to the analysis of the real detector data. _is leads to a scheme of typically two types of
processing paths as shown in ûgure 5.1. _e ûrst path represents the creation of physics events
by means of Monte Carlo methods. A Monte Carlo generator creates events with each event
containing the outgoing particles of a particle collision. _ose events are then passed to a full
detector simulation, simulating the passage of the particles through the detectormaterial of the
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Figure 5.1:_e typical data processing chains for a physics analysis. a)_eMonte Carlo simulation
chain, b) _e detector data processing chain
various sub-detectors. Each sub-detector has a digitiser assigned, that uses the input of the full
detector simulation in order to perform a realistic detector response simulation. _e output of
the digitiser should then resemble the output of the real sub-detector as closely as possible. _e
digitised data is then passed to the reconstruction stage, where the input data for the physics
analyses is created. Among the various reconstruction procedures are, for example, the clus-
tering of pixels and strips, track ûnding and track ûtting. _e last step in the processing chain
is then the physics analysis. _e real data processing chain, however, skips the Monte Carlo
and simulation steps and feeds the real detector data directly to the reconstruction stage. _e
Monte Carlo chain and the real data chain share the same reconstruction and analysis proced-
ures. _is chapter presents the soware andmethods employed for the generation, simulation
and reconstruction of Belle II events, as briey outlined above, in more detail.
5.1 The Framework Core
_e design of the Belle II soware framework is based on the fact that the processing of events
can be split into multiple, independent steps. _e granularity of this subdivision is chosen such
that each step represents are very speciûc task of the processing chain. Typical steps are the
reading of event data, the clustering of pixels, strips or showers, the ûnding of charged tracks,
the precisionûtting of those tracks, particle identiûcation etc. In the Belle II soware framework
such a processing step is implemented as a so-calledmodule. A collection ofmodules, laid out
in a linear order, represents the processing chain that should act on the events at hand. _e
modules are arranged linearly within a container, the path, and are executed exactly in the
order in which they are present in the path. Figure 5.2 shows a schematic view of 4 modules.
_e initial implementation of this core functionality of basf2 was done in C++ by the author of
this thesis.
_e event processing starts with the ûrst module on the le. It executes the module by call-
ing the module’s processing function. Depending on the speciûc task of the module, it might
require input data such as detector hits, tracks etc. _is data is maintained and provided by
the DataStore. _e DataStore is the common data storage for the whole framework. Modules
can read, modify and write data from and to the DataStore. _us, the DataStore represents an
always up-to-date snapshot of the data at any processing step. Aer having executed amodule,
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Figure 5.2: _e core architecture of the Belle II soware framework. Modules, encapsulating a
particular functionality, are arranged in a linear order. _e event data enters the chain on the le
and progresses to the right, using the DataStore to feed data from onemodule to another.
the framework proceeds to the next module in the chain. _is procedure is continued until the
end of the chain of modules is reached. At this point, the processing of a single event is ûn-
ished. _e framework clears itsDataStore and starts the processing of a new eventwith the ûrst
module. Internally, the framework is actually running in an endless loop: it iterates over the
modules and starts from the beginning as soon as it reached the last module. In order to break
the endless loop, a single module is chosen to become the master module. _e ûrst module
in themodule chain that changes the framework’s event counter is picked by the framework as
themaster module. _is module then tells the framework to stop processing events, as soon as,
for example, the limit of an internal counter is reached, no input data is available anymore etc.
_e event processing is not conûned to a single path, though. Multiple paths, each containing
a chain of modules, can be linked with each other. _ere are two types of linking available.
_e simple linking of paths allows to attach a new path to an existing one, chaining two paths
together. _is is particularly useful for pre-deûning paths for certain tasks. For example, there
are pre-deûned paths for the full reconstruction of events, containing all the required mod-
ules for particle tracking, particle identiûcation and energy measurement of neutral particles.
Without knowing the internal details, a user is then able to build a whole data processing chain
from those larger “building blocks”. _e second type of linking is conditional linking and is
illustrated in ûgure 5.3.
Each module can return either a numeric or a boolean value. Based on this return value and
a speciûed condition, the framework continues the execution of modules on a diòerent path.
_is is helpful, for example, for applying diòerent processing chains to events selected by a user-
written selection module.
One of the key aspects of the framework design is the reuse of code. _erefore, the implement-
ation of a particular processing step is divided into the development of a library and amodule.
_e library hosts all functionality thatmight not only be used by a singlemodule butwill also be
of interest to other modules. A typical example is the code for propagating a track through the
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Figure 5.3: Conditional linking of paths in basf2: _ree paths are connected by conditions. Both
possible condition types are shown: An integer value and a simple boolean value.
detector. _is code has been developed for the track ûtting module, but is also used in the TOP
particle identiûcation module. _is avoids the problem of modules implicitly including other
modules, which has led to various issues in the past. Amodule should always be independent
from other modules and use libraries to perform its task. Technically, modules are written in
C++ and compiled into shared libraries [172]. If a speciûcmodule is requested, the framework
loads the associated shared library from the disk and registers all modules contained in it to
a common module pool. For future module requests, the framework ûrst checks the module
pool to see if themodule has already been loaded. _is optimises the amount ofmemory used
by the framework. Figure 5.4 shows a schematic drawing of the on-demand loading plugin
architecture of basf2.
_e users interact with the framework via Python [173] scripts, called steering ûles. A typical
steering ûle contains Python code to create paths andmodules, addmodules to paths, connect
paths with each other, set module parameters and start the event processing. However, the use
of Python as a scripting language allows to extend the typical usage by adding calculations of
module parameters, analysis code, plot drawing code etc. to a steering ûle. It is even possible to
write basf2 modules in Python and add them to the event processing chain. _is is especially
useful for prototyping modules and interactive plotting.
With the advent ofmulti-core computers and its usage as an online tool in theHLT, the soware
framework has to be able to make use of parallel processing techniques in order to accelerate
the event processing. _e scheme employed in basf2 is based on forking [174] and is illustrated
in ûgure 5.5. Because recorded or simulated events from particle collisions are not correlated
with each other, the parallelisation takes place on the event level. _is means that incoming
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Figure 5.4:Modules and libraries are separated in basf2, allowing to share a library among mul-
tiplemodules. Modules are loaded on-demand from shared object ûles by a user request.
events are distributed to multiple and independent processing chains and processed in parallel.
Before processing events, the soware framework analyses the paths andmodules of the given
processing chain. All modules that are able to perform their processing in parallelwithout caus-
ing any side-eòects carry a special ag. _e framework groups all modules according to this ag
into an input, parallel and output group. While themodules of the input and output group are
executed in single processing mode, the modules of the parallel group are processed in paral-
lel. _e number of parallel processing chains is speciûed in the steering ûle. _e connection
between the input/output group and the parallel group is accomplished with two ring buòers.
_e ûrst ring buòer stores the incoming data from the input group and distributes it to the vari-
ous paths of the parallel group. _e second ring buòer collects the data from the parallel paths
and sends it to the output group. In order to use the parallel processing scheme eõciently, the
parallel processing paths should contain the computation-intensivemodules. Typical examples
are the full detector simulation module and the reconstruction modules.
5.2 Event and Particle Generation
Unlike most other soware frameworks in high energy physics, basf2 employs the module
concept for all tasks and data processing methods within the framework. Even the reading
and creation of data is done through modules. _ere are various modules available for reading
in event data from ûles, creating simple events by shooting single particles and for generating
complex events by means ofMonte Carlo methods. Among the ûle reading modules aremod-
ules for reading the full content of the DataStore into the memory, which had, at an earlier
point, been saved to disk. Other modules allow the reading ofHepEvt [175] ASCII ûles (a com-
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Figure 5.5:_e parallel processing architecture of basf2. _emodule chain is divided into a single
processing input and output group and a parallel processing group. _e groups are connected by
ring buòers (RB), taking care of the event distribution and collection.
mon event exchange ûle format in the high energy physics community) or SADûles (developed
by the author of this thesis in order to exchange data with the SuperKEKB accelerator group).
Simple events can be generated with the particle gun module. _is module generates events
with a speciûed number of particles per event, where their PDG particle codes,momenta, po-
lar and azimuthal angles and vertex positions can either be ûxed values or randomly sampled
from at or Gaussian distributions. _e particle gun module is particularly useful for testing
and debugging simulation and reconstruction algorithms. In order to generate complex physics
events, a number ofMonte Carlo generators have been implemented as modules into basf2.
For background and luminositymeasurement studies, two BhabhaMonte Carlo generators are
available: BHWide [176], providing large angle Bhabha scattering, and BBBrem [177] which
covers radiative Bhabha scattering in the very forward direction. While the ûrst generator is
mainly used for luminosity studies, the second generator plays an important role for the es-
timation of the expected background at Belle II. _e largest background for the PXD, however,
originates from the two-photon process (see section 6.2). Several Monte Carlo generators are
available for this process. KoralW [178], as a promising candidate, has been implemented in
basf2 for this thesis.
_emain Monte Carlo generator for B-physics events is EvtGen [179]. It is widely used among
B-physics experiments, such as Belle, Babar [180] and LHCb. However during the last 10 years
the aforementioned experiments have modiûed EvtGen to suit their own needs and did not
communicate their changes. In order to consolidate those changes andmake EvtGen ready for
the next decade of B-physics analyses, it was decided to develop EvtGen centrally andmove its
source code from Fortran to C++, making use of the latest C++ version of Pythia [181]. _e
Belle II soware framework incorporates this new, centrally hosted version of EvtGen.
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5.3 GeometryHandling
Nearly all the tools of the soware framework need a geometrical description of the Belle II
detector, starting from the Monte Carlo based simulation of the passage of particles through
the detector, to the simulation of the response of the sub-detector hardware, to the ûnal recon-
struction (e.g. tracking) algorithms. Tomake sure that all tools of the framework have access to
the same version of the detector geometry description, it must bemanaged centrally. _e geo-
metry handling system of basf2 stores the parameter values needed to fully describe the Belle II
detector in a central repository. _e concrete geometry is then created using C++ source code
from the parameters. Storing parameter values instead of concrete geometry objects allows for
a simple and generic way of handling time varying geometry. For example, the position of the
sensors of the PXD have to be known to a high precision. Various eòects, such as temperature
variations,may change the position of these parts over time. By measuring the position of the
sensors at a given time, the deformation of the geometry can later be taken into account for the
reconstruction of the particle tracks.
Name Standard Unit C++ Code
Length Centimeter Unit::cm
Time Nanosecond Unit::ns
Energy GeV Unit::GeV
Momentum GeV Unit::GeV
Mass GeV Unit::GeV
Angle Radian Unit::rad
Magnetic ûeld Tesla Unit::T
Temperature Kelvin Unit::K
Density g/cm3 Unit::g_cm3
Table 5.1:_e standard units of the Belle II soware. All other units in basf2 are based on those.
In general, units are implemented in the framework such that multiplying a unit to a value auto-
matically converts the value from the speciûed unit to the standard unit.
_e central repository for the Belle II detector parameters is realised using XML documents
[182]. XML documents have the advantage of being human readable and highly extendable.
Furthermore, they arewidely used in both particle physics and industry, leading to the availab-
ility of high quality libraries, tools and soware (both Open Source and commercial) to write,
read andmanage XML documents. _e central parameter repository stores the parameters for
each sub-detector in a separate XML document. In order to describe the full Belle II detector
they are combined into a single document using the XInclude technology [183]. _is keeps the
size of each sub-detectorXML document reasonable small and allows the deûnition of diòerent
detector conûgurations with each conûguration being given by a speciûc set of sub-detectors.
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_e access to the parameters describing the Belle II detector is handled by a user-friendly library
calledGearbox, initially developed by the author of this thesis. Using theXPath query language
[183], a standardised language developed by theW3C, the user sends a request for a parameter
via theGearbox library and gets the value of the parameter back. Special care is taken to handle
the unit of parameters (e.g. length) consistently. _e user is able to attach the unit in which a
parameter is speciûed in the XML ûle. Upon request of a parameter the library automatically
performs the correct unit conversion from its speciûed unit to the standard unit of the basf2
soware framework. Table 5.1 lists the standard units of basf2.
Figure 5.6: _e architecture of the geometry handling system in basf2. If needed, the Geant4
geometry can be converted to a ROOT TGeo [168] geometry.
_e link between parameter values and the actual geometry of a sub-detector is ûlled by C++
code. Each sub-detector has associated C++ code that is aware of the available parameters for
its speciûc sub-detector. _e C++ code requests the parameter values from theGearbox library
and uses them to create the geometry. _is allows each sub-detector to store only aminimal set
of parameters for its description and use C++ to build the geometry in an eõcient way. Figure
5.6 illustrates the basic architecture of the basf2 geometry handling system. _e geometry is
createdwithin the full detector simulation toolkit Geant4 [184], which is described in more de-
tail in the next section. Geant4 uses the Constructive SolidGeometry (CSG) paradigm [185] for
describing complex geometry. In CSG geometry is composed from geometry primitives (such
as boxes, tubes, spheres, etc.) and Boolean operators to combine them. _is leads to a tree-like
geometry hierarchy with nodes representing Boolean operators and leaves representing prim-
itives. In addition, Geant4 assigns material properties like radiation length and speciûc energy
loss to single primitives and combined primitives, which are then called volumes. _e number
of volumes required to build a sub-detector in Belle II depends on the sub-detector and ranges
fromO(10) up toO(105). Figures 5.7, 5.8 and 5.9 show renderings of the geometry implement-
ation of the inner detectors in basf2. For the reconstruction algorithms the geometry can be
converted to a ROOT TGeo [168] geometry and is therefore also available for the processing of
real data.
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Figure 5.7: _e Geant4 PXD detector geo-
metry. Shown is the outer layer and the sup-
port.
Figure 5.8: Cut through the Geant4 PXD
geometry to reveal the inner layer.
Figure 5.9: Cut through the Geant4 geometry of the silicon tracking detectors (PXD, SVD), their
support structures and the Beampipe.
_e implementation of the Belle II geometry in Geant4 focuses on the correct description of its
basic geometry components andmaterial deûnitions, rather than onmodelling each little screw
or hole. _e detector geometry is mainly used to simulate the passage of particles through the
detector, which requires a material description that resembles reality as closely as possible. A
material budget scan of the detector is usually used to check the material description. Figures
5.10 and 5.11 show amaterial budget scan of the PXD and the full Belle II detector, respectively.
_e scan is performedwithGeant4 andmeasures thematerial budget as it is seen from the IP for
the full Belle II acceptance. _e two-layer PXD contributeswith only 0.6%of a radiation length
to the total material budget of Belle II. _e material budget of the PXD itself is dominated by
the sensor (0.46% X0), followed by the switchers (0.079% X0), the reinforcement (0.027% X0)
and other material such as the glue joining the modules can be neglected. _e peak in the
distribution at a polar angle of about 50° is due to the ZnO2 reinforcement between the two
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halves of a PXD ladder. See section 4.3.5 for amore detailed description of the PXD.
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Figure 5.10: Stack plot of a spherical material budget scan of the PXD. _e x-axis is the polar
angle, with the forward direction being on the le and the backward direction on the right. _e
y-axis measures the radiation length X in units of X0.
_e geometry handling system is not only responsible for building the detector geometry. It
also manages and provides the values for the magnetic ûeld of Belle II (see ûgure 5.6). _e
simulation as well as the reconstruction use the magnetic ûeld values to propagate charged
particles through the detector and to extrapolate reconstructed tracks. _ree diòerent types of
magnetic ûeld values are available in basf2: a constantmagnetic ûeld of 1.5T,which is useful for
fast detector simulations; a two-dimensional, cylindrical ûeld map, which assumes a rotation
symmetric detector around the z-axis; and a three-dimensional ûeldmap. _e two-dimensional
ûeld map deûnes a discretised vector ûeld of the Belle II magnetic ûeld with one axis being
z and the other the radius measured from the z-axis. _is ûeld map is usually good enough
for most simulation purposes, the exception being studies that require particles to travel along
the beam, because the in- and outgoing beampipes are not rotation symmetric around the z-
axis. _e three-dimensional magnetic ûeld combines the two-dimensional ûeld map of the
Belle II detector with three-dimensional magnetic ûeldmaps for the focusing magnets and the
beampipes. _is ûeld map is, for example, used to study the synchrotron radiation at Belle II.
_e two-dimensional as well as the three-dimensional magnetic ûeld maps are the result of a
ûnite element simulation. _e values for the three-dimensional magnetic ûeld map in the zx-
plane are drawn in ûgures 5.12 and 5.13. As the ûgures show, themagnetic ûeld throughout the
whole detector (but particularly in the inner region) is suõciently uniform and can oen be
approximated by a constant 1.5T ûeld if simulation speed is an issue.
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Figure 5.11: Stack plot of a spherical material budget scan of the full Belle II detector. _e forward
direction of the detector is on the le and the backward direction on the right.
5.4 Full Detector Simulation
_e full detector simulation in basf2 is based onGeant4 [184], the standard toolkit for the simu-
lation of particles traversing matter in the high energy physics community. Taking the detector
geometry, themagnetic ûeld and a list of particles as input, Geant4 performs the simulation by
tracking the particles, one at a time, through the geometry. It takes into account the eòect of the
magnetic ûeld on the particle, the energy loss and multiple scattering the particle experiences
while traversing material and various other electromagnetic and hadronic eòects. If a particle
decays, the decay products are added to the list of particles. _e initial particles given to Geant4
(see section 5.2) are called primary particles, while all particles created from interactions or
decays during the simulation are called secondary particles. _e tracking of the particles is
accomplished by breaking the particle’s trajectory into smaller steps. For each step,Geant4 cal-
culates the probability for a particle to decay or to interact with the detector material. Geant4
creates a new step if either the boundary between two volumes is reached, an interaction or
decay happened or the length of the step exceeds the maximum step length. _e maximum
length of a step can be set for each geometry volume separately, where the value usually de-
pends on the density or the thickness of the material. Geant4 incorporates a feedback system
which allows certain actions to be taken if a particle steps through a volume. By attaching a
special piece of source code to a volume it is made sensitive and the parameters of all steps loc-
ated in this volume, such as step length, position and the energy deposited can be accessed and
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Figure 5.12: _e 3D magnetic ûeld map of
the Belle II detector in the zx-plane.
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Figure 5.13: _e 3D magnetic ûeld map in
the inner region of the Belle II detector in the
zx-plane.
stored for later usage. Typically, the step information collected in a sensitive volume is used to
perform a realistic simulation of the response of a sub-detector. _e simulation of the detector
response is called digitisation and is explained in more detail in the next section. In the case of
the PXD, the default step size is 5 µm, resulting in several steps per particle and per sensor. _e
information for each step in the PXD sensor is stored as a DataStore object called PXDSimHit.
However, for optimisation and counting purposes, onemightwant exactly one hit representing
the “true” location where the particle traversed the PXD sensor. _is is accomplished by deûn-
ing a virtual plane, the zero plane, parallel to the sensor and located in its centre. Each time a
particle traverses the zero plane a so-called PXDTrueHit is created. Two scenarios are possible
and illustrated in ûgure 5.14 and 5.15.
Figure 5.14: A particle enters the sensor at
one side and leaves it on the other. _e
PXDTrueHit is then the position at which
the particle crossed the zero plane.
Figure 5.15:A particle enters and leaves the
sensor on the same side. In this case the posi-
tions of the two crossing points are averaged.
If a particle enters the sensor at one side and leaves it on the other, the PXDTrueHit is simply
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the location where the particle crossed the zero plane. _e energy that the particle deposited in
the sensor is accumulated and assigned to the true hit. In rare cases though, the particlemight
enter and leave the sensor on the same side. If this happens the two locations on the zero plane
are averaged and this average position becomes the PXDTrueHit.
5.5 Digitisation for the PXD
_e realistic simulation of the sub-detector hardware response is called digitisation. It takes
the recorded Geant4 step information from the simulation as an input and produces an output
which should resemble the output of the real sub-detector as closely as possible. _e digitisation
is the last step in the processing chain used solely for Monte Carlo data. Aer the digitisation,
all data processing steps are the same for Monte Carlo and real data. Since the implementation
of the digitisationmethod varies heavily from sub-detector to sub-detector, the implementation
for the PXD is presented in the following.
Figure 5.16:_e PXD digitisation procedure. Electron clouds dri from the position where they
have been generated to the dri ûeldminimum. _ere, they perform a randomwalk to the internal
gates. _e local coordinate system of the PXD sensors is a right-handed Cartesian coordinate
system (u, v, w), where v is parallel to the global z axis of the Belle II detector andw is the normal
vector of the sensor surface.
_e digitisation starts by taking the Geant4 step information that was recorded in the sensitive
volume of the PXD sensor as PXDSimHits. Aer having veriûed that the timestamp for a PXD-
SimHit is within the readout (integration) time of the PXD, the number of electron-hole pairs
were created by the particle along the Geant4 step is calculated
Neh =
Edep
3.65 eV
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where Edep is the energy that the particle deposited along theGeant4 step and 3.65 eV the aver-
age energy needed to produce an electron-hole pair in silicon. From the created electron-hole
pairs only the electrons contribute to the signal in the PXD. _erefore, the generated holes are
not used in the digitisation procedure. If the particle is a photon, all electrons are created at the
end of the step. If the particle is not a photon, the step is subdivided into segmentswith a length
of 5 µm, the number of electrons is evenly distributed across all segments and the electrons are
created at each segment’s centre. Since the default step size is set to 5 µm in basf2, there is usually
only one segment per step. _emethod of generating more than one step is applied if the step
length is either set to a value larger than 5 µm or Geant4 was conûgured to set the step length
automatically. _en the electrons are dried to the dri ûeld minimum and are collected in
the internal gate. Figure 5.16 illustrates the PXD digitisation procedure and introduces the local
coordinate system of the sensor. _e simulation of the electron dri is split into a vertical and
a lateral part. _e electrons dri vertically in the bulk upwards to the plane of the dri ûeld
minimum, performing a random-walk. _is spreads the initial small cloud of electrons, an ef-
fect called diòusion [186]. _ewidth of the electron cloud is given by thewell-known equation
[187]
σ =
√
2Dt (5.1)
where σ is the electron cloud width, D is the electron diòusion coeõcient, and t the dri time.
_is equation holds as long as the diòusion coeõcient and, in turn, the electron mobility and
dri velocity is constant over the whole dri volume. However, for the dri model of the DEP-
FET amore general and detailed approach is used. Equation 5.1 can be written as
σ 2 = 2∫
L
0
D(w)
vd(w)
dw (5.2)
where the diòusion coeõcient D(w) and the dri velocity vd(w) depend on the location inside
the dri volume. _e integral runs over the dri path with length L (see ûgure 5.16).
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_e diòusion coeõcient is then given by the Nernst-Einstein relation [188]
D(w) = µ(w)kBT
e
(5.3)
with µ(w) being the position dependent electron mobility, kB the Boltzmann constant, e the
electron charge and T the absolute temperature. _e numerical integration of equation 5.2 is
performed with a 5-point Gauss-Legendre quadrature [189]. _e dri velocity depends on the
electric and magnetic ûelds acting on the electrons and the electron mobility µ in the silicon
bulk [190]
v⃗d =
µE⃗ + µµH (E⃗ × B⃗) + µµ2H (E⃗ ⋅ B⃗) B⃗
1 + µ2H ∣B⃗∣
2 (5.4)
where the electric andmagnetic ûelds, and thus the velocity, depend on the current position p⃗
of the electrons. _e value for themagnetic ûeld is provided by the geometry handling system
of basf2. In equation 5.4, µH = rHµ is theHall mobility which diòers from the electronmobility
by theHall scattering factor rH . _is factor describes the inuence of themagnetic ûeld on the
mean scattering time of the electrons. _e electron mobility can be described as a function of
the electric ûeld E [187]
µ = vs/Ec
[1 + (E/Ec)β]
1/β (5.5)
with the parameters
vs = 1.53 ⋅ 109 ⋅ T−0.87
Ec = 1.01 ⋅ T 1.55
β = 2.57 ⋅ 10−2 ⋅ T0.66
(5.6)
where T is the temperature in Kelvin and E is the absolute value of the electric ûeld, given as
E⃗ =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜
⎝
0, 0,
2 ⋅ Vdep ⋅
distance of p⃗
to ûeldmin³¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹·¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹µ
(pw − dm)
(ds)2
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟
⎠
(5.7)
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with dm the distance between the ûeldminimum and the centre of the sensor (zero plane), Vdep
the depletion voltage and ds the thickness of the sensor. _e default values for these parameters
are listed in table 5.2. _e integration of equation 5.2 yields the value for the cloud width σ
at the plane of the dri ûeld minimum. By integrating v⃗/vw at the same time, the position of
the electron cloud on the plane is estimated, too. From the position the Lorentz angle [188] λ
is calculated. _e Lorentz angle is the angle by which particles moving in an electric ûeld are
deected due to the eòect of amagnetic ûeld. Since the integration of equation 5.2 is performed
without the Lorentz angle in mind, the cloud widths have to be corrected by scaling them with
a factor fu,v , deduced from the Lorentz angle
fu,v =
1
cosu,v λ
=
√
1 + tan2u,v λ
σu =
√
fu ⋅ σ 2
σv =
√
fv ⋅ σ2
(5.8)
Aer having simulated the vertical dri of the electrons, the digitisation algorithm divides the
electron cloud into smaller groups of electrons. _ose groups are placed randomly on the plane
of the dri ûeld minimum according to a 2D Gaussian distribution with the mean being the
position of the dried electron cloud and the sigma values being σu and σv . _e groups then
execute a lateral random walk, where each step in the walk is a combination of a random step,
modelling diòusion, and a Hall eòect [191] step due to themagnetic ûeld. _e direction of the
random step is calculated using a 2DGaussian distributionwith a sigma value given by equation
5.1. _e random walk of a group is stopped as soon as it reaches an internal gate. _e total
charge of the group is then assigned to the pixel associatedwith the internal gate. _e presented
algorithm has been veriûed in testbeam experiments to correctly describe the DEPFET [192].
Name Variable Value Unit
Temperature T 300 K
Hall scattering factor (at 300 K) rH 1.151
_ickness sensor ds 75 µm
Depletion voltage Vdep 42.767 V
Distance dri ûeldminimum dm 15.5 µm
Size Source 3.0 µm
Size Clear 3.0 µm
Size Drain 3.0 µm
Number of electrons per group 100
Step size for random walk 1 ns
Step number limit for random walk 200
Table 5.2:_e default input values for the PXD Digitiser.
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5.6 Clustering in the PXD
If the charge of an electron cloud is shared between adjacent pixels, a single particle will cause
multiple pixels to ûre. Figure 5.16 illustrates this charge sharing eòect. For the subsequent data
processing steps the pixels belonging to a single particle have to be identiûed. _is is done
by means of a clusteriser, which groups together adjacent pixels into so-called clusters. _e
clustering is performed for both real data andMonte Carlo data in the sameway. _e approach
that the clusteriser takes is illustrated in ûgure 5.17.
Figure 5.17: _e PXD clustering method. Clusters 1, 2, 3 and 4 have already been found. _e
current pixel under investigation is added to cluster 3. _e next pixel to the right will ûll the gap
between cluster 3 and 4. _is will lead to clusters 3 and 4 being merged to a large cluster.
_e clustering of the PXD pixels is done in a row-wise manner, with increasing values for the
column index and the row index. Starting with the pixel in the upper le corner, the clusteriser
checks each pixel to make sure that the ratio of its charge over a common noise level is above
a given threshold (see table 5.3). If it is, the le neighbour in the same row and the direct
neighbours in the previous row are investigated. If one ormore clusters have already been found
in those neighbouring pixels, the clusters are merged and the pixel is assigned to this cluster.
Otherwise, a new cluster is created and the pixel becomes its ûrst member. _e clusteriser
proceeds with the pixel to the right of the current pixel or, if the pixel is the last pixel in the
current row, with the ûrst pixel of the next row. _e procedure is repeated until the last pixel
in the last row has been processed. _is clustering scheme investigates each pixel only once
and requires only the current and the previous pixel row to be stored in memory, making it
an eõcient and memory-saving pixel clustering method. Aer having grouped all pixels into
clusters, the position of each cluster is determined: if the size of the cluster, deûned by the
number of pixels belonging to the cluster, exceeds a given threshold, the head-tail algorithm
[193] is used to calculate its position. _e default threshold in basf2 is set to 3 pixels. _e head-
tail algorithm calculates the position of the cluster by using the outermost pixels of a cluster.
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_e following formula is applied to the column and the row pixels separately
xht =
xR + xL
2
+ qR − qL
2 q̄
⋅ pitch
where xR and xL are the positions of the right- and lemost pixels, qR and qL the charges of
the right- and lemost pixels, q̄ the average charge of the pixels between the right- and lemost
pixels and pitch the pixel size. If the size of the cluster is smaller than the threshold, the center-
of-gravity algorithm provides the better positionmeasurement [193]. _is algorithm calculates
the position of the cluster by means of an average of the pixel positions with each pixel being
weighted with its charge
xcog =
∑cluster xiqi
∑cluster qi
Aer having calculated the position of the cluster with one of the two algorithms, the position
is corrected for the inuence of the magnetic ûeld by using a speciûed value for the Lorentz
angle. _e pixel that carries the largest charge of all pixels within a cluster, is called the seed
and its charge becomes the seed charge of the cluster. If the ratio of the seed charge over the
noise level and the ratio of the total cluster charge over the noise level are above their respective
thresholds, the cluster is kept and stored in memory for subsequent data processing steps.
Name Value
Noise level 200 electrons
Cluster size limit for head-tail 3 pixels
Signal over noise threshold (for pixel) 3
Signal over noise threshold (for seed pixel) 3
Signal over noise threshold (for cluster) 3
Tangent of the Lorentz angle 0.25
Table 5.3:_e default input values for the PXD Clusteriser.
5.7 Data Persistency and the PXD EventModel
During the processing of events, a basf2 module reads the required data from the DataStore,
processes the data and writes modiûed or new data back to the DataStore. _e DataStore itself
is divided into two categories: one for datawhich should be stored only for one single event and
one for data which is stored over a complete run. _e module can decide which data should
be written into which category. _e framework clears the event category aer each event has
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been processed and the run category as soon as a new run is started. _e data is realised as
objects instantiated from C++ classes. Objects of the same type are grouped into lists, called
collections. _e DataStore uses ROOT [168] for the object persistency. _is allows writing the
DataStore content into a ûle that is compatible with any ROOT based tool.
Figure 5.18:_e PXD Event model. Relations connect collections with each other. A 1:n relation
connects one object of the ûrst collectionwith n objects of the second collection,while n:mRelations
connect n objects of the ûrst collection with m objects of the second collection.
Figure 5.18 shows the content of the DataStore for the PXD related data aer a full Monte Carlo
simulation. _e MCParticles collection contains a list of all particles that were created by a
Monte Carlo generator. _e PXDSimHits represent the information collected for all Geant4
steps in the PXD sensitive volumes, and the PXDTrueHits provide a single location measure-
ment for a sensor (see section 5.4). While the PXDTrueHits are usually directly used for various
studies, the PXDSimHits aremeant as an input to the PXDDigitiser. _e Digitiser converts the
PXDSimHits to PXDDigits, which represent the ûred pixels of the sensor. _e PXDDigits, in
turn, are the input to the Clustering. _e result are PXDClusters. For real detector data, the
simulation stage is skipped and the input are the ûred pixels (PXDDigits). _e diòerent col-
lections in the DataStore can be connected with each other. For example, the PXDTrueHits
are connected to theMCParticles, which allows users or algorithms to access theMonte Carlo
particle that created a speciûc PXDTrueHit. Figure 5.18 shows all connections that are available
for the PXD DataStore objects. _e framework oòers the generic concept of Relations to set
up a network of connections. Relations are keeping record of the relationship between one or
more objects of one collection to one or more objects of another collection. _us, the Relations
in basf2 allow for n:m relationships, very similar to a relational database [194]. In addition, each
connection between two objects in a Relation can carry a weight. _is is useful to specify “how
much” a connection contributes to a relation. Relations are particularly useful for Monte Carlo
data, as they allow to calculate eõciencies or validate reconstruction algorithms.
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5.8 Impact parameter resolution
_e investigation of CP-violation at Belle II relies on themeasurement of the time-dependent
asymmetryof theB-mesondecay rate,where the time isdetermined from the diòerence between
the positions of the B-meson pair decay vertices. _e reconstruction of charged tracks with a
high precision is crucial for measuring the decay vertices and has a signiûcant inuence on the
physics analyses and their systematic errors. One of the most relevant measures for the track
reconstruction precision is the impact parameter resolution. _e impact parameters measure
the distance of a track at its point of closest approach to a reference point, usually the IP or a
decay vertex. Figure 5.19 illustrates the deûnition of the impact parameters at Belle II, where
the origin (ideal IP) has been chosen as the reference point.
Figure 5.19:_e solid green line represents the particle trajectory, while the dashed green line the
projection of the trajectory onto the xy plane. _e deûnition of the impact parameter of a track
is as follows: d0 is the signed distance between the origin and the point of closest approach of the
projected track to the origin; z0 is the z coordinate of the track at the point of closest approach.
_e point of closest approach is determined by extrapolating a particle track to the global de-
tector z-axis. _e distance between the origin and the projection of the point of closest ap-
proach onto the xy plane provides the impact parameter d0. It is a signed value, with the sign
convention being deûned as follows: moving along the track into the direction of the particle’s
momentum, the sign is positive (negative) if the origin is to the right (le) of the track at the
point of closest approach. _e z position of the track at the point of closest approach deûnes the
impact parameter z0. _e accuracy, or resolution, that can be achieved for d0 and z0 consists of
two independent components. _e ûrst, σint , originates from the intrinsic detector resolution
and is independent of the particlemomentum. _e second component, σms, describes the eòect
ofmultiple scattering that a particle experiences while traversing thematerial in the beampipe
and the detectors. It depends on the particlemomentum and the thickness of thematerial.
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_e total impact parameter resolution can be written as
σ2 = σ2int + σ 2ms
Assuming that the beampipe and the tracking detectors have a cylindrical shape, aligned along
the z-axis, the component σms is given by the width Φms of themultiple scattering angle distri-
bution, the polar angle θ of the particle track and the distance rsin θ from the scattering point to
the IP
σms =
r
sin θ
⋅Φms (5.9)
In general, the multiple scattering distribution Φms is well described by Molière theory [195].
However, for small deection angles the central 98% of the distribution can be approximated
by a Gaussian distribution with a width given by [42]
Φms =
13.6MeV
βcp
z
√
x
X0
[1 + 0.038 ln( x
X0
)] (5.10)
where p is themomentum in [MeV/c], βc the speed, z the charge of the particle, x thematerial
thickness and X0 the radiation length of thematerial. _is approximation is accurate to 11% for
10−3 < xX0 < 100 [42]. By introducing a factor
x
sin θ in order to correct for the actual traversed
material thickness and by omitting the weak dependence of the logarithmic term on sin θ, the
d0 impact parameter resolution for electrons due to multiple scattering can be written as
σd0ms ≈
1
cp ⋅ sin 32 (θ)
⋅r ⋅ 13.6MeV
√
x
X0
´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶
b
(5.11)
_e same scattering angle changes the impact parameter z0 by an additional factor 1sin θ , which
yields the z0 impact parameter resolution
σ z0ms ≈
1
cp ⋅ sin 52 (θ)
⋅r ⋅ 13.6MeV
√
x
X0
´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶
b
(5.12)
_e denominators in equations 5.11 and 5.12 are oen referred to as pseudo-momentum.
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_e total impact parameter resolutions, including the intrinsic detector resolution, are then
given by
σd0 =
¿
ÁÁÁÀσ2int +
b2
[βp ⋅ sin 32 (θ)]
2 σ
z0 =
¿
ÁÁÁÀσ2int +
b2
[βp ⋅ sin 52 (θ)]
2 (5.13)
where σint is the intrinsic detector resolution and b in [GeV µm] themultiple scattering coeõ-
cient. Equations 5.13 are used as a ûgure ofmerit to quantify the expected track reconstruction
resolution at Belle II and compare it to the achieved resolution at the previous Belle detector. In
order to get a more conservative estimate, µ− particles are used for studying the impact para-
meter resolution. _ey areminimum ionising particles and therefore deposit very little energy
in the tracking detectors. _is leads to small clusters in the PXD and SVD, reducing the ac-
curacy of the cluster position measurement. An advantage of their minimal interaction with
matter is drawn from the fact that muons travel usually through thewhole detector. _is makes
them ideal particles for testing the performance of the tracking detectors.
_e inputs for the study are single track events, where each event contains exactly one µ−. _e
particle gun is used toproduce theparticles. _eirmomentumis taken randomly from the range
of values between 0.1 to 3.0GeV. _emuons cover the full detector acceptance of 17° < θ < 150°
for the polar angle and the full 2π for the azimuthal angle. _e generated events are passed
to the Geant4 detector simulation, using the full detector geometry and a constant magnetic
ûeld of 1.5T. _e output of the simulation is given to the PXD, SVD and CDC digitisers in
order to simulate the realistic sub-detector response. _e ûred pixels in the PXD and the ûred
strips in the SVD are clusterised. _e PXD/SVD clusters and the ûred CDC wires are then the
input for the particle track reconstruction. _e track reconstruction consists of two steps, the
track ûnding and the track ûtting step. During the track ûnding step the clusters from the
PXD/SVD and the ûred wires in the CDC that belong to the same track are identiûed. For the
impact parameter study, a track ûnding procedure based on Monte Carlo information is used.
_is means that for each Monte Carlo particle the associated clusters and wires are found by
following links between the particle and the clusters/wires that have been generated during the
detector simulation. _erefore, in this study the track ûnding procedure is not tested and its
eõciency is always 100%. _e identiûed clusters andwires are passed to the track ûtting,which
estimates the optimal track parameters. _e track ûtting in basf2 is based on theGenût tracking
framework [196] and a Kalman ûlter [197, 198] that has been optimised for Belle II.
Each track is then extrapolated to the z-axis and the impact parameters d0 and z0 are calculated
according to ûgure 5.19. From the track’s polar angle andmomentum its pseudo-momentum is
derived. _e impact parameters d0 and z0 are then collected in bins of the pseudo-momentum.
_e impact parameter resolution is estimated for each pseudo-momentum bin by ûtting aGaus-
sian function to its d0 and z0 distributions. _e σ value of the ûttedGaussian deûnes the impact
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parameter resolution. In order to reduce the inuence of outliers, the ût is limited to the core
of the distribution deûned by a region that contains 90% of the data and is centred around
the distribution’s mean value. _e impact parameter resolution values are then plotted against
the associated pseudo-momentum. Figure 5.20 and 5.21 show the expected impact parameter
resolutions for Belle II. _e green, dashed line represents the resolution achieved at the Belle
detector [199]. _e ûgures also show the impact parameter resolution for the case that the data
from the PXD is not available for the track reconstruction.
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Figure 5.20: Impact parameter resolution for d0. _e lower curve represents the Belle II detector,
the dashed, green curve the Belle detector and the upper curve the Belle II detector without the
PXD.
In order to extract the values for the intrinsic detector resolution and the multiple scattering
coeõcient, the impact parameter resolution data for d0 and z0 is ûtted with equations 5.13. _e
d0 resolution σd0 for the full Belle II detector is
a = σint = (10.3 ± 0.1) µm
b = (14.9 ± 0.1) GeV µm
and for the z0 resolution σ z0
a = σint = (12.9 ± 0.1) µm
b = (15.4 ± 0.1) GeV µm
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Figure 5.21: Impact parameter resolution for z0. _e lower curve represents the Belle II detector,
the dashed, green curve the Belle detector and the upper curve the Belle II detector without the
PXD.
Figures 5.20 and 5.21 show that the expected impact parameter resolution of Belle II improves by
roughly a factor of two compared toBelle. Without the PXD, the resolution is comparable to the
one atBelle (d0) or evenworse (z0). _is proves that thePXD is crucial for achieving an excellent
impact parameter resolution and that the PXD is essential for the precise reconstruction of
vertices and, in turn, the precise measurement of the time-dependent asymmetry of the B-
meson decay rate.
6 Measurement of e+e− pairs from the
two-photon process
6.1 Introduction
_e SuperKEKB acceleratorwill produce particle beamswith a vertical size of only 48 nm, a size
that has never been reached in a particle collider before. While this will allow SuperKEKB to
reach unprecedented luminosity values and, in turn,will open the door to study physics beyond
the Standard Model, it will also produce a much higher background at Belle II in comparison
to that at Belle. _is is particularly true for the PXD, as this sub-detector is located very close to
the interaction point. _e amount of background, however, is largely unknown as there is no
experience with a pixel detector at such a high luminosity accelerator. In order to estimate the
expected amount of background, Monte Carlo techniques have to be employed. Of particular
interest is the amount of background contributed by the two-photon QED process
e+e− → e+e−γγ → e+e−e+e−
_is process has a very large cross-section and dominates all other production processes found
at SuperKEKB.While its physics is ofminor interest atBelle II, its large cross-section in combin-
ation with the high luminosity at SuperKEKBmakes it one of themost important background
processes at the Belle II experiment. Almost all outgoing particles carry a very low transverse
momentum which conûnes them to the innermost region around the IP. _is means that this
process does not contribute to the backgrounds ofmost of the Belle II sub-detectors. Moreover,
as a QED process originating from the IP, its particle density is expected to scale roughly like
r−2 where r is the radius from the IP, reducing its impact on the outer detectors even further.
In fact, it turns out that this background process is only relevant for the PXD at SuperKEKB.
On the other hand, it is by far the largest PXD background contribution, as it is shown in the
next chapter. It is apparent that the dominant nature of this process requires a thorough invest-
igation of the reliability of the event generators that are used for the Monte Carlo production,
especially those at Belle II, as theMonte Carlo generators at hand have been developed for and
tested at e+e− colliders running at amuch higher centre-of-mass energy, such as LEP [200].
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_is chapter is devoted to the examination of the validity of theMonte Carlo e+e− → e+e−e+e−
generators for the Belle II centre-of-mass energy. For this purpose special data was taken at the
Belle experiment in 2010, shortly before the KEKB accelerator and the Belle detector were shut
down. Aer an introduction to the importance of the two-photon process and a brief overview
of the experiment atwhich the datawas taken, the chapter presents two analyses of the data and
their results. _e ûrst analysis focuses on the dominating, low pt region of two-photon events,
while the second analysis explores the high pt nature of the two-photon process at hand. Two
diòerent Monte Carlo generators are studied and their output is compared to the result of the
data analyses.
6.2 Two-photon processes
_e interaction of photons with each other cannot be described by the classical Maxwell the-
ory of electromagnetism because of the linear nature of the Maxwell equations. However, in
the framework of quantum electrodynamics (QED), photons can interact by uctuating into
charged particle pairs. _e lifetime of the intermediate state follows from the Heisenberg un-
certainty principle
∆t =
2Eγ
m2pair
where Eγ is the energy of the photon and mpair the mass of the intermediate state particles.
_is allows for elastic as well as inelastic scattering of two photons, illustrated by the Feynman
diagrams in ûgure 6.1.
Figure 6.1:_e Feynman diagrams for γγ scattering in QED: a) elastic γγ scattering, b) inelastic
γγ scattering.
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For low energetic photons, Eγ ≪ mec2, the cross-section for these processes becomes very
small [201]. For example, for visible light (Eγ ∼ 1eV ), the cross-section is ∼ 10−65cm2 and thus
too small to be measured. If the energy of each photon is Eγ > mc2, where m is the mass of a
charged particle, two photons are able to produce a pair of charged particles x+x−
γγ → x+x−
_e cross-section for the production of a charged lepton or hadron pair x+x− from two photons
is
σγγ→x+x− =
4πα2
s
ln
s
m2xc4
(6.1)
where s is the square of the centre-of-mass energy of the system
√
s and mx is the mass of
the lepton/hadron. _e highly energetic photons required for this process are available at e+e−
colliders such as SuperKEKB because the relativistic beam particles are accompanied by elec-
tromagnetic ûelds, causing the radiation of quasi-real photons [202]. _ose photons collide and
can produce a pair of charged particles x+x− via
e+e− → e+e−γγ → e+e−x+x−
_is is the two-photon process, a pureQED processwhichwas discovered experimentally 1971
at the VEPP-2 experiment in Novosibirsk [203]. _e kinematics in the centre-of-mass system
are illustrated in ûgure 6.2.
Figure 6.2:_e kinematics of the two-photon process e+e− → e+e−γγ → e+e−X in the centre-of-
mass system.
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_e incoming electron has the 4-vector p1(E1, p⃗1) and the positron the 4-vector p2(E2, p⃗2),with
their energies given by the beam energy Eb =
√
s/2 = E1 = E2. Aer the interaction the scattered
electron leaves under the angle θ1 and the scattered positron under θ2 with the respective 4-
momenta p′1(E′1 , p⃗′1) and p′2(E′2, p⃗′2). _e 4-momenta of the two photons are given by
q1 = p1 − p′1 q2 = p2 − p′2
_e squared photon mass can be expressed as
q2i = (pi − p′i)
2
= 2m2e − 2EbE′i
⎛
⎜
⎝
1 −
√
1 − (me
Eb
)
2
¿
ÁÁÀ1 − (me
E′i
)
2
cos θ i
⎞
⎟
⎠
≈ −2EbE′i (1 − cos θ i)
with the approximation being valid as long as E′i ≫ me , which is the case at SuperKEKB. _e
virtuality of the photons is deûned as
Q2i ≡ −q2i
where a photon is called quasi-real if its Q2i value is close to zero, meaning that the photon is
produced nearly on mass shell. For a high Q2i value, the photon is produced oòmass shell and
thus called virtual. Due to the Bremsstrahlung nature of the two-photon process, the small
momentum transfer region of the reaction dominates the cross-section. _us, the scattered
electrons (positrons) peak very strongly in the forward (backward) direction. In the Belle II
experiment most of them disappear undetected in the beampipe. Based on their kinematics,
the detection capabilities of two-photon processes can be divided into the following categories:
• No-Tag (untagged):
Neither the scattered electron nor the scattered positron is detected. _e analysis presen-
ted in this chapter studies events of this kind.
• Single-Tag:
Either the scattered electron or the scattered positron is detected. _is can be used to
reconstruct the virtuality of one photon, if the other photon is assumed to be quasi-real.
At high energies this type of process can be regarded as deep inelastic electron-photon
scattering.
• Double-Tag:
Both scattered particles are detected,which allows the full reconstruction of both photons
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and, in turn, the kinematics of the event. _is requires the electron and the positron to
scatter under large angles,whichmakes the produced photons highly virtual and this type
of event strongly suppressed.
_e calculation of the Feynman graphs of the two-photon process is straightforward but tedious
[204]. _e cross-section for the two-photon production of a lepton pair l+ l− in a e+e− collision
was calculated by Landau and Lifshitz [205, 206]
σe+e−→e+e− l+ l− =
28α4
27πm2l
(ln s
m2e
)
2
ln
s
m2l
l ≡ e or µ (6.2)
_e cross-section scales∝ m−2l where ml is themass of the lepton. Since themass of themuon
is roughly a factor 205 larger than the mass of the electron, the cross-section for the process
e+e− → e+e−e+e− is about 4 ⋅ 104 larger than that of the process e+e− → e+e−µ+µ−. _is means
that the production of electron-positron pairs dominates the two-photon processes. A more
accurate cross-section calculation for the two-photon production of electron-positron pairs has
been carried out in [207]
σe+e−→e+e−e+e− =
α4
27πm2e
[28L3 − 178L2 + (490 − 82π2) L] (6.3)
where L = ln (s/m2e). Using the centre-of-mass energy of 10.58GeV at SuperKEKB, the total
cross-section for the two-photon electron-positron pair production is estimated to ∼ 5mb.
In general there are twoways for an e+e− collider to produce a ûnal state X: either via annihila-
tion or via two-photon interactions. Figure 6.3 shows the Feynman diagrams of both processes.
Figure 6.3:_e production of a ûnal state X in e+e− collisions at SuperKEKB: a) production via
the annihilation process, b) production via the two-photon process.
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_e cross-section of the annihilation process scales like [201]
σe+e−→X ∼ α2
ħ2c4
s
(6.4)
_e annihilation cross-section is proportional to α2 compared to the two-photon processwhich
scales with α4 (equation 6.2). _is seems to result in a small two-photon cross-section. How-
ever, the two-photon cross-section increases like ln (s) with the centre-of-mass energy, while
the annihilation cross-section decreases like s−1. _e dependence of the cross-sections on the
centre-of-mass energy is plotted in ûgure 6.4. In addition, the cross-section for the produc-
tion of hadrons via annihilation and two-photon processes is shown. As can be seen from the
ûgure, the two-photon processes dominate for centre-of-mass energies above a few GeV. _e
two-photon process provides a test ofQED to α4 at largemomentum transfers and oòers awide
ûeld of research. However, due to its large cross-section and its dominant nature, the process
e+e− → e+e− + e+e− is considered amajor background rather than a signal at Belle II.
Figure 6.4:_e production cross-sections for colliding e+e− particles [206]: e+e− → e+e−π+π−,
e+e− → e+e−µ+µ−, e+e− → e+e−π0 (two-photon production) and e+e− → π+π−, e+e− → µ+µ−
(annihilation)
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6.3 Generation of Monte Carlo events
_e analyses presented in this chapter revolve around the four fermion ûnal state reaction
e+e− → e+e− l+ l− where the leptons in the ûnal state are e±. _e lowest order Feynman dia-
grams, contributing to this pure QED process, are shown in ûgure 6.5.
Figure 6.5:_e lowest order Feynman diagrams for the process e+e− → e+e−e+e−: a) multiperi-
pheral, b) bremsstrahlung, c) conversion and d) annihilation. a) and b) are t-channel diagrams,
c) and d) involve s-channel diagrams.
In the previous section itwas shown that the dominating contribution to the total cross-section
originates from the multiperipheral, two-photon Feynman diagram (diagram a in ûgure 6.5).
_e contribution of the other diagrams is small due to either their annihilation nature or be-
cause they are suppressed by photon propagators. _erefore, in the following, the process
e+e− → e+e−e+e− will oen be called the two-photon process. In order to compare exper-
imental measurements with predictions from theory, distributions of various observables are
studied. Usually, those distributions are gained by performing amulti-dimensional integration
over a set of probability distributions. However, oen it is not possible to ûnd an analytic solu-
tion for the integrals and Monte Carlo methods are employed. _is leads to the term Monte
Carlo generator, describing a soware tool that generates events for one or more speciûc pro-
cesses.
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6.3.1 The generators
In the following, the three Monte Carlo generators that are used throughout the analyses are
presented.
KoralW
KoralW [178] is apowerfulMonteCarlo generator for the simulation of everypossible 4-fermion
ûnal state in a e+e− collision. It covers all lowest order
e+e− → 4 f + nγ (n = 0, 1, 2, ...)
processes and includes radiative corrections such as initial-state radiation (ISR) and the Cou-
lomb eòect. _e event generation makes use of the exact Born-level matrix element, which
was generated using theGRACE systemof theMINAMI-TATEYA collaboration [208]. An eõ-
cient event generation is accomplished by employing two independent 4-fermion phase-space
pre-samplers [209] that account for all kinematic singularities in the 4-fermion processes. _e
simulation of the ISR is based on the Yennie-Frautschi-Suura (YFS) procedure [210, 211] and
the Coulomb correction is implemented according to [212, 213]. _e analyses use version 1.53.3
of KoralW [178, 214] which has been modiûed by the KoralW authors for this thesis to use
quadruple precision for its calculations.
BDK
BDK 1 [215] is an earlier Monte Carlo generator for the simulation of the process
e+e− → e+e− l+ l−
where l+ l− is a lepton pair. It takes into account all Feynman diagrams shown in ûgure 6.5.
For the process e+e− → e+e−e+e− this results in a total number of 36 diagrams. What makes
the two-photon process special is the fact that it gives rise to 657 diòerent peaks in a seven-
dimensional phase-space. BDK treats those by dividing the 36 Feynman diagrams into four
groups. Each group gets a separateMonteCarlo generator assignedwhosephase-space variables
are chosen such that the peaking structure is properly described. _e interference between the
groups is taken care of by imposing a weight to the events. _e BDK generator is optimised
for no-tag events, which makes it particularly suited for the analysis at hand. A disadvantage
1Also known asDIAG36 in the literature.
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of BDK though, when compared to KoralW, is its lack of radiative corrections. However, the
contribution of radiative corrections, especially in the case of no-tag events, is considered to be
small. _e Belle soware BASF [163] contains an implementation of BDK, called aafhb, which
has been optimised for Belle. _e analyses presented in this chapter make use of this version of
BDK.
BHWide
Unlike KoralW and BDK, BHWide [176] is not a 4-fermion ûnal stateMonte Carlo generator.
It is a large angle Bhabha generator, widely used in the high energy physics community for
the simulation of radiative Bhabha scattering. BHWide is based on the YFS procedure [210]
and the Monte Carlo generator BHLUMI [216]. Within the second analysis presented in this
chapter, its purpose is to provide theMonte Carlo data for themeasurement of the luminosity
value and the normalisation factor for the two-photon result from reconstructed Babha events.
Moreover, Bhabha scattering is considered a background processes for the two-photon analysis
and BHWide is employed to estimate the Bhabha contamination in the ûnal analysis result. _e
BHWide generatorwas implemented as amodule into the Belle II soware framework basf2 by
the author of this thesis.
6.3.2 The two-photon event production
_e production of Monte Carlo data for the two-photon analyses is split into two steps. In
the ûrst step aMonte Carlo generator produces a list of events, where each event contains the
4-vector description of the outgoing particles. In the second step the 4-vector data is handed
over to the full detector simulation, which simulates the response of the Belle detector to the
traversing particles. Due to limitations in the simulation soware of BASF2, all particles with a
polar angle outside the detector acceptance are removed from the event prior to the simulation.
_is section presents the details of theMonte Carlo production of KoralW and BDK events.
_e ûrst generator, KoralW, can produce events with equal probability upon user request. In-
ternally, however, events are not generated with equal probability. Instead, each event gets a
weight value assigned. _is value states how probable the event is. To be more precise, this
value is deûned as the ratio of thematrix element squared over the phase space Jacobian [217].
_e total cross-section is then computed as the average of the weights of all generated events.
Figure 6.6 shows the distribution of the KoralW event weights and indicates the value of the
maximum weight.
In order to obtain events that respect the correct distributions of kinematic variables and thus
resemble real events taken at a detector, the eventshave to be “unweighted”. _is is accomplished
2ûnite size of the array for secondary particles in GEANT
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Figure 6.6:_e KoralW event weights. _e dashed line indicates themaximum weight.
with a simple event rejection method. _e method starts by requesting an event, including its
weight, from KoralW. A random number is generated from a at distribution in the interval
[0, 1). If the ratio of the event weight to themaximum weight is smaller than the random num-
ber, the event is rejected and the steps of themethod are repeated. Otherwise the event is taken
and its weight is set to 1.0. Aer having generated the events, KoralW provides the total cross-
section together with its statistical error. _e version of KoralW [214] employed for the low pt
analysis uses double precision but for the high pt analysis the generator has been modiûed by
its authors to use quadruple precision in order to achieve numerical stability under the challen-
ging phase space beyond pt > 250MeV. It is found, however, that the speedwithwhich KoralW
generates unweighted events suòers from the quadruple precision. _erefore, a set of low-level
cuts, restricting the polar angle of the outgoing leptons, is introduced before thematrix element
calculations in KoralW. _is helps to reduce CPU consumption. In order to ûnd the optimal
values for the cuts, a visible cross-section stability test for the detector acceptance is performed.
_e visible cross-section is deûned as the cross-section that is seen aer a number of cuts. Since
the polar angle cuts have no eòect on the maximum weight, which is veriûed by producing
weighted events for each polar angle conûguration, the maximum weight from ûgure 6.6 is
valid for all conûgurations. Table A.1 in the appendix lists the polar angle conûgurations used
for the visible cross-section stability test.
Figure 6.7 shows the visible cross-section for diòerent polar angle conûgurations. _e visible
cross-section starts descending around the conûguration representing the detector acceptance.
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Figure 6.7: Stability of σv is(KoralW) for diòerent polar angle conûgurations.
Choosing conûguration 8 and the settings listed in table A.2 in the appendix for the KoralW
Monte Carlo data generation results in a total cross-section of
σKW = (2.66 ± 0.13) ⋅ 109 pb (6.5)
As can be seen from table A.1, the time per event for conûguration 8 is very close to the min-
imum, resulting in a speed gain of about 37% when compared to a Monte Carlo production
without any cuts. BDK generates internally weighted events as well. It contains the exact same
event rejection method as explained above and delivers unweighted events together with the
total cross-section for the settings listed in table A.3 in the appendix
σBDK = 7.337 ⋅ 109 pb (6.6)
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6.3.3 4-vector comparison
In order to gain a preliminary understanding of the diòerences between KoralW and BDK, the
momentum spectra and the event topology of both generators are compared. _ree diòerent
cuts are applied and the behaviour of the Monte Carlo generators under those cuts is studied.
_e cuts are executed in the following order:
1. Detector acceptance cut
Only particles that make it into the detector are kept. _is means the polar angle θ lab
of the particle, measured in the laboratory system, has to be within the Belle detector
acceptance
17° < θ lab < 150°
Particles have to leave the beampipe and enter the detector volume. _is is accomplished
by accepting only those particles that have aminimum transversemomentum3 pt ,meas-
ured in the laboratory system, of:
pt > 2.25MeV
Events passing this cut are candidates for the low pt analysis described in section 6.5.
2. Transversemomentum cut
An additional pt cut of 300MeV is applied, in order to make sure the particles reach the
outer sub-detectors of the Belle detector as they are important for identifying the particle
type.
3. Barrel polar angle cut
_e barrel polar angle cut restricts the polar angle of the accepted particles even further.
_e barrel part of the detector, given by the polar angle range
46.742° < θCMS < 145.715°
is known to provide the best tracking resolution and particle identiûcation eõciency and
thus is of particular interest for the high pt analysis in section 6.6.
All events which have no electron or positron le aer a cut are removed. For the 4-vector
comparison described in this section, 1.34 ⋅107 KoralW events are generated,which corresponds
to a luminosity of
LKW = 5.03 ⋅ 10−3 pb−1 (6.7)
3_e transversemomentum pt of a particle with momentum p⃗ = (px , py , pz) is deûned as:
pt =
√
p2x + p2y
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Using the settings listed in table A.3 in the appendix, a total number of 1.51 ⋅ 109 BDK events are
generated, representing a generated luminosity of
LBDK = 2.06 ⋅ 10−1 pb−1 (6.8)
By using the luminosity values, the visible cross-section σv is aer each cut is calculated and,
together with the number of events, listed in table 6.1.
Generator Input Acceptance pt Barrel
Events KoralW 1.34 ⋅ 107 326958 1138 899
BDK 1.51 ⋅ 109 9318532 437 216
σv is [pb] KoralW 2.67 ⋅ 109 6.50 ⋅ 107 2.26 ⋅ 105 1.79 ⋅ 105
BDK 7.33 ⋅ 109 4.53 ⋅ 107 2.12 ⋅ 103 1.05 ⋅ 103
Table 6.1:_e table summarises the number of events aer each cut and the calculated values for
the visible cross-section.
Since the initial cross-sections given by each generator depend on internal generator cuts and
settings, they cannot be compared directly. However, the visible cross-sections aer the accept-
ance cut should agree as both generators describe the same physics process. From table 6.1 it
can be seen that for the acceptance cut both generators show a “good agreement” in the visible
cross-section. However, starting with the 300MeV pt cut the values of the visible-cross section
diòer by two orders ofmagnitude betweenKoralW and BDK._emain source for the deviation
is the pt cut as the barrel cut does not worsen the diòerence in the visible cross-sections. _is
leads to the conclusion that for larger values of pt the transversemomentum spectra forKoralW
and BDK should show a signiûcant deviation. _is is indeed the case as ûgure 6.8 shows. _e
le plot shows the transverse momentum for the full pt range, while the right plot shows the
range up to 100MeV. In both cases the transversemomentum of the e−/e+ with the highest pt
aer the acceptance cut is plotted.
It is obvious from the le plot that for larger pt the KoralW spectrum saturates and exhib-
its a plateau, while the BDK spectrum falls rapidly. On the other hand, for the dominating
pt range below 20MeV, which is of particular interest for the PXD at Belle II, both spectra
show a very similar behaviour. _us, one can conclude that both generators are good enough
in order to provide the data required for the estimation of the PXD background. However, it
should be noted that additional contribution to the PXD background may come from back-
scattered particles originating from large pt particles. In addition, the background in the outer
sub-detectors is caused by particles with a large pt . _erefore it is important to make sure that
the selected two-photon generator also performs correctly in the higher pt regions. It is inter-
esting to see that on the generator level KoralW and BDK already diòer quite signiûcantly for
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Figure 6.8:_e transversemomentumofKoralW (solid line) and BDK (dashed line) in the centre-
of-mass system aer the acceptance cut. _e le plot shows the momentum up to 6GeV and the
right plot up to 100MeV.
larger values of pt . _is shows clearly that only the comparison with real data allows the valid-
ation of the two-photon Monte Carlo generators at hand. _e validation is performed for the
low pt and the high pt region separately, as both regions demand a diòerent analysis approach.
Section 6.5 and 6.6 explain the analyses in detail.
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6.4 TheQED Experiment at Belle
_e experimental data for the two-photon analyses was taken at the Belle detector, the prede-
cessor of Belle II, at the KEKB accelerator in Japan. In the following, the KEKB accelerator and
the Belle detector are briey introduced. A complete description can be found in [74] and [156].
6.4.1 The KEKB asymmetric electron-positron collider
_eKEKB accelerator [74] is the predecessor of the SuperKEKB accelerator. It started operation
inDecember 1998 andwas shut-down in June 2010. During its operational life, itdelivered about
1052 fb−1 of data and set the luminosity world-record of 2.11 × 1034 cm−2 s−1. Since SuperKEKB
is an upgrade toKEKB, both accelerators have a lot in common. _emost important diòerences
that play a role in this analysis between both accelerators are listed in table 6.2.
Belle Belle II
EHER 7.998 GeV 7 GeV Beam energy ofHER
ELER 3.499 GeV 4 GeV Beam energy of LER
ϕ 22 mrad 83 mrad Crossing angle of beams
ψ 0 41.5mrad Angle between detector z-axis and LER
β 0.391 0.276
βγ 0.425 0.287
Table 6.2: Comparison of the beam parameters of KEKB and SuperKEKB and their respective
boosts.
6.4.2 The Belle detector
_e Belle II detector presented in chapter 4 is based on the Belle detector [156], which success-
fully took data for more than 10 years. Although the overall structure stays the same, Belle II
contains somany changes compared toBelle that it can be considered a new detector. _erefore,
the Belle detector will be introduced with a little bit more detail than the KEKB accelerator.
A two-wall beryllium beampipewith an inner radius of 15mm surrounds the interaction point.
A 2.5mm gap between the two walls allows for a helium-gas ow to cool the beampipe. _e
innermost detector is a four layer silicon strip detector, called the SVD2 [218]. Its four layers
are at radii of 20mm, 43.5mm, 70mm and 88mm and cover the full polar angle acceptance
of 17○ < θ < 150○. Unlike the SVD in Belle II, it does not contain slanted parts in the forward
direction. _eCDC of Belle is composed of 50 cylindrical layers and ûlledwith the same helium
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and ethane gas mixture as the Belle II CDC. Its inner radius is 294mm and its outer radius is
880mm. _is complements the tracking system of Belle.
_e PID system uses an aerogel Cherenkov counter (ACC) [219] in the forward endcap and a
time-of-ight counter (TOF) [220] in the barrel part of the detector. _emain goal of the ACC
is to eõciently distinguish pions from kaons by means of an array of silica aerogel threshold
Cherenkov counters. _emeasurement principle is exactly the same as for the ARICH in Belle
II. _e TOF, however, is a sub-detector that is not present at Belle II anymore. It has been
replaced by the TOP. _e TOF covers Belle’s barrel polar angle region of 33○ < θ < 121○ and
measures the time of ight of a particle from the interaction point to a TOFmodule. _e signal
of the TOF is used to distinguish pions and kaons with momenta lower than 1.2 GeV as well as
an input for the trigger system.
_e electromagnetic calorimeter (ECL) [221] and the KLM [222] remain almost unchanged at
Belle II, thus section 4.8 and 4.10 apply to Belle aswell. _ewhole Belle detector is immersed in
a 1.5T magnetic ûeld, which is generated by the same superconducting solenoid coil as at Belle
II.
_e coordinate system at Belle is a right-handed, Cartesian coordinate system with the x-axis
pointing to the outside of the ring and the y-axis vertically upwards. _is deûnition is in accord-
ance with the one at Belle II. Unlike the Belle II system, however, the z-axis at Belle is aligned
with the LER and points in the opposite direction of the positronmomentum. _is is the reason
for the introduction of the angle ψ in table 6.2.
6.4.3 The dedicated background experiment
OnMay 28th, 2010, onemonth before the accelerator and the detectorwas shut down forever, a
series of special experiments were conducted at Belle. _e author of this thesis was involved in
the planning and preparation (e.g. DAQ histograms, triggers) of the experiments and took the
data during his detector shis. _e aim of those experimentswas to collect data that can be used
to validate the output of theMonte Carlo generators KoralW and BDK. From the 22 runs4 that
were taken, 17 contain valid data and are used for the analyses described in this chapter. Table
A.4 in the appendix lists the oõcial Belle run summary for those 17 valid runs. As it will be
shown in the upcoming section,most leptons originating from the two-photon process have a
transversemomentumof less than about 100MeV. _ismeans,most particles hardly ever reach
the centre of the CDC or any detector further outward. Since the central trigger system of Belle
is based on sub-detector trigger signals from the CDC, TOF, ECL, KLM and EFC [156], Belle
would only be able to capture a very small fraction of the two-photon events with its standard
trigger conûguration. _e trigger system at Belle did not have the capability to trigger on events
4_e measurements are divided into periods, the so-called runs. _e duration of a single run depends on the
experiment at hand, but was limited to eight hours for physics runs at Belle.
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that are relevant for the PXD background. _us, a new trigger was introduced speciûcally for
this experiment: a (truly) random trigger. It starts the readout cycle of the Belle detector at
random times and is therefore independent of a speciûc event signal in the detector. _is leads
to the fact that physics events, consisting mostly of high energetic particles, are not dominating
the recorded data, as it would be the case with the standard trigger conûguration. _e random
trigger frequency was set to 400Hz, close to themaximum trigger rate possible with the Belle
trigger system. _e trigger was labelled random_ev and carried the internal trigger bitmask
77. _us, it will be called Trg77 in the following. Almost all standard Belle triggers were set
inactive for the time of the experiment. Among those still being active was the brl_bhabha
trigger (bitmask 42, Trg42), which triggered on Bhabha-like events in the barrel region of the
detector. _e recordeddata triggered byTrg42 is used in thehigh pt analysis in order to calculate
the luminosity for each run. Table 6.3 summarises the number of recorded events per trigger
and per run for experiment 73.
Run total Trg77 Trg42 time L deliv L accum Experiment
[s] [pb−1] [pb−1]
401 502384 433721 54119 990.9 11.235 10.270 Type B:
403 509040 450420 43867 1029.3 9.089 8.280 Beam size
408 502680 453377 35034 1036.9 7.192 6.670
409 443944 411137 20147 939.9 4.191 3.800
411 512914 462426 35623 1057.1 7.392 6.750
414 485416 419097 51771 958.1 10.723 9.860 Type A:
416 509021 449210 45118 1026.8 9.373 8.500 Separate
417 502004 455144 32898 1041.0 6.866 6.270 beams
418 510625 470788 25930 1077.7 5.352 4.910
419 300234 291674 235 667.8 0.0 0.0
420 100314 97592 75 223.5 0.0 0.0
421 424769 366934 45176 838.3 9.419 8.570 Type C:
422 440175 385012 44723 879.7 9.333 8.450 Bunch
424 433993 385190 38783 880.5 8.051 7.280 current
425 429069 385446 33822 882.0 7.069 6.340
426 424003 385654 28818 882.5 5.984 5.410
427 200160 184635 11097 422.4 2.305 2.070
Total 7230745 6487457 547236 14834.4 113.57 103.43
Table 6.3: Run summary - Experiment 73. For each run the following information is shown: the
total number of events, the number of events from the random trigger (Trg77), the number of
Bhabha-like events (Trg42), the time the detector measured (total run time - detector dead time),
the luminosity delivered from the accelerator, the accumulated luminosity by the detector. _e runs
are grouped according to the type of the sub-experiment, explained in detail in the text.
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In order to diòerentiate between QED events, such as the two-photon events which scale with
the luminosity, and beam background events,which scalewith the beam conditions, the lumin-
osity delivered from the accelerator has been varied on a run by run basis. By counting the hits
in the SVD for each luminosity setup, one can then extrapolate to a zero luminosity scenario
under which only beam background is present. Removing the zero luminosity contribution
from the counted number of hits in the SVD for full luminosity, results in the SVD hit contri-
bution ofQED only, which can be compared to Monte Carlo data. _is concept is summarised
in ûgure 6.9 and is discussed in more detail in section 6.5 and in [223].
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Figure 6.9:_e concept behind the low pt analysis: measure the SVD hits per event for diòerent
values of the luminosity. _en extrapolate to zero luminosity in order to retrieve the beam back-
ground contribution. _e diòerence is then the rate of the luminosity dependent processes for full
luminosity.
_e variation of the luminosity has been accomplished by dividing the experiment into three
(sub-)experiments, each employing a diòerent method for tuning the luminosity. In each sub-
experiment, the accelerator started with the Belle nominal luminosity and then decreased its
value in several steps. _e three sub-experimentswere labelledA, B, C and have been executed
in the following way:
(Sub-)experiment A - Separate beams
_e luminosity scales linearly with the number of particles that collide. _us, away to decrease
the luminosity is to reduce the number of colliding particles by introducing a transverse oòset
between the colliding beams. During the experiment, the beams were separated starting from
their nominal position, to a complete separation atwhich the beamsweren’t colliding anymore.
_is can be seen in the decrease of the luminosity from ∼ 10pb−1 to zero for the runs 414 to 420
in table 6.3.
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(Sub-)experiment B - Beam size
_e luminosity is also inversely proportional to the size of the beams. By expanding the height
of theHER beam compared to the LER beam (except for run 409), the luminosity was reduced
in steps of ∼ 2nb−1s−1. _e LER beam was not expanded as the LER is the dominating source
for the Touschek beam background (see section 7.4.1) and the aim of the experiment was to
not alter the beam background level. Table 6.4 lists the beam size changes for each run of sub-
experiment B.
Run 401 403 408 409 411
HER width [µm] 460.8 443.3 428.6 432.0 420.6
HER height [µm] 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.4 2.8
LER width [µm] 264.4 265.8 274.1 277.3 271.1
LER height [µm] 2.4 2.4 2.5 3.8 2.5
Table 6.4:_e increase of the beam size per run. Due to the squeezing of the beams, the change in
height has amuch larger inuence on the luminosity than the change of the width of the beam.
(Sub-)experiment C - Beam current
_e circulating bunches in the accelerator are subject to a continuous loss of particles due to
scattering with the residual gas in the beampipe and intra-bunch interactions that kick the
particles out of their nominal orbit. By injecting new bunches into the accelerator the loss of
particles is compensated (see section 3.8). For sub-experiment C, the injection of new bunches
was stopped leading to a decrease of the stored beam current over time. Because the luminosity
scales linearly with the beam current the luminosity dropped as well. Table 6.5 summarises the
development of the beam currents for each run of experiment 73.
_e order of the (sub-)experimentswas chosen such that the tasks that seemed easier to accom-
plish by the accelerator have been performed ûrst. _is means that sub-experiment B has been
conducted before A and C.
Run 421 422 424 425 426 427
HER start [mA] 849.0 845.1 786.8 742.7 701.8 666.9
HER stop [mA] 848.9 796.2 744.5 705.0 668.5 651.6
LER start [mA] 1451.3 1438.9 1240.7 1094.6 965.2 822.8
LER stop [mA] 1447.4 1272.8 1100.5 975.3 827.6 657.8
Table 6.5:_e beam currents for sub-experiment C in [mA]. _e values for both, the start and the
stop time of the run are given for HER and LER.
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6.5 Analysis of low pt two-photon events
_e cross-section of the two-photon process peaks strongly towards small values of pt as the
spectrum in ûgure 6.8 shows. _ismeans only a small number of particlesmake it into the CDC
and can therefore be fully reconstructed using the information from Belle’s tracking detectors.
Most particles entering the detector are conûned to the inner layers of the SVD. With the hits
from the inner layers of the SVD only, a reliable, standalone reconstruction of the traversing
particles is not possible. _us, the analysis presented in this section performs a hit counting
measurement in order to validate theMonte Carlo generators KoralW and BDK with recorded
data in thisdominating, low pt region. _e concept behind the analysiswasmotivated in section
6.4.3 and is summarised in ûgure 6.9. A detailed discussion can be found in Belle II Note 0012
[223].
6.5.1 SVD hitmultiplicitymeasurement
_e SVD2 sub-detector of the Belle detector uses the samemeasurement principle as the SVD
of the Belle II detector (see chapter 4.4). It records two coordinates, also referred to as hits, of
a traversing, charged particle. One coordinate in the detector’s r − ϕ plane, and one in the r − z
plane. For the analysis at hand the location of each hit is not relevant, only the number of hits
per event is counted. For each run of experiment 73 the number of hits per event is ûlled into a
histogram and its mean is taken as the reading for the average hits per run. _is is done for the
r−ϕ and r− z plane separately. Tables 6.6 and 6.7 list the result for all runs. From the tables one
can see how the number of hits decline for decreasing values of the luminosity. Additionally,
the number of hits also depend on the radius, as the declining values for each layer of the SVD2
show. _is can be taken as a ûrst hint that the data contains indeed two-photon events for
which such a behaviour is expected. It should be noted that the innermost layer of the SVD2
was suòering from an increased noise level induced by an ageing VA1TA readout chip [224].
_is lead to occupancy values of up to 10% and explains part of the unproportionally large
number of hits in the ûrst layer of the SVD2 in comparison to the second layer. Another reason
for the larger value lies in the nature of the low pt particles. For the inner layer the chances are
much higher that a particle is bent by the magnetic ûeld in such a way that it travels through
the inner layer multiple times.
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Run L Layer 1 Layer 2 Layer 3 Layer 4 Experiment
[pb−1] <hits/event> <hits/event> <hits/event> <hits/event>
401 10.270 108.4 ± 0.2 48.7 ± 0.1 44.5 ± 0.1 39.2 ± 0.1 Type B:
403 8.280 103.2 ± 0.1 47.1 ± 0.1 43.7 ± 0.1 38.3 ± 0.1 Beam size
408 6.670 98.7 ± 0.1 46.0 ± 0.1 42.9 ± 0.1 37.6 ± 0.1
409 3.800 86.2 ± 0.1 41.9 ± 0.1 38.9 ± 0.1 33.8 ± 0.1
411 6.750 99.8 ± 0.1 46.5 ± 0.1 42.9 ± 0.1 38.2 ± 0.1
414 9.860 108.3 ± 0.2 48.5 ± 0.1 44.2 ± 0.1 38.9 ± 0.1 Type A:
416 8.500 92.0 ± 0.1 42.9 ± 0.1 39.0 ± 0.1 34.1 ± 0.1 Separate
417 6.270 81.9 ± 0.1 39.8 ± 0.1 36.2 ± 0.1 31.6 ± 0.1 beams
418 4.910 76.6 ± 0.1 38.1 ± 0.1 35.1 ± 0.1 30.6 ± 0.1
421 8.570 107.5 ± 0.2 48.2 ± 0.1 43.4 ± 0.1 38.3 ± 0.1 Type C:
422 8.450 100.5 ± 0.2 45.1 ± 0.1 40.1 ± 0.1 35.4 ± 0.1 Bunch
424 7.280 89.0 ± 0.1 40.8 ± 0.1 36.5 ± 0.1 31.9 ± 0.1 current
425 6.340 79.9 ± 0.1 37.2 ± 0.1 33.6 ± 0.1 29.1 ± 0.1
426 5.410 73.2 ± 0.1 34.9 ± 0.1 31.4 ± 0.1 27.4 ± 0.1
427 2.070 67.2 ± 0.2 32.9 ± 0.1 30.2 ± 0.1 26.1 ± 0.1
Table 6.6:Hit multiplicity in the r − z plane for all runs and all layers of the SVD2.
Run L Layer 1 Layer 2 Layer 3 Layer 4 Experiment
[pb−1] <hits/event> <hits/event> <hits/event> <hits/event>
401 10.270 103.7 ± 0.1 49.2 ± 0.1 38.3 ± 0.1 38.2 ± 0.1 Type B:
403 8.280 98.0 ± 0.1 47.5 ± 0.1 38.6 ± 0.1 37.5 ± 0.1 Beam size
408 6.670 92.9 ± 0.1 46.1 ± 0.1 37.9 ± 0.1 36.9 ± 0.1
409 3.800 79.8 ± 0.1 41.2 ± 0.1 34.1 ± 0.1 33.2 ± 0.1
411 6.750 93.8 ± 0.1 46.6 ± 0.1 36.7 ± 0.1 37.1 ± 0.1
414 9.860 103.7 ± 0.1 49.1 ± 0.1 37.9 ± 0.1 38.0 ± 0.1 Type A:
416 8.500 87.4 ± 0.1 42.4 ± 0.1 33.5 ± 0.1 33.1 ± 0.1 Separate
417 6.270 77.0 ± 0.1 38.7 ± 0.1 31.7 ± 0.1 30.8 ± 0.1 beams
418 4.910 71.5 ± 0.1 36.8 ± 0.1 30.7 ± 0.1 29.8 ± 0.1
421 8.570 102.9 ± 0.2 48.9 ± 0.1 37.3 ± 0.1 37.5 ± 0.1 Type C:
422 8.450 96.1 ± 0.1 45.6 ± 0.1 35.3 ± 0.1 34.8 ± 0.1 Bunch
424 7.280 84.9 ± 0.1 40.6 ± 0.1 32.3 ± 0.1 31.4 ± 0.1 current
425 6.340 75.9 ± 0.1 36.7 ± 0.1 29.6 ± 0.1 28.6 ± 0.1
426 5.410 69.3 ± 0.1 33.9 ± 0.1 27.8 ± 0.1 26.9 ± 0.1
427 2.070 63.1 ± 0.2 31.8 ± 0.1 26.7 ± 0.1 25.5 ± 0.1
Table 6.7:Hit multiplicity in the r − ϕ plane for all runs and all layers of the SVD2.
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6.5.2 CDC correction
_e particles from low pt two-photon events are not able to reach the CDC, thus the CDC can
be used to suppress the contribution from luminosity dependent background processes, such as
Bhabha scattering. _e rate of the remaining luminosity dependent background processes that
leave a signal in the SVD but not the CDC are considered to be negligible compared to the rate
of the two-photon process. Plotting the average number of CDC hits per event and the CDC
current for the diòerent luminosity values results in ûgure 6.10.
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Figure 6.10:_e CDC current (le) and CDC hit multiplicity as a function of the instantaneous
luminosity.
_e values are listed in table 6.8. From the ûgure it is apparent that both the number of hits and
the current change with the luminosity. However, the change depends on the approach taken
to reduce the luminosity. _is means that themajority of events seen in the CDC aremachine
induced and do not originate from QED. _e hits in the SVD are therefore produced by three
types of processes: luminosity independent machine processes, luminosity dependent QED
processes and luminosity dependent machine processes. In order to remove the contribution
from luminosity dependent machine processes a correction based on the observed activity in
the CDC is performed. _e CDC current cannot be used for the correction as it shows large,
periodic uctuations that are related to the injection of the beam. _erefore the sum of the hit
multiplicities for all 50 CDC layers is used. _e correction is based on a reference luminosity
Lre f and carried out as follows
N SVDcorr (Li) = N SVDrec (Li) ⋅
NCDC (Lre f )
NCDC (Li)
(6.9)
where N SVDcorr (Li) is the corrected SVD hit multiplicity, N SVDrec (Li) the SVD hit multiplicity re-
corded for the luminosity Li , NCDC (Lre f ) the CDC hitmultiplicity for the reference luminosity
and NCDC (Li) the CDC hit multiplicity for the luminosity Li . For the experimentsA and B the
highest luminosity is chosen as the reference luminosity, for experiment C the second highest.
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Figure 6.11:_e hit multiplicities in the ûrst SVD layer (rz-plane) for experiment B. Le: before
the CDC correction; Right: aer the CDC correction.
Figure 6.11 shows a comparison of the SVD hit multiplicities for the ûrst SVD layer before and
aer the CDC correction. In order to estimate the QED contribution to the number of SVD
hits for each run, the average number of SVD hits per event is corrected according to equation
6.9 for each run. _en, for each possible pair of runswithin an experiment, the number of SVD
hits is extrapolated to zero luminosity. _e result for the three experiments is shown in ûgure
6.12. _e distribution shows two peaks, one at about 0 hits and one at 12 hits. _e peak at 12 hits
originates from the ûrst layer and is the result of the high background noise in the innermost
layer of the SVDand the low pt particles traversing the layermultiple times, asmentioned above.
Table 6.9 lists the estimated QED contribution for all experiments and all layers of the SVD.
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Run L (run) L (inst) Hits Current Experiment
[pb−1] [1/nbs] <hits/event> <µA>
401 10.270 9.71 279.68 13 Type B:
403 8.280 7.59 273.15 13 Beam size
408 6.670 6.08 264.75 12
409 3.800 3.71 231.02 11
411 6.750 5.97 264.67 13
414 9.860 9.62 280.19 13 Type A:
416 8.500 7.86 242.79 10 Separate
417 6.270 5.75 220.93 9 beams
418 4.910 4.20 210.43 9
421 8.570 9.49 274.32 13 Type C:
422 8.450 9.39 254.95 10 Bunch
424 7.280 8.09 227.86 9 current
425 6.340 7.04 206.59 8
426 5.410 6.01 192.77 7
427 2.070 4.81 181.77 6
Table 6.8:Hit multiplicity and current in the CDC for all runs.
Layer Experiment A Experiment B Experiment C All experiments
1 15.66 ± 0.47 13.65 ± 1.89 13.86 ± 2.20 14.27 ± 1.96
2 −2.07 ± 2.66 0.38 ± 1.74 −0.32 ± 2.45 −0.54 ± 2.48
3 −4.55 ± 0.55 −3.13 ± 1.75 −4.48 ± 0.53 −4.01 ± 1.32
4 −2.48 ± 0.63 −1.96 ± 1.00 −2.09 ± 0.25 −2.15 ± 0.73
Table 6.9: Estimated QED background contribution in each SVD layer.
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Figure 6.12: Stack plot for the three experiments of the number of hits extrapolated to zero lumin-
osity.
6.5.3 Systematics
_e correction of the average number of SVD hits recorded in the four SVD layers with the
activitymeasured in the CDC introduces the largest systematic uncertainty for this analysis. In
order to verify that the CDC correction method is robust under the selection of CDC layers,
the correction factor is recalculated for various subsets of CDC layers. In table 6.10 the impact
on the QED contribution result by dividing the 50 layers of the CDC into 5 subsets of 10 CDC
layers each is listed. For further details see [223]. Another approach is to start with the full set
of layers and incrementally reduce the number of layers by 10. _e result is shown in table 6.11.
_e values are consistent with each other and the conclusion is drawn that the CDC correction
method is reliable.
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SVD layers CDC layers Experiment A Experiment B Experiment C All
1 (r − z) 1 - 10 20.96 ± 1.90 16.41 ± 2.08 25.76 ± 0.71 21.05 ± 4.32
10 - 20 6.85 ± 2.89 13.97 ± 2.56 1.73 ± 5.96 7.58 ± 6.71
20 - 30 13.83 ± 0.52 11.56 ± 1.36 6.08 ± 3.24 10.19 ± 3.87
30 - 40 16.07 ± 1.15 10.21 ± 1.31 7.96 ± 1.29 10.99 ± 3.49
40 - 50 14.57 ± 0.63 9.90 ± 1.55 7.89 ± 0.96 10.45 ± 2.90
2-4 1 - 10 −0.73 ± 2.13 −0.37 ± 2.21 2.77 ± 2.51 0.67 ± 2.79
10 - 20 −6.85 ± 2.20 −1.44 ± 2.28 −7.43 ± 2.72 −5.19 ± 3.69
20 - 30 −3.82 ± 1.93 −2.45 ± 1.95 −5.61 ± 2.22 −3.98 ± 2.45
30 - 40 −2.86 ± 2.00 −3.06 ± 1.93 −4.83 ± 2.16 −3.65 ± 2.23
40 - 50 −3.51 ± 1.95 −3.19 ± 2.00 −4.87 ± 2.17 −3.89 ± 2.18
Table 6.10: Systematic study of the QED contribution for correction factors derived from diòerent
subsets of CDC layers.
SVD layers CDC layers Experiment A Experiment B Experiment C All
1 (r − z) 10 - 50 12.02 ± 0.86 11.82 ± 1.78 5.36 ± 3.28 9.52 ± 3.90
20 - 50 14.78 ± 0.51 10.62 ± 1.37 7.25 ± 1.88 10.53 ± 3.30
30 - 50 15.34 ± 0.89 10.06 ± 1.42 7.93 ± 1.11 10.72 ± 3.19
40 - 50 14.57 ± 0.63 9.91 ± 1.55 7.89 ± 0.96 10.45 ± 2.90
2-4 10 - 50 −4.61 ± 1.93 −2.37 ± 2.06 −5.92 ± 2.21 4.27 ± 2.58
20 - 50 −3.42 ± 1.94 −2.88 ± 1.95 −5.13 ± 2.14 −3.84 ± 2.25
30 - 50 −3.18 ± 1.97 −3.12 ± 1.96 −4.85 ± 2.16 −3.77 ± 2.19
40 - 50 −3.51 ± 1.95 −3.19 ± 2.00 −4.87 ± 2.17 −3.89 ± 2.18
Table 6.11: Systematic study of the QED contribution for correction factors derived from diòerent
group sizes of CDC layers.
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6.5.4 ComparisonwithMonte Carlo data
As both Monte Carlo generators agree nicely in the low pt momentum range, it is suõcient to
compare the recorded data with the KoralW generator only. Using the KoralW Monte Carlo
generation explained in section 6.3, KoralW events are produced. _ey are given to the full
detector simulation in the BASF soware framework [163] and the hitmultiplicity for each layer
of the SVD is recorded. _e result is listed in table 6.12 togetherwith themeasured results from
the analysis.
Layer Experiment 73 KoralW Monte Carlo
1 12.69 ± 1.52 11.31
2 −0.54 ± 2.48 3.99
3 −4.01 ± 1.32 1.84
4 −2.15 ± 0.73 1.32
Table 6.12:Comparison between themeasured SVD hitmultiplicity and theKoralWMonte Carlo
simulation.
6.6 Reconstruction and analysis of high pt two-photon
events
_e previous section described the analysis of recorded data and its comparison with Monte
Carlo data for the dominating, low pt region of the two-photon process. In this region both
Monte Carlo generators under test, KoralW and BDK, agree nicely with each other as section
6.3.3 shows. However, for larger values of pt (pt > 20MeV) the generators diòer substantially.
_is section aims at comparing the recorded data with Monte Carlo data for large values of pt
by performing a full reconstruction of two-photon events.
6.6.1 Normalisation of the random trigger events
_e random nature of Trg77 results in a diòerent event signature to the physics events that are
usually taken at Belle. _e physics triggers at Belle only allow the recording of events that have
been identiûed as physics events by theGDL._ismeans the recorded data contains the full sig-
nature of an event, from the hits in the SVD to the showers in the ECL and the signals collected
in the KLM. On the other hand, the random trigger simply triggers the readout of the sub-
detectors at random times. _is leads to eòects such as incomplete events, where sub-detectors
either missed or only recorded parts of an event. Although the random trigger seems to be very
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restrictive on the data analysis at a ûrst glance, it oòers two advantages: It allows the recording
of events that would otherwise have been missed by the standard physics triggers; Scaling the
number of reconstructed events recorded by the random trigger to the number of events that
could have been collected theoretically if the detector was perfect and it was recording during
an entire run is straight forward. _e latter advantage is based on the fact that the recorded data
can be regarded as an independent subset of the full data taken during a run. _us, the scal-
ing or normalisation factor is determined by the duration of a single run and the time period
the detector spent to collect data aer the random trigger had ûred. _e normalisation factor
is then used to scale the two-photon Monte Carlo data such that it can be compared with the
measured data from the detector, this is explained in the following sections.
Thememory time
_e time period the detector takes to record an event aer a random trigger initiated the record-
ing is calledmemory time (tmem). It can be measured by analysing a well-understood physics
process, such as Bhabha scattering. Due to the truly random nature of the random trigger the
fraction of events of a speciûc type found in a run is equal to the fraction of the same kind of
events found in a subset of the full run sampled by the random trigger
Nrun
trun
= Nrand
trand
(6.10)
where Nrun is the number of events that could have beenmeasured theoretically during the run,
trun the recording time of the run, Nrand the number of events in the random trigger subset and
trand the total time the detector was collecting data due to the random trigger. _e number of
events Nrun is given by themeasured luminosity of the run and the theoretical cross-section of
the process estimated from Monte Carlo
Nrun = Lrun ⋅ σth (6.11)
_enumber of eventsNrand is counted by reconstructing the randomly triggered data. However,
due to the detector acceptance, imperfections in the detector and limitations of the reconstruc-
tion algorithms a reconstruction eõciency єrec is introduced
Nrec = єrec ⋅ Nrand (6.12)
Nrec is the number of reconstructed random trigger events.
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_e total time trand that the detector was recording due to the random trigger can be written as
trand = Ntrg ⋅ tmem (6.13)
whereNtrg is the number of times the random trigger ûred during the run and tmem thememory
time of the detector. Combining all equations yields thememory time, which depends only on
quantities that can either bemeasured or are calculated from Monte Carlo data
tmem =
Nrec ⋅ trun
Ntrg ⋅ Lrun ⋅ σth ⋅ єrec
(6.14)
The normalisation factor
_e normalisation factor is then given as the fraction of the time the detector was measuring
due to the random trigger
f =
Ntrg ⋅ tmem
trun
(6.15)
with equation 6.14 it simpliûes to
f = Nrec
Lrun ⋅ σth ⋅ єrec
(6.16)
_e normalisation factor allows the direct comparison of the number of expected events from
recorded data with the number of events obtained from Monte Carlo data. It will be used in
equation 6.21 to calculate the expected number of events from the reconstructed events. Equa-
tion 6.16 does not require the explicit measurement and calculation of thememory time value.
However, itwas found that the comparison of themeasured value of thememory timewith the
expected value (∼1 µs) provides a good validation of the reconstruction procedure used for the
normalisation.
Bhabha scattering as the normalisation physics process
_ememory time and, in turn, the normalisation factor for a single run is determined by count-
ing the number of reconstructed events from a well-understood physics process. _is allows to
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minimise systematic errors arising fromMonte Carlo generation and event reconstruction. _e
ideal physics process for the analysis at hand is (radiative) Bhabha scattering
e+e− → e+e− (γ)
_is process has a large cross-section, a simple event topology and is used extensively at Belle
for measuring the luminosity delivered by KEKB. In addition, the available Monte Carlo gen-
erators were validated at other accelerators over a wide range of center-of-mass energies. _e
measurement is conûned to the barrel region of the Belle detector. _is ensures that the de-
tector part is used at which both, CDC and ECL, have the best resolution and eõciency and
at which the detector simulation works reliably. _e polar angle range for the barrel part is
32○ < θ < 130○ in the laboratory system and 46.7○ < θ < 145.7○ in the CMS frame. Choosing
this angular range avoids hitting the gaps in the ECL that separate the barrel and the endcap
regions. In order to generateMonte Carlo events eõciently for the barrel region, thewide-angle
BhabhaMonte Carlo generatorBHWide (see section 6.3.1) is chosen. Most input parameters for
BHWide are either deûned by physics quantities, the experimental setup, or are recommend-
ations from the authors of the generator. Examples are the centre-of-mass energy or the type
of the random number generator. _e polar angle range for the outgoing leptons can be freely
chosen. Since the analysis is only performed in the barrel region of the detector, the aim is
to select an optimal set of values such that the generated events cover the whole barrel region
while, at the same time, the number of eventswith outgoing leptons outside of the barrel is kept
minimal. An optimal set of polar angles is found by a stability test of the visible cross-section
σv is(BHWide). _e visible cross-section is deûned as the cross-section that is seen aer one or
more of cuts. For this test 5⋅104 BHWide events are generated, simulated and reconstructed for
several polar angle conûgurations. _e details for the reconstruction procedure are given in the
following section. Table A.5 in the appendix summarises the polar angle conûgurations used
for the σv is(BHWide) stability test, the resulting BHWide cross-sections and the ûnal values for
σv is(BHWide). _e result of the stability test is shown in ûgure 6.13. It can clearly be seen how
the visible cross-section drops from conûguration 9 onwards, due to the smaller polar angle
coverage of the generator compared to the barrel region limitation used in the reconstruction
procedure. _us the conclusion is drawn to use the angle conûguration 8 (28.0○, 132.0○) for the
ûnal BHWide generation.
_e settings for the ûnal BHWide production are listed in table A.6 in the appendix. _e ûnal
radiative Bhabha sample contains 107 events and yields a theoretical cross-section, given by
BHWide, of
σth(BHWide) = 10.47nb (6.17)
_e generated events are then boosted to the laboratory frame, using the method explained
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Figure 6.13: Stability of σv is(BHWide) for diòerent BHWide angle conûgurations. See table A.5
in the appendix for a detailed listing of the conûgurations.
in section A.3. _e momentum spectrum of the resulting events is shown in ûgure 6.14. In
an ideal world the IP would be located exactly at the point (0, 0, 0), however in reality the
position of the IP is statistically distributed around the nominal IP position. _erefore, before
handing theMonte Carlo events over to the full detector simulation, the origin of each event is
randomly displaced with the position and uncertainties taken from measurements performed
during experiment 73. Table 6.13 lists the values. _e full detector simulation is then carried
out within the Belle soware library BASF [163].
x y z σx σy σz unit
0.05603 -0.02268 0.001981 0.009729 0.0002323 0.3782 [cm]
Table 6.13: Beamspot position and width values for theMonteCarlo simulation of experiment 73.
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Figure 6.14:Momentum spectrumof the generator BHWide events before and aer the boost. _e
le ûgure shows the momentum spectrum in the centre-of-mass frame. _e right ûgure the mo-
mentum spectrum aer applying the boost to the lab frame. Electrons are drawn in blue, positrons
in red and their sum in black.
Reconstruction of radiative Bhabha scattering events
_e reconstruction of Bhabha events follows the approach that is used for the calculation of the
luminosity at Belle. It is described in detail in [225] and revolves around a sequence of cuts on
particle energies and event topologies. Only events that pass the procedure outlined below are
considered to be radiative Bhabha events.
1. Track collection
Before applying cuts to the whole event, all successfully reconstructed charged tracks are
collected in each event. A track is regarded as being successfully reconstructed if it com-
plies with the following criteria (standard values for Belle analyses):
• its impact parameter values (dr, dz as deûned by Belle) are within:
∣dr∣ < 2.0cm
∣dz∣ < 4.0cm
• its transversemomentum pt is greater than 100MeV
• the conûdence level of the track ût is greater than 10−25
_ose criteriamake sure only those tracks are taken into consideration that originate from
the IP (impact parameter), can reliably be found by the pattern recognition (pt) and pass
the track ûtting procedure.
2. ECL cluster collection
Similarly, onlywell reconstructed clusters in the ECL are collected. For this purpose BASF
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provides a quality ag for each cluster and only clusters carrying the ag “good cluster”
are taken into account.
3. Creation of lists
All steps following this stepwill act upon the content of three lists thatwere created during
the collection steps above: the ûrst containing the negatively charged tracks, the second
the positively charged tracks and the third list contains the ECL clusters. If any of the
charged track lists is empty or the ECL cluster list has less than two entries, the event
cannot be a Bhabha event and is therefore rejected. Otherwise the charged track lists
are sorted according to the track’s momentum and the ECL cluster list according to the
cluster energy.
4. Barrel region
By restricting events to be contained within the barrel region of the detector, it is made
sure that the part of the Belle detector is used where the CDC and the ECL provide their
best resolution and eõciency. _e polar angle in the CMS of the positive and negative
track with the highest momentum is calculated. _e event is kept if both angles lie inside
the barrel region: 46.742° < θCMS < 145.715°
5. Reject events with a hard radiation photon
In order to reconstruct Bhabha events reliably, events containing a high energetic photon
are rejected. From each charged track list, the track with the highest momentum is taken
and itsCMSmomentum is calculated. _e event is kept if eachCMSmomentum is larger
than half the beam energy (2.645GeV).
6. Event topology
Bhabha events can easily be distinguished from other events by the typical back-to-back
topology of the two outgoing leptons in the centre-of-mass system. _us, the acollin-
earity angle between the highest momentum track from the positively and the negatively
charged track list is calculated and only if the angle is smaller than 10° the event is kept.
In addition, this step ensures that hard radiation photon events are rejected.
7. Event energy
_e Bhabha event topology cuts are complemented by energy cuts that ensure that the
event contains highly energetic leptons. _e event is kept, and thus considered to be
a Bhabha event, if the ECL cluster with the highest energy has an energy greater than
2GeV and the sum of all ECL clusters is larger than 4GeV.
_e cuts and their impact on the BHWideMonteCarlo data is listed in tableA.7 in the appendix.
From the table the reconstruction eõciency єrec(BHWide) is read to be 65.6%. _is eõciency
is a combined eõciency and contains the eòects imposed by the acceptance and imperfections
of the detector and the eõciencies of the reconstruction soware, such as tracking and ECL
clustering eõciencies.
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_e visible cross-section for the barrel region is then
σbarrel(BHWide) = єrec(BHWide) ⋅ σth(BHWide) = (6.867 ± 0.001) nb (6.18)
Luminositymeasurement
_e calculation of thememory time (equation 6.14) and, in turn, thenormalisation factor (equa-
tion 6.16) requires the value of the luminosity for each run. Although the luminosity for each
run can be retrieved from the Belle runinfo table [226], an independent measurement oòers a
good opportunity to validate the Bhabha reconstruction code that will later be used to estimate
the memory time and the normalisation factor. For the luminosity measurement the data re-
corded due to the barrel Bhabha trigger of experiment 73 (brl_bhabha) is used. _is trigger is
activated by Bhabha-like events in the barrel region of the detector. It carries the trigger bit 42
and has a pre-scale value of 2, which means only every second triggered barrel Bhabha event
is recorded. _is helps to reduce the amount of recorded data. Applying the reconstruction
method outlined in section 6.6.1 to all 17 runs results in the number of reconstructed Bhabha
events listed in table A.8 in the appendix. Runs 419 and 420 do not contain enough events in
order tomeasure the luminosity andwill therefore be omitted for the calculation of thememory
time and the normalisation factor. _e overall reconstruction eõciency is 64.9%. _is value is
very similar to 65.6%, the value obtained from theMonte Carlo data, indicating that the Belle
barrel Bhabha hardware trigger does an excellent job.
_e luminosity value for each run is then calculated by
Lrun =
s ⋅ Nrec(trg42)
σbarrel(BHWide)
where s is the pre-scale factor (2 for experiment 73). _e results can be found in table 6.14,
which compares themeasured luminosity valueswith the oõcial Belle values taken from [226].
As can be seen from table 6.14 themeasured values agreewithin less than 1% for almost all runs
with the oõcial values.
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Run trigger 42 oõcial rel. error
401 10.258 10.270 0.116%
403 8.290 8.280 0.124%
408 6.613 6.670 0.860%
409 3.821 3.800 0.556%
411 6.753 6.750 0.049%
414 9.791 9.860 0.701%
416 8.549 8.500 0.576%
417 6.238 6.270 0.505%
418 4.854 4.910 1.147%
419
420
421 8.558 8.570 0.140%
422 8.491 8.450 0.482%
424 7.342 7.280 0.847%
425 6.417 6.340 1.208%
426 5.450 5.410 0.737%
427 2.087 2.070 0.817%
Total 103.511 103.430 0.078%
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Table 6.14: Luminosity in pb−1 calculated from radiative Bhabha events from experiment 73, trig-
ger 42.
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Memory timemeasurement
Having measured the luminosity for each run and calculated the Bhabha reconstruction eõ-
ciency from Monte Carlo, the ûnal step in estimating thememory time is to count the number
of Bhabha events in the random trigger recorded data. _erefore, the reconstruction process
explained in section 6.6.1 is applied to the data thatwas recorded due to trigger 77 (the random
trigger random_ev). _e result of the reconstruction process is summarised in table A.9 in the
appendix, listing the eòect of each cut on the number of events.
_ememory time is then calculated using equations 6.14 together with 6.18. Table 6.15 lists the
calculatedmemory time for each run. As expected, thememory time is roughly 1 µs.
Run memory time [µs]
401 1.589
403 1.204
408 1.209
409 1.307
411 1.676
414 1.190
416 1.596
417 1.869
418 1.511
419 -
420 -
421 1.594
422 1.646
424 1.270
425 1.195
426 1.162
427 0.958
Avg 1.398
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Table 6.15:Memory time of the detector in [µs], calculated from experiment 73, trigger 77
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6.6.2 Monte Carlo generation
For the high pt analysis the KoralW and BDK Monte Carlo data generated in section 6.3.2 is
used. In total, 1.34 ⋅ 107 KoralW events are generated, which correspond to a luminosity of
LKW = 5.03 ⋅ 10−3 pb−1 (6.19)
and for BDK a total number of 1.51 ⋅ 109 events are generated with a total generated luminosity
of
LBDK = 2.06 ⋅ 10−1 pb−1 (6.20)
It is not suõcient, however, to only produce the Monte Carlo data for KoralW and BDK. _e
data recorded by the random trigger contains amyriad of diòerent physics processes and the re-
construction algorithm faces the task of picking the two-photon events and rejecting everything
else. In order to test the performance of the algorithm to reject events that aren’t two-photon
events, the Monte Carlo data for various background processes is generated as well. _e se-
lection of background processes focuses on processes that share a similar event topology with
the two-photon process that is analysed in this chapter and exhibit a large cross-section. An
obvious candidate is radiative Bhabha scattering. But there are also two two-photon processes
that have a large cross-section at the Belle centre-of-mass energy as can be seen in ûgure 6.4.
_ose processes have, in addition to the electron-positron pair, either two muons or two pions
in their ûnal state
e+e− → e+e−π+π− e+e− → e+e−µ+µ−
For the radiative Bhabha scattering, the sameMonte Carlo data that is used for the estimation
of the luminosity and memory time is taken (see section 6.6.1). _e Monte Carlo data for the
process e+e− → e+e−π+π− is generatedusingTREPS-WCONTPIPI5 [227, 228]. In total, 1019054
events for the invariant mass spectrum 0.5 < M(π+π−) < 3.0 GeV are generated. _e cross-
section is
σπ+π− = 2807.31 pb
corresponding to a luminosity of about L = 363 pb−1. _e two muon data is generated using
5Two-photon REsonance Production Simulator applied for W (inv.mass) of a CONTinuous range for PI+PI-
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the BDK (aafhb) Monte Carlo generator explained in section 6.3.1. It is conûgured to generate
a µ+µ− pair instead of a e+e− pair in the ûnal state, but otherwise uses the settings listed in table
A.3. _e cross-section returned by theMonte Carlo generator is
σth(µ+µ−) = 6.79 ⋅ 104 ± 6 pb
_e generated 9.39 ⋅ 107 events represent a luminosity of L = 1380 pb−1. _e simulation of the
backgroundMonte Carlo data is carried out in the same way as for the KoralW and BDK data.
6.6.3 Reconstruction of the two-photon events
_e main goal of the reconstruction is the production of a very clean sample of two-photon
events. _us, the analysis puts the focus on the reconstruction of electron-positron pairs and
limits itself tono-tag eventswhere the scattered electron andpositrondisappear in the beampipe
and only the generated electron-positron pair is measured. _e procedure outlined below is in-
spired by the Bhabha reconstruction and comprises topology andmomenta cuts to select events
with electron-positron pairs, inverted Bhabha reconstruction cuts to reject Bhabha contamin-
ation and particle identiûcation cuts in order to removemulti-hadron events.
1. Track collection
Before applying cuts to the whole event, all successfully reconstructed charged tracks are
collected in each event. A track is regarded as being successfully reconstructed if it com-
plies with the following criteria:
• its impact parameter values (dr, dz as deûned by Belle) are within
∣dr∣ < 2.0cm
∣dz∣ < 4.0cm
• the conûdence level of the track ût is greater than 10−25
• its transversemomentum pt is greater than 340MeV
_ose criteriamake sure that only those tracks are taken into consideration that originate
from the IP (impact parameter), can reliably be found by the pattern recognition (pt) and
performwell in the track ûtting procedure (conûdence level). _e particular value for the
pt cut is motivated by the particle identiûcation system as will be explained below.
2. Creation of lists
All steps following this step will act upon the content of two lists that were created dur-
ing the collection steps above: the ûrst containing the negatively charged tracks and the
second the positively charged tracks. If any of the lists is empty, the event cannot be a
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two-photon event and is therefore rejected. Otherwise the lists are sorted according to
the track’s momentum.
3. Barrel region
By restricting events to be contained within the barrel region of the detector, it is made
sure that the part of the Belle detector is used where the CDC and the particle identiûc-
ation detectors provide the best resolution and eõciency. _e polar angle in the CMS of
the positive and negative track with the highest momentum is calculated. _e event is
kept if both angles lie inside the barrel region
46.742° < θCMS < 145.715°
4. Pair constraint
_is stepmakes sure only clean electron-positron pair events are selected. It requires that
each particle list contains exactly one particle, thus forming a single e+e− pair. While this
criterion seems to be quite restrictive, it turns out to have only a small eòect.
5. Reject high momentum tracks
In order to remove any contamination fromBhabha events, only eventswhere both charged
tracks have a CMS momentum of less than half the beam energy (2.645GeV) are kept.
6. Event topology
Similarly to the previous step, this cut helps to reject Bhabha events by inverting the as-
sociated criterion in the Bhabha selection algorithm outlined in section 6.6.1. _e acol-
linearity angle between the two tracks is calculated and the event is kept if the angle is
greater than 10°.
7. Invariant mass
Another source of background events mimicking low momentum e+e− pairs is photon
conversion. In this process a photon interacts with the material of the detector and is
converted into a e+e− pair. _is contamination can be eõciently removed by introducing
a cut on the invariant mass of the e+e− pair
minv =
√
(Ee+ + Ee−)2 − ∥p⃗e+ + p⃗e−∥2
If the invariant mass minv is smaller than 100MeV, the event is discarded.
8. Particle identiûcation
So far any existing background has only been removed by means of cuts on the particle
momenta and the event topology. However, at this point multi-hadron processes such as
e+e− → e+e−π+π− might still be present. In order to make sure only events containing
e+e− pairs in their ûnal state are selected, the particle identiûcation sub-detectors of Belle
are used. In particular, the electron identiûcation system [229] of BASF is applied.
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_e decision to reject an event is based on three qualiûers provided by the system:
• the combined likelihood excluding the TOF information
• the conûdence level estimated from the energy deposition in the CDC (dE/dx)
• the conûdence level taken from the ratio of the cluster energymeasured in the ECL
and the charged track momentum measured in the CDC (E/p)
In the electron identiûcation process used for this analysis only the two sub-detectors
CDC and ECL contribute. _erefore, the tracking cuts and, in particular, the pt cut have
tomake sure both tracks reach the ECL._e ECL covers the pt range from about 281MeV
to 369MeV. Electrons with a pt larger than 281MeV enter the ECL and give rise to elec-
tromagnetic showers. In order to make sure that the electrons reach the ECL over the
whole polar angle range of the barrel region, a pt cut of 340MeV is chosen. Finally, the
event is kept, and thus considered to be a two-photon event, if any of the following criteria
hold:
• the combined likelihood for each tracks is greater than 0.01
• the combined likelihood for the e− track is greater than 0.01 and
– the dE/dx conûdence level of the e+ track is greater than 0.5
– or the E/p conûdence level of the e+ track is greater than 0.5
• the combined likelihood for the e+ track is greater than 0.01 and
– the dE/dx conûdence level of the e− track is greater than 0.5
– or the E/p conûdence level of the e− track is greater than 0.5
6.6.4 Results from data
_e reconstruction chain outlined above is applied to the simulatedMonte Carlo data and the
recorded data from the detector. _eMonte Carlo data comprises the signal event samples from
KoralW and BDK and the background data samples for Bhabha scattering, two pion and two
muon ûnal states. _is section describes the result of the reconstruction, compares the expected
event numbers from Monte Carlo with the event number gained from the measured data and
explains the contribution of background events in the ûnal data sample.
Signal
_e output of the reconstruction process is a list of events that are considered to be two-photon
events. From the number of reconstructed Monte Carlo events the number of events that are
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expected to be found in themeasured data can be calculated. Using the normalisation factor f
(equation 6.16) the number of expected events is given by
Nex = ( f ⋅
Lruns
Lgen
)
´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶
scaling factor
⋅Nγγ (6.21)
where Lruns is the total luminosities of all 17 runs, Lgen the generated luminosity from theMonte
Carlo generators and Nγγ is the number of reconstructed two-photon Monte Carlo events. _e
normalisation factor togetherwith the fraction of the run and generated luminosity is called the
Monte Carlo to data scaling factor. Plugging in the numerical values, the normalisation factor
is found to be
f = 6.12 ⋅ 10−4
_e numerical values of the scaling factors for the two signal and the three backgroundMonte
Carlo samples are listed in table 6.16.
KoralW BDK Bhabha π+π− µ+µ−
12.59 0.31 6.62 ⋅ 10−5 1.74 ⋅ 10−4 4.58 ⋅ 10−5
Table 6.16:_e Monte Carlo to data scaling factors for the signal and background Monte Carlo
samples.
_e individual cuts and their values in the two-photon event reconstruction chain are given by
the detector geometry,motivated by inverting the Bhabha reconstruction or are default values
used formost analyses performed atBelle. _e exception, however, is the value for the pt cut. It’s
primary function is to make sure the particles reach the sub-detectors that are responsible for
the electron identiûcation, in particular the CDC and the ECL.Changing the value for the pt cut
has a signiûcant impact on the number of events in the ûnal sample and, in turn, the predicted
number of events from Monte Carlo. _erefore, by varying the pt cut value andmeasuring the
expected number of events, the robustness of the reconstruction chain can be tested. Starting
with 210MeV, the pt cut is increased in 10MeV steps up to 450MeV. For each step the detector
and Monte Carlo data is fully reconstructed and the number of expected events is calculated.
Table A.10 in the appendix lists the number of expected events for each pt cut. For the BDK
Monte Carlo generator the result of the pt cut scan is drawn in ûgure 6.15. As expected, increas-
ing the value of pt leads to a decrease in the number of expected events. _e ratio between the
expected events from BDK and the reconstructed events from the detector data shows that the
Monte Carlo data does not agree very well with the detector data below ∼320MeV. But above
this value the agreement is quite good and stays constant. _is can be explained with the ECL.
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Although particles with a pt value above 281MeV are able to reach the ECL, its electron identi-
ûcation power does not come into eòect until the particles le ameasurable signal in the ECL.
_is is the case for particles with amomentum above ∼300MeV [229]. _e ratio plotted in ûg-
ure 6.15 shows that the reconstruction is robust under changes of pt above a pt of 320MeV and
that the expected number of events from BDK matches the measured number of events from
the Belle detector quite well.
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Figure 6.15: Impact of the pt cut on the number of expected events. _e dashed lines in the upper
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average of the values within the grey area.
In order tomake sure the electron identiûcationworks reliably, the pt cut value is set to 340MeV
for the ûnal reconstruction. _e result is summarised in table A.11 for the Monte Carlo data
and in table A.12 for the experiment 73 detector data. Both tables can be found in the appendix
and list the number of reconstructed and expected events aer each reconstruction step. _e
ûnal number of reconstructed events from the data recorded during the random trigger runs
of experiment 73 is
Nexp (Exp73) = 24
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_e expected number of events predicted by theMonte Carlo generators are, for BDK
Nexp (BDK) = 33.8 ± 3.2
and for KoralW
Nexp (KoralW) = 793.4 ± 99.9
_e speciûed errors are the statistical errors originating from the number of available Monte
Carlo events. _e result for the BDK Monte Carlo generator is consistent with the measured
data within 3.1σ . For the KoralW Monte Carlo generator, on the other hand, the result is con-
sistent within 7.7σ . _is means the BDK Monte Carlo generator agrees reasonable well with
the experimental data taken during the random trigger runs at Belle over the full pt range, es-
pecially considering that systematic errors from the reconstruction process haven’t been taken
into account. _e KoralW generator is not able to produce data that describes the two-photon
process correctly for values of pt larger than 20MeV. It should be noted that the comparison
drawn in section 6.3.3 between the 4-vector data of theMonte Carlo generators already sugges-
ted a signiûcant deviation between BDK andKoralW for large pt . Looking into themomentum
spectra for BDK andKoralW (see ûgure 6.16), the comparisonwith themeasured data reveals a
nice agreement between BDK and data, and the expected large deviation between KoralW and
data.
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Figure 6.16:Momentum of the two outgoing leptons aer the last reconstruction step. _e le plot
shows the result for BDK, the right plot for KoralW. _emeasured data is drawn as red dots, while
the histogram represents theMonte Carlo data.
_e same picture is found for the topology of the events. _e cos(θ) distribution for BDK
matches the one for the data (see ûgure 6.17), while KoralW does not agree with the data.
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Figure 6.17: Cos(θ) of the two outgoing leptons aer the last reconstruction step, with the BDK
data on the le and the KoralW data on the right.
_e opening angle, measured between the two outgoing leptons, shows a peak for very small
opening angles for KoralW but none for BDK and data (see ûgure 6.18). It turns out that this
peak originates from photon conversions. For BDK this can be explained with the absence of
photons from the generator, the data, however, does not show this peak either. It seemsKoralW
produces too many photons which turn into e+e− pairs and thus mimic a two-photon event
signature.
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Figure 6.18: Opening angle in the centre-of-mass system of the two outgoing leptons aer the last
reconstruction step. _e BDK result is shown in the le plot, the KoralW result in the right plot.
Background
_e simulated background Monte Carlo data is reconstructed using exactly the same recon-
struction process as the signal data. Table A.13 in the appendix summarises the result. It lists
the event number together with its associated normalised event number aer each cut for the
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three background processes under consideration. _e values for the Bhabha scattering events
are only moderately reduced by the tracking, barrel acceptance and track pair cuts. However,
the cuts rejecting high momentum tracks and back-to-back events (acollinearity cut) are very
eõcient and reduce the Bhabha background by more than 99.99%. _is shows that the cuts
aimed at the rejection of Bhabha scattering events work very well. In the ûnal data sample only
NBhabha = 0.01
Bhabha scattering events are expected to contribute. _e transversemomentum spectra in ûg-
ure 6.19 illustrate the eòect of the acollinearity cut. _e le plot shows the spectrum before the
cut. _e prominent peak at around 4.5GeV originates almost exclusively from Bhabha scatter-
ing events. By rejecting events with a back-to-back track topology, the Bhabha contamination
is removed, as it can be seen from themissing peak in the right spectrum of ûgure 6.19.
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Figure 6.19: Transversemomentum spectrum before (le) and aer (right) the acollinearity cut.
_e π+π− and µ+µ− processes see only a gradual reduction for all but the last cut. _is is to be
expected as the events of those two background processes are very similar to the signal events.
_e real discrimination power, however, lies in the particle identiûcation. By rejecting non-
electron tracks, the π+π− Monte Carlo data is reduced by 99.86% and the µ+µ− data by 99.97%.
_is leads to the following number of events in the ûnal data sample
Nπ+π− = 0.02 Nµ+µ− = 0.01
_e momentum distribution of the background components and the BDK signal aer the in-
variant mass cut is shown in the stack plot of ûgure 6.20. _e plot shows that the selected back-
ground processes cover indeed themajority of the background and the background + signal is
in nice agreement with themeasured data.
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Figure 6.20:Momentum distribution of the background and the BDK signal aer the invariant
mass cut and before the electron ID cut.
6.7 Conclusion
_e goal of the two-photon analyses described in this chapter was the validation of the two-
photon Monte Carlo generators KoralW and BDKwith data taken at the Belle experiment. _e
data used for the validationwas recorded in 2010 speciûcally with the analyses inmind and used
a random trigger instead of normal physics triggers. _is allowed the recording of two-photon
events that would otherwise have been missed by the detector. By analysing the number of hits
in the SVD for diòerent luminosity settings, the contribution of two-photon QED events to the
total number of SVD hits was estimated and compared to the Monte Carlo prediction. It was
found that theMonte Carlo generators agreewith the recorded data. While this analysis focused
on the dominating low pt region of the two-photon process, the second analysis presented in
this chapter dealt with the high pt region. It aimed at fully reconstructing two-photon events
and on producing a clean data sample from the recorded data. _e normalisation between
Monte Carlo andmeasured data was accomplished with the help of Bhabha events.
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_e number of expected events in the reconstructed Belle data for all recorded runs of experi-
ment 73 was estimated from KoralW and BDK Monte Carlo and was found to be
Nexp (BDK) = 33.8 ± 3.2
Nexp (KoralW) = 793.4 ± 99.9
_emeasured number for all 17 recorded runs of experiment 73 was
Nexp (Exp73) = 24
_e contribution of three major backgrounds was studied and found to be negligible. From
the results the conclusion was drawn that both Monte Carlo generators agree very nicely for
low values of pt , where the cross-section peaks, but diòer signiûcantly for larger values. _e
analysis proved that for larger pt the behaviour of BDK is correct and agrees reasonable well
with themeasured data within 3.1σ . _e comparison of the 4-vector data between KoralW and
BDK already showed a large discrepancy for values of pt above 20MeV. _is discrepancy was
then found in the comparison with data, too. Since the KoralW generator has been developed
for and validated at LEP, it seems that KoralW is not optimised for the centre-of-mass energies
found at KEKB. During the development of the analysis procedure the KoralW generator was
modiûed by its authors due to early results from this analysis, but the discrepancies remained.
On the other hand, BDK is awell established two-photonMonte Carlo generator, even if it does
not oòer important features such as initial state radiation and ûnal state radiation. _e lack of
those features might contribute to the diòerences found between the measured data and the
BDK Monte Carlo data.
_e goal of validating the two-photonMonte Carlo generatorswas achieved. In the next chapter
the impact of the two-photon process on the expected background for the PixelVertexDetector
at Belle II is presented in detail. In general, only the low momentum region below 20MeV is
crucial for the PXD. In this momentum region both, KoralW and BDK, agree with each other
and could be used to produce theMonte Carlo data for the background studies. However, due to
performance advantages and possible contributions from back-scattered particles originating
from high pt tracks, albeit a very small contribution, BDK will be used as the Monte Carlo
generator.
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7 Expected background for the PXD
7.1 Introduction
With the increase of the luminosity, by decreasing the transverse beam size by a factor 20 and
doubling the beam currents at SuperKEKB in comparison to KEKB (section 3.6), the amount
of background will increase signiûcantly at Belle II. In general, the individual processes con-
tributing to the background can be categorised into two types: beam-induced and luminosity-
dependentprocesses. _e beam-inducedprocessesoriginate from the collisionsof beamparticles
with residual gas in the beampipe, bendingmagnetsorparticleswithin a bunch,whereas luminosity-
dependent processes comprise electron-positron collisions leading to “non-interesting” phys-
ics processes such as Bhabha scattering or two-photon processes. _is chapter introduces the
dominating beam-induced and luminosity-dependent background processes at Belle II and es-
timates their individual contribution to the total PXD background. _e main objective of this
study is to understand the expected occupancy of the PXD at full luminosity, which will serve
as an important criterion for the construction principles of the pixel detector and its usefulness
for the upcoming physics analyses.
7.2 Detailed simulations of the PXD background
_e simulation of each background process studied in this chapter results in a dataset consisting
of the 4-vector information for individual particles. _enumberofparticlesperdatasetdepends
on the type of background being simulated. Each particle in the dataset is described by its type,
the vertex from which it originated and its momentum. _is information is given to basf2 in
order to perform the Geant4-based full detector simulation (see section 5.4). _e simulation
settings follow the standard basf2 settings, except for the choice of the physics processes (“phys-
ics list”) to be studied. For the background studies the Geant4 physics list QGSP_BERT_HP is
used. _is list extends the standard QGSP_BERT physics list by a data driven, high precision
neutron package and allows for the transport of neutrons below 20MeV down to thermal en-
ergies. _is is of particular interest for the PXD neutron studies presented in section 7.3.6. _e
simulation is carried out for the range of −8m to 8m along the global z-axis in order to incor-
porate any eòects that far-beamline componentsmight have on thePXDbackground. Although
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all sub-detectors are present in the full detector simulation, only the PXD is set to record data.
_is helps to keep the simulation time and ûle size small, while still incorporating the phys-
ical eòects the other detectors have on the PXD into the simulation, such as back-scattering or
particle showers.
As itwill be shown in the upcoming sections, almost all particles given to the full detector simu-
lation originate either from the IP and hit thePXDdirectly or come fromparticle showers/back-
scattered particleswith their origin outside the beampipe. _erefore, the two-dimensional mag-
netic ûeld map (see section 5.3) is accurate enough for a realistic full detector simulation. _e
output of the simulation are the Geant4 steps recorded by the PXD, referred to as PXDSimHits
and the locations where a particle traversed the PXD sensors, called PXDTrueHits (see section
5.4 and 5.7).
7.2.1 Relative normalisation of backgrounds
_e number of particles within a single dataset does not correspond to an event as it will be
recorded by the PXD, yet. In order to be able to compare the results of the diòerent backgrounds
with each other, a common normalisation is introduced. _e readout cycle of the PXD (see
section 4.3.3) implies to normalise the various background contributions to one readout frame
(ROF),which represents a timewindow of 20 µs. _is is accomplished bymerging the content of
multiple datasets into a single ROF event where the number of datasets used, and thus number
of particles, depends on the background type at hand. For the SAD-based background types it
is suõcient to simplymerge all datasets into one single event, as the normalisation can be done
during the loading of the SAD ûle. By setting the SAD integration time to the PXD readout
time, a single SAD ûle is converted to the correct number of datasets, representing exactly one
ROF. For the luminosity-dependent processes, the number of datasets that have to be merged
into a single ROF event is given by
Nev t = σ ⋅L ⋅ 20µs
where σ is the cross-section of the particular process and L = 0.8 1pb s the design luminosity
of SuperKEKB. _e number of events for the synchrotron radiation is taken from the number
of hits recorded in the beamline multiplied by 1 ⋅ 103. _e factor converts the 20 ns of events
from the simulation to the ROF time of 20 µs. Table 7.1 summarizes the number of datasets that
represent a single ROF event for all backgrounds aer relative normalisation.
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7.2.2 PXD simulation and reconstruction
Aer the normalisation, each event corresponds to an integration time of 20 µs, representing
the amount of background the PXD will see during its readout time. _e PXDSimHits of each
event are then taken as an input to the simulation of the PXD response (see section 5.5),with the
settings given by table 5.2. _e output of the PXD response simulation are the ûred pixels of the
PXD, referred to as PXDDigits (see section 5.4 and 5.7). _e PXDDigits are then clustered us-
ing the clustering method described in section 5.6. _e PXDTrueHits and the clustered pixels,
calledPXDClusters, are the input for the Belle II background analysis and characterisation stud-
ies, presented in the next sections.
Generator number datasets [103]
Touschek LER 13.25
Touschek HER 4.43
Beam-Gas LER 2.02
Beam-Gas HER 0.02
Radiative Bhabha LER 1008
Radiative BhabhaHER 310.1
Synchrotron radiation HER 3979 ⋅ 103
Synchrotron radiation LER 2250 ⋅ 103
Two-photon 118
Table 7.1: Summary of the number of datasets that represent one ROF event
7.3 Figures of merit
_e various backgrounds contributing to the total background of the PXD are analysed and
compared with each other using several ûgures ofmerit. _is section introduces the ûgures of
merit and explains how each of them is computed.
7.3.1 Particle ux
_e particle ux measures the number of particles that traverse the PXD sensors per second
and per area. Of particular interest is the distribution of the particle ux along the global z-
axis. Any sensor areas with an increased particle ux compared to the rest of the sensors are a
hint of an increased radiation damage in this conûned area, a scenario the hardware developers
would like to avoid. _e particle ux is estimated by counting the PXDTrueHits inside a PXD
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sensor for one ROF and plotting the result with respect to the global z-axis. In addition the
spatial and angular distributions of the traversing particles for each background are studied.
7.3.2 Origin of particles
_e particle ux explains in detail the angles and locations of the background particles travers-
ing the PXD. But where does the background actually come from? _e answer to this question
is of great relevance for themechanical design of the interaction region. For example, changing
the size of the apertures and the radii of the IR beampipes directly inuences the amount of
background found in the PXD. _e origin of the background particles is evaluated by tracing
back the production chain for each particle to the beginning of the chain.
7.3.3 Occupancy
_e occupancy is one of the most important ûgures of merit for the PXD. It is deûned as the
number of pixels ûred within one ROF divided by the total number of pixels of the PXD. Due
to limitations imposed by the DAQ (DHP bandwidth) and its impact on the track ûnding per-
formance, themaximum allowed value for the PXD occupancy is 3%. Ideally, the average oc-
cupancy is below 2% in order to allow for some headroom. For each background the number
of PXDDigits is counted separately for each ladder and each ROF and divided by the number
of pixels in a ladder. _e result ofmultiple ROFs for the same ladder is ûlled into a histogram.
_e mean of the distribution is taken as the occupancy value for the particular ladder and the
standard deviation as its error.
7.3.4 Cluster analysis
_e large data rate expected for the PXD demands the implementation of an online data re-
duction scheme, as described in section 4.12. In addition to the propagation of the track onto
the PXD, a hit recovery scheme will help in the rescue of low momentum particles. In order
for the hit recovery scheme to work eõciently, a separation between signal and background
induced pixels is necessary. If clusters created by background pixels exhibit certain features that
clusters from signal pixels do not have, a neural network or a similar technique could be trained
to diòerentiate between the pixels that should be kept and those that can be removed safely. _e
cluster analysis ûgures of merit aims at comparing the spatial features of pixel clusters created
by diòerent background types with each other.
_e clusteringmethod from section 5.6 is used to group pixels into clusters. An example is given
in ûgure 7.1,which shows the result of the clustering algorithm for the two-photon background.
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Figure 7.1: Result of the clustering algorithm applied to one ROF of the two-photon background
on sensor 1.1.1.
_e number of pixels that are contained in a single cluster is called the cluster size. _e cluster
size, however, does not contain any information about the geometrical pattern of the pixel
clusters, which allows for amore reûned comparison of the diòerent background types. _is is
especially the case for clusters containing 3 or more pixels, where the same cluster size can look
very diòerently. Two ûgures ofmerit are investigated: the angle of a cluster and the length of a
cluster. _e angle of a cluster is deûned as the angle of themajor axis of the cluster with respect
to the global z-axis. Figure 7.2 illustrates the deûnition of themajor cluster axis and shows how
the angle is measured.
global z
minor
major
cluster angle
Figure 7.2:_e angle of a cluster is deûned as the angle between the major axis of a cluster and
the global z-axis of Belle II (which is also the global z-axis of the PXD).
_emajor axis of a cluster is calculated using the principle component analysismethod (PCA)
[230, 231]. _e PCA is a robust way to reduce the dimensionality and extract speciûc features
of a given dataset. It uses the correlation between the variables of the data to convert the data
into a set of values of linearly uncorrelated variables called principal components. _e input
data for the PCA are the pixel positions of a single cluster. By calculating themean value for the
pixel positions in x and y independently, the cluster’s 2 × 2 covariance matrix is gained. _is
matrix contains the full information of the relationship between the x and y dimensions of the
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clusters. Finding the eigenbasis of the covariancematrix provides away to reduce the complex-
ity of a cluster down to its two principal components: the major and minor axis of the cluster.
_e eigenbasis is obtained by calculating the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the covariance
matrix. _e eigenvectors are then ordered by their associated eigenvalue. _e eigenvector with
the largest eigenvalue corresponds to the major cluster axis, the remaining eigenvector to the
minor cluster axis. Measuring the angle between themajor axis and the global z-axis yields the
cluster angle. In order to illustrate themethod visually, the PCA algorithm is applied to ûgure
7.1 and the result is drawn in ûgure 7.3. For each cluster the major axis (red), the minor axis
(blue) and the number of pixels contained in the cluster is presented.
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PXD Sensor 1.1.1 - Principal Component Analysis
Figure 7.3: _e result of the PCA aer applying it to the data of ûgure 7.1. For each cluster the
major axis (red), theminor axis (blue) and the number of pixels contained in the cluster is shown.
While the PCA provides a robust way to estimate the angle of a cluster, it does not allow the
measurement of the length of a cluster. _e length of a cluster is deûned as the distance a cluster
spans along its major axis. _is is diòerent to the cluster size as, for example, it takes curved
clusters into account. A robust way to measure the length of a cluster is achieved by ûnding the
smallest enclosing ellipse for each cluster. _e length of the cluster is then given by the length
of themajor axis of the ellipse. _e le drawing in ûgure 7.4 illustrates themethod.
_e estimation presented in this chapter makes use of an implementation of [232] from the
CGAL library [233] in order to calculate the smallest enclosing ellipse. _e library returns the
ûtted ellipse as a conic in linear form, which is the set of points p = (x , y)T satisfying the
quadratic equation
rx2 + sy2 + txy + ux + vy +w = 0 (7.1)
_e output of the algorithm is a set of parameters (r, s, t, u, v ,w). Although this fully describes
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Figure 7.4: Deûnition of the length of a cluster. _e le drawing illustrates the smallest enclosing
ellipse ûtted around a pixel cluster. _e major axis of the ellipse is then deûned as the length of
the cluster. _e right drawing shows the deûnition of the centre of the ellipse (cu , cv) and the semi-
major axis a and the semi-minor axis b. _emajor axis is then 2⋅a and theminor axis is 2⋅b.
the ellipse, the parameters of interest are themajor andminor axis and the centre of the ellipse.
From thematrices
M0 =
⎛
⎜⎜
⎝
w u/2 v/2
u/2 r t/2
v/2 t/2 s
⎞
⎟⎟
⎠
M = ( r t/2t/2 s ) (7.2)
the semi-major axis a and semi-minor axis b (illustrated on the right hand side of ûgure 7.4)
are given by
a =
√
−det (M0) / (det (M) ⋅ λ1) (7.3)
b =
√
−det (M0) / (det (M) ⋅ λ2) (7.4)
where λ1/2 are the eigenvalues of thematrix M. _e length of the cluster is then 2 ⋅ a. _e centre
of thematrix is
cu =
tv − 2su
4rs − t2 (7.5)
cv =
tu − 2rv
4rs − t2 (7.6)
As an example, ûgure 7.5 draws the result of the ellipse ûtting method aer it is applied to the
data of ûgure 7.1.
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Figure 7.5:_e result of the ellipse ûtting algorithm applied to the two-photon data of ûgure 7.1.
For each cluster the ûtted ellipse is drawn.
7.3.5 Radiation dose
_e deûnition of radiation dose, used in this thesis, follows the deûnition given in [188, 234]
D = dє̄
dm
(7.7)
where dє̄ is themean energy deposited in a volumewith themass dm. _e sensitive area of each
PXD ladder is subdivided into 2mm slices along the global z-axis. For each slice, the energy
that traversing particles deposit over the time span of a single readout frame (20 µs) is summed
up. _is procedure is performed for multiple readout frames. _e mean value of all sums is
calculated and divided by themass of the slice. In order to estimate the expected radiation dose
for a typical one-year run period of the PXD the value is normalised to one snowmass year.
7.3.6 Neutron ux
Radiation damage can originate from two types of processes: ionisation processes and non-
ionisation energy loss (NIEL) processes. _e ûrst process is responsible for the radiation dose
discussed in the previous section. In the case of the latter one, however, the deposited energy
either results in atomic displacements or dissipates in lattice vibrations of the silicon material
[132]. For all particles except neutrons, the energy deposition by non-ionising processes ismuch
lower than that of ionising processes. As discussed in section 4.3.6 bulk damage in the PXD is
mostly the result from atomic displacement deposition mechanisms. As neutrons play a crucial
role for thosemechanisms, the expected neutron ux and energy distribution arising from the
various background types are studied. Experimental observations suggest that damage eòects
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in silicon can be described as being proportional to a displacement damage cross-section, D,
deûned to be equivalent to theNIEL._is proportionality is also called theNIEL scaling hypo-
thesis. _e value of D depends on the particle type and its energy,which allows the comparison
of damage caused by diòerent particle types or energies. _e damage cross-section for a 1MeV
neutron is used as the normalisation value [235]
D(1MeV) = 95MeVmb (7.8)
Figure 7.6 draws the normalised NIEL values as a function of energy.
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Figure 7.6: Normalised NIEL damage cross-section D(E) for neutrons in silicon [236].
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Another important ûgure ofmerit for neutrons is the uence rate, deûned as [188]
Σ = d
2N
dadt
(7.9)
where dN is the number of particles traversing the area da during the time interval dt.
7.4 Beam-induced processes
_e beam travelling in a storage ring, such as SuperKEKB, is subject to a constant loss of
particles. Of course, the beam loses particles from the collisions at the interaction point, but, to
amuch greater extent, particles are lost because they leave the spatial ormomentum acceptance
of the accelerator. _is means that the tails of a 3-dimensional Gaussian-like particle bunch are
truncated by the ring acceptance as the bunches travel through the ring. Due to the loss of
particles, the beam will disappear aer a ûnite time, called the beam-lifetime, and has to be
reûlled. SuperKEKB employs a continues injection scheme (section 3.8) in order to replace the
lost particles. _e beam-lifetime is deûned as the time aer which the beam is reduced by a
factor of e. _e beam-lifetime is composed of several components and is summed as follows
[91]
1
τ
= 1
τTouschek
+ 1
τBeam−Gas
+ ...
A listing of the beam-lifetime values for SuperKEKB were given in table 3.2. Particles that have
le the beam’s nominal trajectory and thus are outside the accelerator’s acceptance will collide
with the beampipe wall or a beam-mask. As with most collisions of high-energy particles with
matter, a particle shower is created. If this shower happens to be generated in the vicinity of the
Belle II detector, shower particles might enter the detector and will be seen as background in
the various sub-detectors. _e PXD, for example, will then record additional hits on top of the
hits produced by a physics event.
7.4.1 Touschek eect
SuperKEKB achieves its high luminosity by squeezing the particles into tiny bunches leading to
a high particle density within the bunch (section 3.6). During their journey around the acceler-
ator, the particleswithin the bunches oscillate perpendicular to the beam direction (see section
3.4). _is oscillation, particularly in areas of high bunch densities, results in a high collision
rate of the particles within the bunch. Coulomb scattering causes two types of collisions, both
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aòecting the beam. Multiple collisions at small angles, called intra-beam scattering, degrade
the beam quality by increasing the emittance and worsening the beam size in all three direc-
tions. However, they are not responsible for an immediate loss of particles. Single large angle
collisions that cause an exchange of energy between the longitudinal and the transversal motion
of the colliding particles can kick them out of their bunch. Eventually they hit a beampipe wall
or beam-mask and are lost. _is process is called the Touschek eòect, named aer the Austrian
physicist Bruno Touschek. _e eòect has been observed for the ûrst time at AdA in Frascati,
Italy in 1963 [237], which was also the ûrst e+e− storage ring ever built 1.
_e Touschek eòect can reduce the beam lifetime considerably, especially at a low energy, low
emittance accelerator, such as SuperKEKB. _eoretical calculations have been carried out in
[237, 239] for the non-relativistic case. An extension to the ultra-relativistic case can be found
in [240] and one for arbitrary energies in [241]. A non-relativistic calculation for round beams,
which means a full strength coupling between horizontal and vertical betatron oscillations, has
been performed in [242]. In the following, the process that transfers energy from the transverse
motion of the colliding particles to their longitudinal motion [243] is presented in more detail.
Theory
Before the collision, the particles’ momenta are given in the laboratory system as
p⃗1,2 =
⎛
⎜⎜
⎝
px1,2
py1,2
pz1,2
⎞
⎟⎟
⎠
(7.10)
where the coordinate system follows the deûnition in section 3.2, with the diòerence that the
z-axis points into the beam direction. In order to simplify the calculations, a new coordinate
system {j, k, l} is chosen, such that both colliding particles lie in a plane deûned by the normal
vector
⎛
⎜⎜
⎝
ex
ey
ez
⎞
⎟⎟
⎠
→
⎛
⎜⎜
⎝
p⃗1 × p⃗2
(p⃗1 + p⃗2) × (p⃗1 × p⃗2)
p⃗1 + p⃗2
⎞
⎟⎟
⎠
(7.11)
Figure 7.7 shows the colliding particles in the new coordinate system. _e particles collide with
each other under the angles χ1 and χ2, deûned with respect to the l-axis.
1_e AdA e+e− storage ring has been proposed by Bruno Touschek in 1960 [238]. In his proposal for AdA,
Touschek uses the term luminosity for the interaction rate. It appears that Touschek has been the ûrst to use
this term. It was probably inspired by his proposal to use e+e− → 2γ as themonitor for the event rate.
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Figure 7.7: _e { j, k, l} laboratory coordinate
system in which the colliding particles lie in the
plane spanned by the k-axis and the l -axis.
Figure 7.8:_e coulomb scattering in the center-
of-mass system of the bunch. Blue are the incom-
ing particles and red the scattered particles.
_emomenta of the particles in the new coordinate system are then
p⃗1,2 = p1,2 ⋅
⎛
⎜⎜
⎝
cosχ1,2
0
±sinχ1,2
⎞
⎟⎟
⎠
(7.12)
In order to transform the particle from the laboratory system into the centre-of-mass system of
the particle’s bunch, a Lorentz transformation is applied
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜
⎝
0
±p1,2 sinχ1,2
p1,2 γ cosχ1,2 − γβ E1,2
γ E1,2 − p1,2 γβ cosχ1,2
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟
⎠
=
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜
⎝
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 γ −γβ
0 0 −γβ γ
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟
⎠
⋅
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜
⎝
0
±p1,2 sinχ1,2
p1,2 cosχ1,2
E1,2
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟
⎠
(7.13)
where β is the relative velocity of the bunch, γ the Lorentz factor and E1,2 the energies of the
colliding particles. _e beams at SuperKEKB are considered to be at (see section 3.6). _us, it
is safe to assume that the angles χ1,2 are small and can be approximated by
sinχ1,2 ≈ χ1,2 cosχ1,2 ≈ 1
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With E1,2 = p1,2β the 4-momenta of the particles in the centre-of-mass system are then given by
P′1,2 = p1,2 ⋅
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜
⎝
0
±χ1,2
0
1
βγ
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟
⎠
(7.14)
Figure 7.8 shows the single coulomb scattering, responsible for theTouschek eòect, in the centre-
of-mass system of the bunch. _e incoming particles (blue in ûg. 7.8) scatter elastically and
leave under the polar angle θ and the azimuthal angle ϕ (orange in ûg. 7.8). _e momenta of
the particles change as follows
± p1,2 χ1,2
⎛
⎜⎜
⎝
0
1
0
⎞
⎟⎟
⎠
Ð→ ±p1,2 χ1,2
⎛
⎜⎜
⎝
sinθ cosϕ
sinθ sinϕ
cosθ
⎞
⎟⎟
⎠
(7.15)
Performing the same Lorentz transformation as in equation 7.13 with −β → β, returns the 4-
momenta of the scattered particles in the laboratory system
P1,2 =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜
⎝
±p1,2 χ1,2 sinθ cosϕ
±p1,2 χ1,2 sinθ sinϕ
p1,2 ± γ p1,2 χ1,2 cosθ
E1,2 ± p1,2 γβ χ1,2 cosθ
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟
⎠
(7.16)
From equation 7.16 follows that the Touschek eòect changes the energy of the particles
E1,2 Ð→ E1,2 ± p1,2 γβ χ1,2 cosθ
As one particle gains energy the other one loses energy. _e gain or loss is ampliûed by the
Lorentz factor γ,meaning that even small amounts of energy being transferred from the trans-
verse to the longitudinal motion is usually enough to kick the particles out of their nominal
orbit and the energy acceptance of the accelerator. _e rate at which the Touschek eòect scat-
ters particles in a single bunch, is given by the formula from Piwinski [243]. It is the most
general description of the Touschek scattering rate
RPiwTouschek =
r2ecβxβyσhN2
8
√
πβ2γ4σ 2xβσ2yβσsσp
∫
∞
τm
((2 + 1
τ
)
2
(τ/τm
1 + τ − 1) + 1 −
√
1 + τ√
τ/τm
−
1
2τ
(4 + 1
τ
) ln τ/τm
1 + τ )e
−B1τI0 (B2τ)
√
τdτ√
1 + τ
(7.17)
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with
B1 =
β2x
2β2γ2σ 2xβ
⎛
⎝
1 −
σ 2h D̃2x
σ2xβ
⎞
⎠
+
β2y
2β2γ2σ 2yβ
⎛
⎝
1 −
σ2h D̃2y
σ 2yβ
⎞
⎠
and
B22 = B21 −
β2xβ2yσ 2h
β4γ4σ4yβσ4yβσ 2p
(σ2xσ2y − σ4pD2xD2y)
In formula 7.17, re is the classical electron radius, βx , βy the Twiss parameters for the horizontal
and vertical beam size (see section 3.6), N2 the number squared of particles per bunch, σx , σy
the horizontal and vertical beam size, σp the relative momentum spread, σs the bunch length,
I0 themodiûed Bessel function and σh is given by
1
σ2h
= 1
σ2p
+ D
2
x + D̃2x
σ 2xβ
+ +
D2y + D̃2y
σ2yβ
where σxβ and σyβ are the standard deviations for the horizontal and vertical betatron distribu-
tion
σxβ =
√
єxβx σyβ =
√
єyβy
_e dispersion (dependence of the orbit on the energy) enters the formula asDx ,Dy and D̃x , D̃y
with
D̃x ,y = αx ,yDx ,y + βx ,yD′xy
_e integral runs over all angles of all particles with τ = β2γ2χ2, starting with
τm = β2δ2m
where δm describes themaximum, stable relativemomentum spread ∆p/p [243] the accelerator
allows, referred to as the momentum acceptance. _is means that the integration in equation
7.17 is performed for all particleswhich are above that limit and are therefore lost aer scattering.
As can be seen from equation 7.17, the Touschek scattering rate is proportional to the number
of particles per bunch squared (RTouschek ∝ N2) and inversely proportional to the square of
the beam size (RTouschek ∝ σ2x ,y). _erefore, at SuperKEKB, the nano-beam scheme leads to a
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large Touschek scattering rate about 20 times larger for the LER and 28 times larger for theHER
compared to KEKB [244]. _e time aer which the number of particles in the beam drops to
half of the initial number as a result of the Touschek eòect is called the Touschek lifetime
1
τTouschek
= ⟨RTouschek
N0
⟩ (7.18)
with RTouschek the Touschek rate from equation 7.17 or 7.19, N0 the number of particles in the
bunch and the brackets denoting the average over the circumference of the SuperKEKB accel-
erator. At SuperKEKB, the expected Touschek lifetime is about 600 s (see section 3.2).
Simulation
_eMonte Carlo simulation of the Touschek eòect is carried out by combining the accelerator
tracking soware SAD (see section 3.10) with the Touschek scattering rate formula. So-called
macro-particles, representing a fraction of the beam and as such many “real” particles, are dis-
tributed uniformly along the ideal orbit of the whole accelerator ring. Each macro-particle is
then propagated through the ring using SAD.At each propagation step the Touschek scattering
rate is calculated. It is found, however, that the implementation of the general Touschek equa-
tion imposes diõculties due to numerical and computational issues. _us, an approximation
assuming at beams and particles having a non-relativistic transversemomentum is used. _e
calculation for this approximation of theTouschek scattering rate has been carried out by Brück
[245]
RBrTouschek =
r2ecβxN2
8πβγ3σ̃xσxβσyβσs ∫
∞
τm
( τ
τm
− 1 + 1
2
ln
τm
τ
) exp−
τєm
τm
dτ
τ2
(7.19)
where σ̃ 2x = σ2xβ + σ2p (D2x + D̃2x). From equation 7.19 one can see another, important feature of
the Touschek eòect. Due to the relation RTouschek ∝ 1γ3 the Touschek rate scales with the beam
energy like E−3,making the Touschek eòect larger in the LER than in theHER.
_e macro-particles that are subject to Touschek scattering undergo a change of their mo-
mentum according to the formulas above. If a macro-particle hits the beampipe or a mask,
it is considered to be lost and taken out from the simulation. _e loss position together with
themacro-particle’s momentum vector is recorded. _e ratewithwhich particles are lost at this
position is calculated from the scattering rate and is called the loss rate. _e result of the SAD
simulation is a ûle, in the following referred to as the SAD ûle, containing the loss positions,
momenta and loss rates of themacro-particles.
For the next stage, the full detector simulation, the SAD ûle has to be read into basf2. A special
SAD reader modulewas developedwithin this thesis for that purpose. For each macro-particle
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Figure 7.9:_e locations and loss rates for the Touschek particles aer the SAD accelerator simu-
lation. _e bottom plot shows the loss rate in [MHz].
in the SAD ûle multiple “real” particles are generated, where the number is given by the loss
rate and the detector readout time (20 µs for the PXD). Each newly generated particle gets the
loss position and the momentum of the macro-particle assigned and is added as a 4-vector
particle to the list ofMonte Carlo particles. If the number of “real” particles per macro-particle
is below one, a random generator decideswhether a particle should be created. By applying this
reading scheme it is ensured that the output is automatically normalised to the readout time of
a particular sub-detector. _e loss positions and loss rates obtained from the simulation of the
LER and HER Touschek eòect are shown in ûgure 7.9. Of particular interest are the positions
of the high loss rate regions within a range of about 3m from the PXD.While theHER exhibits
only one high loss rate region, the LER has multiple regions, upstream as well as downstream
from the IP. In order to answer the question of which regions contribute to the background of
the PXD and by how much, a detailed full detector simulation study is performed.
Particle ux
Figure 7.10 illustrates the angular and spatial distributions of the electrons and positrons tra-
versing the PXD that emerged from the Touschek LER background. _e le plots show the
z-ϕ distribution for the inner layer (top plot) and the outer layer (bottom plot). A clear peak is
visible in the forward part of the PXD sensor and for the azimuthal angle area around 0°. _e
increased exposure in the forward part can be explained by the direction from which the LER
enters the IR, while the angular distribution is the result of the beam crossing angle. _e peak
is conûned to the sensor area and aòects the ASICs onlymoderately. Measuring the polar angle
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of the particles at the location where they traverse the PXD produces the right hand side plots
of ûgure 7.10. _e distribution peaks strongly at 172° with the inner layer being only slightly
more exposed to the background particles than the outer layer. _is shows that the Touschek
LER background enters the inner region of the Belle II detector under a shallow angle w.r.t.
the global z-axis from the upstream direction. Since the background particles are produced by
showers, both layers are aòected similarly.
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Figure 7.10: Angular and spatial distributions of the electrons and positrons traversing the PXD
fromTouschek LER per area during one snowmass year. _e top row represents the inner layer and
the bottom row the outer layer. _e le plots show the z-ϕ distributions of electrons and positrons
traversing the sensor area, the backwardASICs and the forwardASICs. _e plots on the right hand
side show the polar angle distribution.
_e polar angle distribution of theTouschekHER background (see ûgure 7.11) ismirrored com-
pared to the distribution from the LER background, with the peak being at 7° due to the up-
stream direction of theHER._e statistics in the z-ϕ distribution is too low tomake a statement
about possible peaks. However, it seems that the inner layer shows no pronounced peaks,while
the outer layer has peaks for the forward and backward direction at the azimuthal angle of 0°.
Background particles do not necessarily traverse the sensors of the inner/outer PXD layer only
once. Charged background particles are bent in the Belle II solenoid magnetic ûeld and can
return to the PXD if their transversemomentum(pt) is low enough. In fact very low pt particles
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Figure 7.11: Angular and spatial distributions of the electrons and positrons traversing the PXD
fromTouschekHER per area during one snowmass year. _e top row represents the inner layer and
the bottom row the outer layer. _e le plots show the z-ϕ distributions of electrons and positrons
traversing the sensor area, the backwardASICs and the forwardASICs. _e plots on the right hand
side show the polar angle distribution.
are subject to curling in the magnetic ûeld and might traverse the PXD multiple times before
being stopped bymaterial (usually the beampipe). _eseparticles are oen referred to as curlers
and can contribute signiûcantly to the particle ux. In order to understand the contribution of
curlers to the total particle ux, the number of times a particle traverses a layer is counted and
plotted with respect to the global z-axis in ûgure 7.12.
For both layers the single crossings in the forward part of the sensor dominates, with a minor
contribution of two crossings. In the backward part of the sensor the curlers from multiple
crossings play a larger role, contributing about 50% to the overall particle ux.
Origin of particles
_e two plots in ûgure 7.13 show the origin of the Touschek background (red: LER, orange:
HER). _is background is the result of particles lost at beampipe walls due to intra-beam scat-
tering. _emajority of the Touschek background is produced by particles from the LER beam
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Figure 7.12: Distribution of the number of times a particle traverses a layer. _e le plot shows
the result for the inner layer and the right plot for the outer layer. Due to the low statistics of the
Touschek HER, the plots only show the result for the LER.
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Figure 7.13: _e le plot shows the distribution of the origin of all e+e− particles that spark the
creation of particles that, further down the chain, hit thePXD sensors. _e right plot shows primary
as well as secondary particles that hit the PXD sensors, thus helping to identify the areas within
the interaction region that contribute to the background of the PXD.
hitting the upstream, “inside”2 wall between 18 cm and 40 cm where the beampipe radius is
reduced. Minor contributions come from backscattered LER particles (at −110 cm) and HER
particles. _e Touschek particles lost at the beampipe wall interact with the material of the
beampipe and give rise to particle showers that can hit the PXD, as the right Touschek plot
shows. Of particular signiûcance are the apertures closest to the IP and the material of the
“inner” beampipe walls.
2as deûned by the coordinate system in section 4.1
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Occupancy
For the Touschek background, 1000 ROFs are simulated for both the HER and the LER. _e
top plot of ûgure 7.14 illustrates what a Touschek LER ROF looks like for sensor 1.1.1. _e long
pixel clusters, typical for the Touschek background, can be seen nicely. Looking at the xy-
projection of the ûred pixels an asymmetry in x is noticeable, exposing the ladder 1.1 to almost
all particles originating from the Touschek LER background. _is asymmetry is the result of
the beam crossing-angle. _e distribution of the ûred pixels along z (bottom right plot of ûgure
7.14) shows a at distribution for both, the inner and the outer layer of the PXD.
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Figure 7.14:_e ûred pixels from the Touschek LER background. _e top plot presents the content
for one ROF of sensor 1.1.1. _e bottom le plot shows the xy-projection where the asymmetry is
caused by the beam-crossing angle. _e distribution of the ûred pixels along z in the bottom right
plot is fairly at.
_e result of theTouschek simulation for theHER (ûgure 7.15) shows a similar pattern as for the
LER.An asymmetry in both x and y is visible, exposing the upper right corner of the PXD to the
HERTouschek. Again, the distribution along z isat. A summary of the occupancy values of the
Touschek background for each ladder of the PXD is given in ûgure 7.16 with the detailed values
listed in table 7.2. _e largest occupancy value is found in sensor 1.1.1 with (17.8 ± 6.8) ⋅ 10−3%
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for the inner layer and in sensor 2.1.1with (14.8±5.7) ⋅ 10−3% for the outer layer. _e occupancy
values for both layers are very similar, which can be explained by the fact that the background
is created outside the interaction region. _e particles created by secondary showers traverse
the PXD in a shallow polar angle, thus aòecting both layers in the same way.
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Figure 7.15: _e ûred pixels from the Touschek HER background. _e le plot shows the xy-
projectionwhere the asymmetry is caused by the beam-crossing angle. _e distribution of the ûred
pixels along z in the right plot is fairly at with a slight rise in the forward direction.
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Figure 7.16: Summary of the PXD occupancy values for the Touschek LER (le) and Touschek
HER (right) background.
Cluster analysis
Figure 7.17 plots the cluster angles for diòerent cluster sizes of the Touschek background. It
shows an equal amount of parallel and perpendicular 2-pixel clusters,with a tendency for larger
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Layer 1 [%] ⋅10−3 Layer 2 [%] ⋅10−3
Sensor LER HER Sensor LER HER
1.1.1 17.8 ± 6.8 1.0 ± 0.2 2.1.1 14.8 ± 5.7 0.8 ± 0.2
1.1.2 15.9 ± 7.0 1.0 ± 0.3 2.1.2 13.8 ± 5.7 0.5 ± 0.05
1.2.1 11.3 ± 4.7 1.2 ± 0.4 2.2.1 11.5 ± 4.9 0.8 ± 0.1
1.2.2 10.3 ± 5.0 1.0 ± 0.3 2.2.2 10.9 ± 4.7 0.6 ± 0.04
1.3.1 4.2 ± 2.2 0.8 ± 0.1 2.3.1 5.9 ± 2.7 0.6 ± 0.2
1.3.2 4.5 ± 2.3 0.9 ± 0.2 2.3.2 6.0 ± 3.3 0.6 ± 0.2
1.4.1 2.7 ± 1.4 0.4 ± 0.03 2.4.1 3.4 ± 1.7 0.4 ± 0.05
1.4.2 3.1 ± 1.6 0.3 ± 0.04 2.4.2 3.6 ± 1.9 0.4 ± 0.05
1.5.1 2.4 ± 1.4 0.3 ± 0.05 2.5.1 2.6 ± 1.4 0.4 ± 0.05
1.5.2 2.8 ± 1.6 0.2 ± 0.04 2.5.2 2.8 ± 1.5 0.2 ± 0.02
1.6.1 3.2 ± 1.7 0.4 ± 0.08 2.6.1 3.8 ± 2.0 0.2 ± 0.03
1.6.2 3.3 ± 1.8 0.2 ± 0.04 2.6.2 3.4 ± 1.8 0.2 ± 0.03
1.7.1 6.1 ± 3.0 0.5 ± 0.03 2.7.1 4.2 ± 2.2 0.2 ± 0.03
1.7.2 5.5 ± 2.9 0.4 ± 0.04 2.7.2 4.2 ± 2.1 0.2 ± 0.05
1.8.1 13.7 ± 5.8 0.8 ± 0.1 2.8.1 3.3 ± 1.7 0.2 ± 0.03
1.8.2 11.9 ± 5.3 0.7 ± 0.2 2.8.2 3.4 ± 1.8 0.1 ± 0.03
2.9.1 2.8 ± 1.5 0.2 ± 0.03
2.9.2 2.8 ± 1.5 0.1 ± 0.03
2.10.1 3.5 ± 1.9 0.3 ± 0.04
2.10.2 3.4 ± 1.9 0.2 ± 0.03
2.11.1 6.5 ± 2.9 0.4 ± 0.03
2.11.2 6.5 ± 3.4 0.4 ± 0.04
2.12.1 11.7 ± 4.9 0.6 ± 0.2
2.12.2 11.9 ± 5.4 0.5 ± 0.04
Max 17.8 ± 6.8 1.2 ± 0.4 Max 14.8 ± 5.7 0.8 ± 0.2
Table 7.2:_e detailed occupancy values for the Touschek background split into their individual
contributions for each sensor.
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Figure 7.17: Cluster angle distributions for Touschek LER (le) and Touschek HER (right). _e
plots diòerentiate the diòerent cluster sizes by colours and stack them to provide an overall dis-
tribution of the cluster angle. Starting with the cluster size 2 (blue), there are only four possible
pixel arrangements with respect to the global z-axis: parallel (0°), perpendicular (90°), diagonal
“upward” (45°) and diagonal “downward” (135°).
clusters to be aligned to the global z-axis. _is can be explained by the main contribution of
particles to the clusters that arise from showers and thus mainly travel from the outside to the
inside of the detector (machine background). _e result are long clusters that aremainly parallel
to the global z-axis.
7.4.2 Beam-Gas
Even under the best conditions, ideal vacuum inside the beampipe cannot be achieved tech-
nically. _ere are always gas molecules le inside the beampipe. For SuperKEKB, the primary
constituents of the residual gas areH2 andCarbonmonoxide (CO) [79, 246]. Particles travelling
on their design orbit through the accelerator can collide with the residual gas. _is process is
calledBeam-Gas scattering andmight lead to particleswhich are kicked oò their nominal orbit
and the momentum acceptance of the accelerator. _e scattered particles give rise to particle
showers that might reach the Belle II detector. _e two most important processes, contributing
to Beam-Gas scattering, are elastic Coulomb scattering and inelastic Bremsstrahlung. While
in the ûrst case the scattered particle simply changes its direction, the latter decreases the energy
of the particle by the emission of a photon. Figure 7.18 and 7.19 show the Feynman diagrams for
Beam-Gas Coulomb scattering and Beam-Gas Bremsstrahlung, respectively.
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Figure 7.18: Feynman diagram for Beam-Gas
Coulomb scattering.
e± e±
N N
γ
Figure 7.19: Feynman diagram for Beam-Gas
Bremsstrahlung scattering.
Theory
_e diòerential cross-section for the elastic scattering of the electron/positron on the residual
gas nucleus is given by theMott-scattering formula [10]
dσ
dΩ
= Z
2α2ħ2
4p2β2 sin4 ( θ2)
(1 − β2sin2 (θ
2
)) (7.20)
where Z is the atomic number of the nucleus, and p is the momentum of the incoming elec-
tron/positron and θ the scattering angle. Under the assumption that the scattering angles are
small and the beam particles relativistic, meaning sin ( θ2) ≈ θ2 and β = 1, the diòerential cross-
section simpliûes to
dσ
dΩ
= Z
2α2ħ2
4p2 ( θ2)
4 (1 − (
θ
2
)
2
) , dΩ = 2πθdθ (7.21)
As can be seen from this equation, the Coulomb term 1/θ4 dominates, which is the reason why
elastic Beam-Gas scattering is usually referred to as Coulomb scattering. Integrating equation
7.21 over the solid angle from θmin to θmax yields the Beam-Gas elastic scattering total cross-
section
σE lastic =
4πZ2α2ħ2
p2
( 1
θ2min
− 1
θ2max
− 1
2
ln
θmax
θmin
) (7.22)
Using the typical values for θmin ≈1mrad and θmax ≈ π, the contribution of the second and third
term inside the brackets of equation 7.22 is less than 0.001%.
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Skipping these terms and setting β = 1 and re = αħ/mec the equation then simpliûes to
σCoulomb =
4πZ2r2e
γ2θ2min
(7.23)
Particles scattering at angles that exceed the beam divergence are lost and thus might become
relevant for the background production. Hence theminimal angle can be approximated by
θmin =
√
є
βy
where є is the vertical emittance and βy the local vertical beta function. Equation 7.23 then
yields the local Beam-Gas Coulomb scattering total cross-section for lost particles
σCoulombLoss =
4πZ2r2eβy
єγ2
(7.24)
_e total Beam-Gas loss rate is dominated by the elastic Coulomb scattering, described above.
_emost important secondorderprocess,with respect to theBeam-Gas loss rate, isBremsstrahlung.
As this process is not used for the Beam-Gas background simulation at Belle II an introduction
to the theory of its cross-section can be found in annex B.1. For independent events, the total
Beam-Gas cross-section is the sum of the Coulomb and the Bremsstrahlung cross-section is
σLoss = σCoulombLoss + σBremLoss (7.25)
By plugging in equations 7.24 and B.3 in 7.25, it can be seen that the total cross-section depends
strongly on the atomic number (∝ Z2). Hence, the scattering at Carbon monoxide (CO) dom-
inates and the contribution ofH2 can safely be ignored. _e number of particles dN that scatter
per unit time, is proportional to the Beam-Gas cross-section σLoss, the density ρ of the gas and
the number of beam particles N
dN = −N σLoss ρ ds (7.26)
With ds given by ûgure 7.20, equation 7.26 is written as
dN
Ndt
= −σLoss ρ β c (7.27)
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Figure 7.20: Deûnition of the quantities for the Beam-Gas rate calculation.
Integrating equation 7.27, yields the well-known exponential decay for a number N0 of initial
beam particles
N = N0 e−t/τ (7.28)
with τ being the lifetime of the beam due to Beam-Gas scattering
τ = 1
σLoss ρ β c
(7.29)
_e density is calculated from the ideal gas law [247]
P V = n Rgas T
ρ = M P
Rgas T
where P is the pressure, V the volume, n the number ofmoles, M themolar mass, T the tem-
perature of the gas and Rgas the ideal gas constant 3. _e number of beamparticles stored in the
SuperKEKB accelerator ring is
N0 =
I L
e β c
with I the beam current, L is the circumference of the SuperKEKB ring and e the electric charge.
3Rgas = 8.314J K−1 mol−1
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_ose N0 particles, travelling with the velocity βc, pass Ngas atoms per m3
Ngas = 2
P
kBT
where the factor two represents the dominance of two-atomic gas (e.g. CO) in the accelerator.
_e Beam-Gas loss rate is then
RLossBeamGas = N0 ⋅ (Ngas β c)
´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶
ux of gas molecules
⋅ σLoss = 2
I L P
e kB T
⋅ σLoss (7.30)
Simulation
_e previous Beam-Gas studies, performed for the Belle detector, have been carried out with
the TURTLE generator [248]. For Belle II the accelerator tracking soware SAD is used (see
section 3.10). Building upon the same setup as for the Touschek simulation (see section 7.4.1),
the Touschek scattering rate formula is replaced by the formula for Beam-Gas scattering. A
homogeneous distribution of the gas under the SuperKEKB design vacuum pressure (see sec-
tion 4.2) is assumed. _e result of the SAD simulation is a ûle containing the loss positions,
momenta and loss rates of the Beam-Gas macro-particles. _e SAD reader module loads the
Beam-Gas data into basf2 for the full detector simulation. _e output of the SAD simulation
is illustrated in ûgure 7.21. Compared to the Touschek background, the loss rates of the Beam-
Gas background are in general about 50% smaller and the number of regions is signiûcantly
reduced. _us, the contribution of Beam-Gas to the total background of the PXD is expected
to be small.
Particle ux
_e Beam-Gas background is expected to behave similarly to the Touschek background. Due
to its very low statistics (see table 7.1) the Beam-Gas HER background is omitted and the fol-
lowing studies focus on the LER background. Like the Touschek background the Beam-Gas
background particles enter the inner detector region under a shallow angle from the LER up-
stream direction. _is can be seen from the right plots of ûgure 7.22. Unlike the Touschek,
however, the outer layer is more exposed to the background as the inner layer and there is no
distinctive peak for the azimuthal angle.
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Figure 7.21: _e locations and loss rates for the Beam-Gas particles aer the SAD accelerator
simulation.
_e particle ux in the forward part of the sensors is dominated by single particle crossings
(see ûgure 7.23), while the particle ux in the backward part of the sensors is mostly the result
of particles traversing the sensors more than four times. In the inner layer the contribution of
multiple crossings to the total particle ux in the backward sensor regions is more than 60%.
_e backward area of the outer layer, on the other hand, is dominated by particles with more
than ûve crossings. _e reason being that the forward parts of the PXD sensors are directly
hit by the Beam-Gas shower particles while the backward areas are traversed by less energetic,
back-scattered particles created by secondary processes.
Origin of particles
_e Beam-Gas background is produced upstream and leads to three main areas where the
particles are lost (see ûgure 7.24): at 110 cm and −95 cm for the LER; at −120 cm for the HER.
_e main contribution to the background in the PXD arises from particles lost upstream at
beampipe walls. _e overall contribution to the total background, however, is negligible.
Occupancy
For the Beam-Gas background 1000 ROFs are simulated for each ring. Comparing ûgure 7.25
with ûgure 7.26 it is obvious that themain contribution to the Beam-Gas occupancy originates
from the LER. Although there is an asymmetry in x for the ûred pixels in the LER, it is much
less pronounced compared to the Touschek LER asymmetry. Again, the occupancy is at along
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Figure 7.22: Angular and spatial distributions of the electrons and positrons traversing the PXD
from Beam-Gas LER per area during one snowmass year. _e top row represents the inner layer
and the bottom row the outer layer. _e le plots show the z-ϕ distributions of electrons and
positrons traversing the sensor area, the backward ASICs and the forward ASICs. _e plots on the
right hand side show the polar angle distribution.
z for both layers, which is good news for the hardware developers. In summary, the occupancy
contribution from Beam-Gas is negligible compared to the other backgrounds as ûgure 7.27
shows. _e largest occupancy is found in the 1.5.1 sensor with (9.1 ± 5.0) ⋅ 10−3% for the inner
layer and in sensor 2.7.2 with (5.4 ± 2.7) ⋅ 10−3% for the outer layer.
Cluster analysis
Figure 7.28 shows the distribution of the cluster angles for the Beam-Gas LER background. _e
statistics for the HER were too low to be plotted. As for Touschek induced backgrounds, the
Beam-Gas background shows an equal amount of parallel and perpendicular 2-pixel clusters,
with a tendency for larger clusters to be aligned to the global z-axis.
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Layer 1 [%] ⋅10−3 Layer 2 [%] ⋅10−3
Sensor LER HER Sensor LER HER
1.1.1 5.3 ± 2.9 2.1.1 3.7 ± 1.9
1.1.2 5.7 ± 3.2 2.1.2 3.8 ± 2.1
1.2.1 5.1 ± 2.8 2.2.1 3.1 ± 1.6 0.002 ± 0.07
1.2.2 5.8 ± 3.2 2.2.2 3.7 ± 2.0
1.3.1 5.9 ± 3.2 0.002 ± 0.002 2.3.1 3.2 ± 1.6
1.3.2 6.0 ± 3.4 2.3.2 3.8 ± 2.1 0.009 ± 0.01
1.4.1 6.8 ± 3.6 2.4.1 2.8 ± 1.5
1.4.2 6.0 ± 3.4 2.4.2 4.0 ± 2.1 0.02 ± 0.02
1.5.1 9.1 ± 5.0 2.5.1 3.2 ± 1.6 0.005 ± 0.009
1.5.2 7.1 ± 3.6 0.002 ± 0.003 2.5.2 4.0 ± 2.1 0.004 ± 0.007
1.6.1 6.6 ± 3.6 2.6.1 4.4 ± 2.3
1.6.2 6.1 ± 3.3 2.6.2 4.4 ± 2.3
1.7.1 5.9 ± 3.2 2.7.1 5.0 ± 2.7
1.7.2 6.2 ± 3.4 2.7.2 5.4 ± 2.7 0.002 ± 0.002
1.8.1 5.3 ± 2.8 0.002 ± 0.003 2.8.1 4.8 ± 2.6
1.8.2 6.6 ± 3.6 2.8.2 5.1 ± 2.6
2.9.1 3.8 ± 2.1
2.9.2 4.1 ± 2.2
2.10.1 2.9 ± 1.5
2.10.2 3.8 ± 2.2
2.11.1 2.9 ± 1.6 0.002 ± 0.002
2.11.2 3.6 ± 2.0
2.12.1 3.2 ± 1.6
2.12.2 3.7 ± 2.0
Max 9.1 ± 5.0 0.002 ± 0.002 Max 5.4 ± 2.7 0.02 ± 0.02
Table 7.3:_e detailed occupancy values for the Beam-Gas background split into their individual
contributions for each sensor.
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Figure 7.23: Distribution of the number of times a Beam-Gas generated particle traverses a PXD
layer. _e le plot shows the result for the inner layer and the right plot for the outer layer.
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Figure 7.24:_e le plot shows the distribution of the origin of all e+e− particles that spark the
creation of particles that, further down the chain, hit thePXD sensors. _e right plot shows primary
as well as secondary particles that hit the PXD sensors, thus helping to identify the areas within
the interaction region that contribute to the background of the PXD.
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Figure 7.25: _e ûred pixels from the Beam-Gas LER background. _e le plot shows the xy-
projection where an asymmetry in x is visible. _e distribution of the ûred pixels along z in the
right plot is fairly at.
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Figure 7.26: _e ûred pixels from the Beam-Gas HER background. _e le plot shows the xy-
projection and the right plot the distribution of the ûred pixels along z.
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Figure 7.27: Summary of the PXD occupancy values for the Beam-Gas LER (le) and Beam-Gas
HER (right) background.
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Figure 7.28: Cluster angle stack plot for Beam-Gas LER.
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7.4.3 Synchrotron radiation
_e circulating electrons and positrons in SuperKEKB undergo transverse acceleration through
the accelerator’s bending and focusing magnets. _is acceleration leads to the emission of radi-
ation, known as synchrotron radiation. _e concept was ûrst described by Liénard [249] and
Wiechert [250]. Further theoreticalwork followed by Ivanenko, Pomeranchouk and Schwinger
[251, 76]. Finally, synchrotron radiation was experimentally discovered for the ûrst time on
April 24, 1947 at General Electric’s 70MeV synchrotron [252]. While the synchrotron radiation
caused by bending magnets imposes a limit on the achievable energies at a circular accelerator,
it does not reach the interaction region and, in particular, the PXD, under normal conditions.
But theQCS and beam correction magnets are located close to the IP and can deect the beam
in such a way that the emitted synchrotron radiation reaches the interaction region and the
PXD.
Theory
Electromagnetic radiation occurs wherever electric andmagnetic ûelds exist with components
orthogonal to each other such that the Poynting vector
S⃗ = c
4π
[E⃗ × B⃗]
is non-zero [85]. In the following, a single point charge, undergoing a uniform motion, is con-
sidered. In the rest frame of themoving charge, the charge is stationary and its Coulomb ûelds
extend radially to inûnity. However, in the laboratory system, themoving charge creates a cur-
rent that, in turn, gives rise to a magnetic ûeld. _us, the Poynting vector is non-zero and ra-
diation is possible. _e electric andmagnetic ûelds of amoving point charge can be calculated
using the Liénard-Wiechert potentials and yield [7]
E⃗ = q
4πє0
⎛
⎜⎜⎜
⎝
1
R2 u3
(n̂ − β⃗) (1 − β2)
´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶
Coulomb
+ 1
R c u3
n̂ × [(n̂ − β⃗) × ˙⃗β]
´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶
Rad iation
⎞
⎟⎟⎟
⎠
(7.31)
B⃗ = 1
c
n̂ × E⃗ (7.32)
with
u = 1 − n̂ ⋅ β⃗
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where β⃗ = v⃗/c, q is the charge of the point charge, n̂ is the unit vector pointing from the charge
to the observer and R is the distance between both. _e electric ûeld, given by equation 7.31,
consists of two terms:_e ûrst term is called the generalizedCoulombûeld and drops like R−2.
It dominates the near-ûeld region and does not contribute to radiation. _e second term, the
radiation ûeld, drops like R−1. Hence, it dominates the far-ûeld and is responsible for the radi-
ation emitted by the point charge. Because it contains the acceleration ˙⃗β = a⃗/c, only accelerated
charges emit radiation. In order to accelerate the charge, a uniform movement in its rest frame
is applied to the charge. Figure 7.29 illustrates this. A point charge, initially resting at location
A, moves during the time ∆t to location B. Due to the ûnite velocity of light, the purely radial
electric ûeld gets distortedwithin a radius c ∆t from the original locationA. It is this distortion
that is responsible for the emission of radiation. Two types of acceleration are possible: acceler-
ation parallel to the ight direction of the charge or acceleration perpendicular to it. _e le
drawing in ûgure 7.29 represents the parallel (longitudinal) case and the right ûgure the perpen-
dicular (transversal) case. In the longitudinal case the perturbation of the electric ûeld varies
like sinΘ∗, where Θ∗ is the angle between the line of observation and the ight direction of
the charge. An asterisk indicates that the quantity is given in the rest frame of the point charge.
With the electric charge q, the acceleration a∗ and the observation distance R, the electric ûeld
perturbation perpendicular to the direction of observation is [85]
E⊥ =
q a∗
c2 R
sinΘ∗ (7.33)
As can be seen from equation 7.33, the radiation for longitudinal acceleration is emitted in a
direction that is primarily perpendicular to the ight direction of the charge. However, the
more interesting case is the acceleration of the charge transversal to its ight direction, as this is
the case for the deection of the charge in magnetic ûelds. It is this acceleration that gives rise
to synchrotron radiation.
_e electric ûeld perturbation due to transversal acceleration can be written as [85]
E⊥ ∝
q a∗
c2 R
cosΘ∗ (7.34)
In the rest frame of the charge the distribution of the radiation is similar to the distribution of an
oscillating dipole with themaximum intensity emitted perpendicular to the acceleration. _is
is illustrated in the le drawing of ûgure 7.30. In the laboratory system (for relativistic charges)
the emission gets highly collimated into the direction ofmotion of the charge due to the Lorentz
transformation [85]
sinΘ = sinΘ
∗
γ (1 + β cosΘ∗) cosΘ =
cosΘ∗ + β
1 + β cosΘ∗ (7.35)
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Figure 7.29:_e le ûgure illustrates the deformation of the electric ûeld of a point charge due to
a parallel (longitudinal) acceleration of the charge. _e right ûgure shows the deformation for a
perpendicular (transversal) acceleration. Figure adapted from [85].
For charges at relativistic energies, β ≈ 1, the peak of the dipole emission pattern in the charge
rest frame, θ∗ = 90°, transforms to
Θ ≈ 1
γ
(7.36)
in the laboratory frame. _is means synchrotron radiation is emitted within a narrow cone
with a half-opening angle of γ−1, as illustrated in the right drawing of ûgure 7.30. For the highly
relativistic particles at SuperKEKB, this leads to a highly collimated beam of photons.
In order to calculate the radiation power of a single charge, the Poynting vector is integrated
over a closed surface, enclosing the point charge. _is leads to the synchrotron radiation power,
given separately for the longitudinal and transversal acceleration in the following. For the lon-
gitudinal acceleration the radiation power is [85]
P∥ =
2
3
q2
m2 c3
(d p⃗∥
dt
)
2
(7.37)
where d p⃗∥/dt is the accelerating force imposed by SuperKEKB on the particles and m the rest
mass of the beam particle. It should be noted that the synchrotron radiation power for longit-
udinal acceleration is independent of the energy of the particle. _is is the reason why linear
accelerators do not suòer from synchrotron radiation.
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Figure 7.30:_e le ûgure shows the emission of synchrotron radiation due to a transversal ac-
celerated charge in the rest frame of the charge. _e right ûgure illustrates the narrow cone with
a half-opening angle of γ−1 for the synchrotron radiation in the laboratory frame. Figure adapted
from [253]
.
On the other hand, the radiation power for transversal acceleration is
P⊥ =
2
3
q2
m2 c3
γ2 (d p⃗⊥
dt
)
2
(7.38)
with d p⃗⊥/dt being the transversal force acting on the particle. In comparison with equation
7.37, the additional factor γ2 leads to amuch higher radiation power,making it by far the dom-
inating synchrotron radiation process for electron energies above a few MeV. From equation
7.38 one can see that the energy loss, deûned as the radiated power per turn in a circular ac-
celerator, scales with the fourth power of the particle’s energy. _is imposes the limitation to
the maximum energy achievable at a circular accelerator. Restricting equation 7.38 to singly
charged particles q = e and omitting longitudinal acceleration, the equation can be written as
[85]
Pγ =
4π
µ0
2r2ec
3 (mc2)2
B2E2
where the force in equation 7.38 has been replaced by the Lorentz force. _is equation describes
the instantaneous synchrotron radiation power of a single electron. If the deecting magnetic
ûeld is replaced by the local bending radius ρ, the equation becomes
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Pγ =
2
3
remc3
β4γ4
ρ2
(7.39)
or
Pγ =
cCγ
2π
E4
ρ2
(7.40)
where
Cγ =
4π
3
re
(mc2)3
= 1.41733 ⋅ 10−14 msW
GeV 4
_e energy spectrum of synchrotron radiation spans over a huge range, from the infrared re-
gion, via the visibleportion of the electromagnetic spectrum, up to energies of the order of 10’s of
keV.An important quantity that characterises the energy or frequency spectrumof synchrotron
radiation is the critical photon frequency. In the following this quantity will bemotivated. Fig-
ure 7.31 shows a particle travelling along a trajectory and emitting synchrotron radiation which
is, of course, conûned to a cone with an opening angle of 2/γ. A detector is placed in order to
capture the radiation.
P0 P1particle trajectory
1/γ
1/γ
1/γ
1/γ
ρ
I
time
Δt
ρ
radiation pulse
detector
Figure 7.31: A particle travelling from P0 to P1 emits synchrotron radiation. _e radiation is col-
lected by a detector as a radiation pulse with duration ∆t. Figure adapted from [85].
_e detector starts receiving the emitted synchrotron radiation photons as soon as the lower
edge of the cone comes into sight of the detector. _is happens at location P0.
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_e detector is exposed to synchrotron radiation until the cone passes out of sight for the de-
tector at location P1. _e detector records a very short light pulse with the duration of the pulse
being given by the diòerence between the time the particle took to travel from P0 to P1 and the
time the light spent between these two points
∆t = tparticle − tγ ≈
4 R
3 c γ3
(7.41)
where the approximation is carried out by using the ûrst two terms of the Taylor-expansion
of sin 1/γ and an approximation4 for 1/β. _e particle’s travel time is given by the arc-length
between P0 and P1 and the particle’s velocity
tparticle =
2 R
β c γ
_e light’s travel time is given by the time it took the light to go from P0 to P1
tγ =
2 R sin 1γ
c
_e duration of the electromagneticpulse given in equation 7.41 is very short and scales inversely
proportional to the third power of γ. Due to the shortness of the pulse, the detector observes a
broad spectrum of frequencies. Using only half the pulse length for the eòective pulse duration
the spectrum reaches amaximum frequency of about
ωc ≈
1
1
2∆t
≈ 3 c γ
3
2 R
(7.42)
which is called the critical frequency or critical energy uc = ħωc of synchrotron radiation. It
has the property that one-half of the power is radiated above this frequency and one-half below.
For electrons, numerical expressions are [85]
uc (eV) = 2.2183
E3 (GeV3)
R (m) = 0.66503E
2 (GeV2)B (T)
For example, the bending sections leading into into the Fuji (LER) and Oho (HER) straight
sections at SuperKEKB (see section 3.1), have bending radii of 177.4m and 580m respectively
[254]. _is leads to critical energies of uc (LER) = 0.8 keV and uc (HER) = 1.3 keV.
4sin 1γ ≈
1
γ −
1
6γ3 ,
1
β =
1√
1−1/γ2 ≈
1
1−1/(2γ2) ≈ 1 +
1
2γ2
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_e instantaneous radiation power from equation 7.39 can also be expressed as an integral over
the radiated power spectrum P (ω) [255]
Pγ = ∫
∞
0
P (ω) dω (7.43)
leading to the following form of the power spectrum
P (ω) =
Pγ
ωc
S ( ω
ωc
) (7.44)
where the spectral function S (ξ) with ξ = ωωc can be written as
S (ξ) = 9
√
3
8π
ξ ∫
∞
ξ
K5/3 (x) dx (7.45)
with K5/3 being amodiûed Bessel function. It should be noted that from equation 7.44 it follows
that S is normalised
∫
∞
0
S (ξ) dξ = 1 (7.46)
_e total rate of the emission of photons is [256]
N =
Pγ
uc ∫
∞
0
S (ξ)
ξ
²
F(ξ)
dξ (7.47)
where F (ξ) represents the photon number spectrum and calculates to [255]
∫
∞
0
F (ξ) dξ = 15
√
3
8
(7.48)
Both functions, S (ξ) and F (ξ), are drawn in ûgure 7.32.
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Figure 7.32:_e power spectrum function S and the number spectrum function F of synchrotron
radiation.
Simulation
_e synchrotron radiation studies conducted at Belle the predecessor experiment of Belle II
used the simulation package SRGEN [257, 258]5. SRGEN propagates the proûle of the beam,
deûned at a starting point, through the magnets of the accelerator. _e implementation per-
forms the propagation in a step-wisemanner andmodels themagnets as hard-edgedmagnetic
ûelds using the formulas described in section 3.4. _e dynamics of the beam is updated at the
entrance and the exit of eachmagnet taking into account themagnet’s properties, such as length,
bending angle and strength. At each step SRGEN integrates over the horizontal and vertical di-
mensions of the beam, calculates the number of photons that are emitted and determines their
direction. _is approach to simulate synchrotron radiation has not only been used successfully
at Belle [258] but also at the CLEO experiment [259]. Previous synchrotron radiation studies at
Belle II, on the other hand, used Geant4 to track single electrons/positrons through the three
dimensional magnetic ûeld of the accelerator structure. While this allows to take local vari-
ations of the magnetic ûeld into account coming from, for example, fringe and leak ûelds 6, it
is a time and resource intensive approach limiting the simulation to only a fraction of the total
number of particles in a bunch.
5SRGEN was written by Stuart D. Henderson, but the source code was never released to the public.
6In fact, there are ways to include fringe ûelds into the SRGEN approach, see [85]. However, oen they are just
simple approximations.
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_e goal of the study presented here is the simulation of the total amount of synchrotron ra-
diation that hits the PXD during its readout time of 20 µs. In order to achieve this goal com-
putationally, a hybrid approach is employed, bringing together the advantages of the Belle and
the Belle II synchrotron radiation simulations. _e result of this eòort is a newly developed
synchrotron radiation generator, called PySynRad, which has been written by the author of
this thesis using Python and made publicly available [260]. It uses the main concepts of SR-
GEN to create the 4-vectors of the synchrotron radiation photons and leaves the simulation of
the photon interaction with the beampipe material to Geant4. _us, it does not need to know
about the beampipe geometry, as opposed to SRGEN which requires a simpliûedmodel of the
beampipe as input. In order to capture the details of the magnetic ûeld of the accelerator Py-
SynRad relies on themagnet lattice of the SAD accelerator simulation (see section 3.10) instead
of the simpliûedmagnet description of SRGEN. _e SADmagnet lattice describes the acceler-
ator’s magnetic ûeld as a series of steps along the design orbit. Each step provides the following
information (see section 3.4 for the deûnition of themagnetic ûeld strength):
• k0 _e dipolemagnet ûeld strength per unit length
• sk0 _e skewed (rotated by 90° w.r.t. k0) dipolemagnet ûeld strength per unit length
• k1 _e quadrupole magnet ûeld strength per unit length, where a positive sign means
horizontal focusing
• sk1 _e skewed quadrupolemagnet ûeld strength per unit length, where a positive sign
means horizontal focusing
• dx_e horizontal oòset of themagnet with respect to the design orbit
• dy_e vertical oòset of themagnet with respect to the design orbit
• dl_e step length
• φ_e rotation of themagnet around the design orbit
_emagnetic ûeld value at a position (x , y) is given by
Bx = sk0 + k1 ⋅ ym + sk1 ⋅ xm (7.49)
By = k0 + k1 ⋅ xm − sk1 ⋅ ym (7.50)
with
(xmym
) = (cos (−ϕ) − sin (−ϕ)
sin (−ϕ) cos (−ϕ) ) ⋅ (
x − dx
y − dy) (7.51)
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where Bx is the horizontal and By the vertical magnetic ûeld component, using the SuperKEKB
coordinate system introduced in section 3.2. Eòects from leak ûelds or additional magnetic
ûelds, such as the solenoid ûeld of the Belle II detector, are taken into account by summing the
Bx/y values for all ûelds that are present at a position (x , y). By modelling each lattice step as a
hard edge magnet, PySynRad retains the speed of SRGEN, while the subdivision of the lattice
allows to capture local variations of the magnet ûeld as well as fringe and leak ûelds. _e ûeld
information is loaded from separate ASCII ûles for the accelerator lattice, the leak ûeld lattice
(HER only) and the Belle II solenoid lattice. From the loaded ûeld values the regions exhibiting
amagnetic ûeld and the vacuum regions between them are identiûed. _e regions will later be
used to decide whether synchrotron radiation is emitted or not. A start position is speciûed
and the values of the Twiss parameters (see section 3.5) of the beam at this location are given to
PySynRad.
For the study at hand, the IP is chosen as the start position because the Twiss parameters at the
IP are well-deûned from table 3.1. Further input required by PySynRad are the beam energy
and current, the crossing angle of the beams at the IP and the desired timespan for which the
synchrotron radiation should be generated. Apart from the last parameter, all values can be
found in table 3.1. _e timespan is set to 20 ns in order to keep the Geant4 simulation of the
synchrotron photons, performed later,within a reasonable time. Starting the synchrotron radi-
ation generation tells PySynRad to track the beam proûle in a step-wisemanner along the orbit
through the SAD magnet lattice. _e beam proûle is tracked from the IP upstream for a dis-
tance of 3m. Beyond this point no signiûcant amount of synchrotron radiation hitting the PXD
region is produced, as will be shown later. _e orbit step length is set to 10 µm, but is shortened
dynamically by PySynRad at magnet-vacuum borders. For each step the beam is propagated
along the s-coordinate and the magnetic ûeld values at this new position are calculated from
equations 7.49 and 7.50. _e eòect of themagnetic ûelds on the trajectory of the beam is com-
puted as a horizontal and vertical deviation of the beam position from the ideal orbit using the
formulas from [255]. Figure 7.33 compares the horizontal and vertical deviation values along s
calculated by PySynRad with those obtained from SAD. _e values agree nicely for both rings,
showing that the computation of the beam orbit is correct in PySynRad.
Next, the Twiss parameters for the current step are evolved (see [255] for the formulas). See
ûgure 7.34 for a comparison of the values for the β Twiss parameter between PySynRad and
SAD. _e size of the beam is calculated from the Twiss parameters using equation 3.15 and a
comparison is shown in ûgure 7.35. _e plots nicely show the vertical focusing (and horizontal
defocusing) properties of the QC1RP and QC1LE quadrupole magnets and the horizontal fo-
cusing (and vertical defocusing) properties of QC2RP and QC2LE (see table 4.2).
In summary, the values for the β Twiss parameter and beamsize obtained from PySynRad agree
nicely with those from the SAD simulation, although a discrepancy for small (LER) and large
(HER) values of s can be seen. _is is due to the fact that the Twiss parameter propagation
starts at the IP where the Twiss parameters have their smallest value. _is in turn leads to
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Figure 7.33: Deviation of the beam position from the ideal orbit for the LER (le) and the HER
(right). _e result from PySynRad is compared with the values obtained from SAD.
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Figure 7.34:_e horizontal and vertical β Twiss parameters for the LER (le) and theHER (right).
Shown is a comparison between the results from PySynRad and SAD.
computational inaccuracies adding up during the beam proûle stepping from the IP outwards
to smaller/larger values of s. However, the discrepancies are very small and therefore acceptable.
For each step along the orbit that does not lie within a vacuum region PySynRad integrates
over the beam proûle in order to estimate the number of radiated photons. _e beam proûle
is approximated by a normalised 2D Gaussian distribution with the width set to the size of
the beam. _e distribution is subdivided into a grid of 200x200 cells, covering 10 σ of the beam
proûle. For each cell the local radius ρ and the value from theGaussian distribution, denotedw,
is calculated. Using those values, the number of photons radiated by each cell can be estimated.
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Figure 7.35:_e size of the beam along s for the LER (le) and theHER (right). Both results, from
PySynRad and from SAD are drawn.
_e total number of photons emitted by a single electron is given from equation 7.47 with 7.48
is
Nph =
15
√
3
8
Pγ
uc
(7.52)
Since the electrons at SuperKEKB are ultra-relativistic (β ≈ 1), equation 7.39 can be simpliûed
to
Pγ =
2
3
remec3
γ4
ρ2
Plugging Pγ and the critical energy from equation 7.42 into equation 7.52 gives
Nph =
5
2
√
3
remec2
ħ
´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶
α
γ
ρ
(7.53)
_us, the total number of photons that are radiated from an integration cell is
Nph =
5
2
√
3
⋅ αγ
ρ
⋅ I ⋅ t ⋅w ⋅ d l (7.54)
where I ⋅ t is the number of charged particles that traverse the integration cell for the orbit
step length d l during the speciûed timespan (in this study 20 ns) due to the beam current I.
Having determined the position, critical energy and amount of the synchrotron radiation for
each cell, the next step is the calculation of the emission direction of the synchrotron radiation
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photons. _e direction is given as the tangent on the trajectory of the cell, pointing towards
the IP. In order to prepare the emission direction and the spatial position of each cell for the
next phase of the synchrotron radiation generation, the Geant4 simulation, the direction and
position values are transferred from the accelerator coordinate system to the Belle II detector
coordinate system. Under the assumption that only photons that directly reach the vicinity of
the PXD will be able to contribute to the background of the PXD, the emission direction can
be used to reduce the number of photons that have to be simulated in Geant4. For each cell, a
tube with an inner radius of 1 cm, an outer radius of 4 cm and a length spanning from −10 cm
to 15 cm is intersected with the synchrotron radiation cone (see section 7.4.3) deûned by the
emission direction of the cell. If both intersect, the critical energy for the cell, its position, the
emission direction and number of photons is written to disk.
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Figure 7.36: Sampling the synchrotron radiation energy spectrum. _e le plot shows the CDF
gained from the synchrotron power spectrum of ûgure 7.32, themiddle plot the inverted CDF and
the right plot compares samples drawn from the inverted CDFwith the original synchrotron power
spectrum.
_e interaction of the synchrotron radiation photonswith the beampipe geometry is simulated
using Geant4 and basf2. _is makes sure that all the details of the interaction region geometry
are taken into account. For each integration cell of PySynRad, the basf2 framework reads the
number of photons that are emitted by the cell from disk and simulates each photon separately.
_e start location of the photon is the location of the cell,while the photon direction is smeared
uniformly around the cell emission direction within an opening angle of 2/γ. _is simulates
the typical synchrotron radiation emission cone as explained in section 7.4.3. _e energy for
each photon is randomly sampled from the synchrotron energy spectrum, using equation 7.45
and the critical energy value from the cell. _ere are various ways to implement a random se-
lection process for a given probability distribution, most notably methods based on the von
Neumann method7 [261] andmethods based on the inverse transform sampling method [262].
For sampling the synchrotron radiation spectrum in basf2 the latter method is chosen as it has
been successfully applied to synchrotron radiation in the past [263]. In short, themethodworks
by creating a cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the probability distribution at hand and
by inverting it. A random number sampled from a uniform distribution in the range ]0, 1[ is
7also called “rejection sampling” or the “acceptance-rejection method”
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then used to pick a value from the inverted distribution to return a random number according
to the original probability distribution function. _e implementation in basf2 uses look-up-
tables for the inversion compared to the analytical description based on simple transformations
and Chebyshev polynomials in [263]. _e le plot of ûgure 7.36 shows the cumulative distri-
bution function gained from the synchrotron power spectrum of ûgure 7.32, the middle plot
the inverted CDF and the right plot compares samples drawn from the inverted CDF with the
original synchrotron power spectrum. In order to avoid simulating the large number of low
energetic photons thatwon’t be able to travel through the gold layer and the beampipematerial,
all photons with a sampled energy below 5 keV are rejected. _e resulting energy spectrum of
the emitted photons is drawn in ûgure 7.37.
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Figure 7.37:_e energy spectrum of the emitted photons from synchrotron radiation in the LER.
_e rejection cut of 5 keV is clearly visible on the le hand side.
_e Geant4 simulation is set up to record any hit of a particle in the gold layer and the for-
ward/backward tantalum part of the beampipe. _e distribution of the recorded hits along the
z-coordinate caused by a photon are shown in ûgure 7.38 for the LER on the le and the HER
on the right, respectively. _e range covered by the inner layer of the PXD is drawn in red, in-
dicating possible areas of synchrotron radiation ux in the PXD.While the PXD covers mostly
a low-ux area in the LER, the overlap of the PXD with the high-ux region in the HER for z
values above 5 cm is not negligible. _e distribution of the azimuthal angle ϕ of the synchro-
tron radiation inside the beampipe is illustrated in ûgure 7.39. _e synchrotron radiation hits
the beampipe almost exclusively around ϕ = 0, as one would expect from the crossing-angle of
the beams.
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Figure 7.38:_e distributions illustrate the regions that are hit by the synchrotron radiation inside
the beampipe. _e coverage along z of the inner PXD layer is drawn in red.
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Figure 7.39: _e azimuthal angle distributions of the synchrotron photons hitting the beampipe
for the HER (le) and LER (right).
_e energy of the photons hitting the beampipe is drawn in ûgure 7.40. _e distributions follow
an exponential function, with energies ranging from the 5 keV rejection cut up to 200 keV for
the HER and 70 keV for the LER. Tracing the photons that caused a hit in the beampipe back
to their origin leads to ûgure 7.41. _e synchrotron radiation hitting the beampipe is mostly
created by the focusing magnets closest to the IP,QC1LE for theHER andQC1RP for the LER.
A signiûcant contribution is also observed from the leak ûeld in theHER, denoted as QC1LPE
in the le plot. _e plots also indicate that there is no considerable amount of synchrotron
radiation created beyond 2.5m that could hit the PXD which is themain reason to restrict the
synchrotron radiation generation to a distance of 3m from the IP.
_e Geant4 synchrotron radiation simulation represents a time span of 20 ns. In order to ex-
trapolate the simulation to the PXD readout time of 20 µs a toy Monte Carlo production is
performed. From the recorded hits in the beampipe distributions for the azimuthal angle ϕ,
the z-coordinate and themomentum (px , py, pz) are created. Sampling the distributions is per-
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Figure 7.40: Energy of the photons that hit the beampipe for the HER (le) and the LER (right).
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Figure 7.41:Origin of all photons that created a hit in the beampipe. _e synchrotron radiation is
caused by the innermost focusing magnets (HER and LER) and the leak ûeld in the HER.
formed with the inverse transform sampling method and applies the same algorithm as for the
synchrotron radiation energy spectrum. It is found that the 5 variables (ϕ, z, px , py, pz) are
correlated with each other. Correlations between ϕ and z are removed by binning the hits in
the beampipe into bins in z and ϕ and creating separate distributions for each bin. Table 7.4
lists the bins and their ranges. For each bin the correlation matrix of the 5 variables is calcu-
lated and it is found that two-dimensional probability distributions are suõcient to model the
largest correlations. Figure 7.42 compares the original distribution (le plot) and the toyMonte
Carlo generated distribution (right plot) of ϕ and z for bin 7 of the HER. A comparison of the
original (ϕ, py) 2D distributionwith the one obtained from toyMonte Carlo for bin 7 is shown
in ûgure 7.43, illustrating the successful modelling of the correlations. _e photons created by
the toy Monte Carlo are subject to a full Belle II detector simulation in basf2, using the same
setup as for all the other backgrounds.
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Figure 7.42: Toy Monte Carlo test for the azimuthal angle (le) and the z-position (right). _e
original data is drawn as a blue histogram and the distribution obtained from toy Monte Carlo is
drawn as red stars.
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Figure 7.43: 2D Toy Monte Carlo test for the ϕ-py distribution. _e le plot shows the original
distribution, while the right plot shows the result of the toy Monte Carlo.
Bin HER ϕ range [rad] HER z range [cm] LER ϕ range [rad] LER z range [cm]
1 [-3.15, -1.575] [-9.5, -6.55] [-3.15, 3.15] [-9.5, -6.55]
2 [-1.575, 1.575] [-9.5, -6.55] [-3.15, 3.15] [-6.55, -4.0]
3 [1.575, 3.15] [-9.5, -6.55] [-3.15, 3.15] [-4.0, 10.5]
4 [-3.15, -1.575] [-6.55, 4.0] [-3.15, 3.15] [10.5, 13.8]
5 [-1.575, 1.575] [-6.55, 4.0]
6 [1.575, 3.15] [-6.55, 4.0]
7 [-3.15, 3.15] [-4.0, 10.5]
8 [-3.15, 3.15] [10.5, 13.8]
Table 7.4: _e bins for the toy Monte Carlo production of the synchrotron radiation. _e HER
data is binned into 8 bins in ϕ and z, while the LER is binned into 4 bins in ϕ and z.
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Particle ux
_e synchrotron radiation background seen in the PXD sensors is almost exclusively caused by
photons, as ûgure 7.44 illustrates. Other types of particles do not play a role for the particle ux
andwill be omitted in the following discussion. Comparing the LER particle ux with theHER
particle ux in ûgure 7.44 shows that the contribution of the LER to the synchrotron radiation
background is very small and is therefore neglected.
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Figure 7.44: _e types of particles traversing the PXD layers due to synchrotron radiation. _e
top row shows the result from the HER, while the bottom row represents the LER. From the plots
it is obvious that photons are the dominating type of particle and that the contribution from the
LER is negligible compared to the HER.
_e polar angle distributions in ûgure 7.45 show the typical pattern for background particles
that enter the interaction region fromoutside, such as theTouschek andBeam-Gas background.
_e z-ϕ plots show a peak in the forward part of the sensors at around 180° and peaks in the
forward ASICs region at small azimuthal angles. Comparing the distributions of ûgure 7.45
with those from ûgure 7.38 it seems odd that the photons traverse the PXD closer to the IP
than they traverse the beampipe. _e distribution of the azimuthal angle, plotted in ûgure 7.45,
seems even more strangewhen compared to ûgure 7.39. _e photons hit the beampipe at 0° but
are found in the PXD sensors around 180°. _e solution to this mystery is revealed in the next
section when the origin of the background is investigated.
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Figure 7.45:Angular and spatial distributions of the photons traversing the PXD from synchrotron
radiation per area during one snowmass year. _e top row represents the inner layer and the
bottom row the outer layer. _e le plots show the z-ϕ distributions of photons traversing the
sensor area, the backward ASICs and the forward ASICs.
Origin of particles
As the majority of the contribution from synchrotron radiation originates from the HER, the
synchrotron radiation from the LER is neglected in the following discussion. It is mentioned in
the particle ux section that the distributions of the particle ux along the global z-axis and the
distributions of the azimuthal angle arenot as expected. _emajority of the photons traverse the
PXD in a region closer to the IP than the area where they hit the beampipe in the ûrst place. In
addition, almost all photons in the PXD sensors are found at an azimuthal angle of 180° instead
of the expected angle of 0°. In order to shed light onto this mystery, each particle that traverses
the PXD is traced back to the photon it originated from along with all intermediate Geant4
steps together with the type of interaction that occurred at the step boundaries is plotted. _e
result is shown in ûgure 7.46. _e trajectory of each photon aer it hit the beampipe is drawn
as a black line, the Compton scattering eòect as green dots and the photo-electric eòect as blue
dots. In the top and bottom right plot the synchrotron radiation photons enter the interaction
area from the le and hit the beampipe at z = [5, 10]cm, x =1 cm. Most photons that are seen in
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the PXD do not interactwith the beampipe. _ey traverse the beampipewalls and deposit their
energy in the forward ASICs area of the 1.1, 1.2, 1.8 and 2.1, 2.2 ladders, as the hotspots in the
top right corner of the le plots in ûgure 7.45 and ûgure 7.46 demonstrate. _e photons that are
recorded in the PXD and do not traverse the beampipe undergoCompton scattering, illustrated
by the green dots in ûgure 7.46. _is leads to a “backscattering” eòect where the photons travel
against the HER direction to the opposite side of the beampipe. In the inner PXD layer, most
photons hit, again, the forward ASICs area (as seen by the hotspot in the bottom right corner
of the top le plot in ûgure 7.45) while the outer layer does not see this eòect as pronounced.
But in contrast to the “non-backscattered” photons, Compton scattered photons make it to the
sensor region of the 1.4, 1.5, 1.6, 2.6, 2.7, 2.8 ladders, giving rise to ûred pixels and therefore to a
contribution to the total background of the PXD.
Figure 7.46: _e trajectories of the synchrotron radiation photons aer they hit the beampipe.
Black lines represent the trajectories, green dotsCompton scattering and blue dots the photo-electric
eòect. _e top row shows the result for the inner layer, while the bottom row represents the outer
layer.
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Occupancy
_e synchrotron radiation background is somewhat special as its occupancy is the result of
photons in contrast to the electrons and positrons of the other backgrounds. For the analysis
presented here, 4ROFs are simulated for theHER and 3 ROFs for the LER._e photons interact
with the sensor by the photo-electric eòect, depositing their full energy at a single spot in the
silicon material (see section 5.5). _is leads to very small pixel clusters as the top plot in ûgure
7.47 demonstrates. _e asymmetry illustrated in the xy projection is the result of Compton
scattered photons as the previous section explained in detail. _e z distribution of the ûred
pixelshas an asymmetry too,with a largepeak at 4 cm(2.5 cm) for the ladders of the inner(outer)
layer. _e HER is the dominating source for the synchrotron radiation occupancy, leading to
0.17±0.02% for ladder 1.5.1 and 0.09±0.001% for ladder 2.7.2 as the largest values (see table 7.5).
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Figure 7.47: _e ûred pixels from the synchrotron radiation HER background. _e top plot
presents the content for one ROF of sensor 1.1.1. _e bottom le plot shows the xy-projection
where the asymmetry is the result of Compton scattered photons. _e bottom right plot presents
the distribution of the ûred pixels along z.
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Layer 1 [%] ⋅10−3 Layer 2 [%] ⋅10−3
Sensor LER HER Sensor LER HER
1.1.1 0.9 ± 0.6 16.3 ± 1.1 2.1.1 0.7 ± 0.3 9.5 ± 1.8
1.1.2 2.2 ± 0.3 3.3 ± 1.6 2.1.2 0.3 ± 0.5 3.5 ± 1.5
1.2.1 1.4 ± 1.2 31.2 ± 0.6 2.2.1 0.5 ± 0.7 11.1 ± 1.3
1.2.2 1.4 ± 0.5 7.9 ± 2.7 2.2.2 0.3 ± 0.5 3.6 ± 0.4
1.3.1 0.9 ± 0.6 93.2 ± 3.7 2.3.1 10.8 ± 1.3
1.3.2 0.7 ± 0.9 20.9 ± 5.2 2.3.2 0.2 ± 0.2 12.2 ± 2.2
1.4.1 0.3 ± 0.2 154.2 ± 14.8 2.4.1 20.4 ± 2.3
1.4.2 2.2 ± 0.9 49.6 ± 3.2 2.4.2 0.3 ± 0.5 31.4 ± 3.6
1.5.1 166.8 ± 16.9 2.5.1 42.2 ± 4.2
1.5.2 1.4 ± 0.2 53.2 ± 5.6 2.5.2 54.4 ± 7.9
1.6.1 129.9 ± 8.8 2.6.1 0.3 ± 0.5 57.9 ± 9.0
1.6.2 1.6 ± 0.7 36.2 ± 4.9 2.6.2 73.8 ± 4.2
1.7.1 1.7 ± 0.2 48.9 ± 7.6 2.7.1 0.5 ± 0.7 60.7 ± 5.9
1.7.2 0.2 ± 0.2 12.1 ± 2.6 2.7.2 88.7 ± 1.4
1.8.1 2.1 ± 0.9 19.1 ± 1.0 2.8.1 0.2 ± 0.2 49.1 ± 2.0
1.8.2 1.4 ± 0.6 5.2 ± 1.1 2.8.2 0.5 ± 0.3 66.5 ± 1.8
2.9.1 33.6 ± 2.5
2.9.2 0.9 ± 1.2 42.8 ± 5.8
2.10.1 0.3 ± 0.5 16.7 ± 1.6
2.10.2 20.8 ± 1.9
2.11.1 8.2 ± 2.0
2.11.2 1.0 ± 0.7 7.9 ± 3.4
2.12.1 11.7 ± 4.4
2.12.2 1.9 ± 1.1 3.5 ± 0.9
Max 2.2 ± 0.3 166.8 ± 16.9 Max 1.9 ± 1.1 88.7 ± 1.4
Table 7.5:_e detailed occupancy values for the synchrotron radiation background split into their
individual contributions for each sensor.
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Figure 7.48:_e ûred pixels from the synchrotron radiation LER background. _e le plot shows
the xy-projection and the right plot the distribution of the ûred pixels along z.
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Figure 7.49: Summary of the PXD occupancy values for the synchrotron radiation LER (le) and
synchrotron radiation HER (right) background.
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7.5 Luminosity-dependent processes
_e term “luminosity-dependent processes” groups together all physics processes that are ini-
tiated by the collision of the electron and the positron beam. _is comprises physics processes
aswell as processes that contribute to the background of the Belle II detector. Unlike the beam-
induced backgrounds, luminosity-dependent backgrounds cannot be reduced by the means
of shielding, collimators or lattice tuning. _ey scale with the luminosity of the accelerator,
whichmakes them40 times larger at SuperKEKB compared toKEKB. However, the luminosity-
dependent background levels measured at Belle cannot be simply scaled to the Belle II lumin-
osity in order to estimate the expected background levels at Belle II. _e various Belle II sub-
detectors and the interaction region have either seen a re-design or are completely new. In
particular, the PXD is a completely new sub-detector and there is no experience with a pixel
detector being that close to the IP of such a high luminosity lepton collider.
7.5.1 Radiative Bhabha scattering
Radiative Bhabha scattering is the process in which an electron scatters with a positron[264]
e+e− → e+e− (γ)
_e process exhibits a large cross-section, especially at small scattering angles. Bhabha scat-
tering is one of the dominant processes at Belle II and due to its simple event topology makes
it the primary process for measuring the delivered luminosity at SuperKEKB. On the other
hand, Bhabha scattering contributes as a background to several physics analyses, an example
being the two-photon analysis from chapter 6. However, for most physics analyses only the
wide-angle Bhabha scattering is relevant in which both outgoing leptons enter the detector. If
required, those events can be rejected eõciently at the trigger level by cuts on the event topo-
logy, cluster distributions in the calorimeter and on particle identiûcation likelihoods. Since the
cross-section peaks at small scattering angles, themajority of Bhabha scattered particles travel
down the beampipe undetected. If the change in their direction and momentum exceeds the
aperture of the magnets and the accelerator, they collide with the beampipe and the magnets
downstream from the IP and are lost. _e collisions create showers and the particles from the
showers can back-scatter into the direction of the IP and hit the PXD. A second and even more
severe radiative Bhabha induced background comes from the emitted Bremsstrahlung photon.
_e photon collideswith thematerial of the beampipe or themagnets and can give rise to a giant
dipole resonance (GDR) [265, 266]. In this process, photonswith an energy in the range of 8 to
30MeV deposit enough energy into an atomic nucleus in order to separate charges, causing the
creation or increase of the nucleus’ dipolemoment. _is, in turn, leads to a collective excitation
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of an atomic nucleus where the protons oscillate against the neutrons. _emost probable way
of de-exciting an heavy nucleus that has been excited by a photon is the emission of a single
neutron [267]. _e neutrons created by theGDRs can then hit the PXD and damage its sensors
and electronics, if this process is suõciently frequent.
Theory
Two of the leading-order Feynman diagrams that contribute to the radiative Bhabha scattering
process are illustrated in ûgures 7.50 and 7.51.
e+ e+
e− e−
γ
Figure 7.50:One of the four leading annihilation
Feynman diagrams for radiative Bhabha scatter-
ing.
e+ e+
e− e−
γ
Figure 7.51: One of the four leading scattering
Feynman diagrams for radiative Bhabha scatter-
ing.
It turns out that the exact theoretical calculation of quantities such as the angular and energy
distributions of the photons and the total cross-section of the process is very complicated due to
the singular structure of thematrix elements. However, under the assumption of high energetic
incoming particles and small angle photon emission, the calculation can be simpliûed. A full
treatment of this calculation, including the equation for the total cross-section, is given in [268].
Performing the calculation of the total cross-section for SuperKEKB and including a correction
for the ûnite beam size (beam size eòect) [269] results in
σRBBtot (є) =
16
3
αr2e[( log (
1
є
) − 5
8
)( log (
√
2mecσ∗y
ħ
) + γE
2
)+
+ 1
4
(13
3
log ( 1
є
) − 17
6
)]
(7.55)
where α is the ûne-structure constant, re the classical electron radius,me the electron mass and
γE the Euler-Mascheroni constant.
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_e total cross-section is given in terms of the energy acceptance є deûned as
є =
Eγ
Ebeam
and σ∗y , the beam size at the IP in the vertical plane, is given by
σ∗y =
ax ⋅ ay
ax + ay
ax =
¿
ÁÁÀσ 2x ,HER + σ2x ,LER + ((
θx
2
)
2
(σ 2z,HER + σ2z,LER))
ay =
√
σ2y,HER + σ 2y,LER
Inserting the values for SuperKEKB from table 3.1 and plotting the total cross-section results in
the curve shown in ûgure 7.52.
Simulation
_eBBBrem generator [177] is used to generate the radiative Bhabha events for the background
studies. In order to circumvent the diõculties that would arise during a straightforward integ-
ration of the cross-section, BBBrem applies aMonte Carlo method to generate random events
in phase space such that their distributionmatches as closely as possible the exact distributions.
Each event is assigned a weight that represents the discrepancy between the actual and the ap-
proximatematrix elements. _e average of the weights is then theMonte Carlo estimate of the
cross-section. However, the full detector simulation requires unweighted events. _e scheme
for producing unweighted events in BBBrem follows the one described in section 6.3.2. Figure
7.53 shows the distribution of the weights for a centre-of-mass energy of 10.58GeV and an en-
ergy acceptance of 10−4%. It also shows the maximum weight that is used as an input for the
production of unweighted events.
Technically, the original FORTRAN based generator code is translated to C++ and implemen-
ted into the basf2 soware framework. In addition, the code was extended with a treatment of
the beam size eòect. _is eòect leads to a reduction of the cross-section due to overlapping elec-
tromagnetic ûelds of the electrons/positronswithin a bunch8. _e result is a ûnite instead of an
inûnite interaction range of the leptons, usually in the order of half the average distance between
8_e beam size eòect was discovered for the ûrst time at theMD-1 detector [270].
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Figure 7.52:Comparison of the total cross-section betweenBBBrem and equation 7.55. Bothmeth-
ods of dealing with the beam size eòect are shown.
two leptons [177]. Transforming the ûnite interaction range to a measure for the momentum-
transfer squared, one can deûne
tc = (
ħc
d
)
2
where d denotes half the average distance. Using the vertical beam size of the LER, the value
for SuperKEKB evaluates to tc = 1.68 × 10−17GeV2. _e beam size eòect can be implemented by
introducing either a hard cutoò or a so cutoò. _e hard cutoò sets the weight of events that
have amomentum transfer squared smaller than tc to zero. _e so cutoò, on the other hand,
suppresses the electromagnetic potential of the electrons by multiplying each event’s weight by
t2
(t − tc)2
Acomparison of equation 7.55with the results from a BBBremMonte Carlo simulation for vary-
ing values of the energy acceptance is shown in ûgure 7.52. _e plot also shows the diòerence
between the two beam size eòect implementations. _e deviation of the simpliûed theoretical
formula from theMonte Carlo simulation is less than 10% and constant over the whole range
of the energy acceptance levels up to 5%.
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Figure 7.53:_e distribution of the event weights for BBBrem at
√
s =10.58GeV and є = 10−4%.
_e implementation of BBBrem in basf2 produces 4-vector events containing the two outgoing
leptons and the radiated photon. However, since the scattering at very small angles dominate
the process, the emission of the Bremsstrahlung photon by the electron and by the positron is
essentially independent. _us BBBrem only uses the Feynman diagrams where the photon is
radiated from the electron. In order to produce a complete Monte Carlo sample for the full
detector simulation, the BBBrem implementation in basf2 is “symmetrised”. _is means, for
each event a random number generator decides, with a 50% probability, whether the electron
should be swapped with the positron in order to allow for radiation from both the electron and
the positron. By multiplying the ûnal cross-section with a factor two, the swap of the electron
with the positron is accounted for.
Due to the large cross-section at small angles,most particles that are lost hit the beampipe a few
metres from the IP. Figure 7.54 provides an overview of the locations and the loss rates for those
particles.
It is found that an accurate estimation of those locations and rates requires very detailedmod-
elling of the ûnal focus magnets and their ûelds. _is is not provided by the 3Dmagnetic ûeld
implementation of basf2. _erefore, the 4-vector output of BBBrem is given to SAD, which
propagates the particles through the magnetic ûelds and records the position where they are
lost. _e result is a SAD ûle that is read and processed by basf2 in order to evaluate the impact
of the radiative Bhabha scattering background on the PXD.
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Figure 7.54:_e locations and loss rates for the radiative Bhabha particles aer the SAD acceler-
ator simulation.
Particle ux
Radiative Bhabha background is the result of scattered particles at the IP, meaning that the
background particles emerge fromwithin the IP region, in contrast to the Touschek and Beam-
Gas backgrounds. _is can be seen in the polar plot distributions of ûgure 7.55 as they show
broad, centralised peaks. Looking at the z-ϕ plots, a few distinct peaks are visible. For theHER
those “hotspots” are located in the forward region of the sensors at 120° and 350° for the inner
layer and around 140° for the outer layer. _e LER does not show such a pronounced structure.
Instead, the backward ASICs in the inner layer at 0° are subject to an increased particle ux,
while the backward sensors in the outer layer see amoderate peak at 0°.
_e particle ux for the HER radiative Bhabha in the forward sensors is dominated by single
particle crossings,while theparticleux in the backward sensorsoriginatesmostly fromparticles
traversing the sensorsmultiple time (see ûgure 7.56). _eLER radiativeBhabha shows amirrored
distribution where the backward sensors are dominated by single and double crossings.
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Figure 7.55: Angular and spatial distributions of the electrons and positrons traversing the PXD
from radiative BhabhaHER (top two rows) and LER (bottom two rows) per area during one snow-
mass year.
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Figure 7.56: Distribution of the number of times a radiative Bhabha generated particle traverses
a PXD layer. _e top row shows the results from the radiative Bhabha HER, with the inner layer
being the le plot and the outer layer the right plot. _e bottom row represents the radiative Bhabha
LER.
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Figure 7.57:_e le plot shows the distribution of the origin of all e+e− particles that spark the
creation of particles that, further down the chain, hit thePXD sensors. _e right plot shows primary
as well as secondary particles that hit the PXD sensors, thus helping to identify the areas within
the interaction region that contribute to the background of the PXD.
_e le plot in ûgure 7.57 shows the positions where the radiative Bhabha particles originate,
and reveals that themajority of the particles relevant for the PXD hit the beampipe wall within
150 cm of the IP. Of course, being aQED background, the actual origin of the radiative Bhabha
background is the IP. However, as explained in section 7.5.1, the scattered particles are tracked
with SAD until they are lost, making the input to the simulation the positions shown in the
plot and not the IP. _e contribution from secondary particles is much less compared to the
Touschek background, as the production vertex plot for radiative Bhabha shows. _is is to be
expected, as the particles hitting the PXD have to scatter back in to the direction of the IP.
_is is also the reason why the contribution of the radiative Bhabha background to the PXD
background is rather small.
Occupancy
For the occupancy study 908 ROFs are simulated for the HER and 357 ROFs for the LER. _e
content of sensor 1.1.1 for a single ROF is shown in the top plot of ûgure 7.58. Most pixel clusters
are medium sized clusters with a very interesting looking, long cluster on the right hand side.
_is cluster is created by a particle traversing the PXD ladder at a very shallow polar angle. _e
xy plots of ûgure 7.58 and 7.59 show occupancy hotspots that are also seen in the z distribution.
For the HER two peaks are visible in the forward part of the PXD ladders in the inner layer,
one at 2 cm and one at 4.5 cm. _e outer layer shows only a single peak at 6 cm which is the
result of a shied 4.5 cmpeak from the inner layer due to the incident angle of the particles. _e
location of the peaks in the forward area of the ladder are in agreement with the direction of
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the incoming HER beam. In the same way, the radiative Bhabha occupancy for the LER shows
a peak in the backward area of the PXD ladders in the inner layer. _e peak is located at -2 cm,
while the outer layer does not show a peak-like structure. _e largest background for the inner
layer is found in the 1.1.1 sensor with (139.5 ± 15.4) ⋅ 10−3% and for the outer layer in the 2.6.1
sensor with (43.8 ± 10.7) ⋅ 10−3%.
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Figure 7.58:_e ûred pixels from the radiative BhabhaHER background. _e top plot presents the
content for one ROF of sensor 1.1.1. _e bottom le plot shows the xy-projection and the bottom
right plot the distribution of the ûred pixels along z.
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Layer 1 [%] ⋅10−3 Layer 2 [%] ⋅10−3
Sensor LER HER Sensor LER HER
1.1.1 1.9 ± 1.0 139.5 ± 15.4 2.1.1 4.3 ± 2.1 13.2 ± 5.5
1.1.2 4.4 ± 2.3 7.8 ± 4.1 2.1.2 8.8 ± 4.0 4.7 ± 2.4
1.2.1 1.3 ± 0.6 70.3 ± 10.3 2.2.1 3.0 ± 1.5 10.2 ± 4.0
1.2.2 6.1 ± 3.4 6.5 ± 3.1 2.2.2 4.8 ± 2.4 3.8 ± 2.0
1.3.1 1.3 ± 0.5 93.3 ± 13.3 2.3.1 1.7 ± 0.8 13.2 ± 4.9
1.3.2 26.9 ± 7.5 5.4 ± 3.0 2.3.2 3.1 ± 1.5 3.5 ± 1.7
1.4.1 0.9 ± 0.4 116.3 ± 15.5 2.4.1 1.2 ± 0.6 16.3 ± 5.8
1.4.2 6.6 ± 3.0 4.4 ± 2.2 2.4.2 2.2 ± 1.2 3.3 ± 1.7
1.5.1 1.3 ± 0.6 14.4 ± 4.9 2.5.1 0.8 ± 0.2 39.3 ± 8.7
1.5.2 56.6 ± 10.0 2.4 ± 1.2 2.5.2 1.6 ± 0.8 3.2 ± 1.4
1.6.1 1.2 ± 0.6 5.1 ± 2.4 2.6.1 1.2 ± 0.5 43.8 ± 10.7
1.6.2 43.6 ± 7.2 1.6 ± 0.7 2.6.2 1.6 ± 0.7 3.2 ± 1.4
1.7.1 1.5 ± 0.7 8.2 ± 3.2 2.7.1 1.4 ± 0.7 18.6 ± 7.3
1.7.2 3.4 ± 1.8 2.3 ± 1.1 2.7.2 3.3 ± 1.7 2.3 ± 1.1
1.8.1 2.4 ± 1.3 25.9 ± 7.3 2.8.1 1.5 ± 0.7 5.8 ± 3.1
1.8.2 4.5 ± 2.4 4.2 ± 2.2 2.8.2 4.4 ± 2.3 1.7 ± 0.7
2.9.1 1.6 ± 0.7 3.7 ± 2.0
2.9.2 2.7 ± 1.3 1.6 ± 0.7
2.10.1 2.3 ± 1.1 3.9 ± 1.9
2.10.2 4.3 ± 2.3 1.8 ± 0.8
2.11.1 3.5 ± 1.6 7.3 ± 3.0
2.11.2 6.1 ± 3.2 2.9 ± 1.3
2.12.1 4.7 ± 2.4 9.1 ± 4.1
2.12.2 9.8 ± 4.2 3.7 ± 1.8
Max 56.6 ± 10.0 139.5 ± 15.4 Max 9.8 ± 4.2 43.8 ± 10.7
Table 7.6:_e detailed occupancy values for the radiative Bhabha background split into their in-
dividual contributions for each sensor.
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Figure 7.59:_e ûred pixels from the radiative Bhabha LER background. _e le plot shows the
xy-projection and the right plot the distribution of the ûred pixels along z.
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Figure 7.60: Summary of the PXD occupancy values for the radiative Bhabha LER (le) and ra-
diative Bhabha HER (right) background.
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Figure 7.61:Cluster angle distributions for radiative Bhabha LER (le) and radiative BhabhaHER
(right). _e plots diòerentiate the diòerent cluster sizes by colours and stack them to provide an
overall distribution of the cluster angle. Starting with the cluster size 2 (blue), there are only four
possible pixel arrangements with respect to the global z-axis: parallel (0°), perpendicular (90°),
diagonal “upward” (45°) and diagonal “downward” (135°).
_e radiative Bhabha background is diòerent to the other backgrounds. It exhibits an asym-
metry with a trend for smaller angles, especially for the HER. _is can be explained by the
origin of the radiative Bhabha background. _e scattered particles are lost downstream, close
to the IP (see ûgure 7.57) and give rise to showers. Particles from these showers backscatter into
the PXD under a shallow angle and, thus, create parallel clusters (see ûgure 7.61).
7.5.2 Two-photon events
_e two-photon process
e+e− → e+e−γγ → e+e−e+e−
dominates all production processes found at SuperKEKB (see chapter 6). Naively one would,
therefore, expect that this process provides the largest contribution to the background in the
Belle experiment and will do so for Belle II, too. However, chapter 6 already showed that the
cross-section of the two-photonprocesspeaks strongly for very low-pt values. _is explainswhy
the process has not contributed substantially to the background at Belle, as the vertex detector
was too far away from the IP and almost all outgoing particlesdisappeared in the beampipe. _is
changes at Belle II, as the PXD is extremely close to the IP, exposing it to the large number of
low-pt particles. It is indeed found that the two-photon process is the dominating background
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for thePXDand, thus, demands a careful treatment. Chapter 6 introduces the theory behind the
process and describes the comparison of data taken at the Belle experiment with two diòerent
Monte Carlo generators in order to establish their validity. _e comparison shows that the
diòerence between BDK and KoralW in the high cross-section, low pt (smaller than 20MeV)
and thus most relevant range for the PXD is very small. _erefore both generators qualify to
be used for the PXD background studies. For the background study at hand the BDK Monte
Carlo generator is used as it is found to generate events faster than the KoralW generator. _e
Monte Carlo data that was generated for the analysis in chapter 6 is read into basf2 for the
full detector simulation. _e full Monte Carlo data is given to the detector simulation without
any acceptance cuts in order to allow for background contributions originating from particle
showers hitting the beampipe up- and downstream from the IP.
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Figure 7.62: Angular and spatial distributions of the electrons and positrons traversing the PXD
from the two-photon process per area during one snowmass year. _e top row represents the inner
layer and the bottom row the outer layer.
Particle ux
_e two-photon background is a QED background generated at the IP. As expected the polar
angle shows a broad peak at 90° (see right plots of ûgure 7.62), while the azimuthal angle cover-
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age is uniform (see le plots of ûgure 7.62). _e horizontal bands of increased particle ux are
caused by the overlap from the windmill structure, as the particles have to traverse two sensors
per layer in those areas. _e lack of traversing particles in the ASICs is due to the acceptance
of Belle II, protecting the ASICs, as intended, from high radiation levels. _e vertical band of
low particle ux represents the non sensitive areawhere the two sensors are glued together. _e
break down of the particle ux into the number of crossings for the two-photon background
(see ûgure 7.63) shows the large amount of curlers contributing to the total particle ux. About
60% of the particle ux arises from particles that traverse the PXD sensors more than once.
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Figure 7.63:Distribution of the number of times a two-photon generated particle traverses a PXD
layer. _e le plot shows the results from the inner layer of the PXD, the right plot the results from
the outer layer. _e bump in the forward direction is the result of backscattered particles and is,
thus, an eòect of the beampipe, while the non-sensitive glue between the two sensors is visible as a
gap.
Origin of particles
_e distribution of the production vertices (see ûgure 7.64) shows the expected radial symmetry
with the HER upstream region seeing slightly more hits than the other directions due to the
boost. _emajor diòerence between the two-photon background and all the other backgrounds
is the way the particles that traverse the PXD are being created. While themajority of particles
for the Touschek, Beam-Gas and radiative Bhabha background originate from interactions of
particles with matter and the subsequent creation of showers, the two-photon background in
the PXD is the result of direct hits from primary particles rather than hits created by secondary
particles. _is makes the two-photon background irreducible, as there is no way to increase or
add additional shielding material9, adjust the radii of apertures, or tune the accelerator magnet
lattice10 in order to protect the PXD from this background. Hence, the two-photon background
is themost severe background for the PXD.
9as it has been done to reduce the eòects of the radiative Bhabha scattering
10themain handle on reducing the Touschek background
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Figure 7.64:_e le plot shows the distribution of the origin of all e+e− particles that spark the
creation of particles that, further down the chain, hit thePXD sensors. _e right plot shows primary
as well as secondary particles that hit the PXD sensors, thus helping to identify the areas within
the interaction region that contribute to the background of the PXD.
Occupancy
In total, 917 ROFs are simulated and analysed. _e top plot of ûgure 7.65 shows a typical PXD
ladder for one ROF of the two-photon background. It contains the whole range of pixel cluster
sizes. Small clusters are created by high pt particles traversing the PXD in an almost straight
line,whilemedium to long clusters are the result of low pt particles curling in themagnetic ûeld.
_e xy projection shows the typical 1/r2 dependence of a spherical symmetric QED process
between the inner and the outer layer. All ladders within a layer are exposed to roughly the
same occupancy. _e distribution in z is at, with a gap around 1.5 cm(1.8 cm) being the non-
sensitive glue between the two sensor of the inner(outer) ladders. Table 7.7 lists the occupancy
values for each sensor. Slightly higher values are found for the forward sensors around the
azimuthal angle of 0°. _is is the result of the boost combined with the crossing-angle of the
beams. _e largest occupancy value for the inner layer is in the sensor 1.1.1 with 0.89 ± 0.06%
and for the outer layer in the sensors 2.1.1, 2.2.1, 2.11.1, 2.12.1 with 0.29 ± 0.05%.
Cluster analysis
_e luminosity dependent two-photon QED background exhibits more perpendicular clusters
than parallel clusters as a result of the higher amount of curling tracks (see ûgure 7.67). _is is
due to the fact that the cross-section peaks towards low values of pt .
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Sensor Layer 1 [%] Sensor Layer 2 [%]
1.1.1 0.89 ± 0.06 2.1.1 0.29 ± 0.05
1.1.2 0.85 ± 0.07 2.1.2 0.26 ± 0.04
1.2.1 0.87 ± 0.07 2.2.1 0.29 ± 0.05
1.2.2 0.84 ± 0.07 2.2.2 0.25 ± 0.04
1.3.1 0.82 ± 0.07 2.3.1 0.28 ± 0.04
1.3.2 0.80 ± 0.07 2.3.2 0.25 ± 0.04
1.4.1 0.76 ± 0.07 2.4.1 0.27 ± 0.04
1.4.2 0.77 ± 0.07 2.4.2 0.24 ± 0.04
1.5.1 0.74 ± 0.07 2.5.1 0.26 ± 0.04
1.5.2 0.76 ± 0.07 2.5.2 0.24 ± 0.04
1.6.1 0.77 ± 0.07 2.6.1 0.25 ± 0.04
1.6.2 0.78 ± 0.07 2.6.2 0.23 ± 0.04
1.7.1 0.84 ± 0.07 2.7.1 0.24 ± 0.04
1.7.2 0.82 ± 0.07 2.7.2 0.22 ± 0.04
1.8.1 0.88 ± 0.06 2.8.1 0.25 ± 0.04
1.8.2 0.86 ± 0.07 2.8.2 0.23 ± 0.04
2.9.1 0.26 ± 0.04
2.9.2 0.23 ± 0.04
2.10.1 0.27 ± 0.04
2.10.2 0.24 ± 0.04
2.11.1 0.29 ± 0.05
2.11.2 0.25 ± 0.04
2.12.1 0.29 ± 0.04
2.12.2 0.25 ± 0.04
Max 0.89 ± 0.06 Max 0.29 ± 0.05
Table 7.7:_e detailed occupancy values for the two-photon QED background split into their in-
dividual contributions for each sensor.
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Figure 7.65: _e ûred pixels from the two-photon QED background. _e top plot presents the
content for one ROF of sensor 1.1.1. _e bottom le plot shows the xy-projection with the typical
1/r2 dependence between the inner and the outer layer. _e distribution of the ûred pixels along z
in the bottom right plot is fairly at. _e non-sensitive gaps of the glue are visible.
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Figure 7.66: Summary of the PXD occupancy values for the two-photon QED background.
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Figure 7.67: Cluster angle distribution for the two-photon process. _e plot diòerentiates the dif-
ferent cluster sizes by colours and stacks them to provide an overall distribution of the cluster angle.
Starting with the cluster size 2 (blue), there are only four possible pixel arrangements with respect
to the global z-axis: parallel (0°), perpendicular (90°), diagonal “upward” (45°) and diagonal
“downward” (135°).
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7.6 Summary of all PXD backgrounds
_is section summarises the results of all ûgures ofmerit for all backgrounds presented in the
previous sections.
7.6.1 Particle ux
Figure 7.68 shows the particle ux for electrons and positrons in the ûrst layer of the PXD for
each background separately and the total particle ux. _e dominating source of particles in the
PXD arises from the two-photon BDK background, centring around the IP. _e bump in the
forward direction is the result of backscattered particles and is thus an eòect of the beampipe,
while the non-sensitive glue between the two sensors is visible as a gap. Overall, the particle
ux is fairly constant along the z-axis with an average of 6.1MHz cm−2.
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Figure 7.68: Stack plot of the particle ux for electrons and positrons in the inner layer of the PXD,
split into the contributions from each background type. _e average particle ux is 6.1MHz cm−2.
_e second layer (ûgure 7.69) shows a similar distribution, with the centre less pronounced.
Again, theparticleux is found tobe constant along z, exposing the sensors to auxof 2.5MHz cm−2
on average.
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Figure 7.69: Stack plot of the particle ux for electrons and positrons in the outer layer of the PXD,
split into the contributions from each background type. _e average particle ux is 2.5MHz cm−2.
In order to evaluate the damage caused by traversing particles to the sensor, the hardware de-
velopers are interested in the expected energy distribution of the particles. _e typical energy
for electrons and positrons is found to be 4MeV for the inner layer and 6MeV for the outer
layer as ûgure 7.70 illustrates. _e prominent peak at 200 keV originates from delta electrons
[271] produced inside the silicon material of the PXD sensor. In total, 6.08 ⋅ 1013 electrons and
positrons are expected to traverse the inner layer per cm2 during one snowmass year11. _e
outer layer is exposed to about half of the inner layer’s particle ux with 2.33 ⋅ 1013 electrons
and positrons per cm2 and snowmass year. While the particle ux for electrons and positrons
is dominated by the two-photon background, the majority of the ux for photons emerges, as
expected, from synchrotron radiation. _e ûrst layer of the PXD shows a photon peak around
4 cm, as shown in ûgure 7.71, with a maximum particle ux of roughly 117MHz cm−2. For the
second layer (ûgure 7.71) the peak is broader and located at 2.5 cm, with a maximum particle
ux of 42MHz cm−2.
_e energy of the traversing photons is drawn in ûgure 7.72. _e typical energy for photons
reaching the PXD sensors is 50 keV. It should be noted that photons above 20 keV do not in-
teract with the PXD sensor. In total, 4.27 ⋅ 1014 photons cross the inner layer and 1.57 ⋅ 1014 the
outer layer of the PXD per cm2 during one snowmass year.
111 snowmass year = 107 s
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Figure 7.70: Energy spectra of the electrons and positrons traversing the inner (le) and outer
(right) layer of the PXD. _e typical energy is 4MeV for the inner layer and 6MeV for the outer
layer. _e peak at 200 keV originates from delta electrons. 6.08 ⋅ 1013 electrons and positrons are
expected to traverse the inner layer and 2.33 ⋅ 1013 electrons and positrons the outer layer per cm2
and snowmass year.
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Figure 7.71: Stack plot of the particle ux for photons in the inner (le) and outer (right) layer of
the PXD, split into the contributions from each background type.
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Figure 7.72: Energy spectra of the photons traversing the inner (le) and outer (right) layer of the
PXD. _e typical energy is 50 keV. 4.27 ⋅ 1014 photons cross the inner layer and 1.57 ⋅ 1014 the outer
layer of the PXD per cm2 during one snowmass year.
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7.6.2 Origin of particles
_e plot in ûgure 7.73 shows a z-x scatter plot of the origin for all electrons and positrons tra-
versing the PXD. _e diòerent background types are indicated by diòerent colours. As the plot
shows, themajority of particles are created within a region of 150 cm in z around the IP,mean-
ing that the PXD is only sensitive to the design of the inner part of the interaction region. _is
is a result of its small size and its proximity to the IP as the inner quadrupole magnets, heavy
metal shields and the Belle II support structure shield the PXD from background created fur-
ther up- or downstream. From ûgure 7.73 it can also be seen that the origin for each background
type is diòerent and shows a unique pattern. In the following the origin of all particles and the
production vertices for the secondary particles is investigated.
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Figure 7.73: Distribution of the origin of all particles that either hit the PXD sensors directly or
created a particle that hit the sensors. _e HER (LER) beam travels from the bottom le (right)
corner to the top right (le) corner.
7.6.3 Occupancy
Plotting the occupancy value in a stacked polar plot, where each arc segment represents the
azimuthal angle range a single ladder covers, results inûgure 7.74. _e leplot shows a summary
of the occupancy of the PXD for the inner PXD layer, while the right plot shows the occupancy
for the outer layer. Both plots use the radius to indicate the occupancy for values up to 1%.
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Figure 7.74: Summary of the PXD occupancy values in % for the inner layer (le) and the outer
layer (right). _e contributions of Touschek (red), two-photon (blue), radiative Bhabha (green)
and synchrotron radiation (yellow) can be seen. _e radius represents the occupancy while each
arc segment represents the azimuthal angle range a single ladder covers.
Form the plots it is obvious that the two-photon background is, by far, the dominant back-
ground. _e second most important background depends on the azimuthal angle. For the
region around 0° it is the radiative Bhabha scattering background originating from the HER,
while for the region around 180° it is the HER synchrotron radiation. Overall, the occupancy
is distributed quite evenly for the whole azimuthal angle range. _e occupancy is close to, but
still smaller than 1% for the inner layer of the PXD and smaller than 0.4% for the outer layer
of the PXD. A more pessimistic summary for the expected occupancy of the PXD is given in
table 7.8. Instead of using the average of the occupancy values over all ladders, the maximum
occupancy value is listed in the table. In summary, the two-photon background is more than 5
times larger than the synchrotron radiation and radiative Bhabha backgrounds. _e latter two
backgrounds are very similar in size, whereas the Touschek and Beam-Gas backgrounds play
only aminor role. _e total expected occupancy for the PXD is
inner layer ∶ 1.28 ± 0.03% outer layer ∶ 0.45 ± 0.01%
Although the expected occupancy value iswell below the 3% limit, the question ariseswhether
this value has to be taken with a grain of salt. Since there is no experience with such a low
emittance and high luminosity accelerator, a deûnite answer will have to wait for the Super-
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KEKB commissioning detector12 [272]. However, it is possible to look into a worst case scen-
ario by assigning safety factors to each background. _ose numbers are usually the results of
experience and back-of-the-envelope calculations. _e two-photon background is a pureQED
background and the QED two-photon Monte Carlo generator is very well understood and has
been veriûed in the previous chapter. _us, a safety factor of 1 is assigned to the two-photon
background. _e radiative Bhabha background is a pure QED background too. _e radiative
BhabhaMonte Carlo generator is known to work very well for the energies at Belle II, gaining
this background a safety factor of 1 as well. _e synchrotron radiation background could be
more severe, if the beampipe ismisaligned and therefore the apertures cannot block the incom-
ing photons eõciently. For a realisticmisalignment of 0.5mm recent studies[273, 274] show an
increase in the number of photons traversing the PXD by a factor of ∼ 2.5. _is value is used
as the safety factor for the synchrotron radiation background. _e amount of the accelerator
dependent backgrounds Touschek and Beam-Gas can be larger as in the idealistic simulation
due to de-tuned optics. However, even under the extremely pessimistic assumption of a safety
factor of 10, both backgrounds are still very small compared to the dominating backgrounds.
Applying the safety factors to each background and performing the calculation, the worst case
occupancy calculates to 1.7%. _is value is close to the 2% limit but is still almost a factor of
2 away from the hardware limit of 3%. _erefore, the conclusion is drawn that the PXD is safe
under the expected background at Belle II.
Background Ring Layer 1 [%] Layer 2 [%]
Touschek HER (1.2 ± 0.4) ⋅ 10−3 (0.8 ± 0.2) ⋅ 10−3
LER (17.8 ± 6.8) ⋅ 10−3 (14.8 ± 5.7) ⋅ 10−3
Beam-Gas HER (2.0 ± 2.0) ⋅ 10−6 (2.0 ± 2.0) ⋅ 10−5
LER (9.1 ± 5.0) ⋅ 10−3 (5.4 ± 2.7) ⋅ 10−3
Radiative Bhabha HER 0.14 ± 0.02 0.04 ± 0.01
LER 0.06 ± 0.01 0.01 ± 0.01
Two-photon 0.89 ± 0.06 0.29 ± 0.05
Synchrotron radiation HER 0.17 ± 0.02 0.09 ± 0.01
LER (2.2 ± 0.3) ⋅ 10−3 (1.9 ± 1.1) ⋅ 10−3
Total 1.28 ± 0.03 0.45 ± 0.01
Table 7.8:_emaximum occupancy values for each background and PXD layer.
12also known as BEAST II in the Belle II collaboration
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7.6.4 Cluster analysis
Plotting the distribution of cluster sizes for each background results in ûgure 7.75. _e content
is normalised such that the fraction for a speciûc cluster size can be read from the y-axis. For all
backgrounds except synchrotron radiation, the cluster size distribution is very similar. About
30% of all clusters aremade from 2 pixels, followed by 3 pixel clusters (around 20%) and equal
amounts of 4 and 1 pixel clusters (10%). On the other hand, synchrotron radiation is dominated
by 1 pixel clusters, with 64% of the synchrotron radiation clusters being single pixel clusters in
the inner layer and 50% in the outer layer. Only 27% of all clusters in the inner layer consist of
2 pixels (31 % in the outer layer). _e reason for the domination of single pixel clusters is due to
theway inwhich photons deposit energy in silicon. Unlike charged particles that deposit energy
along their travel path through thePXD sensors, photons deposit their full energy via the photo-
electric eòect at a single spot. _is leads to a single pixel being ûred, unless of course, the spot
happens to be located near a pixel-pixel boundary. Charge sharing between neighbouring pixels
can then result in larger clusters. However, this eòect is very localised as can be seen in ûgure
7.75. _ere are no synchrotron radiation induced clusters beyond 4 pixels.
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Figure 7.75:_e cluster size (number of pixels per cluster) for the various backgrounds. _e le
plot shows the clusters for the inner layer of the PXD and the right plot for the outer layer.
_e distribution of the cluster lengths for all clusters containing 2 or more pixels is shown in
ûgure 7.76. Although it resembles the main features of the cluster size distribution of ûgure
7.75, it shows additional details that cannot be seen in the cluster size plots. In the le plot,
representing the inner layer, two peaks arenoticeable. One for two-photon clusterswith a length
of about 120 µm and one for radiative Bhabha clusters with a length of about 160 µm. _is can
be explained by the fact that both backgrounds are comprised of a large number of clusters
with a low pixel count. Because the radiative Bhabha background is conûned to the forward
and backward parts of the PXD, it covers mostly the outside areas of a PXD ladder where the
large pixel size is present, leading to longer clusters13. _e two-photon background, on the other
13the term “pixel size” as it is used in this section refers to the length of the pixel edge that is parallel to the long
edge of a PXD ladder, as the other pixel edge is constant and 50 µm for all pixels.
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hand, is evenly spread across the PXD ladder, picking up small as well as larger pixel sizes. On
average this results in smaller cluster lengths, compared to the radiative Bhabha background.
_eTouschek and Beam-Gas backgrounds becomemore prominent for clusterswith a length of
240 µm and above. Having two diòerent pixel sizes per laddermeans that for clusters containing
2 or 3 pixels only a small number of possible cluster lengths exists. _is “quantisation” eòect
becomes more prominent in the outer layer of the PXD where the diòerence between the small
and large pixel size is greater compared to the inner layer. _is can be seen in the right plot of
ûgure 7.76, where the cluster length of 160 µm is suppressed. For example, there are only two
possibilities for 2-pixel clusters to make it into this bin of the histogram: either by consisting of
two large pixels (=170 µm) or containing a small and a large pixel (=155 µm). _e latter option
is quite unlikely, though.
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Figure 7.76: _e cluster length in µm for clusters with 2 or more pixels. _e le plot shows the
cluster lengths for the inner layer of the PXD, the right plot for the outer layer.
7.6.5 Radiation dose
_e expected radiation dose is drawn in ûgure 7.77 for the inner and outer layer of the PXD.
As expected, the dominating contribution arises from the two-photon background, while the
second largest contribution is the radiative Bhabha scattering. _e radiation dose along the
global z-axis is fairly at for the inner layer and has only a moderate asymmetry in the outer
layer. Reading the average radiation dose from the plots, the inner layer is expected to be ex-
posed to 19.9 kGy/smy and the outer layer to 4.9 kGy/smy. Irradiation tests of DEPFET sensors,
similar to those being used in the PXD, were conducted with 10MeV electrons for a dose up to
100.0 kGy [275]. _e sensorswere found towork properly aer the irradiation and it is believed
that they can copewith up to 200.0 kGy. Using the numbers obtained from the simulation, this
translates to a lifetime of roughly 10 years for the PXD sensors, the typical operation time of a
high energy physics detector.
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Figure 7.77: Stack plot of the expected radiation dose for the inner layer (top) and outer layer
(bottom) of the PXD with respect to the global z-axis. _e dominating background is the two-
photon process with the average dose 19.9 kGy/smy (layer 1) and 4.9 kGy/smy (layer 2).
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7.6.6 Neutron ux
Plotting the energy spectra of the neutrons traversing the inner and outer layer of the PXD
results in ûgure 7.78. _e distributions peak at around 100 keV for both layers, with a long tail
towards lower energies, covering the intermediate to low temperature range of neutrons. _e
y-axis shows the number of neutrons normalised to one snowmass year, with a total number
of 5.98 ⋅ 1010 neutrons passing through 1 cm2 of the inner layer and 6.08 ⋅ 1010 of the outer layer
of the PXD. _emajority of neutrons originate from the radiative Bhabha background through
the creation of giant dipole resonances (see section 7.5.1). _e two-photon background, usually
being the dominating background, is only the second largest source for neutrons.
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Figure 7.78:Energy distribution of theneutrons traversing the inner layer (le plot) and outer layer
(right plot) of the PXD. _e dominating source for neutrons is the radiative Bhabha background,
followed by the two-photon background.
Multiplying each bin of the energy spectrum with the associated D value, the NIEL folded en-
ergy spectra is obtained (ûgure 7.79). _e D value is estimated using spline interpolation and a
look up table taken from [236].
Plotting theuence rate for thePXD sensorswith respect to the global z-axis (ûgure 7.80) reveals
an increased rate by about a factor of 3 for the very forward and very backward regions of the
sensor compared to its centre area. _ose increased rates are the result of the shieldingmaterials
in front and behind the PXD. _e uence rate is constant across the centre of the sensors, with
a slight rise for the forward areas in the outer layer. Overall, the neutron rate is very small and
its damage to the PXD can be neglected [276].
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Figure 7.79: NIEL folded energy distribution of the neutrons traversing the inner layer (le plot)
and outer layer (right plot) of the PXD.
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Figure 7.80:NIEL folded uence rate. _e distribution is the result ofweighting each particlewith
the D value using the particle’s kinetic energy.
7.7 Backgroundmerging for physics events
Having established the tools to generate and simulate the various background components, the
question arises how the simulated background data can be fed back into the simulation of pro-
cesses relevant for physics analyses. _is is an important step as it ensures that theMonte Carlo
simulation resembles the data recorded at the Belle II detector as closely as possible. At the pre-
decessor experiment of Belle II, Belle, special random-trigger background runswere taken and
for each run all hits in the sub-detectors were recorded. During the Monte Carlo simulation
of a physics process, those hits were added aer the Geant3 simulation and before the track,
photon etc. reconstruction. For Belle II a similar approach is employed. As there is no meas-
ured background data available for Belle II yet, the backgroundmixing scheme relies solely on
Monte Carlo data. Figure 7.81 illustrates an overview of the backgroundmixing scheme.
It startswith the production of the background. Each background component is generated and
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Figure 7.81:_e backgroundmixing scheme for basf2. _e background is generated and simulated
for each detector and component separately. _e result ismerged into sub-detector ROFs and stored
into ûles, using the hierarchy sub-detector → component → generator. _e background is then
mixed with the physics process using the MixBkg module. In this example the physics process is
generated using EvtGen [179].
simulated separately, following the procedures described in this chapter. In order to account for
diòerent readout times of the sub-detectors and the readout-time aware SAD background gen-
erators, the background simulation is performed for each sub-detector individually. _e result
is a dataset of SimHits for a speciûc sub-detector and background component. _is implies to
store the SimHits according to the following hierarchy:
sub-detector→ component→ generator
For the PXD this results in:
PXD→ Touschek→ SAD_LER
PXD→ Touschek→ SAD_HER
PXD→ TwoPhoton→ BDK
PXD→ . . .
A special process called ROF building takes the SimHits of a speciûed sub-detector and gener-
ator andmerges them into readout frames (ROF),where one ROF represents one readout cycle
of the sub-detector. _eROFs are stored in aROOTûle togetherwith information indicating for
which sub-detector the speciûc background componentwas produced andwhich generator de-
livered the data. _is results in self-describing background ûles, respecting the hierarchy above.
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_ey can easily be shared and accessed in the next step, the backgroundmixing. _emixing of
the backgroundwith a physics process is implemented in a single basf2module,which has to be
placed between the Geant4 FullSim module and the digitisation modules. _is makes sure the
digitisation is applied to both the hits from the physics process and the background hits at the
same time. Although this background mixing approach cannot be used for background data
taken at the Belle II experiment later, it delivers, for the moment, the most correct results for
Monte Carlo-based backgrounds. It incorporates, for example, the eòect of pixels in the PXD
that are hit by both the physics process and the background,where each contribution separately
would be below the digitisation threshold. Together, however, they are above the threshold and,
thus, represent a ûred pixel. _e input for the backgroundmixing module are the background
ûles produced in the ROF building stage. Since they follow the hierarchy above and are self
describing, specifying the requested input ûles in the basf2 mixing module is enough to load
their content. Inside themixing module the content is managed in the same hierarchy scheme
as above, allowing one to turn on and oò speciûc sub-detectors and background components
in order to study their eòect. It should be noted that the backgroundmixing scheme described
here is optimised for the PXD. It does not incorporate features such as timing and randomisa-
tion yet,which are important for other sub-detectors, particularly the SVD and CDC. However,
an implementation of those features is under development.
7.8 Concluding remarks on the PXD backgrounds
_is chapter was devoted to a detailed study of the expected background types at Belle II and
their contribution to the PXD background. _ere are two types of background present at Su-
perKEKB: beam-induced backgrounds and luminosity-dependent backgrounds. While the ûrst
background originates from the accelerator itself and can be tuned to some degree, the latter is
irreducible. _e beam-induced backgrounds presented in this chapter are the Touschek eòect,
Beam-Gas scattering and synchrotron radiation. Due to the new concept of a high-luminosity
nano-beamlepton collider, the amount of backgroundproduced by SuperKEKB isnot yetmeas-
ured and has to be simulated usingMonte Carlo techniques at the time being. For the Touschek
and Beam-Gas background the SAD simulation tool is used, while the synchrotron radiation is
simulated using soware that has been developed speciûcally for the studies presented in this
chapter. _e luminosity-dependent backgrounds are comprised of radiative Bhabha scattering
and the two-photon background. _e simulation of the radiative Bhabha scattering is a com-
bination of the BBBREM Monte Carlo generator and SAD. For the two-photon background
the BDK generator is used. All backgrounds are then fed into the full Belle II detector simu-
lation, followed by a detailed simulation of the PXD response. It is found that the dominant
background is the two-photon QED process accounting for almost 70% of the total PXD back-
ground. _e second largest background is synchrotron radiation, closely followed by radiative
Bhabha scattering.
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By counting the number of electrons and positrons that traverse the PXD sensors the particle
uxes are estimated. On average the inner layer experiences a particle ux of 6.1MHz cm−2 and
the outer layer of 2.5MHz cm−2. _e distribution of the particle ux along the global z-axis
is fairly at, meaning that the radiation damage is evenly distributed along the PXD ladders,
a scenario favoured by the hardware developers. Of similar interest is the expected radiation
dose. _e simulation shows that the inner layer of the PXD is exposed to 19.9 kGy/smy and the
outer layer to 4.9 kGy/smy. Irradiation tests of DEPFET sensors with 10MeV electrons showed
that the sensorswork reliably for a dose of at least 100 kGy. It is believed that they can even cope
with up to 200 kGy. Using the radiation dose values obtained from the simulation, the numbers
translate to a lifetime of roughly 10 years for the PXD sensors, the typical operation time of a
high energy physics detector.
_e most important ûgure of merit, though, is the occupancy. It is deûned as the number of
pixels ûred within one read out frame divided by the total number of pixels of the PXD. _e
occupancy values obtained from the simulation are
inner layer ∶ 1.28 ± 0.03% outer layer ∶ 0.45 ± 0.01%
_e upper limit for the PXD, imposed by the data acquisition and the track reconstruction
is 3%. _e estimated values are below the limit and, thus, the PXD will withstand the harsh
background conditions that are expected at Belle II.
8 Conclusion andOutlook
_is thesis revolves around the Belle II experiment, the successor of the highly successful Belle
experiment at the KEKB electron-positron collider in Tsukubu, Japan. _e KEKB collider sees
major upgrades in order to increase the luminosity by a factor 40, leading to an unpreceden-
ted luminosity of 8 × 1035 cm−2 s−1. During the upgrade, scheduled to be ûnished by 2017, the
KEKB accelerator will become the SuperKEKB accelerator, with the asymmetric beam ener-
gies of 7GeV (e−) and 4GeV (e+). _e rich physics program oòered by the collider focuses
on the measurement of CP-violation and will search for Physics beyond the Standard Model.
SuperKEKB is going to produce particle beams with a vertical size of only 48 nm, a size that
has never been reached at any particle collider before. _is leads to a largely increased back-
ground rate, making the upgrade from the Belle detector to the Belle II detector necessary.
Additionally the upgrade aims to increase the physics performance of the detector, making it
more sensitive to the eòects of New Physics. Belle II will see improvements and redesigns of
almost all sub-detectors as well as the inclusion of a whole new sub-detector, the Pixel Vertex
Detector (PXD)._e introduction of the PXDwill make sure that decay vertices are reconstruc-
ted with an extremely high precision in the harsh background conditions at Belle II. _e PXD
is a semi-conductor based particle tracking detector and the innermost detector of Belle II. It
oòers excellent track and vertex reconstruction capabilities, while having a sensor thickness of
only 75 µm in order to minimisemultiple scattering eòects.
Due to the innovative concept of a high-luminosity nano-beam accelerator, the scale of back-
ground being produced at the future SuperKEKB cannot be derived from a traditional electron-
positron collider, and has therefore to be simulated using ûrst-principle Monte Carlo tech-
niques. _is thesis focused on a detailed study of the expected background for the pixel vertex
detector at the upcomingBelle II experiment. For the Belle II experiment a new soware frame-
work, basf2, has been developed. _e development of basf2 was initiated by the author of this
thesis. It is a crucial element of the Belle II experiment as it will be used for the whole of the
data processing. _e data taken by the various sub-detectors is sent to a computing farm where
it is decided whether the data contains interesting physics and should therefore be stored on
disk. _is decision process requires an analysis of the data in real-time and is performed using
the Belle II soware framework. _e same soware framework is then used to read the stored
data, reconstruct the collision and is employed by the user to perform the ûnal physics analysis.
In order to be able to handle the vast amount of data in real-time, the soware framework basf2
makes use of multi-core systems by having an advanced parallel processing mechanism built-
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in. On the other hand, basf2 is also designed to be user-friendly in order to allow physicists
to concentrate on their analysis rather than on the soware. As an example for the application
of a full event generation, simulation, reconstruction and analysis chain the intrinsic detector
resolution of the PXD was estimated from an impact parameter resolution study using basf2.
_e result for muons with a pt in the range of 2.5GeV to 3GeV is
σint(d0) = (10.3 ± 0.1) µm
σint(z0) = (12.9 ± 0.1) µm
_e impact parameter resolution of Belle II improves by roughly a factor of two compared to
Belle. Without the PXD, the resolution is comparable to the one at Belle (d0) or even worse
(z0). _is proves that the PXD is crucial for achieving an excellent impact parameter resolution
and that the PXD is essential for the precise reconstruction of vertices and, in turn, the precise
measurement of the time-dependent asymmetry of the B-meson decay rate.
_e dominating background for the PXD is the two-photon QED process
e+e− → e+e−γγ → e+e−e+e−
as this process has a very large cross-section (especially at low values of pt) and dominates all
other production processes found at SuperKEKB. Almost all outgoing particles carry a very
low transversemomentum which conûnes them to the innermost region around the IP. Hence
this process is almost exclusively observed as a background by the PXD and does not play a
role for the other sub-detectors. Being the dominant background, theMonte Carlo generators
used to produce two-photon events require a thorough investigation of their reliability. _is
is particularly true for Belle II as theMonte Carlo generators at hand have been developed for
and tested at e+e− colliders running at amuch higher centre-of-mass energy, such as LEP. It is
found that the diòerence between the two-photon Monte Carlo generators BDK and KoralW
in the high cross-section, low pt (smaller than 20MeV) for the produced electron and positron,
and thus most relevant range for the PXD is very small. Both Monte Carlo generators agree
with the experiment in this important low momentum regime. _erefore they qualify to be
used for the PXD background studies. However, the question arises as towhether the delivered
cross-section of the Monte Carlo generators is correct over an intermediate phase space. _is
calls for a comparison between recorded detector data andMonte Carlo data, an analysis that
has never been done for centre-of-mass energies of the order of those of the Belle and Belle II
experiments. For this purpose an experiment was conducted at Belle speciûcally for this thesis
in 2010, shortly before theKEKB accelerator and the Belle detectorwere shut down. _e author
of this thesis was involved in the planning and preparation (e.g. DAQ histograms, triggers) of
the experiments and took the data during his detector shis. A random trigger setup has been
used to record events that would otherwise have been missed with the standard Belle trigger
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conûguration. By analysing the number of hits in the SVD for diòerent luminosity settings,
the contribution of two-photon QED events to the total number of SVD hits were estimated
and compared to the Monte Carlo prediction. It was found that the Monte Carlo generators
agree with the recorded data. While this analysis focused on the dominating low pt region of
the two-photon process, the second analysis dealt with the high pt region. It aimed at fully
reconstructing two-photon events and on producing a “clean” data sample from the recorded
data. _e normalisation between Monte Carlo and measured data was accomplished with the
help of Bhabha events. A two-photon event reconstruction chain was developed and applied to
the recorded data aswell as theMonte Carlo data produced by BDK andKoralW. In order to be
able to reconstruct “clean” events, the analysis focused on no-tag eventswith transverse particle
momenta larger than 320MeV. From the recorded data
Nexp (Exp73) = 24
events are reconstructed as two-photon events. _e predicted number of events from the BDK
and KoralW generator are
Nexp (BDK) = 33.8 ± 3.2
Nexp (KoralW) = 793.4 ± 99.9
_is results in a 3.1σ agreement between BDK and the data, while KoralW is consistent within
7.7σ with the data. _e conclusion is drawn that bothMonte Carlo generators agree very nicely
for low values of pt but diòer signiûcantly for larger values. _e recorded data proved that
for larger pt the behaviour of BDK is correct. Since the cross-section peaks strongly for low
values of pt both generators can be used for further background studies. Due to performance
advantages of BDK and possible contributions from back-scattered particles originating from
high pt tracks, KoralWwas not used for the generation of the two-photon background.
_ere are two types of background present at SuperKEKB: beam-induced backgrounds and
luminosity-dependent backgrounds. _e beam-induced processes originate from the acceler-
ator due to residual gas in the beampipe, bending magnets or interactions of particles within a
single bunch, whereas luminosity-dependent processes comprise normal QED processes, such
as Bhabha scattering or two-photon processes. _e expected amount of background produced
by SuperKEKB has not yet been measured and Monte Carlo techniques had again to be em-
ployed to simulate the various background contributions. Among the tools that were used are
the SAD accelerator simulation, BBBREM radiative Bhabha generator, BDK and a synchrotron
radiation simulation that has been developed by the author of this thesis. All backgrounds are
subject to a full Belle II detector simulation, followed by a detailed simulation of the PXD re-
sponse. It is found that the dominant background is the two-photon QED process accounting
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for almost 70% of the total PXD background. _e second largest background is synchrotron
radiation, closely followed by radiative Bhabha scattering. In contrast to the other background
types the two-photon background is irreducible, though, as there is no way to increase or add
additional shielding material, adjust the radii of apertures or tune the acceleratormagnet lattice
in order to protect the PXD from this background. Hence, the two-photon background is the
most severe background for the PXD.
_e thesis ûnished with a detailed study of various ûgures of merit, such as particle ux, radi-
ationdose andoccupancy. On average the inner layer experiences aparticleuxof 6.1MHz cm−2
and the outer layer of 2.5MHz cm−2. _e distribution of the particle ux along the global z-
axis is fairly at meaning that the radiation damage is evenly distributed along the PXD lad-
ders, a scenario favoured by the hardware developers. _e simulation showed that the inner
layer of the PXD is exposed to a radiation dose of 19.9 kGy/smy1 and the outer layer to a dose
of 4.9 kGy/smy. Irradiation tests of DEPFET sensors with 10MeV electrons showed that the
sensors work reliably for a dose of at least 100 kGy. It is believed that they can even cope with
up to 200 kGy. Using the radiation dose values obtained from the simulation, the numbers
translate to a lifetime of roughly 10 years for the PXD sensors, the typical operation time of a
high energy physics detector. _e study revealed that the expected PXD occupancy from back-
ground events is
inner layer ∶ 1.28 ± 0.03% outer layer ∶ 0.45 ± 0.01%
_e upper limit for the PXD, imposed by the data acquisition and the track reconstruction
is 3%. _e estimated values are below the limit and, thus, the PXD will withstand the harsh
background conditions that are expected at Belle II.
_is thesis is dedicated to the estimation of the expected background for the PXD at the Super-
KEKB collider running at its nominal luminosity and under ideal conditions, such as vacuum
levels, beam orbit and detector alignment. However, especially in the ûrst phase of the experi-
ment, the conditions will be less than ideal. _e work presented in this thesis can be extended
to cover those non-idealistic cases. Possible studies include de-tuned beam optics resulting in
higher Touschek and synchrotron radiation background, lower vacuum levels giving rise to a
higher contribution of Beam-Gas events or misaligned detector parts and beam-masks expos-
ing the PXD sensors to a largely increased ux of photons from synchrotron radiation. In gen-
eral the ûrst operation phase of SuperKEKB will see a larger contribution from beam-induced
backgrounds as the luminosity will be low and, in turn, the two-photon backgroundmight not
be as severe. A ûrst reference will be provided by the BEAST experiment2, a detector being de-
veloped tomeasure the background levels during the ûrst commissioning phase of SuperKEKB.
11 smy = 1 snowmass year = 107s
2Beam Exorcism for A STable experiment
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_is oòers another opportunity to continue the work done in this thesis. _e expected back-
ground for the sensors of the BEAST experiment can be estimated using the tools andworkows
developed in this thesis. As soon as measured beam-induced background data is available, it
can be used in order to improve theMonte Carlo simulation of those background components.
From a technical point of view, the basf2 soware has seen major advances during the time this
thesis was under completion. Recent background studies with the latest version of basf2 are
in nice agreement with the results obtained in this thesis but it might be worthwhile to apply
the latest improvements on pattern recognition, tracking, simulation and background mixing
to the various studies presented in this work.
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Appendix A
Tables and gures for the two-photon
processmeasurement
A.1 Tables
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No θ (Lab frame) θ (CMS frame) σ ⋅ 109[pb] σv is ⋅ 109[pb] t per event [s]
1 (0.0○, 180.0○) (0.0○, 180.0○) 7.22 ± 0.94 2.68 ± 0.35 147
2 (2.0○, 180.0○) (3.02○, 180.0○) 7.22 ± 0.94 2.67 ± 0.35 146
3 (4.0○, 176.0○) (6.04○, 177.35○) 4.49 ± 0.25 2.52 ± 0.14 116
4 (6.0○, 172.0○) (9.06○, 174.7○) 3.89 ± 0.19 2.5 ± 0.12 109
4 (8.0○, 168.0○) (12.07○, 172.04○) 3.48 ± 0.16 2.49 ± 0.12 104
5 (10.0○, 164.0○) (15.07○, 169.38○) 3.21 ± 0.15 2.48 ± 0.12 100
6 (12.0○, 160.0○) (18.06○, 166.69○) 2.98 ± 0.14 2.5 ± 0.12 96
7 (14.0○, 156.0○) (21.04○, 163.99○) 2.75 ± 0.13 2.46 ± 0.11 94
8 (15.0○, 154.0○) (22.52○, 162.63○) 2.66 ± 0.13 2.44 ± 0.12 93
9 (16.0○, 152.0○) (23.99○, 161.27○) 2.62 ± 0.14 2.46 ± 0.13 92
10 (17.0○, 150.0○) (25.47○, 159.89○) 2.55 ± 0.14 2.43 ± 0.13 92
11 (18.0○, 148.0○) (26.94○, 158.52○) 2.50 ± 0.16 2.42 ± 0.15 90
12 (19.0○, 146.0○) (28.4○, 157.13○) 2.42 ± 0.15 2.36 ± 0.14 90
13 (20.0○, 144.0○) (29.86○, 155.74○) 2.3 ± 0.13 2.27 ± 0.12 91
14 (22.0○, 140.0○) (32.76○, 152.93○) 2.22 ± 0.14 2.21 ± 0.14 93
15 (24.0○, 136.0○) (35.64○, 150.07○) 2.09 ± 0.13 2.09 ± 0.13 96
16 (26.0○, 134.0○) (38.49○, 148.63○) 1.97 ± 0.12 1.97 ± 0.12 98
17 (27.0○, 133.0○) (39.9○, 147.91○) 1.93 ± 0.12 1.92 ± 0.12 99
18 (28.0○, 132.0○) (41.31○, 147.18○) 1.88 ± 0.12 1.88 ± 0.12 100
19 (29.0○, 131.0○) (42.71○, 146.45○) 1.84 ± 0.11 1.83 ± 0.11 101
20 (30.0○, 130.0○) (44.11○, 145.72○) 1.79 ± 0.11 1.79 ± 0.11 103
21 (31.0○, 129.0○) (45.5○, 144.98○) 1.75 ± 0.1 1.75 ± 0.1 103
22 (32.0○, 128.0○) (46.88○, 144.24○) 1.71 ± 0.1 1.71 ± 0.1 104
23 (33.0○, 127.0○) (48.26○, 143.49○) 1.67 ± 0.1 1.67 ± 0.1 105
24 (34.0○, 126.0○) (49.62○, 142.75○) 1.63 ± 0.09 1.62 ± 0.09 106
25 (36.0○, 124.0○) (52.33○, 141.25○) 1.53 ± 0.08 1.53 ± 0.08 109
26 (38.0○, 122.0○) (55.01○, 139.73○) 1.46 ± 0.08 1.45 ± 0.08 111
27 (40.0○, 120.0○) (57.65○, 138.19○) 1.38 ± 0.08 1.33 ± 0.08 115
Table A.1: KoralW polar angle conûgurations used for the σv is(KoralW) stability test. Listed are
the polar angle cuts in the laboratory and the centre-of-mass system, the generator cross-section,
the visible cross-section in the detector acceptance and the time it took to generate a single event
within the detector acceptance.
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Name Fortran variable Value
CMS total Energy [GeV] CmsEne 10.58
Photon spectrum parameter vvmin 10−6
Max weight for reject wtmax 1.2 ⋅ 109
Min vis p2t(GeV 2) arbitr 0.0
Inv2mass cut for e+e−xx [GeV 2] arbitr1 0.0
Min theta with beam (0=no cut) [rad] themin 0.0
Max p2t of photons in e+e−xx [GeV 2] arbitr2 0.0
Angle of e+e− with respect to the beam below which
t-channel like bremsstrahlung is emulated tAngMax 180.0 deg
Initial state radiation KeyISR on (=1)
Alpha/pi in yfs formfactor is kept KeyNLL on (=1)
Coulomb correction KeyCul on (=1)
IBA from the CKM matrix (PDG ’96) KeyBra on (=2)
Weighted events KeyWgt oò (=0)
RANMAR random number generator KeyRnd on (=1)
Second presampler for all 4fermion ûnal states KeySmp on (=2)
EXTERNAL matrix element Key4f on (=1)
ZZ type ûnal states KeyZon on (=1)
WW type ûnal states KeyWon oò (=0)
Decay mode τ+ JAK1 oò (=-1)
Decay mode τ− JAK2 oò (=-1)
Bremsstrahlung in Tauola ITDKRC oò (=0)
PHOTOS switch IFPHOT oò (=0)
Hadronisation W− IFHADM oò (=0)
Hadronisation W+ IFHADP oò (=0)
Table A.2:_e settings for the KoralW Monte Carlo production
Description Value Unit
Beam energy in the centre-of-mass system 5.29 GeV
Momentum vector for e− as a fraction of the beam energy (0, 0, 1)
Momentum vector for e+ as a fraction of the beam energy (0, 0,−1)
Minimum invariant mass for a fermion pair 0.001 GeV
Minimum theta angle for the produced particles 0.0 degree
Maximum theta angle for the produced particles 180.0 degree
Table A.3:_e settings for the BDK Monte Carlo production
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No θ (Lab frame) θ (CMS frame) σ[nb] σv is[nb]
1 (12.0○, 155.0○) (18.06○, 163.31○) 78.06 ± 0.2 6.89 ± 0.02
2 (17.0○, 150.0○) (25.47○, 159.89○) 35.02 ± 0.08 6.81 ± 0.02
3 (20.0○, 145.0○) (29.86○, 156.44○) 23.91 ± 0.05 6.93 ± 0.02
4 (23.0○, 142.0○) (34.20○, 154.34○) 17.09 ± 0.04 6.94 ± 0.01
5 (25.0○, 140.0○) (37.06○, 152.93○) 13.93 ± 0.03 6.94 ± 0.01
6 (25.0○, 138.0○) (37.06○, 151.50○) 13.92 ± 0.03 6.95 ± 0.01
7 (25.0○, 135.0○) (37.06○, 149.35○) 13.91 ± 0.03 6.97 ± 0.01
8 (28.0○, 132.0○) (41.31○, 147.18○) 10.49 ± 0.02 6.95 ± 0.01
9 (30.0○, 130.0○) (44.11○, 145.72○) 8.82 ± 0.02 6.89 ± 0.01
10 (32.0○, 128.0○) (46.88○, 144.24○) 7.49 ± 0.02 6.74 ± 0.01
11 (35.0○, 125.0○) (50.98○, 141.99○) 5.97 ± 0.01 5.38 ± 0.01
12 (37.0○, 123.0○) (53.67○, 140.49○) 5.18 ± 0.01 4.69 ± 0.01
13 (40.0○, 120.0○) (57.65○, 138.19○) 4.22 ± 0.01 3.83 ± 0.01
14 (42.0○, 118.0○) (60.26○, 136.65○) 3.72 ± 0.01 3.38 ± 0.01
15 (45.0○, 115.0○) (64.12○, 134.29○) 3.09 ± 0.01 2.83 ± 0.01
Table A.5: BHWide polar angle conûgurations used for the σv is(BHWide) stability test
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Name Value
CMS total Energy [GeV] 10.58
Detector range θMin [deg] for positrons 41.31
Detector range θMax [deg] for positrons 147.18
Detector range θMin [deg] for electrons 41.31
Detector range θMax [deg] for electrons 147.18
Energy minimum [GeV] for detected positrons 0.2
Energy minimum [GeV] for detected electrons 0.2
Maximum acollinearity [deg] of ûnal e+e− 10.0
Infrared cut on photon energy [GeV] 10−5
Maximum Weight for rejection 3.0
Z mass [GeV] 91.1882
Z width [GeV] 2.4952
sin2(θW) 0.22225
Top quark mass [GeV] 174.3
Higgs mass [GeV] 115.0
Weighted events oò (=0)
Random number generator RANMAR (=1)
Channel choice s-channel and t-channel (=0)
Z-contribution on (=0)
Total electroweak correlations included on (=1)
Electroweak corrections library ALIBABA
Hard bremsstrahlung matrix element library CALKUL
Photon vacuum polarisation library BURKHARDT
Table A.6: BHWide generator settings used for the ûnal production.
Selection criterion Events passed
Input 107
Conûdence level track ût 9928381
Impact parameter 9911476
pt 9902915
Barrel region 7151360
Momentum (hard radiation photon rejection) 6608109
Event topology (acollinearity angle) 6604734
Event energy (ECL cluster) 6558207
Reconstruction eõciency єrec(BHWide) 0.656
Table A.7: Result of the reconstruction procedure on the BHWideMonte Carlo data
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Run Input Tracking d0,zo p t Barrel γ rej Topology ECL Efficiency
401 54119 46958 46711 46636 41695 37120 35225 35219 0.651
403 43867 38019 37820 37774 33733 29984 28467 28463 0.649
408 35034 30259 30088 30038 26915 23927 22707 22703 0.648
409 20147 17406 17298 17274 15510 13809 13119 13119 0.651
411 35623 30913 30729 30690 27361 24339 23188 23186 0.651
414 51771 44943 44704 44640 39937 35454 33619 33615 0.649
416 45118 39057 38875 38819 34687 30911 29357 29351 0.651
417 32898 28583 28423 28389 25430 22542 21425 21418 0.651
418 25930 22394 22278 22253 19836 17612 16673 16664 0.643
419 235 32 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.000
420 75 12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.000
421 45176 39162 38969 38918 34856 31014 29384 29382 0.650
422 44723 38791 38595 38543 34454 30666 29158 29151 0.652
424 38783 33564 33402 33350 29734 26475 25210 25206 0.650
425 33822 29203 29061 29028 25996 23153 22038 22030 0.651
426 28818 24924 24778 24734 22119 19710 18713 18711 0.649
427 11097 9499 9445 9436 8453 7532 7167 7165 0.646
Total 547236 473719 471176 470522 420716 374248 355450 355383 0.649
Table A.8: Radiative Bhabha reconstruction results - Experiment 73, Trigger 42 (brl_bhabha).
_e eõciency is given under the assumption that the trigger is ideal.
Run Input Tracking d0,zo pt Barrel γ rej Topology ECL
401 433721 1407 290 275 93 56 52 49
403 450420 1257 241 232 77 35 33 30
408 453377 1124 202 195 63 33 29 24
409 411137 840 116 110 44 19 17 15
411 462426 1189 228 224 82 37 35 34
414 419097 1272 275 263 79 42 36 35
416 449210 1089 263 249 91 47 43 41
417 455144 892 177 173 63 41 37 35
418 470788 801 144 140 48 28 23 22
419 291674 1003 10 9 4 0 0 0
420 97592 126 0 0 0 0 0 0
421 366934 1150 249 238 93 46 42 41
422 385012 1035 246 231 88 48 44 42
424 385190 941 238 230 79 31 29 28
425 385446 830 201 196 66 27 24 23
426 385654 705 156 147 41 22 20 19
427 184635 271 53 51 21 8 6 6
Total 6487457 15932 3089 2963 1032 520 470 444
Table A.9: Radiative Bhabha reconstruction results - Experiment 73, Trigger 77 (random_ev)
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pt cut Exp73 BDK KoralW
210 46 88.8 ± 5.2 1624.6 ± 143.1
220 45 81.8 ± 5.0 1586.8 ± 141.4
230 43 75.0 ± 4.8 1549.0 ± 139.7
240 42 71.0 ± 4.7 1397.9 ± 132.7
250 41 66.1 ± 4.5 1347.5 ± 130.3
260 39 60.9 ± 4.3 1271.9 ± 126.6
270 35 56.9 ± 4.2 1183.8 ± 122.1
280 33 51.6 ± 3.9 1146.0 ± 120.1
290 30 47.0 ± 3.8 1045.3 ± 114.7
300 27 43.0 ± 3.6 1007.5 ± 112.7
310 27 40.9 ± 3.6 931.9 ± 108.3
320 26 38.4 ± 3.4 856.4 ± 103.9
330 26 35.7 ± 3.3 818.6 ± 101.5
340 24 33.8 ± 3.2 793.4 ± 99.9
350 22 33.5 ± 3.2 780.8 ± 99.2
360 22 31.9 ± 3.1 755.6 ± 97.6
370 22 30.4 ± 3.1 730.4 ± 95.9
380 20 29.2 ± 3.0 692.6 ± 93.4
390 20 27.4 ± 2.9 642.3 ± 89.9
400 19 26.4 ± 2.9 591.9 ± 86.3
410 18 26.4 ± 2.9 554.1 ± 83.5
420 18 25.2 ± 2.8 503.7 ± 79.7
430 18 24.9 ± 2.8 491.2 ± 78.7
440 18 23.1 ± 2.7 465.9 ± 76.6
450 15 22.8 ± 2.6 465.9 ± 76.6
Table A.10:_e number of expected events for each pt cut.
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A.2 Figures
A.2.1 Momentumdistribution of the recorded data, simulated
background and the simulated BDK signal after each
reconstruction step
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Figure A.1: 46.7○ < θ(CMS) < 145.7○
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Figure A.2: Exactly one e+ and one e− particle
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Figure A.3: e+e− momentum is < 2.645 GeV
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Figure A.4: Accollinearity angle is > 10○
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Figure A.5: Invariant mass > 100 MeV
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Figure A.6: Electron ID likelihood
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A.2.2 Momentumdistribution of the recorded data, simulated
background and the simulated KoralW signal after each
reconstruction step
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Figure A.7: 46.7○ < θ(CMS) < 145.7○
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Figure A.8: Exactly one e+ and one e− particle
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Figure A.9: e+e− momentum is < 2.645 GeV
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Figure A.10: Accollinearity angle is > 10○
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Figure A.11: Invariant mass > 100 MeV
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Figure A.12: Electron ID likelihood
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A.2.3 Opening angle distribution of the recorded data, simulated
background and the simulated BDK signal after each
reconstruction step
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Figure A.13: 46.7○ < θ(CMS) < 145.7○
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Figure A.14: Exactly one e+ and one e− particle
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Figure A.15: e+e− momentum is < 2.645 GeV
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Figure A.16: Accollinearity angle is > 10○
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Figure A.17: Invariant mass > 100 MeV
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Figure A.18: Electron ID likelihood
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A.3 The Belle and Belle II boost
Almost all Monte Carlo generators used in this thesis produce events in the centre-of-mass
frame (CMS). In order to perform a full detector simulation, they have to be boosted into the
laboratory frame (Lab) of the Belle/Belle II detector. In the following, the boost method used
in this thesis and in basf2 is presented. _e momentum of the HER and LER beam in the lab
system is given by
P⃗HER =
⎛
⎜⎜
⎝
√
E2HER −m2e ⋅ sin(ϕ − ψ)
0√
E2HER −m2e ⋅ cos(ϕ − ψ)
⎞
⎟⎟
⎠
P⃗LER =
⎛
⎜⎜
⎝
√
E2LER −m2e ⋅ sin(π − ψ)
0√
E2LER −m2e ⋅ cos(π − ψ)
⎞
⎟⎟
⎠
Since all data is assumed to have been taken or simulated at the Υ(4S) resonance, the following
four-momentum describes the Υ(4S) in the lab system
P⃗Υ(4S) = (
P⃗HER
EHER
) + (P⃗LERELER
)
With E = EHER + ELER, the velocity β⃗ is then
β⃗ = (
P⃗Υ(4S),x
E
,
P⃗Υ(4S),y
E
,
P⃗Υ(4S),z
E
)
_e numerical values for β and βγ for Belle and Belle II are shown in table 6.2. In order to
transform a particle’s four-momentum P⃗ from the CMS frame to the lab frame, the general
Lorentz transformation, applied to the four-momentum P⃗ ≡ (p⃗, E) with c = 1 and γ∗ = γ−1β2 , is
used [277]
P⃗Lab =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜
⎝
1 + γ∗β2x γ∗βxβy γ∗βxβz γβx
γ∗βyβx 1 + γ∗β2y γ∗βyβz γβy
γ∗βzβx γ∗βzβy 1 + γ∗β2z γβz
γβx γβy γβz γ
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟
⎠
´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶
L
⋅P⃗CMS (A.1)
_e inverse transformation from lab frame to CMS frame can easily be computed by changing
β⃗ to −β⃗. However, to be precise, equation (A.1)with −β⃗ transforms a particle from the lab frame
into the Υ(4S) rest frame and all Monte Carlo generators used in this thesis assume that the
z-axis is parallel to the electron ight direction. _is means that the transformation in (A.1)
has to be corrected for the assymmetry of the beams. _is is accomplished by rotating the CMS
of the HER in such a way that it is parallel to theMonte Carlo generator’s z-axis. _e rotation
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angle and axis is calculated by transforming the four-momentum of the HER from the lab to
the CMS frame
Q⃗HER = L−1 ⋅ (
P⃗HER
EHER
)
Normalising Q⃗HER → Q̂HER and calculating the vector product with the generator’s assumed
z-axis
R⃗ =
⎛
⎜⎜
⎝
0
0
1
⎞
⎟⎟
⎠
×
⎛
⎜⎜
⎝
Q̂HER,x
Q̂HER,y
Q̂HER,z
⎞
⎟⎟
⎠
gives the rotation axis R⃗ and the rotation angle
α = sin−1(∣R⃗∣)
Multiplying a rotationmatrix with the rotation axis R⃗ and angle α on the transformationmatrix
L in (A.1) yields the desiredmatrix for the lab frame to generatorCMS frame Lorentz transform-
ation. _is Lorentz transformation has been implemented into the basf2 soware as a central
and common tool and is used upon user request in the several Monte Carlo generators.
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Appendix B
Theory of additional background
components
B.1 Beam-Gas Bremsstrahlung
_e total Beam-Gas loss rate is dominated by the elastic Coulomb scattering, described in sec-
tion 7.4.2. _emost important second order process, with respect to the Beam-Gas loss rate, is
Bremsstrahlung. In this process, a beam particle interacts with the ûeld of the residual gas nuc-
leus and emits photons. _e original diòerential cross-section for the Bremsstrahlung process
is given by Bethe-Heitler [278, 279] and has been corrected and extended for various eòects in
themeantime. A nice overview, especially for the use in practical calculations, is given in [280].
Because of the high energies and velocities that the beam particles reach at SuperKEKB, a high
energy limit of the Bremsstrahlung process should be applied. According to the criteria given
in [280], a Born approximation for extremely relativistic particles with complete screening is
appropriate for the description of the Beam-Gas Bremsstrahlung process. _e Born approxim-
ation considers free particle wave functions that are perturbed to the ûrst order in Z. Given the
low Z values for the residual gas atoms (Z(H2) = 1, Z(CO) = 7)1 and β ≈ 1, the Born approx-
imation condition (2παZ/β) ≪ 1 is fulûlled at SuperKEKB. For high energetic beam particles,
the screening of the Coulomb ûeld of a nucleus by the atomic electrons has to be taken into
account. _e formula for the cross-section that is diòerentialwith respect to the photon energy
k, taking into account the approximations given above and a Coulomb correction term, is [281]
dσ
dk
= 4αr
2
e
3k
[(4 − 4y + 3y2) [Z2 (Fel − f ) + ZFinel] + (1 − y)
Z2 + Z
3
] (B.1)
where y = k/Ee± is the fraction of energy taken by the photon from the initial beamparticle. As
usual, α is the ûne structure constant and re the classical radius of the electron. Fel and Finel are
1For CO the average value Z = 7 is used
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the elastic and the inelastic form factors, respectively. Fel describes the scattering of the beam
particle on the nucleus and Finel the scattering on the shell electrons. _is can also be seen from
the factor Z2 for Fel , which comes from the Coulomb ûeld of the nucleus, carrying the charge
Ze. On the other hand, the shell electrons contribute individually with Z times the charge e,
leading to the factor Z (instead of Z2) for Finel .
For values of Z > 4, Fel and Finel can be approximated by [42]
Fel = ln (
184.15
Z 13
) Finel = ln (
1194
Z 23
)
_e Coulomb correction in equation B.1 is given by [42]
f = α2Z2
∞
∑
n=1
1
n (n2 + α2Z2)
With a = αZ and n the number of atoms per unit volume, the explicit calculation of f for
elements up to uranium yields
f = a2 [ 1
1 + a2 + 0.20206 − 0.0369a
2 + 0.0083a4 − 0.002a6]
_e total cross-section for the particles lost due to Beam-Gas Bremsstrahlung is calculate by
the integral
σBremLoss = ∫
E
Ec
dσ
dk
dk
with Ec being the lowest energy loss, which results in a particle loss. Using a lower energy
bound in the integral above has the additional beneût of avoiding the divergence of the total
cross-section. Performing the integration gives
σBremLoss =
4αr2e
3
[(4 ln E
Ec
− 4E − Ec
E
+ 3
2
(1 − E
2
c
E2
)) [Z2 (Fel − f ) + ZFinel]
+(ln E
Ec
− E − Ec
E
) Z
2 + Z
3
]
(B.2)
Using the assumption that Ec ≪ E, equation B.2 simpliûes to the ûnal cross-section
σBremLoss =
4αr2e
3
[(4 ln E
Ec
− 5
2
) [Z2 (Fel − f ) + ZFinel] + (ln
E
Ec
− 1) Z
2 + Z
3
] (B.3)
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